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Abstract
This thesis is focused upon the double treatise of Theodoret of Cyrus written before the
Council of Ephesus (431) entitled On the Holy and Vivifying Trinity [ITepi. xrjq aytaq icai
^(oo7ioioo Tpiaboq] and On the Incarnation/Inhumanation of the Lord [Flepi xrjq xoo
Kuplou Evavdpa)7rfiaecoq]. After a brief presentation of Theodoret's life and the place of
this work in his oeuvre (Ch. 1), Ch. 2 is concerned with the textual tradition, including the
time of writing, the handing down through history in various manuscripts, the ascription to
Cyril of Alexandria, the editions and the restoration to the author by modern scholarship.
Chapters 3 and 4 are concerned with the doctrinal analysis of the first and the second half
respectively. Apart from the presentation of the theological issues discussed by the author,
during which various Trinitarian and Christological concepts and expressions as well as
some soteriological and pastoral emphases (including their effect upon Theodoret's
Christology) are analysed, the thesis is also an attempt to vindicate the author from some
one-time and modern charges concerning his alleged crypto-Nestorianism. During the
exegesis and historical-theological commentary it will be argued that some of the main
accusations brought against him (i.e. the absence of a genuine communicatio idiomatum, a
two-subject Christology, the non-application of a hypostatic union in Christ around 431 etc.)
- when compared to the valid theological standards of his own time (The Formula of
Reunion, Leo's Tome and the Chalcedonense) — are largely unwarranted or anachronistic.
Although some - verbal - defects of Theodoref s way of expressing his concept of the union
in Christ remain (defects which he himself corrected in his later works), nevertheless his
basic concept and model of the Word Incarnate is theologically sound.
The final conclusion of the work is that the understanding of Chalcedonian orthodoxy
according to either of the two ancient parallel traditions is admissible. The key figures of the
two schools - Cyril and Theodoret - are to be seen as presenting two aspects of the same
truth. Although their emphases are different, the Alexandrian and Antiochene Christological
systems represent rather complementary than opposing views and the rejection of either
would result in a partial but significant loss of our common Chalcedonian heritage.
Since no critical edition is yet available, all the quotations found by modern scholars are
listed in the Appendix, including my own textual discovery of a few longer excerpts from the
virtually unquoted first tract. Thus, among the purposes of the thesis is also the intention to
contribute towards the first critical edition of this double treatise. The Appendix also contains
the first English translation of both halves.
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Prooemium
'Every writing requires time and tranquillity, together with a mind free of worries'.
(Theodoret of Cyrus: On the Holy and Vivifying Trinity)
Exactly ten years ago, on a warm August afternoon in 1992, being on a trip in Hungary
with some of my fellow colleagues from the Theological Institute in Kolozsvar, I entered
an antiquarian book-seller - at the time I thought - merely by chance. I happened to pick
up a two-volume publication entitled On the divine and human nature containing selected
works of Greek Church Fathers. That evening I began to read the Bishop of Cyrus for the
very first time. A week later I found myself hunting for every other available book written
by him. He simply rhymed too well to what I had been brought up with. It almost seemed
too good to be true.
This enthusiasm did not fade away throughout my undergraduate years. It rather
strengthened and during my two-year middle-school teaching in my home town it almost
became a returning obsession. With the possibility having been offered to study in
Scotland in 1998 initially for a master's degree, my life took a new turn. I left with bitterest
heart a wife and a two-and-a-half week old daughter back home and started the adventure
which is now slowly coming to its conclusion.
It has been a long, exciting but spiritually demanding time during which I had to learn to
detach from my theme and from my hero emotionally in order to be able to reflect upon his
lifework with some objectivity. Whether I was successful or not in this attempt, the
following work will bear witness. Nevertheless, I do not intend to begin and carry out the
analysis of Theodoret's early theology around the unsettled times of the Third Ecumenical
Council with the assumption that every ambiguous or defective point of his (or in fact
anyone else's) theology and/or mode of its expression can be explained away by a skilfully
chosen method of interpretation. On the contrary, I am convinced that in this sense there is
no 'perfect' theology even less a 'perfect' and timeless theological model of Christ - simply
because it cannot exist, for we all 'see through a mirror, dimly [pA,£nop£v yap apxi 61'
£<xmxpoo ev aiviypaxi]' (1Corinthians 13:12). As a consequence, both theology in
general and the model of Christ in particular have to be continually reformulated, often
even within the oeuvre of one theologian. If this does not happen naturally, theology itself
ceases to be the very expression of God's ever-actual message in the Church, in the society
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and in history. Consequently, it also is my belief - perhaps not without the influence of
Theodoret - that a so-called Tart pour l'arf theology has no legitimacy in itself.
To a certain extent all theologians are bound to their historical period, yet even if they were
not, they are certainly confined by the inevitable analogies which they build upon and
apply to their own anthropological, soteriological, pastoral and other concerns. Hence,
analogies by their very nature are approximate and not absolute. Different theologians do
not necessarily ask the same questions: therefore, their answers may differ accordingly.
Without spending time to illustrate how often one's heterodoxy or defective formula
provoked as it were the orthodoxy of the other1 I would merely assess that one's
involvement in Christian theology means to respond to a challenge (or to several
challenges) and to bring new ones into the debate at the same time - yet in most cases the
latter is bound to be addressed and answered by someone else. Nevertheless, this is the
natural way of theological development - at least for those who believe that the message of
the divinely inspired Scripture is eternally actual and consequently has to be reformulated
and retranslated for every generation. Thus, Verbum Dei manet in aeternum - not our
however best formulae and interpretations.
It is perhaps needless to say that this cannot mean at all an introduction of relativism into
the doctrine about the Person of our Saviour - pf] ysvotxo. Concerning Him there are
indeed some utterly fundamental elements, which derive from Scripture itself, and ignoring
these is beyond any doubt contrary to Christian teaching. Such elements are the
unequivocal recognition of His full divinity and full humanity, the unreserved reception of
all His teachings and deeds including the entire work of salvation as well as the exclusive
recognition of Him being the One and only Creator, Saviour, Teacher, High Priest, Master
and King of the visible and invisible world, the Word Incarnate, unmatched by any other
teacher, prophet or religious figure who had lived before or is yet to come. My intention
therefore is not to challenge any of these indispensable elements of the Christian doctrine
concerning Jesus Christ, but rather to show that within these outlined premises the manner
of conceiving the 'why'-s and the 'how'-s by the representative of a particular theological
school of thought is more likely to be bound to a certain historical period or to personal
1 For the sake of illustration only: without the Arian challenge Origen's equation between yevqioq and
yew-prog could have prevailed perhaps for many centuries after Nicaea or the term opoouaioq might be
missing from the Creed. Apollinaris challenged the views of his own master by taking them one step further,
thus making Athanasius aware that the significance of the rational soul in Christ should be more emphasised
than he had done before - having been chiefly engaged against Arianism. Without the Nestorian and
Eutychian challenges and the response given to them by Cyril and Theodoret we might not possess such an
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theological concepts, which are not necessarily for that reason opposed to Scripture. They
are mostly continual and imperfect human attempts to rephrase again and again for the all-
time contemporary Christian community an inexpressible - or as Theodoret said: an
'ineffable' divine miracle.
With these preliminary thoughts I invite the reader to take a journey into the theological
world of two little treatises written by one of the most interesting ecclesiastical figures of
the fifth century coming from the Antiochene tradition: Theodoret, Bishop ofCyrus.
accurately formulated Chalcedonense; without Brunner's challenge in Natur und Gnade Barth may have
never written his famous Nein! in reaction to a modern 'semi-Pelagianism' etc.
Chapter 1: Theodoret as Theologian and Churchman
The life and literary production of the Bishop ofCyrus has been researched in some
detail by venerable scholarly authorities. Since the main goal ofmy thesis is not the
presentation of Theodoret's exhaustive biography or of the chronology of his works, I
shall summarise here the main events of his life and characterise his theological,
ecclesiastical and human personality, whilst referring the reader to the relevant
modern scholarship.1 A few observations, however, will be made concerning the
significance of some turning points in his career.
1.1 Birth, education and consecration for bishopric in Cyrus
The circumstances of Theodoref s conception and birth at the end of the fourth
century in Antioch remind us of the biblical stories of Samson and Samuel. His
mother - married at the age of seventeen - had been barren and although her
diseased eye was healed by the hermit Peter of Galata, according to the admonition
of whom she embraced a more ascetic life than she had lived before,2 it took a further
seven years until another holy man, Macedonius, finally promised the birth of a son.
The condition put before the future parents was to dedicate the one to be born for the
service of God.3 This being accepted, the mother conceived and after a threatened
pregnancy aided by the holy man's prayers a son was born in the year 393.4 His
parents named him Theodoret, i.e. 'the gift of God', and together with the monks he
frequently met they instructed him to regard and live his life as the fulfilment of this
1 John Henry Newman, 'Trials of Theodoret' in Historical Sketches (London: Basil Montagu
Pickering, 1873), 307-62; E. Venables, 'Theodoretus' in A Dictionary of Christian Biography, ed. by
William Smith and Henry Wace, 4 vols (London: John Murray, 1877-1887), IV, 904-19; Blomfield
Jackson, The Ecclesiastical History, Dialogues, and Letters of Theodoret, NPNF III, 1-23; Johannes
Quasten, Patrology, 4 vols (Utrecht: Spectrum, 1950-86), III, 536-54; Paul Bauchman Clayton, Jr.,
'Theodoret, Bishop of Cyrus, and the Mystery of the Incarnation in Late Antiochene Christology'
(unpublished doctoral dissertation, Union Theological Seminary, New York, 1985), 4-61; Theodoret
of Cyrrhus, A History of the Monks ofSyria, trans, by R. M. Price, Cistercian Studies, 88 (Oxford:
Mowbray, 1985) - esp. the Introduction. Most of the material presented in this chapter is to be found
in these works, therefore I shall quote them very sparingly.
2 See Theodoret, HR 9 in SC 234, 415-22.
3 HR 13 (SC 234, 503-9).
4 A date accepted by most scholars based on Theodoret's own testimony in HR 9 (SC 234, 422).
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parental offering.5 As he himself writes in Letter 88 to Taurus the Patrician, 'for I
received the apostolic nourishment from my mother's breast and the creed laid down
at Nicaea by the holy and blessed Fathers' (SC 98, 234).
Being determined to live a life dedicated to God, he acquired a vast biblical
knowledge and a close familiarity with the teachings of earlier theologians. Although
the details of his education are not known to us, his works reveal a vast erudition.
Apart from his mother tongue, Syriac, he mastered Greek6 and Hebrew. His secular
# n
education was peculiarly impressive.
We are unaware of the details or the time of his baptism.8 His correspondence does
not reveal anything concerning its circumstances. On one hand, the sequence by
which he presents the events in Letter 143 is perhaps too weak a ground to conclude
that he was not baptised in infancy, but only after 'having believed'.9 On the other
hand, the fact that Theodoret was a child offered to God before his conception did
not automatically involve his infant baptism.10
Until the age of six he could have listened to the sermons of his great fellow-
townsman, John Chrysostom, who continued to influence by his writings not only the
similarly eloquent preaching of Theodoret but his theological formation also. By the
age of 23 (416 AD) he had lost both of his parents and distributed his entire (not
small) heritage to the poor (Letter 113), dedicating himself to a monastic life in
Nicerte, 3 miles from Apamea and about 75 miles from Antioch (.Letter 119). There
5 HR 13 in SC 234, 506-8.
6 The purity of his Attic is praised by Photius in Bibliotheque, ed. by Rene Henry, Collection
Byzantine, 8 vols (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1959-77), III, 102-3.
7 For example, in the Graecarum affectionum curatio alone he quotes more than one hundred pagan
philosophers, poets and historians in about 340 passages (Quasten, Patrology, III, 544). See also Y.
Azema, 'Citations d'auteurs et allusions profanes dans la Correspondance de Theodoret', TU, 125
(1981), 5-13.
8
For a more detailed discussion of the question of infant baptism in early Christianity see David F.
Wright, 'At What Ages Were People Baptized in the Early Centuries?', SP, 30 (1997), 189-94.
9
outco yap el; apxfjq E|iaTeudr||i£v, ooxax; £7Ucrceu<Ta|iEv, outox; ePa7maflr|pEV etc. (SC
111, 156-58). Cf. Letter to the Eastern monks (SC 429, 102).
10 David F. Wright holds the same opinion over against the not documented assumption of P. Canivet.
See D. F. Wright, 'Infant Dedication in the Early Church', in Baptism, the New Testament and the
Church: Historical and Contemporary Studies in Honour ofR. E. O. White, ed. by Stanley E. Porter
and Anthony R. Cross, Journal for the Study of the New Testament Supplement Series, 171
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1999), 352-78 (p. 373). Cf. Pierre Canivet, Le monachisme
Syrien selon Theodoret de Cyr, Theologie Historique, 42 (Paris: Beauchesne, 1977), 44.
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he lived between 416 and 423, until his consecration against his will {Letters 80 and
81) as bishop ofCyrus, 'a solitary town' {Letter 138) in the province ofEuphratensis.
The seven years spent in the monastery before his ordination and the following seven
until the outbreak of the Nestorian controversy were arguably the most peaceful ones
of his life. His unwavering pastoral care bore abundant fruits on both the
ecclesiastical and the social levels. The inhabitants of the 800 parishes of his diocese
were not particularly well educated: the vast area had always been 'swarming with
heretics'.11 Driven by a deep commitment and often facing imminent threats to his
life, Theodoret brought thousands of various schismatics back into the body of the
Church. This was again untypical for contemporary churchmen (including e.g. Cyril
and Nestorius),12 who rather preferred to use military force in order to obliterate
physically the heresies together with the heretics. Perhaps his only action reproached
by some modern researchers of Tatian was the gathering and destruction of 200
copies of the Diatessaron in order to introduce the four gospels in his diocese.13
From the revenues of his see he beautified the city, built an aqueduct, public bridges,
baths and porticos. He also introduced skilled craftsmen and medical personnel to
look after the people. The Cyrrhestica was a fertile territory and its inhabitants were
unbearably overtaxed. Apart from his vast literary production he still found time to
entreat those in charge to lessen such burdens (see e.g. Letter 43 to Pulcheria, Letter
45 to Anatolius the patrician). His fame as an orator competed with Chrysostom's
and his sermons were often applauded also in Antioch where he was invited regularly
for preaching visits {Letters 83, 147). One of the best summaries of this lifelong
exemplary concern for his flock is to be found in Letter 81 to the consul Nomus:
My accusers compel me to speak. Even before my conception my parents
promised to devote me to God; from my swaddling-bands they devoted
me according to their promise and educated me accordingly; the time
before my episcopate I spent in a monastery and then was unwillingly
consecrated bishop. Twenty-five years I so lived that 1 was never
summoned to trial by any one nor ever brought accusation against any.
Not one of the pious clergy who were under me ever frequented a court.
In so many years I never took an obol nor a garment from any one. Not
11
Newman, 'Trials of Theodoret', 321.
12
See e.g. Socrates Scholasticus, HE 7.
13
See Haereticarum fabularum compendium 1, 20 in PG 83, 372A.
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one of my domestics ever received a loaf or an egg. I could not endure
the thought of possessing anything save the rags I wore. From the
revenues ofmy see I erected public porticoes; I built two large bridges; I
looked after the public baths. On finding that the city was not watered by
the river running by it, I built the conduit, and supplied the dry town with
water. But not to mention these matters I led eight villages ofMarcionites
with their neighbourhood into the way of truth; another full of
Eunomians and another of Arians I brought to the light of divine
knowledge, and, by God's grace, not a tare of heresy was left among us.
All this I did not effect with impunity; many a time I shed my blood;
many a time was 1 stoned by them and brought to the very gates of death.
But I am a fool in my boasting, yet my words are spoken of necessity, not
of consent.14
Although Cyrus was an insignificant and reasonably desolate city and its cultural
level was undoubtedly much lower than the learned shepherd would have deserved,
his grateful flock clung to him with ardent love. In fact, his affection for the
community he was assigned to was also his vulnerable point during the later
development of events.
1.2 The Nestorian controversy
Theodore of Mopsuestia, the great interpreter of the Antiochene school, died in 428.
In the same year, Theodoret's friend Nestorius became patriarch of Constantinople.15
Cyril had already been patriarch ofAlexandria since 412. The clash between the two
equally passionate and not very diplomatic churchmen brought about a stormy
dispute within the Eastern Church, which continued for decades after their deaths,
causing most of the unfortunate changes in Theodoret's life.
Theodoret's direct involvement in the debate started in 430, when John of Antioch
received the letters of Pope Celestine and Cyril concerning the condemnation of
Nestorius by the West and by Cyril's party. When these letters reached Antioch,
Theodoret was also there with other bishops of the province for the ordination of
Macarius, the new bishop of Laodicea. Theodoret was the author of the often
forgotten letter written in the name of John and his party to Nestorius, which in mild
14 SC 98, 196-97, trans, by B. Jackson in NPNF III, 277.
15
We do not know for sure whether Theodoret and Nestorius were disciples in Theodore's school,
nevertheless, the influence of Diodore, Theodore and Chrysostom is visibly present in their thinking.
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and tender style tried to persuade the patriarch not to throw the whole of
Christendom into confusion for the sake of a word (i.e. dsoTOKoq).16
Theodoret's most famous act before the Council of Ephesus, however, was his
Refutation of Cyril's Twelve Anathemas, for which he is still criticised. When
referring to this episode we should remember some often neglected circumstances in
order to have a clearer picture. He wrote these counter-statements at the request of
John of Antioch and not from his own initiative (see his Letter to John in SC 429, 62-
71). Further, Cyril's Twelve Anathemas, as an extreme Alexandrian disapproval of
Nestorius' teaching - especially without their author's later Apology addressed to the
Oriental bishops - as E. Venables rightly points out, 'hardly escaped falling into the
opposite error'.17 Their language and terminology - certainly without Cyril's
intention - was strongly Apollinarian.18 Cyril had in fact used quite a few
Apollinarian forgeries, holding them as written by Athanasius.1 The best one could
say about these Anathemas as a whole is that they were far from being a peerless
summary of Cyrilline orthodoxy and required further explanation in order to be
accepted. Theodoret, being a learned scholar, had found a number of- mostly verbal
- inconsistencies, making in his answers several legitimate points against them.
Paradoxically, without Theodoret's counter-statements being written, Cyril would
probably have never been concerned with defending or re-interpreting these
anathemas, and indeed without his own explanation the charge of 'verbal
Apollinarianism' could hardly be dismissed. Thus, by his replies, Theodoret willy-
nilly helped Cyril to elucidate his own position. That is why the Bishop of Cyrus
could sign the Formula ofReunion in 434, considering that the Alexandrian patriarch
no longer held to the extreme position of his earlier Anathemas, which did not
become recognised theological standards until 553.20
Apart from the above points there is another question to be raised, which is important
in our pursuit to describe and evaluate Theodoret's pre-Ephesian activity. Here we
16 DCB IV, 908.
17 DCB IV, 908.
18 See section 4.5.6 Terminology in Ch. 4 of the present work.
19 See e.g. Newman, 'Trials of Theodoret', 351.
20
See also section 4.5.3 The subject ofpredication in Ch. 4 of the present work.
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arrive at the double treatise, the very object of our research, written - as we shall
argue - shortly after the Refutation of Cyril's Anathemas and before the Council of
Ephesus. In these two tracts Theodoret lays down the basic Antiochene Trinitarian,
Christological, soteriological and anthropological concepts. Our investigation is
focused upon these two tracts, which represent Theodoret's positive contribution
towards the formation of Chalcedonian Christology. These tracts were overshadowed
by the Refutation, which is Theodoret's negative contribution only, and their
theological significance was often interpreted in the light of the latter. This is due
partly to the fact that both De Trinitate and De incarnatione were preserved under
the name of Cyril21 and were restored to their author only in 18 88.22 Consequently,
this important positive contribution of Theodoret to Christology during the most
controversial time of his life was practically unknown to theologians for more than
14 centuries. It seems possible that if some later analysts had had knowledge about
Theodoref s De Trinitate and De incarnatione, they would not have portrayed him as
an inconvertible crypto-Nestorian. Without this double treatise the pre-Ephesian
Theodoret could be seen as a mere controversialist who did not produce anything
positive to the theological question at stake, but merely rejected Cyril's Alexandrian
statements.23 Such an attitude could not be characterised as a true care for the unity
of the Church, even less an example worthy of being followed.
In the main part of this thesis I intend to analyse closely this two-part treatise and
will seek to show, inter alia, that the main charge of crypto-Nestorianism brought
against Theodoret is largely unwarranted. This is not only because the accusations
brought against his teaching are largely anachronistic - as I shall argue - but also
because we encounter examples where some modern analysts fail to differentiate
between what is said and who is saying it.24
21 See PG 75, 1147-1190 (flepi xrj<; dyiag icai i/oottoiod TpidSoq = De sancta et viviftca
Trinitate) and PG 75, 1419-1478 (Ilspt xfj? xou Kupiou svavdpomriaew? = De
incarnatione/inhumanatione Domini).
22
Concerning the details of their handing down, restoration etc. see Ch. 2 of the present work.
23 Another pre-Ephesian work of Theodoret, Expositio rectae fidei, preserved under the name of Justin
Martyr was restored to him by J. Lebon in the second part of his study 'Restitutions a Theodoret de
Cyr', R//£, 26 (1930), 523-50 (pp. 536-50).
24 The best example for this is the twofold evaluation of a passage from Ch. 32 of De incarnatione
(PG 75, 1473B: xpv Kpaoxv KaxaXurovxei; - xfj u\|/r|A,fj Kai peydA.1] Kai ravxa vouv
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At the Council of Ephesus in 431, Theodoret, together with 68 bishops (including
Alexander of Hierapolis) and the imperial representative vainly protested against the
opening of the sessions before the arrival of John of Antioch and of the papal
legates.25 Nestorius refused to appear in the front of the incomplete and thus
illegitimately constituted council, which was presided over by Cyril, who, as the
main accuser, should have been denied this role.26 Nestorius was labelled 'the new
Judas', banned and deposed by Cyril's council in his absence, without a trial. After
John's arrival Theodoret joined the Antiochene 'conciliabulum' and adhered to the
deposition of Cyril and Memnon. Without entering into the details, which we can
find in the extensive relevant scholarship, it can be concluded that the ecclesiastical
gathering later known as the 'Third Ecumenical Council of Ephesus' in fact never
took place. There were two separate priestly meetings - both of them justifiable from
a certain canonical viewpoint - the decisions of which were at first simultaneously
validated by the emperor (since all the deposed bishops were imprisoned). Later, one
of the two was given political support, the church being compelled to regard it as the
sole legitimate one. Perhaps Friedrich Loofs summarised most befittingly the two
councils held at Ephesus: 'das Konzil konstatierte nur die Unvereinbarkeit der
Gegensatze'.27
unsp(3aivouari avaxiflevTeg 0e6xr|xi. See also Fragment no. 11 in Lebon in Towards a critical
edition ofDe Trinitate and De incarnatione in Appendix 1). The first who spoke against it — knowing
that Theodoret was the author - was the Monophysite Severus of Antioch (J. Lebon, 'Restitutions a
Theodoret de Cyr', RHE, 26, 1930, 531). Angelo Mai, who first published the treatise in 1833,
believing that it was a genuine work of Cyril, takes the same fragment of Ch. 32 and praises 'the
author' for clearly distinguishing the natures and removing Monophysitism (see Mai's footnotes No.
1-3 in PG 75, 1473). Recently, P. B. Clayton, whilst analysing the passage in his doctoral thesis again
condemns Theodoret - now proven to be the real author - for exactly the same thing (Clayton,
'Theodoret', 241-43). According to this hardly acceptable approach, the very same statement can be
considered orthodox if coming from the pen of Cyril and regarded as being a heresy if written by
Theodoret. It is one of the main aims of the present thesis to produce a more balanced picture of the
pre-Ephesian Theodoret.
25 Charles Joseph Hefele, A History of the Councils of the Church, trans, by William R. Clark, 5 vols
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1894-96), III, 46.
26
According to the ancient juridical axiom 'nemo esse iudex in sua causa potest'. One has to remember
also that the Council was summoned upon the request of Nestorius. See also section 2.1.1 External
and internal evidence in Ch. 2 of the present work.
27
Fr. Loofs, Leitfaden zum Studium der Dogmengeschichte (Halle: Max Niemeyer, 1906), 295. Cf.
Martin Parmentier, 'A Letter from Theodoret ofCyrus to the Exiled Nestorius (CPG 6270) in a Syriac
Version', Bijdragen, 51 (1990), 234-45 (p. 234).
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1.3 Between Ephesus and Chalcedon
The famous Formula ofReunion between the two parties - accepted by Cyril and
John in 433 - had been drawn up by the Bishop of Cyrus in Ephesus already. This
was the Antiochene Formula, which the Eastern commissioners (including
Theodoret) presented to the emperor after the end of both Ephesian councils in
September 431.28 I shall point out its similarities with Theodorefs other writings and
letters of the period in the second and fourth chapter of this work. Theodoret also
took part in the synods of Tarsus and Antioch held in the same year by the Eastern
party and composed his - now lost - Pentalogus (the five books against Cyril), a
work banned by the Fifth Ecumenical Council of Constantinople in 553.
Entangled between the two Antiochene parties of John of Antioch and of Alexander
of Hierapolis respectively (the former pursued and achieved peace with Cyril in the
end even at the cost of accepting Nestorius' deposition, the latter remained a resolute
defender of his former patriarch, refusing any kind of reconciliation with Cyril),
Theodoret sought for an agreement by detaching theological matters from personal
antipathies. The acceptance of the Formula by everyone without anathematising
Nestorius could theoretically be the most peaceful solution, although this had the
smallest chances especially from Cyril's side, who would not accede to withdraw his
disputable Anathemas. Although both parties began to regard the controversy as a
matter of prestige and apart from Theodoret's ever decreasing group virtually nobody
could separate the theological debate from church-political interests, the Formula
was signed in 433 and Theodoret formally adhered to it in the following year.
His differentiation between the signing of the Formula (with which as its author he
fully agreed theologically) and the condemnation of Nestorius deserves some
attention, especially because this aspect has often been either neglected or
oversimplified. On one hand it is perhaps true that he credited his friend with having
taught the same doctrine he himself held. On the other hand, however, canonically he
was justified in rejecting the deposition of Nestorius. He was to suffer the same
28 See e.g. William Bright, The Age of the Fathers (London: Longmans, 1903), II, 338. Cf. DCB IV,
910 and also Laszlo Vanyo, Az okereszteny egyhaz es irodalma (The Early Church and Its Literature)
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maltreatment of being deposed without a trial eighteen years later. Parmentier's
brilliant analysis of the Syriac version of Theodoret's Letter 172 to the exiled
Nestorius29 - written in 434 after he had signed the Formula - and of its polemical
interpolations (inserted by the Monophysite translator) is conclusive. Theodoret
explains here that he signed the Formula because he was indeed convinced ofCyril's
orthodoxy, but at the same time he refuses to subscribe to the canonically
unjustifiable deposition of his friend:
Let no one therefore persuade your holiness that I have accepted the
Egyptian writings [Cyril's letter to the Easterns] as orthodox, with my
eyes shut, because I covet any see. For really, to speak the truth, after
frequently reading and carefully examining them, I have discovered that
they are free from all heretical taint, and I have hesitated to put any stress
upon them, though I certainly have no love for their author, who was the
originator of the disturbances which have agitated the world. For this I
hope to escape punishment in the day of Judgement, since the just Judge
examines motives. But to what has been done unjustly and illegally
against your holiness, not even if one were to cut off both my hands
would I ever assent,30 God's grace helping me and supporting my
infirmity. This I have stated in writing to those who require it. I have sent
to your holiness my reply to what you wrote to me, that you may know
that, by God's grace, no time has changed me like the centipedes and
chameleons who imitate by their colour the stones and leaves among
which they live. I and all with me salute all the brotherhood who are with
you in the Lord (trans, by B. Jackson in NPNF III, 345).
Thus, the Bishop of Cyrus overcame his personal hostility towards Cyril upon
realising that his opponent was not heterodox and agreed with the Alexandrian
patriarch in doctrinal matters despite his friendship with Nestorius, who in his turn
did not approve the Formula.3I This distinction of the two (doctrinal and canon-law)
issues was therefore neither a betrayal of his friend nor a compromise in doctrinal
matters. It rather shows Theodoret's wisdom and longing for peace, the more so since
he turns towards Nestorius in two subsequent letters - only one of them extant - in
order to ask for his help (!) in convincing the unyielding Alexander of Hierapolis to
(Budapest: Szent Istvan Tarsulat, 1988), 689. Cf. Marijan Mandac, 'L' union christologique dans les
oeuvres de Theodoret anterieures au Concile d' Ephese', ETL, 47 (1971), 64-96.
29 The letter is extant in three Latin translations and in one Syriac version. See SC 429, 250-59 and
Parmentier, 'A Letter from Theodoret'.
30 These famous lines written to Nestorius are quoted by Pope Pelagius II in his Letter 3 to the bishops
ofHistria in ACO IV, 2, 129, lines 16-17; Cf. SCA29, pp. 252, 256 and 258.
31
See Nestorius's reply (CPG 5676) and Parmentier, 'A Letter of Theodoret', 239.
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accept the Formula?2 This was in fact a last attempt to bring the matter of accepting
the Formula once again before Nestorius himself. Theodoret was late in adhering
also because he hoped to convince his own patriarch to accept it33 and to avoid being
exiled. It did not happen so: Alexander was deposed. Theodoret, however, accepted
the Formula rightly from a theological perspective, whilst considering the
condemnation ofNestorius as being a separate issue.34
In order to settle things and be able to focus on his duties in Cyrus, Theodoret
entered into friendly correspondence with Cyril - or at least this is what he tells us in
his letter to Dioscorus.35 Their relationship was perhaps not too cordial, and it is
certain that Cyril did not seem to have in his mind at any time the possibility of a true
reconciliation with Antiochene theology, regardless of the Formula. In his Letter 69
to Acacius of Melitene36 Cyril writes, 'Having studied the books of Theodore and
Diodore, which they wrote, not indeed about the Incarnation of the Only-begotten,
but against the Incarnation, I selected some chapters' (PG 77, 340C). Thus, as Paul
Parvis observed, 'at least six years before the writing of his books against Diodore
and Theodore, Cyril was already gathering supplies for the next phase of his
campaign against the theology and the theologians ofAntioch'.37
The Alexandrian patriarch knew that the Formula ofReunion was not a full victory
for the Alexandrian school, and, being attacked by some of his own radical followers
for having signed it, he began a harsh theological campaign against Theodoret's
masters. Both of them had died in peace with the Church, and Diodore, moreover,
was one of the chairmen of the Council of Constantinople in 381, having been
considered by his contemporaries as the pillar of orthodoxy against Apollinarianism.
32 See CPG 6271 and Parmentier, 'A Letter ofTheodoret', 241. The letter is in SC 429, 318-21.
33 Alexander did not fully agree to the wording of the Antiochene Formula in September 431 either.
See section 2.1.2 A possible post-Ephesian retouching in Chapter 2 of the present work.
34 One largely neglected reference in Theodoret's Letter 83 to Dioscorus (448), however, suggests that
a formal adherence of the Bishop of Cyrus to the condemnation of Nestorius indeed happened well
before Chalcedon: 'Our own hands bear witness that we subscribed twice the writings of John of
blessed memory concerning Nestorius, yet these things are whispered about us by those who try to
conceal their own unsoundness by calumniating us' (SC 98, 218). For a full account of this see Marcel
Richard, 'Theodoret, Jean d'Antioche et les moines d'Orient', MSR, 3 (1946), 147-56 (153-54).
35
See SC 98, 216. Cf. M. Richard, 'Theodoret, Jean d'Antioche et les moines', 154-55.
36 CPG 5369. The Latin version of this passage is in ACO 1, 4, 227. Cf. with ACO IV, 1, 108.
37 Paul M. Parvis, 'Theodoret' s Commentary on the Epistles of St. Paul: Historical Setting and
Exegetical Practice' (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Oxford, 1975), 232.
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Even if we regard Cyril's action concretised in his work Against Diodore and
Theodore a mere act of self-compensation, Theodoret's reaction to defend them in
his Apology for Diodore and Theodore38 was theologically legitimate. In fact, Cyril
was attacking one of the key figures of the Second Council, and implicitly the
Council itself, which according to this reasoning permitted 'a heretic' to be its
chairman.
In 438 Cyril wanted to compel all bishops to reject Nestorian doctrine in express
terms. John was outraged at this request and besought Proclus of Constantinople to
intervene with the emperor in order to put an end to such demands. Cyril also wrote
an indignant letter to John upon learning that Theodoret had not expressly
• -JO
anathematised Nestorius whilst signing the Formula.
The controversy seemed to be arising again when Cyril passed away in 444.
Nevertheless, the hardships of Theodoret did not reach their end with the death of his
opponent. His reaction to the Monophysite heresy in the Eranistes (447) (despite its
references to Athanasius, Cyril and other Alexandrian theologians) brought about a
condemnation by the Latrocinium in 449 - without a trial. Seeing the theological
disaster produced by Eutyches and Dioscorus, he wrote to Pope Leo, thus giving him
the chance to solve the doctrinal problem. In his Letter 113 to Leo, after all the
humiliation of being first restricted to his diocese by the imperial decree (30 March
449) and then condemned and deposed in his absence (August 449), he writes:
I lament the disturbance of the church, and long for peace. Twenty-six
years have I ruled the church entrusted to me by the God of all, aided by
your prayers. [...] [But] if you bid me abide by the sentence of
condemnation, I abide; and henceforth I will trouble no man, and will
wait for the righteous tribunal of our God and Saviour. God is my
witness, my lord, that I care not for honour and glory (SC 111, 62-65;
NPNF III, 294).
Theodoret suffered the same treatment as Nestorius: he was charged, convicted and
deposed without a trial, without any chance to defend himself.40 The death of
38 See Luise Abramowski, 'Reste von Theodorets Apologie fur Diodor und Theodor bei Facundus',
SP, 1 (1957), 61-69.
39 See DCB IV, 911. Cyril's letter to John is No. 63 in PG 77, 328BD.
40
See e.g. his Epistle 80 to the Prefect Eutrechius: 'And those were unquestionably wrong who gave
both their ears to my calumniators and would not keep one for me. Even to murderers, and to them
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Theodosius II (29 July 450) and the accession of Pulcheria and Marcian created a
more favourable political atmosphere for the orthodox party. Nevertheless,
Theodoret's last and ultimate humiliation was to happen at the eighth session of the
Council of Chalcedon. The cost of his acceptance as an orthodox teacher was the
personal anathema against Nestorius. He stated it in the midst of such riotous,
unprincipled enemies as Juvenal, who had with equal readiness voted for his
deposition in his absence two years before and now had pronounced for his
restoration refusing to hear any theological statement, just his anathema against
Nestorius. The pious Bishop of Cyrus made the right decision. He agreed to
anathematise his friend, thus being able to do his historical duty, i.e. to save the
church once again from a hardly explainable dogma, which would have needed
continual reparation or re-interpretation. The Chalcedonense is largely founded upon
his Formula ofReunion, whilst its other passages were also effectively anticipated by
Theodoret in his letters and works, including De incarnatione.
A last important point ought to be raised concerning the relationship between
Theodoret and Pope Leo. It is often suggested that the latter was largely unaware of
the theological and church-political depths of the Eastern disputes and in his Tomus
ad Flavianum approved by Chalcedon merely repeated in a servile manner the
Western formulae without having fully understood the issues at stake. This seems to
be a comfortable explanation as to why some passages of this letter were denounced
by the Illyrian and Palestinian bishops at Chalcedon as being "Nestorian'. This
question cannot be neglected - and not merely from a church-political or canonical
perspective, but also concerning our assessment of Leo's doctrinal authority.
Based on the available evidence I think that to depict Leo as either being
unacquainted with the true nature of the doctrinal issues or having insufficient
information about the other aspects of the Eastern disputes is erroneous. On the
contrary, he was not only aware of the questions involved and formulated his Tome
that despoil other men's beds, an opportunity is given of defending themselves, and they do not
receive sentence till they have been convicted in their own presence, or have made confession of the
truth of the charges on which they are indicted. But a high priest who has held the office of bishop for
25 years after passing his previous life in a monastery, who has never troubled a tribunal, nor yet on
any single occasion been prosecuted by any man, is treated as a mere plaything of calumny, without
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accordingly, but knew also the people who were worthy of his confidence.
According to the testimony of his correspondence, Leo could well distinguish e.g.
between Juvenal's unscrupulous opportunism and Theodoret's firm theological
position and reliable character. For the sake of illustration I shall summarise Leo's
attitude towards Juvenal and Theodoret respectively before and after Chalcedon.
After Theodosius's death Leo wrote to Anatolius ofConstantinople that the names of
Dioscorus, Juvenal and Eustathius were not to be read aloud at the holy altar (Letter
80 in NPNF XII, 66). According to Leo Dioscorus displayed his bad feeling and
Juvenal his ignorance 'in the synod undeserving to be called a synod'. They may be
accepted into communion upon anathematising the Eutychian heresy in unambiguous
terms. Nonetheless, Leo reserves their case 'for the maturer deliberations of the
Apostolic See, that when all things have been sifted and weighed, the right
conclusion may be arrived at about their real actions' {Letter 85 in NPNF XII, 68).
Leo wrote to Bishop Julian in 452 in similar terms whilst warning him to be
circumspect in receiving the lapsed. Although he laments Juvenal's injuries, he
nonetheless states that 'the very food he [Juvenal] had supplied them [i.e. the
Monophysite party, which after Chalcedon turned against him] was turned to his own
ruin' {Letter 109 in NPNF XII, 82). Leo was also aware of Juvenal's other
opportunistic move in Ephesus 431 when he sided with Cyril merely in the hope of
obtaining the ecclesiastical presidency over the province of Palestine, about which
Cyril informed Leo (then archdeacon of Rome) in a letter.41 Finally, in his Letter 139
addressed to Juvenal himself, together with saluting him for returning to orthodoxy,
Leo reproaches his former conduct in quite harsh terms:
I grieved to think you had been yourself the source of your adversities by
failing in persistency of opposition to the heretics: for men can but think
you were not bold enough to refute those with whom when in error you
professed yourself satisfied. For the condemnation of Flavian of blessed
memory and the acceptance of the most unholy Eutyches what was it but
the denial of our Lord Jesus Christ according to the flesh? [...] And
therefore, because in the tithe of long-suffering, you have chosen the
return to wisdom rather than persistency in folly, I rejoice that you have
being allowed even the common privilege of grave-robbers of being questioned as to the truth of the
accusations brought against them' {SC 98, 190 and trans, in NPNF III, 276).
41
See Leo's Letter 119 to Maximus, Bishop ofAntioch in NPNF XII, 86.
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so sought the heavenly remedies as at last to have become a defender of
the Faith which is assailed by heretics (NPNF XII, 97).
One needs to take only a glance at Leo's Letter 120 addressed to Theodoret (11 June
453) in order to see just how well informed he was about the situation in the East and
how accurately he had chosen his partners. Apart from congratulating the Bishop of
Cyrus on their joint victory in Chalcedon and his reassurance that the Apostolic See
held and constantly holds Theodoret as being free from all taint of heresy, Leo asks
for his further co-operation by the writing ofperiodic reports:
We exhort you to continue your co-operation with the Apostolic See,
because we have learnt that some remnants of the Eutychian and
Nestorian error still linger amongst you. [...] We wish to be assisted in
this also by your watchful care that you hasten to inform the Apostolic
See by your periodic reports what progress the Lord's teaching makes in
those regions; to the end that we may assist the priests of that district in
whatever way experience suggests {NPNF XII, 89-90).42
It is superfluous to add that such a service was not required from Juvenal after his
swaying back to the orthodox side. Leo knew exactly which source he could trust.
Upon assessing his theological authority in Chalcedon, one has to see that the Tome
was not only the measure of orthodoxy because of its reconcilability with Cyril's
writings, but in its own right as well, the more so since most of those who cried out
Ascov sitisv id KoplAAou in Chalcedon43 had condemned the very same letter as
heretical two years before. Thus, after Chalcedon Leo chose to depend upon the
assistance of those churchmen who had proven to be reliable concerning both their
theological maturity and their personal commitment to the cause they were serving.
1.4 Theodoret's death and condemnation in 553
We hardly know anything about Theodoret's life after Chalcedon. He explained his
subscription to the Definition in a letter to John of Aegea,44 in which he identified
Chalcedon's plot UTtoaxaaiq with his sv npoaocmov. This terminological attitude
42 Leo's letter is to be found also in ACO II, 4, 78-81.
43 See ACO II, 1,2, 124.
44 Marcel Richard, 'La Lettre de Theodoret a Jean d'Egees', SPT, 2 (1941-42), 415-23.
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has been assessed negatively by some modern scholars.45 He probably composed
Haereticarum fabularum compendium in 452-53 partly as the last defence of his
orthodoxy.46 Even the year of his death is still a matter of dispute. Tillemont says he
did not survive the year 453; Gennadius suggests 457-58, whereas according to
Canivet he died before 466.47 Honigmann argues for 466, whilst Azema fixed 460 as
being the most likely time ofTheodoret's death.48
Canivet mentions that the Monophysite bishop Philoxenus of Mabbugh (f523)
caused Theodoret's name to be removed from the Diptychs at Cyrus and that Sergius
II restored it. This is particularly interesting since perhaps in the entire fifth century
there was no other bishop in Cyrus to whom the city could have been so grateful in
any respect as to Theodoret. The council held under Emperor Justinian in
Constantinople 553, whilst condemning Theodore in person, could not totally undo
what Chalcedon had done. Thus, it condemned Theodoret's works 'written against
true faith and against St. Cyril' in its Canon 13. Although concerning the controversy
around the Three Chapters a learned scholar has said that 'it filled more volumes than
it was worth lines'49 and the fifth council is well beyond our present investigation, it
ought to be borne in mind that the entire condemnation of the three Antiochene
theologians was done with the hope of reconciling the opponents of Chalcedon.
Further, this action took place after the total blunder of the Henoticon, which is again
an often overlooked detail.
In my assessment ofTheodoret's teaching - and also of Chalcedon itself- I intend to
interpret him and his theology not from the perspective of what was defined in a
totally changed world a century after Chalcedon, but according to the theological
45 Patrick T. R. Gray, 'Theodoret on the One Hypostasis, An Antiochene Reading of Chalcedon', SP,
15 (1984), 301-4; Kevin McNamara, 'Theodoret of Cyrus and the Unity of Person in Christ', ITQ, 22
(1955), 313-28; Clayton, 'Theodoret', 501-6. See section 4.5.6 Terminology in Ch. 4 of this work.
46
See Glenn Melvin Cope, 'An Analysis of the Heresiological Method of Theodoret of Cyrus in the
Haereticarum Fabularum Compendium' (unpublished doctoral dissertation, The Catholic University
ofAmerica, Washington D. C„ 1990), 53.
47
Canivet, Pierre, 'Theodoret of Cyr', New Catholic Encyclopedia, 15 vols (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1967), XIV, 20-22 (p. 20).
48
Ernest Honigmann, 'Theodoret of Cyrrhus and Basil of Seleucia (the Time of Their Deaths)', in his
Patristic Studies, Studi e testi, 173 (Rome: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, 1953), 174-84 (p. 180).
Cf. Y. Azema, 'Sur la date de la mort de Theodoret', Pallas, 31 (1984), 137-55.
49
NPNFIU, 13.
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standards of his own time. Consequently, whilst being aware of all the pros and cons
in modern scholarship, I agree with the following conclusion of Blomfield Jackson:
The Council [of 553] satisfied nobody. Pope Vigilius, detained at
Constantinople and Marmora with something of the same violence with
which Napoleon I detained Pius VI at Valence, declined to preside over a
gathering so exclusively oriental. The West was outraged by the
constitution of the synod, irrespective of its decisions. The Monophysites
were disappointed that the credit of Chalcedon should be even nominally
saved by the nice distinction which damaged the writings, but professed
complete agreement with the council which had refused to damn the
writers. The orthodox wanted no slur cast upon Chalcedon, and, however
fenced, the condemnation of the Three Chapters indubitably involved
such a slur. Practically, the decrees of the fourth and fifth councils are
mutually inconsistent, and it is impossible to accept both. Theodoret was
reinstated at Chalcedon in spite of what he had written, and what he had
written was anathematised at Constantinople in spite of his
reinstatement.50
Thus, within a century after his death, Theodoret suffered another two unfair trials
(the removal of his name from the diptychs and the condemnation of some of his
works in 553), caused either by prejudiced ignorance or by an honest but
inappropriately directed good will to bring peace to the Church. One of the lessons of
Constantinople 553 is perhaps that in order to maintain a united body of Christendom
a common goal is needed: common enemies or however cleverly chosen scapegoats
simply do not suffice.
In the subsequent chapters of this thesis I shall present the textual tradition (Ch. 2) as
well as the analysis of De Trinitate (Ch. 3) and of De incarnatione (Ch. 4). In the
conclusion I shall reflect briefly upon the two main parallel Christological concepts,
seeking for a positive interpretation ofTheodoret's doctrinal legacy.
50 See NPNF III, 13.
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In this chapter I shall deal with the issues concerning the textual tradition of De
Trinitate and De incarnatione. This will involve the discussion of the following:
• Determination of the time ofwriting by using external and internal evidences;
• The manuscript tradition including the references made to the tracts by ancient
and mediaeval authors;
• The history of the mediaeval and modern editions of some passages and of the
entire text of both treatises respectively;
• Their restoration to the author and the relevant modern scholarship;
• The assessment of the reliability of the currently possessed edition in PG 75.
In addition, I have also listed all the excerpts presently known to us in Appendix 1.
2.1 The dating of the two treatises
2.1.1 External and internal evidence
Modern scholars generally agree that the two treatises must have been written before
the Council of Ephesus, i.e. before 431. In support of this dating we have two
contemporary proofs (one by Marius Mercator, the other by Theodoret) as well as a
later evidence, i.e. Theodoret's Letter 113 written to Pope Leo. For the sake of
illustrating better how the time frame can be restricted, I shall start with the latter.
In his Letter 113 written after his deposition in 449 Theodoret gives an account of his
earlier works. The following passage was the subject of long scholarly disputes:
I have in my possession what I wrote twenty years ago; what I wrote
eighteen, fifteen, twelve years ago; against Arians and Eunomians,
against Jews and Greeks; against the magi in Persia; on universal
Providence; and others on theology and on the divine incarnation.'
' SC 111,64.
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The title of the treatise we are concerned with is the one put in italics. De Trinitate
and De incarnatione were preserved under the name of Cyril.2 The original Greek
text says: sxepa 8g nspi Oso^oyion;, Kai xfjq Oetaq svavdpamf|os(o<;. The
question whether the author lists his works at all in a chronological or counter-
chronological order cannot be ascertained. For example, his tracts Against the Jews
and Greeks [id Ttpoq 'louSaiouq Kai "EAAqvac;] must well predate Ephesus,
since he mentions them at the beginning of his Expositio rectae fidei also,3 which is
considered as being an early work, written well before the Nestorian controversy.4
The work against the Greeks has been identified with the Graecarum affectionum
curatio, whereas for the former Richard erroneously pointed out three manuscript
sources in Florence and in the Vatican.5 The lost works 'against Arians and
Eunomians' are seemingly referred to in Ch. 3 ofDe Trinitate,6 and reckoned among
the pre-Ephesian works of Theodoret by M. Richard, yet he places them after the
work written against the Jews and Greeks. Paul Bauchman Clayton reaches the same
conclusion.7 One may argue that in his quoted letter Theodoret enumerates the years
and his works in a chronological sequence, as follows:
• 'Against Arians and Eunomians' and 'against Jews and Greeks' as having been
written 'twenty years ago', i.e. in the same year of 429 (thus, the order would not
matter so much);
• 'Against the magi in Persia' written 'eighteen years ago', i.e. in 431;
2 See PG 75, 1147-90 and 1419-78.
3tov Kara 'IooSaicov Kai c EXXrivcov - see PG 6, 1208A.
4 This is the opinion of Marcel Richard, 'L'activite litteraire de Theodoret avant le concile d'Ephese',
RSPT, 24 (1935), 83-106 (p. 103) and in essence, with some reserves, of Jean-Noel Guinot,
'L'Expositio rectae fidei et le traite Sur la Trinite et Vlncarnation de Theodoret de Cyr: deux types
d'argumentation pour un meme propos?', RA, 32 (2001), 39-74 (pp. 69-74). The controversy around
the dating of Expositio rectae fidei is to be found in R. V. Sellers, 'Pseudo-Justin's Expositio rectae
fidei: A Work of Theodoret of Cyrus', JTS, 46 (1945), 145-60 and in M. F. A. Brok, 'The Date of
Theodoret's Expositio Rectae Fidei', JTS, n. s. 2 (1951), 178-83.
5 See M. Richard, 'L'activite litteraire de Theodoret', 89, note 4. Unfortunately, the text entitled
sp(i)Tf|aerg Kara 'loo8ai(ov pexa Kai xupreatdxcov Amaewv is only a florilegium of the
Quaestiones and does not preserve any fragment of Theodoret's Adversus ludaeos. See M. Brok, 'Un
soi-disant fragment du traite Contre les Juifs de Theodoret de Cyr', RHE, 45 (1950), 487-507; Jean-
Noel Guinot, 'Les fondements scripturaires de la polemique entre les Juifs et Chretiens dans les
commentaires de Theodoret de Cyr', ASE 14 (1997), 153-78 (p. 176, note 86).
6 tdq pev oov aipsxiKcxq pA,aa(pr|piaq ev exepou; f)Sr| aoyypdppacnv SiriAiy^apev (PG 75,
1149C).
7
M. Richard, 'L'activite litteraire de Theodoret', 103; Clayton, 'Theodoret', 137.
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• 'On universal Providence' written 'fifteen years ago', i.e. in 434;
• 'On theology and on the divine incarnation' written 'twelve years ago', i.e. in 437.
Despite the fact that this seems to be a plausible explanation, further evidence
coming from Marius Mercator as well as from Theodoret himselfwill show that the
Bishop of Cyrus did not strictly follow a chronological order when he presented his
works to Pope Leo, but simply gave him an incomplete account of his previous
theological activity. The list is not exhaustive, since all the polemics against Cyril are
missing (the Refutation of the Anathemas, the so-called Pentalogus written allegedly
against Cyril's Ephesian council, Theodoret's Defence of Diodore and Theodore
against Cyril etc.), but not only they (e.g. also his Commentaries, including the
Commentary on the Pauline Epistles, written in 436-38).9 Theodoret obviously does
not intend to incriminate himself by quoting his works against Cyril as being proofs
of his orthodoxy, yet he feels comfortable to mention De Trinitate and De
incarnatione, which might suggest his own judgement concerning the two treatises
as not being offensive to Cyrilline theology. In the light of the evidence due to be
presented below I would argue that there is no purposeful chronological sequence in
the above enumeration: the author merely searches in his memory for some works
that may be acceptable for Leo and notes them down in the order in which they come
to his mind. Thus, for the time being, let us place the works in the widest time-span
provided, i.e. between 20 and 12 years before 449, thus, between 429 and 437.
Marius Mercator in his anti-Nestorian work (written between 428 and 432, during the
author's stay in Constantinople) gives three quotations from De incarnatione under
the name of Theodoret.10 These fragments were later published by Jean Gamier in
his Auctarium Tomi IV Operum Theodoreti under the title 0sco5opf]xoo
nevxaT-oytov [rcspi] gvavOpconfiosax;, as well as in his edition of Marius
Mercator's works. The two codices used by Gamier were Codex Palatinus 234 (part
8 The dating of this work was largely debated: some place it before 431, others argue for a date
subsequent to 435. See Quasten, Patrology, III, 544-45.
9 The dating of this Commentary was fixed by Parvis, 'Theodoret on Paul', 339. Nevertheless, cf. F.
Cocchini, 'L'esegesi paolina di Teodoreto di Cirro', ASE, 11 (1994), 511-32.
10 The excerpts are to be found in Appendix 1.
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of the Collectio Palatina) and Codex Bellovacensis. Gamier preferred to use
Bellovacensis for his edition ofMercator.11
These quotations ofMercator provide important information concerning the dating of
De Trinitate and De incarnatione}2 The excerpts are preserved together with a few
others coming from a (now lost) work of Theodoret entitled n£vtaA,6yo<;, in Latin
Pentalogus (rendered as Pentalogium by Gamier), written perhaps against Cyril's
Ephesian council. Modem scholarship ascertained that De incarnatione and the
13
Pentalogus were two entirely separate works of the Bishop ofCyrus.
The excerpts of Marius Mercator were first identified by Albert Ehrhard, who in fact
restored the two treatises to Theodoret.14 As we have said above, Mercator wrote his
work in Constantinople between 428 and 432. If we compare this with Theodoret's
quoted Letter 113, we have to place the genesis of Theodoret's work between 429
and 432, consequently, the theory concerning Theodoret's chronological consistency
in his Letter 113 must be dropped.
The third evidence in favour of a pre-432 dating comes again from Theodoret
himself. In his article 'Zur Schriftstellerei Theodorets', Eduard Schwartz mentions
another letter of Theodoret written to the people of Constantinople shortly after the
Council of Ephesus - preserved in the Collectio Casinensis 129 and published in
ACO - in which both treatises are mentioned.15 The text itself suggests that some
time must have passed since Theodoret wrote the work:
11
Bead Theodoreti Episcopi Cyri Operum Tomus V, Nunc primum in lucem editus, Cura et Studio
Joannis Garnerii, presbyteri e Societate Jesu, opus posthumum (Paris: 1684), 40-50. Repr. in PC 84,
65-88; Marii Mercatoris S. Augustino aequalis Opera quaecumque extant, Prodeunt nunc primum
studio Joannis Garnerii Societatis Jesu presbyteri (Paris: 1673), Pars posterior, 272. Repr. in PL 48,
1075-76. As mentioned above, Gamier had preferred Bellovacensis, claiming that it was better.
Nevertheless, he did not furnish any substantial evidence in support of this, as Schwartz rightly
observed, 'quod uno codice Bellovacensi uteretur, eo excusavit quod melior esset, argumentis tamen
vel omnino lectionibus variis non adductis' - see ACO I, 5, p. VII.
12 See PL 48, 1075-76.
13 See e.g. Eduard Schwartz, 'Zur Schriftstellerei Theodorets', Sitzungsberichte der Bayerischen
Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-philologische und historische K/asse, 1 (1922), 30-40
(p. 38) and Marcel Richard, 'Les citations de Theodoret conservees dans la chaine de Nicetas sur
l'Evangile selon Saint Luc', RB, 43 (1934), 88-96.
14 Albert Ehrhard, 'Die Cyrill von Alexandrien zugeschriebene Schrift flepi xfjq tou Koptou
evav©pttmf|a£<i)<; ein Werk Theodorets von Cyrus', ThQ, 70 (1888), 179-243, 406-50, 623-53 (p.
627).
15
Schwartz, 'Zur Schriftstellerei Theodorets', 31. Cf. ACO I, 4, 81-85, esp. p. 85, line 7.
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Si vero vacare potuero, et ea quae de Sancta Trinitate et de divina
dispensatione olim a me scripta sunt, dirigo vobis (SC 429, 150).
Yvan Azema, the editor of Theodoret's correspondence, places the writing of the
Letter to the people of Constantinople to the first half of the year 432, after the
composition of the famous Letter 151 to the monks of the East (SC 429, 94-129), to
which the former makes an allusion (SC 429, 148).16 The Letter to the monks was
composed during the winter of 431-32.17
At this point we can already push back the time of composition of De Trinitate and
De incarnatione before the first half of the year 432. Furthermore, the expression
'olim' in the quotation above cannot refer to something written immediately before
the letter itself (the Greek expression might have been Ttpocnpaxov, npoacpaxcoq or
even paicpdv, since all these are used by our author in his works, the latter more
frequently). In order to see this, we have to analyse in some detail the environment of
the above reference to the treatise, which is the last in the line of some works
produced by Theodoret since Ephesus. The sentence in the letter to the people of
Constantinople preceding the reference to De Trinitate and De incarnatione reads:
Direximus autem vobis et ea quae a nobis ad monachos sanctissimos
scripta sunt, et divinorum dogmatum latius opus habens et claram
contrariorum convictionem. Super haec autem direxi vobis lectionem
quam exposui sanctissimae et amatrici Dei congregationi, et ea quae ad
Deo amicissimos episcopos a nobis dicta sunt, qui discere voluerunt quae
sit eorum quae moventur causa; petierunt enim a nobis, hanc eis
18manifestam statueremus et claram. Si vero vacare potuero [...].
We need to examine this passage in order to determine whether Theodoret could
have had enough time to compose De Trinitate and De incarnatione between the end
of the Council of Ephesus (August 431) and the writing of the above letter.
Thus, after mentioning the Letter to the monks, which he sends to the people of
Constantinople, he speaks of a work which treats the divine dogmas more widely or
in some detail and refutes clearly the contrary opinions: 'et divinorum dogmatum
16 'Premiere moitie de 432, posterieure a !a lettre C4 aux moines a laquelle elle fait allusion' (SC 429,
130, note 1). The allusion in the Letter to the people of Constantinople to the one sent to the monks:
'direximus autem vobis et ea quae a nobis ad monachos sanctissimos scripta sunt' (SC 429, 148).
17 SC 429, 96, note 1.
18 SC 429, 148-50.
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latius opus habens et claram contrariorum convictionem'.19 Azema identifies this
with the Pentalogos, i.e. with the five books written against Cyril and his council of
Ephesus, fragments of which are to be found in the Collectio Palatina (ACO I, 5,
165-170) and in the Catena ofLuke by Nicetas of Heracleia.20 Although the work is
lost now, being banned in 553, it was still included in the large Theodoret-codex
described by Photius without its genuine title, as shown by Schwartz.21 The work
must have been somewhat voluminous, not merely because it contained five Aoyoi,
but also because the author himself described it as a 'latius opus', whereas for
example he considers De Trinitate and De incarnatione as being 'a midway' between
lengthy exposition and laconic briefness.22 Thus, it may well be assumed that the
Pentalogos was considerably longer than the double treatise De Trinitate and De
incarnatione, which then presupposes a reasonable amount of time for composition,
which must fall entirely between the autumn of 431 and the winter of431-32.
Further, in the same fragment, the author refers to two different texts (lectures) he
had uttered: the first probably in front of a congregation,23 the second in front of an
audience of bishops. Although these two presentations cannot be identified,24 from
the context it may be concluded that they were also written and presented after the
Council of Ephesus, since the author says that the bishops 'wanted to know the cause
of these troubles, therefore they demanded from us to present [state, explain] this for
them manifestly and clearly'. Now, of course, some 'trouble' indeed was there before
19
Azema finds the version 'convisionem' retained by Schwartz surprising, since that would be hardly
translatable otherwise than ouvov|/iv, which cannot be found in Theodoret in this sense, and the only
example cited (Index graecus, PG 84, 1131) is in a letter of Emperor Constantine (Theodoret, HE I,
16 = PG 82, 957C). Therefore he proposes the reading 'convictionem' (eA-eyxov) in the well-founded
sense of 'refutation' (SC 429, 150, note 1). The term 'eXeyx« and its other forms are abundantly
present in Theodoret's works including his Correspondence, Commentaries, Graecarum affectionum
curatio, Eranistes, HE, Historia religiosa, Haereticarum fabuiarum compendium etc. and also in De
Trinitate (PG 75, 1149C, 1181D, 1185C and D) and in De incarnatione (PG 75, 1428A - title of
Chapter 9, 1429D, 1433B, 1441D, 1460B, 1461C, 1464A). Further, it is to be found twice in the
Letter to the monks written shortly before the one to the people of Constantinople, in both cases in the
sense of'refutation' (SC 429, 112, line 215; 124, line 387).
20
M. Richard, 'Les citations de Theodoret', 88-96. See Appendix 1 also.
21
Schwartz, 'Zur Schriftstellerei Theodorets', 39. Cf. Photius, Bibliotheque, ed. by Rene Henry,
Collection Byzantine, 8 vols (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1959-77), I, 30-32.
22 See e.g. Ch. 3 ofDe Trinitate (PG 75, 1449CD) and its analysis in Ch. 3 of the present work.
23 Schwartz even suggests that the hardly readable text of the manuscript might refer to the
congregation of Antioch (see ACO I, 4, 2, 85, note to line 4).
24 See SC 429, 151, note 3.
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the council itself, for example the battle around the 12 Cyrilline Anathemas etc., yet
the Antiochenes seemed to be confident of winning the battle, since Nestorius
himself demanded repeatedly the convocation of an ecumenical council against what
he thought was 'the Apollinarianism' of Cyril. Thus, the council itself and its
outcome (i.e. the emperor favouring Cyril's council and not the one of John of
Antioch) must have been a true disappointment, if not a major surprise for the
Antiochenes and thus for Theodoret, as we see it in his letters written from Ephesus
and Chalcedon. Therefore, the phrase 'eorum quae moventur' above fits more the
events in Ephesus and its aftermath, than the controversy preceding it. The Letter to
the monks written probably some weeks before the one to Constantinople depicts the
state of the church using similarly negative images: the phrase xfjq £KicA,T|Gia<;
Kaxaaxaaxq at the beginning of the letter as well as the picture of the holy ship in
the tempest resembles very much 'quae moventur'.
Moreover, the letter to the people in Constantinople was written upon the request of
the congregation (their letter to Theodoret is no longer extant), which remained
faithful to Nestorius,25 and this may well have been the case of the other community
also.26 Thus, the author thought that to the present letter he may well enclose the
other discourse also given for a larger audience as well as the clarification he has
presented in front of some bishops, who most probably favoured the cause of
Nestorius. Thus, these two presentations fall again between the Council of Ephesus
and the end of the year 431,27
Before trying to summarise all the literary production of our author between the end
of the Council and the composition of the letter to Constantinople, we have to take
into account his letters written as well as his other duties performed in the period.
The extant letters of Theodoret written between the Council of Ephesus and the first
half of 432 are the following:
25 SC 429, 131, note 2.
26 Schwartz's solution concerning the congregation of Antioch as the addressee may thus be probable.
27 Theodoret was very highly esteemed in Antioch, in Cyrus and in the capital at all times. Among the
numerous evidences, which testify that his fame as a competed with that of Chrysostom, is e.g. his
Letter 147 to John, Bishop ofGermanicia, written in 449. See NPNF, III, 323-24. We may therefore
assume that clarifying theological presentations were demanded quite often from the Bishop of Cyrus
subsequent to the Council of Ephesus.
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Correspondent/Title Time of composition Reference
Several letters written from Ephesus
to the Emperor, Empresses and
bishops Nos. 152-62
July-August 431 PG 83, 1440D-1463D
Andrew ofSamosata Beginning ofAugust 431 SC 429, 72-79
Alexander ofHierapolis Sept.-Oct. 431 SC 429, 80-95
Letters of the Eastern Commissioners
to the Emperor etc. Nos. 163-68
Sept.-Oct. 431 PG 83, 1464A-1473B
Alexander ofHierapolis No. 169 Sept.-Oct. 431 PG 83, 1473B-1476A
Bishop Rufus No. 170 Oct. 431 PG 83, 1476A-1481D
Alexander ofHierapolis Turn of 431-432 SC 429, 156-59
The monks ofthe East Winter of 431-432 SC 429, 96-129
The people ofConstantinople First half of 432 SC 429, 130-51
One has to add to the above all the duties Theodoret had to perform during and after
the Council of Ephesus, including several drafts of the later Formula of Reunion,
which was initially the Antiochene or Eastern Formula,28 his active participation as a
commissioner in the debates held in front of the Emperor in September 431, the
Antiochenes' travel to Ancyra (Galatia), and their two conciliabula at Tarsus in
Cilicia and later in Antioch29 in order to see how busy and stressful was the second
half of the year 431 as well as the beginning of the following one for the Bishop of
Cyrus. If we take into account the possible length of the Pentalogus, which must
have been Theodoret's first priority in terms of theological writing (since on that
could largely depend the fate of the Antiochene cause still hanging in the balance),
despite his generally amazing productivity amongst unfavourable circumstances, it is
highly unlikely that between the end of the Council of Ephesus30 and the composition
of the Letter to the people of Constantinople he could have produced two works so
different in tone and style from the bitterness of his letters written in the period.
28
Hefele, A History of the Councils, III, 93-94.
29 Hefele, A History of the Councils, III, 97-104. On p. 103 Hefele mentions Theodoret's polemic
against the adherents of Cyril written in the same period, fragments of which are extant. He held a
discourse before departing from Chalcedon also (Ibid., 111). See also Ibid., Ill, 117-18.
30 The more likely date is 31 July, although the acts render 31 August. See Hefele, A History of the
Councils, III, 71. Theodoret departed from Ephesus on 20 August. See NPNF, III, 336.
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To return once again to the above quoted extract from the Letter to the people of
Constantinople: its most likely explanation is that whilst Theodoret is sending all his
recent compositions (letters, works, presentations) for the use of the community with
the letter itself, he promises that once he can find some spare time ['si vero vacare
potuero'] he shall send them also the works he had written 'some time ago', i. e.
before the ones he is sending. The excuse of 'finding spare time' can easily mean that
the work is simply not at hand, since the author has written it before the others and
has not enough time at the moment to try to find it (even less to copy it) amongst the
possibly many dozens of documents ofhis own or sent to him by others.
Therefore, we may conclude that the composition of both tracts predated the Council
ofEphesus, thus must have been written before June 431.
2.1.2 A possible post-Ephesian retouching
Although admitting that they were composed before Ephesus, Marcel Richard argues
that the second treatise was retouched after the council in order to make it more
compliant with the immediate issues and demands of the time.31 The chapters he
thinks underwent this second redaction were 31, 32 and 35, less surely 21, 22 and 24.
Clayton shares this opinion also.32
The limits of the present work are insufficient in order to take every argument in
detail, yet a few points would still need clarification. The 'naming' of Christ in the
course of De incarnatione as being the proper name of the Incarnate God-man
(including Ch. 24) will be analysed in some detail: the issue lies at the heart of the
treatise and is most probably not a subsequent addition. The fact that the rejection of
teaching two npocrama in Ch. 31 is again germane to the work and not a later
• • 33 •
insertion is shown by the discovery of the genuine form of the title of Ch. 21,
where, following the textual corruption of the original Ttpoaomov, it was replaced by
Mai and thus in PG by Aoyoq.34 Thus the titles - and to some extent the contents -
31 M. Richard, 'L'activite litteraire de Theodoret', 95-99.
32
Clayton, 'Theodoret', 195-98.
33 Cf. M. Richard, 'L'activite litteraire de Theodoret', 95.
34 See Lebon, 'Restitutions'. His hypothesis concerning the deliberate alteration of the text is
successfully discarded by Guinot, 'L'Expositio et le traite...', 59, note 64; see also Istvan Pasztori-
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of Chapters 21 and 31 are parallel to each other (Ch. 31 summarising the issue
presented in Ch. 21), a characteristic of Theodoret's writing style as it appears
abundantly in De incarnatione?5
The rejection ofKpaaiq in Ch. 32 - although it appears there for the first time - is in
harmony with the rest of the treatise. Moreover, Chapters 31-32 are meant to be
terminologically clarifying conclusions, which could mean that they were written in
their entirety after Ephesus, since one could easily argue against the terms auvatpsux
and Koivcovla as being offensive to Cyrilline Christology, despite being preceded
by the term svcoaiq, thus rejecting the whole Ch. 32, without which, however, the
entire work lacks its conclusion. For the sake of comparison, the last chapter (i.e. Ch.
28) of De Trinitate is the exact terminologically clarifying parallel of Ch. 32 of De
incarnatione, which in its turn contains important expressions not found in the body
of the treatise on the Trinity: e.g. povac;, aoyxbaK;, aAAoxpuoaiq,36 yet nobody
could claim that these were alien to the structure or to the message of the tract.
Further, the title of Ch. 28 ofDe Trinitate is also descriptive: dvaKStpaA-odcoatc; xfj<g
7uaxea)q. Could Chapters 31 and 32 have a similar function at the end of the
Christological discussion? M. Richard does not infer that Ch. 28 of De Trinitate
might have also been written subsequently to the Council of Ephesus, moreover, I
think he did not fully assess the meaning of the two concluding Chapters (34 and 35)
ofDe incarnatione either.
Here we arrive at one of the main arguments of M. Richard concerning a possible
post-Ephesian retouching, namely Ch. 35 of De incarnatione, which asserts a
juxtaposition ofOsoxokoc; and avdpamoxoKoq, an idea later dropped by Theodoret
in the Formula of Reunion. The Bishop of Cyrus defends this abandonment of
dvdpomoxoKoc; in his Letter 16 written to Bishop Irenaeus shortly before the
• • 37 • « . • .Latrocimum. As Richard argues, if the juxtaposition had been included already in
the original (i.e. pre-Ephesian) form of the work, the question should have been
Kupan, 'An unnoticed title in Theodoret of Cyrus' ITepi xf\q too Kuplou evav6pconf|aea)(;', JTS,
53 (2002), 102-11 (p. 108, note 16).
351. Pasztori-Kupan, 'An unnoticed title', 108-9.
36 PG 75, 1188BC.
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addressed earlier, e.g. at the beginning of Ch. 20 or in Ch. 23 consecrated entirely to
the virgin birth, and not 'among the final considerations, which form the conclusion
TO
of the work and already occupy the whole Chapter 34'.
M. Richard seems to have overlooked the fact that Ch. 34 of De incarnatione is in
fact the closure of De Trinitate and not of De incarnatione. The same themes
reappear here, including the delicate question of the Filioque and not at all
accidentally. If the author intended to summarise the main points of Trinitarian
orthodoxy, including the respect for the opoq of the Fathers, he certainly succeeded
in doing it in Ch. 34 of De incarnatione. In the same fashion, Ch. 35 is the
conclusion of De incarnatione, which contains the juxtaposition of OsoxoKoq and
dvdpconoTOKoq in the form of a rhetorical summation and does not seem to be a
later addition. It provides an epigrammatic solution to the whole pre-Ephesian
controversy at the very end, and indeed, the usually most remembered part of the
work. This in fact could well have been one of the author's main intentions, i.e. to
furnish a solid theological ground to what was regarded as being a particularly
Antiochene heritage39 followed in a more stubborn manner by Nestorius than by his
friend, yet Theodoret - at least at the stage preceding Ephesus - hoped to be able to
give this phrase a positive theological interpretation.
It is true that the Bishop of Cyrus did not cling to the conjunction of the two
expressions in the manner of Nestorius,40 yet it had been part of his pre-Ephesian
concerns. Thus, as observed also by M. Richard, he seems to join the two terms in
his refutation of the first Cyrilline anathema.41 Since the juxtaposition is missing
from the Antiochene Formula drawn up by Theodoret, which later became the
Formula of Reunion, yet it reappears in his Letter to the monks of the East,42 the
French scholar concluded that its insertion into the concluding chapter of De
37 SC 98, 58.
38 'au milieu des considerations finales qui forment la conclusion de l'ouvrage et occupent deja tout le
chap. 34'. M. Richard, 'L'activite litteraire de Theodoret', 99.
3y The juxtaposition probably derives from Diodore and is expressed by Theodore. See Chapter 4,
section The ontological importance of'naming' of the present work.
40 See e.g. Friedrich Loofs, Nestoriana (Halle: Max Niemeyer, 1905), 191, and 297-313.
41
ook avdpamoTOKOv [povov], aAAa mi deoxoKov xf|v rrapdevov Trpoaayopeoopev. See
ACO I, 1, 6, 109. Cf. M. Richard, 'L'activite litteraire de Theodoret', 97.
42 SC 429, 122, lines 348-49 and 354.
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incarnatione must have happened after Ephesus, when the author was again under
the influence of the Nestorian controversy.43 In my opinion it may have well been the
other way around. The Antiochene Formula was drawn up in 431 perhaps still with
the hope of achieving peace with the other party at the cost of sacrificing the term
avftpumoTOKog. Thus, upon seeing that even this substantial compromise (which in
fact alienated e.g. Alexander of Hierapolis)44 did not bring any result, Theodoret
could have justifiably decided to revert - at least for the time being - to his pre-
Ephesian position of the Refutatio and of De incarnatione. This could also explain
why the quotation of the Antiochene Formula in his Letter to the monks of the East
(written during the winter of 431-32) stops exactly before the sentence concerning
the explanation of the title flsoxoKoq applied to Virgin Mary,45 since later in the
letter the two terms appear side by side, as mentioned above. The juxtaposition in
Ch. 35 of De incarnatione, nevertheless, is not meant to be offensive to but rather
reconciliatory with Cyrilline Christology 46
Therefore, although it is undeniable that De incarnatione shows the signs of a hasty
editing during the Nestorian controversy, it seems that we have no sufficient reasons
to doubt that the composition of the entire work fell before the Council of Ephesus,
i.e. between the outbreak of the Nestorian controversy and the summer of 431.47
From among the many examples one may find, some excerpts show clearly that the
Refutation of the Anathemas and De incarnatione were written at about the same
time, yet the latter lacks entirely the harshness of the former.48 The composition of
the two works is thus likely to have fallen between 429 (to take into account
Theodoret's own testimony of his Letter to Pope Leo) and the middle of 431.
43
M. Richard, 'L'activite litteraire de Theodoret', 98.
44 The omission of dvdp(07roTOKO<; from the Antiochene Formula was not accepted by the entire
Antiochene party. See e.g. Hefele, A History of the Councils, III, 94.
45 See PG 83, 1420A and SC 429, 102-104. Cf. with the entire text of the Formula in G. Ludwig
Hahn, Bibliothek der Symbole, 3rd edn (Breslau: E. Morgenstern, 1897), 215-16.
46
See its analysis in Chapter 4 of the present work.
47 The opening sentence of De Trinitate, preserved only in Severus, shows that the times when the
author started the composition of the first work were already turbulent. See Ch. 3 of the present work.
48 Cf. e.g. Theodoret's answer to the 10th Cyrilline Anathema in ACO, I, 1, 6, 136, lines 22-30 with
Chapter 21 of De incarnatione, PG 75, 1457CD. This fragment is frequently quoted by Severus, yet
only the passage from the counter-statement is condemned by Constantinople 553 (ACO IV, 1, 131,
lines 10-16), which does not quote De incarnatione 21 despite of the excerpts criticised by Severus,
who already noted this resemblance. See Lebon, 'Restitutions', 530, note 1.
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Thus, based on the available information, we have tried to establish as best as we
could the time of the composition of the two treatises. It is probably fair to assume
that a more precise dating would have to emerge from a further, at present
unavailable or yet undiscovered evidence.49
2.2 The textual tradition
Whilst trying to present the handing down of the two works from the time of their
genesis to our day, we have to accept that the available manuscript tradition is very
narrow, whereas the history of the editions begins practically in the nineteenth
century. There are in fact two somewhat different ways in which one could present
the journey through history ofDe Trinitate and De incarnatione:
1. By enlisting the results of modern scholarship, thus following the chronological
order of the appearance of relevant articles and studies;
2. By trying to reconstruct the chronology of the textual tradition of the tracts from
431 until their latest publication, whilst referring to the relevant scholarly
contributions in the order demanded by this historical presentation.
Since a critical edition of the two tracts - which could tell us the story of the handing
down - is not yet available, I have chosen to present the textual tradition following
the second option.
49
In his analysis of Theodoret's Haereticarum fabularum compendium Glenn Melvin Cope signalled
another possible reference to De Trinitate, yet it does not provide any information concerning the
dating of the treatise: aXka yap Kai 7tspi too ayiou nvsupaxog, Kara xcov xfjcg xouxou
Xdpvto<; epf|pcov atpexxiaov xpsi<; CTUvsypa\|/a Xoyovq (PG 83, 457D). 'I have composed three
books concerning the Holy Spirit against the barren heresies of this grace.' See Glenn Melvin Cope,
'An Analysis of the Heresiological Method of Theodoret of Cyrus in the Haereticarum Fabularum
Compendium' (unpublished doctoral dissertation, The Catholic University of America, Washington
D.C., 1990), 232, note 84. As results from Marcel Richard's analysis, Theodoret composed another
work before Ephesus entitled either Adversus Macedonianos or De Spiritu Sancto, which together
with e.g. Expositio rectae ftdei could then make De Trinitate as being the third book about the Holy
Spirit. Cf. M. Richard, 'L'activite litteraire de Theodoret', 103.
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2.2.1 Manuscripts of ancient and mediaeval authors
Marius Mercator
The name of Marius Mercator has already been mentioned in connection with the
dating of the treatises. He is in fact the only contemporary author who quotes from
De incarnatione, providing us with three fragments of the work in a Latin translation
in 432. As mentioned above, Mercator gives these quotations as if they were
allegedly from the Pentalogos. This 'impious fraud' of the Latin author caused some
misunderstandings in later editions of Theodoret. Another issue involving Mercator's
fragments is the chapter numbering, which will be dealt with a little later.
Severus of Antioch
As shown by Joseph Lebon,50 in the fifth chapter of the third book of his Contra
impium Grammaticum written around 520 Severus of Antioch quotes both from De
Trinitate and from De incarnatione as from a work of Theodoret. In fact he is the
only theologian who cites De Trinitate under the name of its real author.51 The
citations found by Lebon in the work of the Bishop of Antioch preserved in Syriac
show that the two treatises - especially the second one - were well known to
Severus, who criticised those parts ofTheodoret's argument which were unacceptable
for their non-Chalcedonian Christology.52 The general title Severus had given to
Theodoret's work was Ilspi ftsoA-oylaq xqq aytaq TpraSoq Kai ttepi xqq
oiKovoptaq, which corresponds substantially with the one mentioned by the bishop
of Cyrus in his Letter to Pope Leo. Lebon also mentions the third - in 1930 still
unpublished - book of Severus' Contra Grammaticum, in which references to ITgpi
gvavdpoemf|asoL><; are made (British Library Addit. 12157, fol. 145v).53
50
Lebon, 'Restitutions', 524-36.
51 Until recently the beginning of the first sentence of De Trinitate quoted by Severus has been the
only known fragment of the work apart from Vat. gr. 841 itself. See below, under Euthymius.
52 The excerpts are listed in Appendix 1 according to Lebon's article 'Restitutions', which also refers to
the following edition: Joseph Lebon, ed., trans., Severi Antiocheni Liber Contra Impium
Grammaticum, Orationis Tertiae Pars Prior, CSCO, Scriptores Syri, Series 4 (Louvain: Marcel Istas,
1929), V.
53
Lebon, 'Restitutions', 531, note 2. See also Fragment no. 9 in Lebon in Appendix 1. Severus's work
mentioned above is still unpublished.
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Severus is an important source concerning the clarification of some textual
differences (like the correct form of the title of Ch. 21 ofDe incarnatione), based on
which Lebon suspected that the pseudepigraphy was done on purpose by one of the
neo-Chalcedonian theologians.54 The French scholar obviously did not have access to
the only surviving manuscript of the two treatises, Vat. gr. 841, based on which
Guinot successfully dismissed the theory of a deliberate text alteration and of a sixth
century pseudepigraphy motivated by doctrinal considerations.55 Further, the chapter
numbering differences between the Vat. gr. 841 and Mercator's as well as Severus's
quotations have also been solved by the locating of two unnoticed chapter titles:
1. As observed by Eduard Schwartz, the fragment oxt ei o 0soq Aoyoq r]v avxi
voo sv xqj A,r|(pdsvxi, mi o 5xdpoA.oq SucaxoXoyiaxq XP^001110 <*v
suA,6yot<;, being currently part of the text of Ch. 15 in Vat. gr. 841, was in fact
the title of a new chapter, overlooked by the copyist of the manuscript and
included into the body of the treatise, which resulted in the defective numbering
of the subsequent chapters.56
2. The second copying error of the same kind occurred during the copying of the
current Ch. 29, where the following one-time chapter title had been overlooked
and included into the body of the treatise, decreasing the further numbering of the
chapters by two: Yioq dvdpoo7tou o rcpoaubvxoq xoo 0eou Aoyoq r|u5oKr|(j£v
ovopd^sadca (PG 75, 1469C).57
Did the Council of Constantinople condemn the two treatises in 553?
Whilst presenting the theological issues connected with the fifth ecumenical council,
Aloys Grillmeier mentions the following works of Theodoret as having to be
subjected to scholarly investigation in order to establish the validity of




Guinot, 'L'Expositio et le traite...', 59, note 64.
56
Schwartz, 'Zur Schriftstellerei Theodorets', 31.
571. Pasztori-Kupan, 'An unnoticed title', 106-9.
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Anathematismorum Cyrilli, Pentalogus, De theol. s. trin. et de oeconomia, Pro
Diodoro et Theodoro, Ex serm. Chalc. c. Cyrill. habito.5&
Grillmeier, however, does not seem to infer that the two treatises we are concerned
with had been also condemned in 553 together with the Counter-statements to Cyril's
anathemas, the Pentalogus and the Defence of Diodore and Theodore. It seems that
the council was not influenced by Severus's criticism concerning the two treatises of
the Bishop of Cyrus, since the entire volume containing the acts and the appendix of
the fifth council (i.e. ACO IV, 1-2) does not even mention either of the two treatises,
although in ACO IV, 1, 130-36 the other works of Theodoret are quoted and
criticised in some detail. The list includes fragments of the Refutation of the
Anathemas, of the Letter to the monks of the East, of Theodoret's speech in
Chalcedon (431) following the council of Ephesus, of his defence in Chalcedon (431)
written in favour ofNestorius, of his Letter to Andrew ofSamosata from Ephesus, of
his Letter to Nestorius written after having signed the Formula of Reunion,59 the
probably spurious Letter written allegedly to John of Antioch on the death ofCyril,60
and a similarly doubtful passage from a supposed allocution in Antioch after Cyril's
death. An explicit proof of the condemnation ofTheodoret's two treatises is therefore
not to be found in the ACO edition of the council's documents. If we inferred a
possible theory concerning an 'implicit' condemnation together with the other works,
we ought to take into consideration that - even if there had been any unrecorded
discussions ofDe Trinitate and De incarnatione in Constantinople 553 - the 'impious
fraud' of Mercator who ascribed the three fragments of De incarnatione to the
Pentalogos may have influenced the judgement of the fifth council. Nevertheless, it
is now clear that the two works are entirely different from each other. Moreover, it is
also interesting that none of Severus's quotations from De incarnatione was listed
among the doomed passages.
58
Aloys Grillmeier, Christ in Christian Tradition, from the Council of Chalcedon (451) to Gregory
the Great (590-604), trans, by John Cawte and Pauline Allen (London: Mowbray, 1995), II/2: The
Church ofConstantinople in the Sixth Century, 443, note 514.
59 This letter contains the famous fragment often quoted by his enemies in order to prove his alleged
Nestorianism: 'his vero quae adversus tuam sanctitatem iniuste et contra leges facta sunt, nee si ambas
meas manus aliquis incideret, patiar consentire, divina videlicet gratia me adiuvante et infirmitatem
animae subportante'. ACO IV, 1, 134, lines 20-22. See Ch. 1 of the present work.
60 John of Antioch died 4 years before Cyril, so the addressee had to be Domnus, yet the authenticity
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The general and ever-returning charge against Theodoret in the acts of the council of
553 is 'writing against true faith and against St. Cyril', which is quite vague in terms
of what may or in fact should be included in the list of the condemned works. In the
case of De incarnatione and De Trinitate - when we disregard Mercator's fraud of
ascription - the above general charge is not valid, since the works were not written
against Cyril and his council as e.g. the Pentalogos was. Thus, no evidence suggests
that the Council said anything about these two works.
Ebedjesu and the Syriac Codex add. 14,533 of British Library
Albert Ehrhard refers to this Syriac manuscript dating from the 8th-9th centuries in his
thesis concerning the restoration of flepi xfjq too Kuptou svavdpa)7tf|ascoq to
Theodoret. In this codex, among Theodoret's works translated into Syriac, Ebedjesu
mentions a book entitled ITepi svavdpamfiasax;. There is also a citation from a
tract of Theodoret, the title of which is very close to our treatise. As retranslated into
Greek by Ehrhard, the title of this work would be sk too ^.oyou rcspi xfjq xou
Koptou svavdpcoTrqaecoc;. As Ehrhard mentions, Syriac translations of Theodoret
in his time (1888) were not yet printed.61
The above evidence seems to reinforce the view that the ascription of both works to
69
Cyril may not have happened in the sixth century as Lebon suggested. Moreover,
Ebedjesu's testimony is not the only one we possess after Severus's Contra
Grammaticum which still ascribes the work to Theodoret.
Nicetas of Heracleia and the manuscripts of his Catena of Luke
In the 11th century, more precisely in 1080, Nicetas of Heracleia wrote his Catena of
Luke, in which he quoted from De incarnatione for the last time known to us under
the name of its original author. He quotes sometimes entire chapters from the
of the letter itself has never been sufficiently proven until today.
61
Assemanni Bib!. Orient. III/l, 40 - Syr. Cod. add. 14, 533 of British Library (after Wright,
Catalogue etc. II, 968). See Ehrhard, 'Die Schrift', 651.
62
Lebon, 'Restitutions', 534-35.
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treatise, whilst omitting chapter titles. The only exception to this rule is the partial
quotation of the chapter title found by Schwartz in the text of the current Ch. 15.63
Several manuscripts survived of Nicetas' Catena, which were described and
classified by Joseph Sickenberger.64 Following his description, I have located four
manuscripts, which represent all the main branches of the manuscript tradition. Thus,
apart from the text of Vat. gr. 841 edited by Migne, in my translation of De
incarnatione and in the comments related to it I made use of the following
manuscripts ofNicetas' Catena:
• Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vaticanus gr. 1611;
• Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Parisinus gr. 208;
• Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek, Vindobonensis theol. gr. 71;
• Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Monacensis gr. 473.
The above manuscripts - in respect to Nicetas' quotations - are also adequate for the
production of the critical edition of De incarnatione. I shall present them in their
chronological order, but first I reproduce the scheme of the handing down of these
manuscripts as it had been drawn up by Sickenberger.65
63 The quotation xpfiCTalT0 8' Kai StKaroXoyiatq soXoyou; can be found in Vat. gr. 1611, on
the right column of fol. 75r, line 21 as well as in Vindob. theol. gr. 71, fol. 308', lines 12-13. For a
more detailed discussion of this issue see my article 'An unnoticed title', 110.
64
Joseph Sickenberger, 'Die Lukaskatene des Niketas von Herakleia', TU, 22. 4 (1902), 1-118.
65
Sickenberger, 'Die Lukaskatene', 60.1 have used Sickenberger's abbreviations.
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The manuscript tradition history ofNicetas' Catena of Luke
Vaticanus gr. 1611
The oldest and best surviving manuscript ofNicetas' Catena ofLuke is Vat. gr. 1611
of the Italian group, dating from the year 1116. The codex is 38.5 cm high and 30 cm
wide. The number of folios is 320. The red-brown leather cover has on its back the
shield of Pius IX (1846-1878), showing that the manuscript was bound during his
papacy. The very distinctive characteristic of this manuscript is that only the first 12
lines are written on the entire width of the page, which occupy between 1/4 and 1/3
of an entire page, whereas the following lines are divided into two columns,
obviously to enhance perspicuity. The title of the codex is on fol. 1: Br|3A,iov a [...]
t(5v sic; to Kara Aooxav e^riyfiasoov too Eeppmv [...], and under that a cross
followed by the main title in very long red uncial letters: EuvaYeoyfi s^riyficmoov
sig to kata Aouxav aytov svayyskiov sk btaipopcov sppr|v£ut(ov Tiapa
NncfiTa, biaicovoo trjq too 9soo p.£YaA.r|<; eKKA-pataq Kai 5i5aaKaA,ou,
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ysyovuia sk xfjq g^aruaspou. The last three words are the first lemma.66 As
Robert Devreesse mentions, this manuscript contains all the fragments found by
various scholars (including Gamier and Schwartz) in the other manuscripts of the
Catena67 Moreover, it contains a substantial number of fragments, which do not
appear in the other manuscripts. Sickenberger had already noted that in Vat. gr.
1611 he encountered the reference 0go5copf|xou 40 times. He also mentions finding
fragments offlgpi £vavdpw7tf|a£oo<; in Chapters 1, 2 and 5 ofNicetas' quoted work,
as well as from rTEVxaA-oyoq in Chapters 2 and 5.69
Vindobonensis theol. gr. 71
This manuscript comes from the twelfth-thirteenth century and belongs to the
Byzantine group. It contains only the first book of the Catena (until Luke 6:21 as
mentioned above) on 424 folios of 30 cm high and 19.5 cm wide. The front and back
cover carries the Austrian blazon as well as the following inscription on the ledge:
CATENA SS. PAT IN EVAN. S. LUCAE. The top of fol. lr as well as fol. 424v
contains the remark: Augerius de Busbecke comparavit Constantinopoli. The title on
fol. lr says: Catena SS. Patrum in S. Lucam. At the bottom of fol. lr the following
inscription is to be found: Augustissimae Bibliothecae Caesareae Vindobonensis
Codex Theologicus Graecus LXXI. Another reference number (Handschriftsnr. N 42)
is found in the same place. At least two scribes had worked on it: the first had
completed fols l-79v, whereas another wrote the rest.70
Monacensis gr. 473
Belonging to the same Italian group with Vat. gr. 1611, Monacensis gr. 473 is from
the 14th century and contains the second book of the Catena from Luke 6:17 until
Luke 11:26 on 416 pages in the format of 24.5 x 17 cm. On page 1 the following
partly destroyed inscription is to be found: [...] 7tlva£, too 7tapo[vxo<;] Ssuxspov
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Sickenberger, 'Die Lukaskalene', 31-32.
67 Robert Devreesse, 'Orient, antiquite', RSPT, 20 (1931), 559-71 (p. 568).
68 See M. Richard, 'Les citations de Theodoret', 88-96. The excerpts of De incarnatione found by M.
Richard in Vat. gr. 1611 are listed in Appendix 1.
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Sickenberger, 'Die Lukaskatene', 96.
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Sickenberger, 'Die Lukaskatene', 49-51.
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tco[v] [sit;] to [icata Aouicdv] suayyeA,iov sS/nyriaecov |3l(3A,lou. The forms of
the lemmata as well as the opening and closing remarks show the relatedness of the
codex to Vat. gr. 1611. It must have arrived at the Bavarian State Library between
the years 1575-95, since the catalogue of the year 1575 does not yet contain it,
• 71whereas the next one twenty years later lists it on page 2 as Cod. XI.
Eduard Schwartz used these two last manuscripts of the Catena (Vindob. gr. 71 and
Monac. 473) for his first compilation of the excerpts from Theodoret's treatises,
including the ones from De incarnatione. As the German scholar mentions, he did
not have access to Vat. gr. 1611, thus the line of his quotations (deriving from these
two manuscripts) is incomplete. The list of excerpts was augmented on the basis of
Vat. gr. 1611 first by Robert Devreesse and then continued by Marcel Richard.72 The
whole list of these excerpts from De incarnatione with their description is to be
found in Appendix 1.
Parisinus gr. 208
The codex Par. gr. 208 belonging to the third, i.e. interpolated, group of the
manuscript tradition of the Catena is from the 14th century and contains about the
first half of Nicetas' work from the beginning until Luke 12:46, with the first folio
missing. The title is therefore absent, yet the further note is to be found on fol. 1:
Catena in Lucam 2440 ex Bibliotheca Eminentissimi Dni mei Cardinalis Mazarini.73
This is a paper manuscript of 460 folios, which are 30 cm high and 21.5 cm wide.
The brown leather cover carries on the red back side the inscription: Catena in
Lucam. There were two almost simultaneously working scribes involved in its
production: the first had copied fols l-335v, the second started from fol. 336r and
copied until the end, yet it may not be established whether the codex had contained
initially the entire text of the Catena or not. The manuscript is adequate for text-
critical purposes,74 and all its Theodoret-excerpts are preserved also in Vat. gr. 1611.
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Sickenberger, 'Die Lukaskatene', 56-58.
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Schwartz, 'Zur Schriftstellerei Theodorets', 32-33; Devreesse, 'Orient, antiquite', 568-69; M.
Richard, 'Les citations de Theodoret', 89-94.
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Sickenberger, 'Die Lukaskatene', 45, note 1.
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Euthymius Zigabenus and his Panoplia Dogmatica
The earliest and in fact (apart from Vat. gr. 841 itself) the only testimony which
ascribes the two treatises to Cyril dates from the twelfth century. A Byzantine
theologian, Euthymius Zigabenus, in his Panoplia Dogmatica quoted several
chapters from De incarnatione ascribing the work expressly to Cyril. These citations
were located by Albert Ehrhard in Migne's edition of Euthymius's work in PG 130,
905D-912C and PG 130, 925A-928D. As Ehrhard mentions, one ought not forget
that this ascription comes from 'a compiler' and from a time when in the East the
critical approach towards the issue of proving the genuineness of a work was largely
absent; thus one may not give this ascription any text-critical authority.75
Euthymius's quotations have a common feature with those of Nicetas: both of them
omit the chapter titles even if they are quoting two or more consecutive chapters and
both of them offer us one exception to this rule. The one in Euthymius is the
quotation of the title ofChapter 16 ofDe incarnatione in PG 130, 925B.
Unfortunately, I did not have access to the manuscripts of Euthymius's Panoplia
Dogmatica, yet based on the PG edition of the work I attempted to offer a solution to
a so far unclear issue. Until recently it was not known whether Euthymius knew both
treatises (i.e. De Trinitate and De incarnatione) under Cyril's name or only the
second one, since no quotations were located in his Panoplia from De Trinitate.
Joseph Lebon who suspected a sixth-century neo-Chalcedonian deliberate text
alteration and pseudepigraphy affecting both treatises suggested that Nicetas may
have used some fragments of De incarnatione still pre-existing under the name of
Theodoret rather than a whole treatise still attributed to this author.76 Although
Lebon's theory concerning the deliberate text alteration is contradicted by the
manuscript evidence of Vat. gr. 841,77 a question still remains: were both works
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Ehrhard, 'Die Schrift', 199. The excerpts are in Appendix 1.
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Lebon, 'Restitutions', 535, note 3.
77 The version Aoyoq replacing npoaomov in the title of Chapter 21 of De incarnatione in the
editions of Mai and Migne (PG 75, 1456A) is an erroneous rendering of the abbreviation in Vat. 841.
The last line of fol. 196" contains three letters resembling a sequence ofa, a, and to, which might be a
corruption of the word 7ipoao)7tov, but certainly cannot be interpreted as Aoyoq. Moreover, as shown
above, the Syriac text of Severus' Contra Grammaticum edited by Joseph Lebon contains the
expression 'parsopa' which is the equivalent of rtpoawnov (see Joseph Lebon, ed., Severi Antiocheni
Liber Contra Impium Grammaticum. Orationis tertiae pars prior, CSCO, Scriptores Syri, Series 4,
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ascribed to Cyril simultaneously or were they separated from each other to be linked
again in Vat. 841 under the name of the Alexandrian patriarch?
In order to answer the above question I decided to recheck the Panoplia of
Euthymius for further possible excerpts from Theodoret. The search was successful
in the sense that I managed to locate five so far undiscovered fragments of
Theodoret's De Trinitate similarly under the name of Cyril.78 The excerpts are
considerably long (in total about 3 columns in PG) and are from five different
chapters of De Trinitate-. 11, 13, 15, 17 and 18. Moreover, the way in which
Euthymius quotes them makes also clear that he knew these fragments as coming
from a separate (pseudo-) Cyrilline treatise and not as part of Cyril's other works on
the Trinity, like e.g. Thesaurus or De sancta et consubstantiali Trinitate. Through his
entire Panoplia, Euthymius is consistent in using the term tfjc; otyiaq [TpiaSoq]
exclusively whilst quoting from Theodoret's De Trinitate, and in omitting it when
referring to Cyril's works, like the Thesaurus. I think we have sufficient reasons to
believe that even if Euthymius knew only fragments of Theodoret's De Trinitate
under Cyril's name from some patristic florilegia, yet he was aware that they were
taken from a separate work, and not from any other tract of the Alexandrian
patriarch. This is valid also for his quotations from De incarnatione, where
Euthymius mentions repeatedly the most important element of the title (i.e. rcspi
svavfrpccmfiascoq) as we know it from Vat. gr. 841: too sv dyiotq KuptAAou ek
too Tispi evavfrpomfiasooc; Xoyoo (PG 130, 905D); too aoxoo sk too rcspi
svavfrpcoTrqascoq Aoyoo (PG 130, 925 A). One cannot affirm that Euthymius knew
the entire text of both treatises, although this possibility cannot be excluded either.
Nonetheless, it is certain that his manner of quoting both works leaves no doubt
concerning Euthymius' knowledge of them as being individual tracts.
The identification of these fragments from Theodoret's virtually unquoted treatise on
the Trinity may therefore entitle us to assume that the two works of the Bishop of
Cyrus were not separated from each other - at least within the branch of the
vol. V - Textus (Paris: Reipublicae, 1929), 66, line 3).
78 The excerpts are listed in Appendix 1 under the title 'Five fragments of De Trinitate in Euthymius'
Panoplia Dogmatical.
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manuscript tradition known to Euthymius, a branch which might be of common
origin with the one of Vat. gr. 84179 - but were ascribed concurrently to Cyril of
Alexandria, although the exact time and the circumstances of this pseudepigraphy
cannot be ascertained as yet.
It appears that at present we do not have any substantial evidence in support of a
deliberate pseudepigraphy affecting both works shortly after Severus had quoted
them in his Contra Grammaticum. Moreover, a parallel manuscript tradition starting
from the sixth century of the two tracts under the name of Theodoret and Cyril
respectively is hardly conceivable, if unprovable. The improbability of such a
parallel tradition is strongly suggested by the independent testimonies of Ebedjesu
and of Nicetas. Therefore, one is indeed entitled to reconsider the validity of
Schwartz's statement previously criticised by Lebon: 'Aus den Exzerpten ergibt sich
zunachst mit Sicherheit, daB die im Vatic. 841 Cyrill zugeschriebene Schrift Elepi
svavdpconficecoq noch im 11. Jahrhundert unter dem Namen Theodorets ging'.80
Vaticanus gr. 841
The only surviving manuscript which contains both works in their entirety under the
name of Cyril comes from the fourteenth or fifteenth century. The codex has 216
pages in folio format and contains several works of different authors: a treatise by
Matthaus Monachus, De materiis sacrorum canonum, and works of Antiochus,
Nestorius etc. On fol. 176r in red letters written by the same hand as the previous
works, there is the title of the first treatise: Too sv dyiotq rTaxpoq qpcov
KuplAAou ' AA.s^av8psiaq nspi xfjq aylaq icai ^tocmoiou Tprdboq. On fol.
185r begins, again written by the same hand, the second tract: llspi tfjq tou
79 The close connection between Euthymius's excerpts and the text of Vat. gr. 841 is notable both in
the case ofDe Trinitate and De incarnatione. All the Euthymian quotations present only minor textual
variations, moreover: the text of Ch. 13 of De Trinitate (PG 75, 1165AC) in Vat. gr. 841 is fully
identical with his excerpt in PG 130, 653CD. The same is valid for the long Ch. 18 of De incarnatione
(PG 75, 1448C-1452D) quoted by Euthymius in PG 130, 905D-909D, as well as for Chapters 17 and
19 of De incarnatione (PG 75, 1445B-1448B and 1452C-1453B), quoted by Euthymius in PG 130,
928AD and 909D-912C respectively. The other fragments are very close to the original also.
80
Schwartz, 'Zur Schriftstellerei Theodorets', 38.
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Kopioo EvavOpco7iriCTS(o<;. Three works of St. Basil follow it: De morte, De Spiritu
81
Sancto, De Trinitate.
It is also interesting that in Vat. gr. 841 there is no indication of any author preceding
the second treatise. The copyist ascribed it to Cyril on the basis of their obvious
connection as it results from the first sentences of riepi £vavdpco7rr)a£CQ(;, or, if the
manuscript tradition of Vat. gr. 841 were indeed of common origin with the one used
by Euthymius, then both works had already been attributed to Cyril and thus handed
down perhaps from the first half of the twelfth century, i.e. after Nicetas' Catena, but
preceding the composition of Euthymius's Panoplia. On fols 213r-216v of Vat. gr.
841 the last chapters of De Trinitate (23-28) and the first two chapters of De
incarnatione are reproduced.
We may also note that there is an extensive parallelism between the manuscripts of
Nicetas and those of Euthymius, since these preserve almost in all cases the same
transpositions in comparison with Vat. gr. 841. Therefore, they may be deriving from
the same common source. On the other hand, the entire text of Vat. gr. 841 and that
of the supplementary folios probably depend also on the same model; nevertheless,
despite of an obvious parallelism, one is not the copy of the other.
Ehrhard had no possibility to search for other manuscripts, but as far as he knew,
there was no other relevant material in the Vatican Library.82 It was not until 1902,
when Joseph Sickenberger published his study concerning Nicetas' Catena of Luke,
that other Vatican manuscripts (including Vat. gr. 1611 and Vat. gr. 1642) were
made known to contain fragments of these two works, the quotations from the former
being enlisted by R. Devreesse and M. Richard.
81 Cf. Ehrhard, 'Die Schrift', 183.
82 In 1888 Ehrhard wrote: 'Es war mich nicht moglich, nach anderem handschriftlichen
Beweismaterial zu forschen. In der Vatikanischen Bibliothek ist, soweit bekannt, keines mehr
vorhanden.' See Ehrhard, 'Die Schrift', 184, note 1.
2.2.2 The editions
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Fragments of De incarnatione edited by Gamier, Combefis and Gallandi
We may gather from the history of these tracts that after having been criticised in 520
by Severus, the second tract having been translated into Syriac by Ebedjesu and
quoted for the last time under the name of the real author by Nicetas in 1080, and
after both works had been quoted by Euthymius in the twelfth century and finally
copied into Vat. gr. 841 - they were very soon forgotten. There was no complete
edition of the two tracts, which would precede their discovery and publication by
Cardinal Angelo Mai in the nineteenth century. Nevertheless, some excerpts of the
second work, which were edited under different titles by mediaeval and early modem
scholars, deserve a briefpresentation.
The fact that the two works were forgotten as belonging to Cyril also is evinced by
Jean Aubert's first edition of Cyril's works in 1638: the editor did not know about
these two treatises as being written by the Alexandrian patriarch. His six large
volumes comprising Cyril's oeuvre do not contain either of them, although on the
single testimony ofVat. gr. 841, at that time they should have belonged there.83
The other negative evidence showing the temporary vanishing of these tracts from
common scholarly knowledge is Jean Garnier's posthumous edition of Theodoret's
works. This collection was published in 1684 after the death of the great Jesuit
scholar as a fifth volume to Jacques Sirmond's four volumes containing the oeuvre of
the Bishop of Cyrus.84 Gamier, being one of the most thoroughgoing researchers of
his time, listed both works among the lost ones of the Bishop of Cyrus. In this fifth
posthumous volume, within his Dissertatio II de Libris Theodoreti (Caput IX), under
the title Libri Theodoreti, quorum sola memoria videtur superesse, Gamier describes
the following books: Libri de Theologia atque incarnatione (Repr. in PG 84, 363A-
364B).85 They are undoubtedly identical with our De Trinitate and De incarnatione,
83 Johannes Aubertus, ed., S. P. N. Cyrilli Alexandriae Archiepiscopi Opera in VI. Tomos Tributa,
(Paris: 1638).
84 Jacobus Sirmondus, ed., Beati Theodoreti Episcopi Cyri Opera Omnia in Quatuor Tomos
Distributa, 4 vols (Paris: Cramoisy, 1642).
85
Garnerius, Johannes, ed., Beati Theodoreti Episcopi Cyri Operum Tomus V, Nunc primum in lucem
editus, Cura et studio Joannis Garnerii, presbyteri e Societate Jesu, opus posthumum (Paris: 1684),
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since Gamier mentions the fragment of Theodorefs Letter to Pope Leo as evidence
for Theodoret's having composed these tracts. As Gamier observes, neither Photius
nor Nicephorus mentions the two works,86 which the French scholar identified with
five pseudo-Athanasian dialogues.87 This identification was unanimously accepted
by practically all later scholars including Cave, Oudin, Ceillier, Dupin and Migne.
The first one who questioned this conclusion was Albert Ehrhard himself.88
This posthumous volume of Gamier has another very interesting feature. On one
hand it contains the editor's statement that the work in question is lost (on p. 256). On
the other hand - presumably without the knowledge of the editor (Jean Hardouin?)
either - in the same volume several fragments of De incarnatione are published
under the main title Auctarium Tomi LV Operum Theodoreti, having the subtitle:
0so5copf]xoo 7i£VTa^6yiov [nspi] svavdpamfiaeax; on 40-50.89 Thus, the same
volume contains fragments of a work whilst declaring it to be lost! This is why I
think the most likely scenario was that, perhaps very soon after being copied into
Vat. gr. 841, the two works faded away for a few centuries from scholarly attention.
Gamier had also published Mercator's works, together with the three Latin fragments
of Theodoret's De incarnatione, as we have mentioned above during the discussion
of the dating. The fragments of Theodoret's work gathered in the Auctarium Tomi IV
Operum Theodoreti of Gamier contain also the excerpts ofMercator and a series of
256. It is difficult to establish who in fact published this volume. The title page mentions Edmund
Martin and Joannis Boudot, but it seems very probable that Jean Hardouin was involved in the edition
also. Hardouin became librarian at the Jesuit College of Louis-Le-Grand in Paris as Garnier's
successor. Moreover, in the same year when this fifth volume appeared (1684), Hardouin published
Garnier's biography. Ehrhard mentions also that Hardouin published J. Garnerii Opera Posthuma
(Francopoli: 1685). See Ehrhard, 'Die Schrift', 624.
86 As we have quoted above, Photius mentions the Pentalogus in his Bibliotheca, but neither De
Trinitate nor De incarnatione.
87 'Alterum istud probabilius mihi videtur: opinor enim, quae scripsisse se tradit Theodoretus de
Theologia et divina incarnatione, nullatenus differre a libris tribus adversus Pneumatomachos, et
duobus contra Apollinaristas compositis, qui et ipsi quinque diversi non sunt a Dialogis totidem, quos
Athanasio supposuerant ii, qui Opera ipsius Commelinianis typis anno 1600. ediderunt.' See
Garnerius, Beati Theodoreti Episcopi Cyri Operum, 256.
88
Ehrhard, 'Die Schrift', 652.
89 The title given by Gamier is the following: Theodoreti Pentalogium de assumptione hominis. The
last two Latin words are the interpretation of evavdpcb7tr|at<;, which again substantiates the close
connection between the so-called Pentalogium and our treatise, resulting in the often-encountered
confusion of the two, generated at least in part by Mercator's fraud. When Migne reprinted these
fragments in PG 84, 65-88 (published in 1860), whilst preserving the Greek title, he did not follow
Garnier's Latin translation, but simply labelled them Theodoreti Pentalogium de incarnatione.
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other quotations, which are to be found in Nicetas' Catena ofLuke. That is why it has
been supposed that the French scholar made use of a manuscript of the Catena.
This thread in fact leads us back to the manuscript Par. gr. 208. The history of its
quotation by several editors in the past made this codex subject to some clarifying
remarks carried out by Ed. Schwartz and M. Richard.
The Dominican father Franqois Combefis in his Bibliotheca Patrum Concionatoria
(published in 1662) refers to a codex from the Royal Library of Paris as the source of
two fragments of Theodoret's Libro de incarnatione.90 He edited some passages from
Theodoref s De incamatione as well as Ch. 27 ofCyril's Thesaurus (!) both under the
name of Theodoret only in a Latin translation. These texts - according to Combefis -
were Fragmentum I and Fragmentum IIEx Graeco ms. cod. Mazar. The same author
makes another reference in his mentioned work concerning Theodoreti ex Pentalogo,
namely Fragmentum III Ex Graeca cardin. Mazar. Catena ms.91 Schwartz argues
that this Codex Mazarinaeus must be identical with Par. gr. 208, since Sickenberger
had referred to this manuscript, which bears the older reference number also:
Mazarin. - Reg. 244092 This led Schwartz to conclude that this had to be the
manuscript used by both contemporary scholars and editors: Combefis and Gamier.93
Marcel Richard disputes this conclusion.94 Another scholar, Andrea Gallandi reedited
in his Bibliotheca Veterum Patrum the two Latin fragments found by Combefis,
whilst preserving the same references to the Codex Mazarinaeus 95
Whichever might have been the codex used by Jean Gamier - since it seems to have
been different from Par. gr. 208 used by Combefis and Gallandi - it undoubtedly was
one of Nicetas' Catena. These fragments published on the basis of Nicetas' work by
90 Combefis' Bibliotheca Patrum Concionatoria (Paris: 1662) was reprinted in Venice in the year
1749. Ed. Schwartz gives the fragment in question according to this second edition (II, 525-26). See
Schwartz, 'Zur Schriftstellerei Theodorets', 32.
91 The reference is in vol. I, 476 according to the Venice reprint.
92
Sickenberger, 'Die Lukaskatene', 45, note 1. See above the description of Par. gr. 208.
93
Schwartz, 'Zur Schriftstellerei Theodorets', 32. Cf. Sickenberger, 'Die Lukaskatene', 44ff.
94
M. Richard, 'Les citations de Theodoret', 94, note 4. For the clarification of M. Richard's valid
argument concerning the two different codices used by Combefis and Gamier, see point 4 under the
title Identification ofthe various elements in Garnier's Auctarium in Appendix 1.
95 Andreas Gallandius, ed., Bibliotheca Veterum Patrum Antiquorumque Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum
Graeco-Latina, 14 vols (Venice: Typographia Albritiana, 1788), IX, 418-21.
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Gamier, Combefis and Gallandi are thus the only ones known to have been edited
before Angelo Mai's discovery of Vat. gr. 841.
The editions of Angelo Mai and Migne
Cardinal Angelo Mai was the first modem scholar who discovered the two treatises
in Vat. gr. 841 and published them twice under Cyril's name.96 He was obviously
thrilled by this discovery and was convinced about the genuineness of the work. In
his footnotes commenting relevant passages from the second treatise, Mai argues
about the groundless claim of the Monophysites, by which they ventured to quote
Cyril in their own favour.97 I shall give the PG references, since all Mai's notes are
reprinted there:
Hie quoque duas in uno Christo naturas apud Christum legimus, invitis
frustra Severianis. (PG 75, 1456)
Adhuncne Monophysitae Cyrillum erroris sui patronum impudentissime
dictabant? (PG 75, 1472)
Perspicua, mira ac peremptoria Cyrilli doctrina de naturarum in Christo
distinctione! Ego vero lectores meos magnopere hortor, ut editam apud
nos Script. Vet., t. VI, novam Theoriani Graeci cum Armenis Syrisque
Jacobitis theologicam disputationem adeant, ubi res haec luculentissime
illustratur. (PG 75, 1473)
En animae et corporis in unico homine propositum recte exemplum, quo
perverse abutebantur Monophysitae. (PG 75, 1473-74)
Sapienter hanc cautelam post natos errores exposcit Cyrillus. Etenim
paulo ante Gregorius Nazianzenus, orat. 38, 13, ed. noviss. t. I, p. 671,
adhuc scribebat de opere incamationis: xfjq Katvfjq pl£,eoo<;! co xfjq
7rapa5o^oo icpdaecoc;! (PG15, 1474)
Recte, si utrumque simul epitheton pronuntietur; peperit enim Maria
Christum Deum et hominem. Secus autem, si omisso Osoxokoc;, dicatur
tantummodo dvdpcoKOxoKoq, in Nestorianam blasphemiam incidere
necesse est (PG 75, 1477).98
96
Angelo Mai, ed., Scriptorum Veterum Nova Collectio (Rome: 1833), VIII, 27-58 (De Trinitate) and
VIII, 59-103 (De incarnatione); Angelo Mai, ed., Nova Patrum Bibliotheca (Rome: 1844), II, 1-31
(De Trinitate) and II, 32-74 (De incarnatione).
97
See also Mai's introduction to the two works in Nova Patrum Bibliotheca II, p. VI.
981 shall return to some of these passages during the analysis ofDe incarnatione in Chapter 4.
Lit
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The extent ofMai being deceived by the pseudepigraphy and by his own enthusiasm
to have found a work under Cyril's name, which flatly contradicts most of the
Monophysite claims, led him also to a faulty reading of the title of Ch. 21. Thus, he
replaced the corrupted word npoaconov with Aoyoq, without mentioning in a note
that the manuscript itselfwas unclear."
In the year 1859, Jacques-Paul Migne reprinted both works based on Mai's Nova
Patrum Bibliotheca in PG 75 - including all the comments and notes of the former
editor - but unfortunately he had separated the two tracts from each other. Thus, De
Trinitate ended up amongst the treatises on the Trinity of Cyril {PG 75, 1147-1190),
whereas De incarnatione was reprinted in the environment of Cyril's Christological
works {PG 75, 1419-1478). This detachment hardened further the recognition of the
link between the two tracts, since the first lines of De incarnatione refer back to De
Trinitate. Moreover, this separation of the two halves was not justifiable either, since
Mai himself had already noted that they were found in the same codex.100
Migne's edition has a somewhat common peculiarity with the one of Garnier. The
same texts or fragments are edited once under the name of Cyril and then under the
name of Theodoret. There are in fact three volumes of the PG and PL series that we
are concerned with here:
• Marii Mercatoris Opera Omnia - PL 48, published in 1846;
• S.P.N. Cyrilli Opera Omnia - PG 75, published in 1859;
• Theodoreti Opera Omnia - PG 84, published in 1860.
The first volume contains the three Latin quotations of Marius Mercator from Llepi
svavOpcoTrqasox;, which he expressly ascribed to Theodoret.101 Because of it being
preserved in Latin and published 13 years before Migne's edition of Tfepi
£vavdpoo7tf]asa)<; in PG 75 under the name of Cyril, it is understandable how the
obvious parallelisms between the texts could not be observed.
99 Vat gr. 841, fol. 196v, last line cf. PG 75, 1456A as mentioned above.
100
Mai, Nova Patrum Bibliotheca, II, p. VI.
101 See PL 48, 1075-76.
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However, the second and the third volume mentioned above appeared in 1859 and
1860 respectively. The texts contained in them were in Greek, having a Latin
translation. Thus, the identity of relevant parts from llspi tfji; too Kopioo
svavdpoo7tfia£co<; published in PG 75 under the name of Cyril with most of the
fragments in Theodoret's alleged Pentalogium taken over from Garnier's edition
published in PG 84 was much more evident. Despite the relatively short time (one
year) in which the two volumes followed each other, the identity of the relevant texts
remained unnoticed. In PG 84, 65-66 there is a vague reference to Theodorefs Libros
de theologia et de incarnatione, which - as we have shown - Gamier had identified
with 5 dialogues 'by others wrongly attributed to Athanasius'.102 Thus, it seems that
Migne repeated the error ofGamier, publishing fragments of a work he considered as
being lost, moreover: he published quite long identical texts under the names of two
different authors.103
2.3 The restoration of both works to Theodoret
The first doubts concerning Cyril's authorship
Although the work of restoration was carried out by Ehrhard in 1888, yet he himself
mentions the name of Payne Smith, who at the time was the sublibrarian of the
Bodleian Library in Oxford and who in his publication of Cyril's Commentary on
Luke from an ancient Syriac version expressed his doubts concerning Cyril's
authorship ofDe incarnatione. Ehrhard did not share Smith's opinion concerning the
work being written after Chalcedon.104 We should note that Smith had also edited the
102 Cf. the following remark of E. Venables (referring to the 'lost works' of Theodoret): 'several books
De Theologia et incarnatione, identified by Gamier with the three dialogues against the Macedonians,
and two against the Apollinarists, erroneously attributed to Athanasius'. The source of these findings
is Cave, Hist. Lit., I, 405 ff. See DCB, IV, 918-919. It is also interesting to mention that the same
conclusion is accepted by Blomfield Jackson in the Prolegomena of NPNF III published in 1892.
Jackson was obviously unacquainted with Ehrhard's work concerning De Trinitate and De
incarnatione, which appeared four years before his translation of Theodoret (see NPNF III, 15).
103
Cf. e.g. PG 75, 1460-1461 with PG 84, 65B-68C etc. References to these identical texts published
in PG once under the name ofCyril and of Theodoret respectively can be found in Appendix 1.
104
'Erst nach Fertigstellung meiner Abhandlung kam mir eine Bemerkung von Payne Smith zu
Gesicht, der sich in der Vorrede zu s. englischen Ubersetzung des Lukaskommentars Cyrill's (Oxford,
1869 I S. VII) gegen die Echtheit der in Frage stehenden Schrift ausspricht. Er verlegt sie in die Zeit
nach der Synode v. Chalcedon, was ich jedoch als unrichtig ansehe.' Ehrhard, 'Die Schrift', 182, note
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original Syriac text ofCyril's Commentary on Luke in 1858, on the basis of which he
published his translation in 1859, i.e. simultaneously with Migne's reprint of De
Trinitate and De incarnatione under Cyril's name. Here is what Smith had written in
his introduction to the translation ofCyril's Commentary on Luke in January 1859:
But when Mai would go further, and deny that the Monophysites had any
ground for claiming S. Cyril's authority in their favour, his uncritical turn
of mind at once betrays him: for he rests chiefly upon the treatise De
incarnatione Domini, Nov. Bib. Pat. II. 32-74, ascribed by him to S. Cyril
upon the testimony of a MS. in the Vatican [i.e. Vat. gr. 841], But
independently of other internal evidence that this piece was written
subsequently to the council of Chalcedon, it is absolutely impossible that
Cyril could ever have adopted the very keystone and centre ofNestorius'
teaching, the doctrine I mean of a auvdwpEta (pp. 59, 71), a mere
juxtaposition, or mechanical conjunction of the two natures in Christ, in
opposition to a real union.105
The other source mentioned again by Ehrhard is the Dictionary of Christian
Biography, where under the headword Theodoretus, E. Venables accedes to Garnier's
identification of De Theologia et incarnatione with three pseudo-Athanasian
dialogues against the Macedonians and two against the Apollinarists. Ehrhard rejects
this conclusion.106 Nevertheless, on page 773 of vol. I of the same Dictionary,
published already in 1877, under the headword Cyrillus, there is a perhaps more
useful remark of W. Bright concerning 'a treatise on the Trinity, assigned, but
without certainty, to Cyril'.107 This may refer to the first tract, and designate both
works, because the restoration itself was possible based on the internal evidences
found almost exclusively in De incarnatione. This article, however, does not enter
any details or speculations concerning the authorship of the treatise.
Ehrhard's work of restoration and modern scholarship
Since I have already mentioned A. Ehrhard and his work several times already I shall
refer very briefly to what has not yet been reviewed. It is important to note that most
3. The dale of Smith's edition in Ehrhard's quotation is erroneous: the work appeared ten years earlier,
in 1859 already: Payne R. Smith, ed., trans., A Commentary upon the Gospel According to S. Luke by
S. Cyril, Patriarch ofAlexandria, 2 vols (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1859).
105
Smith, A Commentary by S. Cyril, p. VII.
106 DCB IV, 918-919. Cf. Ehrhard, 'Die Schrift', 652.
107
DCB I, 773.1 was unable to clarify this reference any further.
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modern scholars have focused on De incarnatione, whilst applying the findings onto
De Trinitate as a consequence. Ehrhard argued that neither Cyril nor any later author
had mentioned a treatise of Cyril with this title. Moreover, it cannot be identified
with any other tract by Cyril on the incarnation. The terminology of the work is not
Alexandrian. Although the author uses svcoatq quite frequently, nonetheless,
auvatpera, evotKqatq, Kotvcovia, avaXr|\|/tc; are seldom present. Further, all the
favourite Cyrilline formulae are missing. The juxtaposition of dsoxoKoq and
avOpocmoToicoq cannot come from the pen ofCyril.
Ehrhard had also gathered external evidence in support of his ascription to
Theodoret, namely Hardouin's publication of Garnier's Opera Posthnma, Combefis'
Bibliotheca Concionatoria (which was unavailable to him, but he knew of it),
Gallandi's Bibliotheca Veterum Patrum, the Syriac Codex add. 14,533 of British
Library with Ebedjesu mentioning the treatise under the name of Theodoret and the
three fragments ofMarius Mercator.108
Further, by selecting relevant passages from Theodoret's other works, Ehrhard
successfully shows that the sometimes literally identical fragments or longer texts
must have been written by the same author. He also argued that Theodoret must have
been the author of the Formula ofReunion}09
Other fragments of the two treatises (mostly the second one) were found - as
mentioned earlier - by Eduard Schwartz, Joseph Lebon, Robert Devreesse and
Marcel Richard. These scholars have also contributed towards the clarification of
chapter numbering and other related issues.110
For the sake of saving space I have chosen not to present the modern scholarship
related to Theodoret and his two tracts in detail, since some of it will be addressed
during the analysis of the works. Nevertheless, for a good overview of what has
already been done before I would refer the reader to the excellent article of Marijan
108
Ehrhard, 'Die Schrift', 627.
109
Ehrhard, 'Die Schrift', 644, note 2.
110 For a review of these findings see my article 'An unnoticed title in Theodoret'.
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Mandac as well as to the comprehensive presentation of Paul Bauchman Clayton. As
mentioned earlier, Jean-Noel Guinot has written the newest article on the subject.111
The reliability of Migne's text
After having taken into consideration all the available excerpts known to us so far, I
can say that the text of the two works as it appears in PG 75 is generally reliable in
terms of textual accuracy. There are indeed some variants, missing short fragments
and clauses, some of which I had pointed out mostly in the translation (and
occasionally in the analysis also), yet I did not find any plausible evidence of a
deliberate text alteration motivated by doctrinal or other concerns. It is nonetheless
true that Migne reprints the errors of Mai's edition, and (of course, involuntarily)
adds a few more to them. Thus, without denying at all the imperative necessity of
producing the first critical edition of these tracts, an edition which I deem to be
extremely important, I merely conclude that the text as we have it in Vat. gr. 841 and
in PG 75 is generally adequate for the theological research of Theodoret's thought
preceding the Council of Ephesus. Since I have knowledge of a forthcoming critical
edition of these treatises in Sources Chretiennes by no less an authority on Theodoret
than Prof. Jean-Noel Guinot, I have decided to base my argument on Migne's text
whilst making the necessary observations based on the excerpts presently known to
us instead of producing my own critical text of the two tracts. Nevertheless, for the
sake of complying with scholarly accuracy, I have listed in Appendix 1 all the so far
discovered excerpts of both works under the title Towards a critical edition ofDe
Trinitate andDe incarnatione.
111
Marijan Mandac, 'L' union christologique dans les oeuvres de Theodoret anterieures au Concile
d'Ephese', ETL, 47 (1971), 64-96; Clayton, 'Theodoret', pp.61-98; Guinot, 'L'Expositio et le traite...'.
Chapter 3: Theodoret's Trinitarian Concept
In this chapter I shall present the structure and related issues concerning both tracts
and then proceed to the analysis ofDe Trinitate.
3.1 The structure and purpose of both treatises
'Every writing requires time and tranquillity, together with a mind free ofworries.'
As an irony of fate, this first sentence of Theodoret's Flpootptov, the common
introduction of both tracts, was not preserved in Greek. It survived only in Syriac, in
Severus of Antioch's Contra Grammaticum} Exactly the above requirements were
most unlikely to be met throughout the entire career of the Bishop of Cyrus. Once he
had left his monastery in Nicerte and was consecrated bishop of Cyrus in 423, such
expressions as 'free time' or 'tranquillity' gradually disappeared from his vocabulary.
Despite the unfavourable conditions the oeuvre of Theodoret shows the persistence
of a carefully organising intellect put exclusively in the service of the Church,
according to the clearest conscience of a theologian. One might even say that the
above sentence was in fact the ars theologica of the pious Bishop ofCyrus. Since at
any time after 428 he could hardly hope for a peaceful period to start producing
theological works, Theodoret chose the option to write anyway whilst consciously
'freeing his mind of worries'. The harmony he longed for was hardly to be found in
his contemporary environment: he attempted to create it in his writings.
An irenical purpose prevails in both tracts. The atmosphere in which they were
written was hostile, and the time for accomplishment short. Yet, neither of the two
halves bears any detrimental effect of the Nestorian controversy: Theodoret does not
mount any direct attack upon his contemporary theological opponents.
Theodoret's teaching on the Holy Trinity in all its aspects (including the question of
Filioque) is fully perceptible even on the basis of the relatively short first treatise
1
Joseph Lebon, ed., trans., Severi Antiocheni Liber Contra Impium Grammaticum, Orationis Tertiae
Pars Prior, Corpus Christianorum Orientalium, Scriptores Syri, Series 4 (Louvain: Marcel Istas,
1929), V, 46. Lebon's Latin translation: 'Omnis scriptio otium requirit et tranquillitatem, mentemque
curis liberatam'.
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Flepi xfjc; ayia<; Kai ^oootioIou TpuxSoq (22 cols in PG). The structure of this
work concerning the dsoXoyta (as Theodoret qualified the doctrine concerning the
being of God) is notably unbalanced. Whilst only one short chapter (Ch. 4) is
consecrated to the doctrine on the Father, fourteen chapters (5-18) are reserved for
the Son and nine (19-27) for the Spirit. This asymmetric arrangement, however, is
not primarily a result of precipitate composition. On the contrary, the structure ofDe
Trinitate faithfully reflects the main theological concerns of Theodoret's time, as well
as the different emphases laid upon each in the fifth century. During this period, the
Eastern Church was primarily concerned with Christology and secondarily with the
procession and dominion of the Holy Spirit. There was hardly any major
disagreement concerning the Person of the Father. Moreover, the proportions of the
Nicaeno-Constantinopolitanum are the same: the confession about the Son is the
longest, whereas the section concerning the Holy Spirit is longer than the one about
the Father, but shorter than the portion on the Son.
The introductions of the two linked treatises give us further explanation of this
disproportionate arrangement. Theodoret had stated at the beginning of both works
that his goal was to speak to the pious and not to refute merely the teaching of the
heretics. A small difference, however, is notable since the npooipiov explains the
necessity of producing this treatise with the appearance of heresies:
Yet, since many were moved by arrogance, craving for hollow fame and
being ignorant of themselves, esteemed the conceptions of their own
erroneous mind highly above the divinely inspired teaching, left the
straight path that leads to the city in the highest and stepped onto death-
bringing passages with many splits [...] I consider appropriate for those
who follow the regal path trodden by the pious, to commiserate with the
misguided, uncover the fraud, reveal the [true] piety and direct the
adherents, keeping away from the deviations of both sides until they
reach the royal city (PG 75, 1148AB).
Theodoret perceives his task to be to lead the deceived back onto the straight path of
true piety. Therefore, he has to expand those sections of his work where the doctrinal
chicane is most likely to occur. This approach, being primarily motivated by pastoral
consideration, inevitably brings about a structurally unbalanced treatise.
The reason for writing is no less than the salvation of all people, as we read in the
title of Ch. 2 ofDe Trinitate: 'That God highly estimates the salvation of humankind'
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(col. 1449A). Theodoret sees himselfwithin the line of the apostolic tradition not as
much as a doctrinal authority, but rather as a responsible neighbour:
Hence, we present the teaching of the divine doctrines as a reminder for
the well versed, and as instruction for the uninitiated (col. 1149A).
Before proceeding with the proposed presentation of the doctrines, Theodoret brings
two other matters to the attention of the reader, namely 'the character of the church
doctrine' and 'the mode of its tradition' for the pious. Ch. 2 of De Trinitate seems to
strengthen the understanding of the whole treatise as being drawn up like a practical
instruction for a larger audience:
The word of the evangelical faith should be proclaimed both simply and
didactically, neither in a controversial, nor in an arguing fashion, but
rather as befitting the Church of God: tersely, without ostentation;
instructively, not in a long-winded manner; lacking finesse, yet abundant
in theology. [...] We do not add anything from [our] own reasoning to the
universal teaching of the Holiest Spirit, since this is the pattern [o opoq]
of the divine teaching (col. 1149C).
In Ch. 3 of De Trinitate Theodoret mentions his earlier works written against
'heretical blasphemies'. M. Richard drew up a list of Theodoret's pre-Ephesian works,
most of which had been composed as apologies against some forms of heresy or
paganism.2 The works Theodoret could already refer to here are the following:
Graecarum affectionum curatio, Adversus Iudaeos (fragments preserved), Expositio
rectae fidei (attributed to Justin Martyr), Adversus Arianos et Eunomianos (lost),
Adversus Macedonianos or De Spiritu Sancto (lost), Contra Marcionitas (lost).
Taking this list into account one can easily give credit to the author when he says,
In our other writings we had already refuted the heretical blasphemies,
taking each of them separately and by stripping off the veil of deceit we
revealed the unclothed impiety. This time, however, with God's help we
shall expose for those nurtured in faith the God-given doctrine of the
Church without overburdening the readers with lengthy speeches or
corrupting accuracy with laconic talk. Instead, we have chosen a midway
between both extremes, thus to avoid tiring the listeners with
extensiveness, but rather [being able] to present in a clear fashion the
teaching of the divine science [dsoyvoocna] (col. 1149CD).
2
M. Richard, 'L'activite litteraire de Theodoret103.
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Thus, as it seems from its first chapters, the treatise in question intends to be and
remain a positive instruction for the believers. The polemical character of the
writings of the time is almost fully absent and whenever Theodoret replies or rejects
a heresy, he refers to those before his time (e.g. Arianism, Apollinarianism or
Eunomianism). No direct attack is mounted upon his contemporaries.
3.1.1 Unbalanced chapter division
Theodoret adopts the classical form of a creed in De Trinitate, suggesting that the
edification of the faithful is lying at the heart of the work. The way he approaches the
different theological questions reveals a vigilant shepherd who knows the questions
of his flock and is trying to give adequate answers to them. This deep ecclesiastical
and pastoral concern governs Theodorefs pen and brings about the structural balance
of his work, which is generated by the biblical argumentation adapted by the exegete
to the contemporary need of the believers.
Theodoret has to apologise for the length of some passages, which were caused by
his community-focused writing style. We find such passages in both tracts:
Nevertheless, I have stretched out for long the discourse about faith, thus
having surpassed the limit of brevity already promised in the
introduction. I wanted in fact to show from the evangelic teaching the
dignity of the Only-begotten, thus elaborating the message more
lengthily than it had been promised, although I tried to be concise in the
commentaries. Therefore, whilst directing the pious to the evangelic and
prophetic books themselves - since those are full with the theology of the
Son -1 shall now turn to the next proposed question (col. 1176B).
The above passage is the end of Ch. 18 of De Trinitate, following the long and
detailed discourse on the second Person of the Trinity. Theodoret knew that the
doctrine on the Incarnation needed a firm Trinitarian basis. Therefore, he chose to
prepare the ground properly, whilst acknowledging that he had surpassed the
boundaries of briefness. The advantage of this technique on one hand was that he
could say fully what he wanted to say. On the other hand, he could explain to his
eventual critics the reason why he had adopted this method: 'to show from the
evangelic teaching the dignity of the Only-begotten'.
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A brief statement closes the excursus on the equality of worship due to the Father
and the Son: 'It is time, however, to turn to the explanation of the Master's words'
(col. 1169A). A kind of apologetic precis similar to the one in Ch. 18 is at the end of
Ch. 27 ofDe Trinitate (col. 1188B).
We find a few similar passages in the second treatise also. Their function is either to
mark the end of an 'excursus' on a particular aspect of the incarnation, or to conclude
a longer refutation of an old heresy (see col. 1433B, 1445C, 1460B, 1473C).
Based on the above one could raise the question whether these passages inserted
visibly at some key points of Theodoret's argumentation in both halves of the treatise
may fulfil some other function than merely marking the end or beginning of an
expose. In our opinion, this question might be answered to some extent once the
addressees of the two treatises have been identified.
3.1.2 The addressees of De Trinitate and De incarnatione
The declared and carefully pursued intention of Theodoret in both treatises is to
present a teaching to the faithful. The way he addresses the readers (xolq xpocplpotq
xrjq tuctteox; - col. 1149D; sv eoaePcov aoAAoycp - col. 1420B) presupposes the
existence of a community whose actual questions and dilemmas are in the forefront
of the discussion. Each of the three major parts of the first treatise as well as its
conclusion starts with the 'we believe' formula. One might observe the multiple use
of the first and second person plural often combined with the rhetorical tone ofmany
passages.3 To these we might add the entirely community-focused character of the
two closing chapters ofDe incarnatione as well as the invitingly poetic resonance of
some passages, like Ch. 23 On the ineffable birth of the Virgin. In essence, both
treatises could be read aloud in front of a community as a series of catechising
sermons for the instruction of the believers.
I do not intend, of course, to determine that the two treatises were in fact a
compilation of a series of sermons or that they were intended merely for community
catechisation purposes. Theodoret uses such persuasive pastoral rhetoric in his other
3 See e.g. cols. 1152A, 1156A, 1156B, 1160B, 1165D, 1169B, 1176D, 1456Detc.
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writings also (e.g. in his Epistle 151 to the Eastern monks, written before Ephesus).
What I suggest is that Theodoret had undoubtedly used his ecclesiastical experience
to put together a practical instruction for the larger community of the Church that he
had been serving. This might lead to a possible conclusion that the primary
addressees of these two treatises were the Christian communities in the diocese of
Cyrus and around Antioch, as well as in the capital. Theodorefs Letter to the people
of Constantinople (SC 429, 130-51) in which he recommends this double treatise to
the addressees has notable similarities with De incarnatione, as Guinot observed.4
Thus, probably the main reason why Theodoret could recommend his treatise
unequivocally to the people of Constantinople was that this work in fact had been
intended for such an audience.5
3.2 The teaching about God the Father
Being original is not Theodoret's primary intention. He works within a Trinitarian
tradition and is aware of the boundaries set by earlier teachers. On one hand, he
accepts some of these limits, e.g. the eastern position concerning the Filioque. On the
other hand, he tries to develop the terminology of earlier fathers, whenever he
considers it appropriate based on his exegesis of a relevant biblical passage.6
As we have already observed, the passage (Ch. 4) concerning the doctrine on the
Father is conspicuously short. All that Theodoret intended to say was the following:
We, the suitors, worshippers as well as high-voiced and high-minded
heralds of the Trinity, believe in one God [and] Father unbegun and
unbegotten [avap^ov Kai aysvvqxov], [who is an] eternally existent
Father, [who] did not become [Father] herein after. For there was not
when He was not [a Father], but He had been Father from the very
beginning [od yap ftv °t£ ouk fjv, 6.XX' dvcodsv f|v Hemp],
Neither had He been a Son first, and then [became] a Father, according to
the corporeal sequence, but since ever He is - yet He is eternally - Father
He both is and is called [dtp' ourtep eaxiv del 8e eaxi, TTax-qp Kai
saxi Kai KaXsixai] (col. 1152A).
4
Guinot, 'L'Expositio et le traite...', 67-68.
5 Cf. Guinot, 'L'Expositio et le traite...', 72-73.
6 See also the important study of M. O. Boulnois, Le paradoxe trinitaire chez Cyrille d'Alexandrie.
Hermeneutique, analyses philosophiques et argumentation theologique, Collection des Etudes
Augustiniennes, 143 (Paris: 1994)
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The first thing we observe is a firm confession that the worshippers of the Trinity
believe in one God [si<; eva 0eov]. This basic principle of Theodoret's Trinitarian
concept is to be found in an epigrammatic sentence in Ch. 7 of his Expositio: Movag
yap Kai sv Tpiabi vosixax, Kai Tptag sv povabi yvoopiCjsxax (PG 6,
1220C). Bergjan considered the issue to be 'das Grundproblem' for Theodoret's
teaching on the Trinity.7 She has also shown that Theodoret's main sources for the
elaboration of his Trinitarian doctrine were the Cappadocians. According to Bergjan,
the Bishop ofCyrus was familiar with the following works (or with parts of them):
• Basil of Caesarea: In Psalmum 59,4; De Spiritu Sancto, De gratiarum actione
homilia 5, Contra Eunomium I-II;
• Gregory Nazianzen: Ep. 101 ad Cledonium, Or. 40 in sanctum baptisma, Or. 30
de Filio, Ep. 202 adNectarium, Or. 45 in sanctum Pascha;
• Gregory of Nyssa: De deitate Filii et Spiritus Sancti, De vita Moysis, Contra
Eunomium II, De beatitud., Or. catech. magna?
The oneness ofGod's being is well established within the works of these theologians,
and Theodoret accepted many of their statements. E.g., concerning the Trinity
Gregory Nazianzen spoke of plot cpoaiq, xpsiq iSxoxrixsg. He also asserted that all
the three divine Persons retain their specific attributes, i.e. xo dysvvr|xov, xo
y£vvr|x6v, xo npoiov.9 This framework - including the Cappadocians' definition of
onoaxaCTtq in Trinitarian usage - largely influenced Theodoret's understanding.
3.2.1 The Father's specific title in relation to the Son and to the Spirit
riiaxeuopsv sig sva 0sov Hfaxepa avap^ov Kai aysvvpxov - says Theodoret.
The last two expressions bear an important significance for his perception of God's
being. God the Father is without beginning, unbegotten and unborn. In the later
passages concerning the Son and the Holy Spirit the epithet avapxoq will be applied
7 Silke-Petra Bergjan, Theodoret von Cyrus und der Neunizanismus, Aspekte der altkirchlichen
Trinitatslehre, Arbeiten zur Kirchengeschichte (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1994), 113-14.
8
Bergjan, Theodoret von Cyrus und der Neunizanismus, 149.
9
Gregory Nazianzen, Or. 26,19 in SC 284, 270.
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to the other two divine UTtoaiaagiq also, thus to the entire ouaia and cpuaiq of
God. In the last chapter of De Trinitate Theodoret will assert that the cpuaiq of the
Trinity is auxo^cof|<;, i.e. self-existent.
The Trinity being eternal without inception is fully exposed in the relevant places:
Theodoret spends a considerable time in emphasising the equality and co-eternity of
the three Persons (see e.g. the titles of Ch. 6, 20 and 27). However, the term
aysvvr|xo<; in the above sentence will remain the Father's exclusive title, thus
qualifying the first Person of the uni-essential Trinity. On one hand, it shows that the
Father does not owe His existence to anything or anybody, thus reinforcing His being
avapxoq. On the other hand, it qualifies the Father's position in relationship to the
Son and the Holy Spirit. This concurs with Gregory Nazianzen's classification.
Theodoret is meticulous in finding and choosing specific appellations, in pointing out
the particular attributes of the Person he is speaking about. These titles are neither
chosen nor applied distinctly, i.e. in an isolated fashion. The Bishop of Cyrus sees
the Persons of the Trinity in their relationship with each other, and interprets their
names and titles accordingly. Thus, the Father is Father in relation to His Son, and
the Son is Son in relation to His Father etc. Yet, the Son is Creator also in His
relation to humankind because of the commonness of His ouaia with the Father and
with the Holy Spirit.
It is probably useful to take a closer look at the expression dysvvr|xo<; and its
doctrinal implications. The term primarily means 'unbegotten' and 'unborn'. If we
compare this with its paronym - dysvrixoq - we find that they are quite close not
only in spelling but in meaning also. Nevertheless, that little difference became
crucial in the Early Church, since the first one was rooted in the verb ysvvdoo,
whereas the second one derived from yiyvopai. As opposed to the first expression,
aysvr|xoi; means 'lacking inception'. If it were still acceptable in this negative form
as referring to the Father, its affirmative version, ysvqxoq (= come-into-being) could
not serve as synonym for ysvvrixoc; (= begotten, born) when applied to the Son,
since ysvqxoc; could imply a coming into existence either by creation or begetting.
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These two terms caused a lot of trouble for the early orthodox theologians, especially
when - being challenged by Arius - they had to establish the eternal begetting of the
Son as opposed to the creation of the world and humankind. Thus, starting from the
appearance of Arianism, these two verbs and their derivations were not
interchangeable. Origen's llspi apycov is a further proof that the above distinction
was a result of a later theological evolution. In the chapter entitled De Christo of
Tlepi ap%eov Origen does not yet find any difficulty in identifying the begotten Son
ofGod with the createdWisdom mentioned in the Proverbs:
First, we have to know that the nature of the deity within Christ in respect
of His being the Only-begotten Son of God is one thing, and that human
nature which He assumed in these last times for the purposes of the
dispensation is another. Therefore we have first to ascertain what [Lat.
quid\ the Only-begotten Son of God is, who [Lat. qui] is called by many
different names, according to the circumstances and views [of
individuals]. For He is titled Wisdom, as Solomon also said in the person
of Wisdom [Lat. sicut et Salomon dixit ex persona sapientiae]: The Lord
created [Lat. creavit] me the beginning of His ways, and among His
works, before He made any other thing; He founded [Lat. fundavit\ me
before the ages. In the beginning, before He made the earth, before He
brought forth the fountains of waters, before the mountains were made
strong, before all the hills, He begot me [Lat. generat/genuit me]'
(Proverbs 8:22-25). He is also named Firstborn [Lat. primogenitus], as
the apostle had said, 'who is the Firstborn of all creatures' (Colossians
1:15). The Firstborn, however, is not by nature a different person from
the Wisdom, but one and the same [Lat. unus atque idem]. Finally, the
Apostle Paul says that 'Christ [is] the power of God and the wisdom of
God' (1 Corinthians 1:24)-SC252, pp.110-112; cf.PGll, 130AB.
Origen repeatedly uses the verbs 'create', 'generate' or 'beget' interchangeably without
explanation, as one can observe it in the third paragraph of the same chapter:
Now, in the same way in which we have understood that Wisdom was
the beginning of the ways of God, and is said to be created [Lat. creata
esse], forming beforehand and containing within herself the species and
beginnings of all creatures, must we understand her to be the Word of
God. [...] Let him, then, who assigns a beginning [initium] to the Word or
Wisdom of God, take care that he be not guilty of impiety against the
unbegotten [ingenitum] Father Himself, seeing he denies that He had
always been a Father, and had begotten [genuisse] the Word, and had
possessed wisdom in all preceding periods (SC 252, 114-116).
This puzzling formulation of Origen is actually criticised by Jerome in his Epistola
124, 2 ad Avitum in the following manner: 'Et statim in primo volumine: Christum
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Filium Dei non natum esse sed factum' {PL 22, 1060A). According to the same letter
of Jerome, Origen repeated the assertion concerning the Holy Spirit also, thus
creating a Trinitarian subordination. As Jerome says,
Tertium dignitate et honore post Patrem et Filium adserit Spiritum
Sanctum. De quo cum ignorare se dicat utrum factus sit an infectus, in
posterioribus quid de eo sentiret expressit, nihil absque solo Deo Patre
infectum esse confirmans {PL 22, 1060D-1061A).
Rufinus translated the text of De principiis I, 2, 6 {SC 252, 122) with 'nihil
ingenitum, id est innatum', whereas Jerome interpreted it as 'infectum'. According to
Crouzel and Simonetti this is due to the fact that Origen did not distinguish between
the terms yevqxoq and ysvvr|x6<;, neither between ayevqxoq and aysvvr|xoc;.
Jerome, however, being aware of the Arian challenge of his own time,
anachronistically interpreted Origen's terminology as being heretical.10 A similar
criticism of such practice can be found in Cap. 8 of the Formula of the third
Antiochene Synod of 345, entitled gKdsaiq paKpoaxixoq, as well as in the
Anathema 10 ofthe Synod ofAncyra held in 358."
Theodoret, however, is well aware of this terminological development and does not
use the above terms interchangeably. Moreover, one of the pillars of his Trinitarian
thought is the crucial difference between God as Creator and the whole world as His
creation. This fundamental character of God's uncreated ouata is stressed as being
entirely valid for all the three fmoaxaaeH; of the Trinity. As one would expect, in
subsequent passages, Theodoret comes to assert the particular designations for both
the Son and the Spirit. Faithful to his Neo-Nicene and Cappadocian heritage,
Theodoret qualifies the Son as yavvridsiq {De Trinitate 5 - col. 1152B) and the
Holy Spirit as npoeA-Oov, oo yevvqdev {De Trinitate 19 - col. 1176C).
10 'II ne s'agit pas d'une citation, mais d'un resume de la pensee d'Origene, telle que Jerome l'a
comprise, dans une enumeration de propositions condamnables [...] Origene avait certainement ecrit
ysvriToq et ayevrixoq, non distingues par lui de yevvr|T6q et ayevvr|TO<;. La distinction ayant ete faite
pour repondre aux ariens, Jerome a traduit ces termes conformement a l'usage de son temps et leur a
donne une signification heretique: Interpretation de Rutin est la seule conforme a la pensee
d'Origene, telle qu'elle se manifeste dans l'ensemble de son oeuvre.' Origene, Traite des principes II,
ed. by Henri Crouzel and Manlio Simonetti, SC 253 (Paris: Cerf, 1978), 14.
11 See G. Ludwig Hahn, Bibliothek der Symbole und Glaubensregeln der Alten Kirche, 3rd edn
(Breslau: E. Morgenstern, 1897), 194-95 and 203.
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3.2.2 Other attributes of the Father
Turning back to the teaching on the Father, we learn in continuation that He is an
eternal Father [del oov], who did not later acquire this status. This is important in
order to uphold the doctrine ofGod's unchanging eternal nature and thus to avoid any
kind of alteration [xpo7if|] of the Godhead during the Incarnation. In this Theodoret
might have been influenced by Theodore, who also defended God's eternal being and
fatherhood in his confession:
niaxeuopsv eiq eva 0eov, Flaxepa aibtov, oud' ucrxepov
ap^apevov xou elvat, aAA' avcodev ovxa aiSxov 0eov, ouxe pf]v
uaxepov yeyovoxa flaxepa, £7tei8f|7t£p asi Qeoq xs f|v Kai Tlaxrip
(Hahn, Bibliothek, 302).
'There was not, when He was not [...] a Father' = ou yap fjv oxe ouk fjv [...]
naxf]p. This argument is repeated and enhanced in the passage on the Son,
especially in Theodoret's explanation concerning the contrast between the verbs f)v
and eyevexo (see Ch. 6 and 7 ofDe Trinitate). The basic idea is not his, since it can
be found at other fathers also, being included among the anathemas following the
Nicene Creed}2 Theodoret adapts here an early anti-Arian rationale, which by his
time became part of the doctrinal tradition. Nevertheless, the Nicene Creed -
together with other famous ancient creeds - applies the above definition to the Son
and to the Spirit, but not to the Father.
It is important to note that Theodoret's 'there was not when He was not' applied to the
Father refers implicitly to the Son, since the complete sentence says, as we have
quoted, ou yap f|v oxe ouk f)v [...] ITaxip. Thus, Theodoret speaks not simply of
the eternity of God Himself, but rather asserts that His fatherhood is eternal. This
affirmation in fact serves for safeguarding the co-eternity and co-equality of the Son
with His Father, thus refusing any subordinationism.
The by then traditional formula 'there was not when He was not' as applied to the Son
and to the Spirit was present in other ancient symbols and creeds. Theodoret here
12
Touq 8e Xkyovxaq f|v note ore ouk f|v [•••] xov YLov xou 0eou, toutouc; dvadepcm^si. r|
KadolrKT) £kka/r|crla. See Hahn, Bibliothek, 161.
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simply gave it an interesting nuance, which helped the subsequent explanation of the
Son's eternal begetting. Among the other sources we can mention the longer form of
the Palestinian Symbol according to Epiphanius (ca 374), which interprets the
statement ook f|v oxs ook qv as referring to the Son and the Spirit, but not to the
fatherhood of the Father.13
The Palestinian Symbol - together with the anathema following the Nicene Creed of
325 - on one hand seems to imply an equality between the terms OTtoaxacnq and
ovktla. On the other hand, it rejects any idea that change or mutability could be
attributed to the Son or to the Spirit. The Nicaenum refuses the term tcxicrxoq as well,
although the expression might be a subsequent addition of Athanasius.14 The latter
aspect of the Nicene and Palestinian symbols will become a stronghold for Theodoret
in his defence of the Son's eternal immutability, whereas in the question of
unoaxaatq and ouata he will follow the Cappadocians and their distinctions, thus
developing further the common Nicene heritage.15
The longer baptismal creed of the Armenian Church is similar to the Palestinian and
the Nicene Creed in the sense that it also applies 'there was not when He was not' to
the Son and to the Spirit, but not to the Father or to His fatherhood. It differs,
however, from the other two in the sense that it does not contain e£, exepaq
UTtoaxaaecoq, only exspaq ouaiaq, which might be an indication of a Neo-
Nicene influence (Hahn, Bibliothek, 153).
There is one ancient creed, however, drawn up in Syria in the middle of the third
century, which might imply the acceptance of oo yap "nv °Te ouk qv as referring
to God the Father. God is regarded here as being the Father of the believers:
c
Hpeiq xsKva dsoo xai oioi eipqvqq ovxeq [...] sva povov 0sov
KaxayyeAAopsv, [...] aibiov icai avap^ov ml cpcoq oiicoovxa
n
Hahn, Bibliothek, 137. See also the confession of faith of the community in Ancyra from 372 in
Hahn, Bibliothek, 264.
14 M. F. Wiles, 'A Textual Variant in the Creed of the Council ofNicaea', SP, 26 (1993), 428-33.
15
For a detailed analysis of Theodoret's following and developing of the Cappadocians' Trinitarian
doctrine including their distinction of terms see Bergjan, Theodoret von Cyrus und der
Neunizanismus, 105-71.
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&7tp6aiTov, ou Ssoxspov ovxa Kai xpixov rj noXXooxov, aAAa
jiovov aiSicoq (Hahn, Bibliothek, 13-14).
A crucial aspect of Theodoret's Trinitarian thinking is the basic difference between
God's being and the being of all His creatures. These two ouaiai can by no means
be mingled or confused, since God's ouaia is eternal, whereas the otxria of the
creatures is ephemeral. The traditional sentence ouk fjv oxs ook fjv endorsed here
by Theodoret referring to the fatherhood of the Father throws light upon the author's
fundamental concept of time and age also, according to which the very being of God
is undoubtedly above time, since He is in fact the Creator of time.
Our author is also careful with the application of human analogies to God's being,
trying to avoid any overstatement in this direction. God is truly Father, but His divine
fatherhood is more than the human and thus cannot be fully described by the latter.
As Theodoret writes, the Father 'had been Father from the very beginning', moreover,
Neither had He been a Son first, and then [became] a Father, according to
the corporeal sequence, but since ever He is - yet He is eternally - Father
He both is and is called (col. 1152A).
The above sentence seems to be more than just a logical result or conclusion of the
previous statements. The affirmation 'neither had He been a Son first, and then
[became] a Father according to the corporeal sequence' is missing from the earlier
tradition and seems to be entirely distinctive to Theodoret. It is perhaps an answer to
the closing part of the first confession of Arius sent to Alexander around 320. Here
Arius criticises those who interpret the expressions 'of God's womb', 'of God', 'of
Him' etc. referring to the Son as proof of His coessentiality with the Father.
According to Arius, this practice infers an assemblage and change within the bodiless
God, who thus is said to have followed a corporeal sequence. He writes,
Ei 5s xo' s£, auxou, Kai xo' sk yaaxpoq, Kai xo- sk xoo ITaxpoq
s^rjXdov Kai fjKco, <bq pspoq auxoo opoouaioo Kai ooq 7ipof3oA,r)
imo xivoov vosixat, aovdsxoq saxat o naxrip Kai Siatpsxoq Kai
xpsnxoq Kai acopa Kax' auxoix; Kai xo oaov en' auxotq xa
dKoA,ouda aoopaxt naa^oov o aacbpaxoc; Gsoq.16
16 CPG 2026; Hans-Georg Opitz, ed., Athanasius Werke, 3 vols (Berlin-Leipzig: Walter de Gruyter,
1934), III, 13 (Urkunde 6). Cf. Hahn, Bibliothek, 256.
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Theodoret finds an effective way to resist such an interpretation. For him the Son is
truly ofGod the Father, being opoouaioq with and begotten by Flim. Yet, the Father
is neither auvflexoq nor bxalpexoc; nor xpanxoq and is not subject to any bodily
sequence despite of the fact that He had begotten the Son, because His fatherhood is
utterly different from the human fatherhood. Theodoret will expose this matter more
clearly in Ch. 9 of De Trinitate, where he introduces the notion of the Son's
impassible begetting. In his response to Arianism he upholds both the Nicene
ogoouaioq and the immutability of the Father's being, although for Arius the latter
attribute seemed to contradict inevitably the begetting of a Son of the same essence.
Thus, with the sentence 'neither had He been a Son first, and then [became] a Father
according to the corporeal sequence' Theodoret on one hand successfully resists
Arianism. On the other hand, he also appears to guard against univocal analogy of
human fatherhood: a man is always first someone else's son before later becoming a
father. God in his divine ouata or (pootq is not subject to xoov acopaxoov
(XKoXouQaa, since He Himself is aaoopaxoq.17 This is what Arius claimed also, but
without distinguishing adequately between divine and human fatherhood. Theodoret
suggests here that all the human analogies applied to God's fatherhood or to any
other aspect of His divine existence are limited and cannot describe fully His divine
ooala. This is exposed clearly in Ch. 15, where the author argues that the Son can
represent the Father in Himselfonly if both of them are of the same (divine) essence:
Behold, how the coessentiality [xo opoouatov] [of the Father and Son]
is manifested! For He says: 'If you had known me, you would have
known my Father also.' But one thing of a different essence is not
recognised through another with yet a further different essence. Things of
a different or strange nature do not reveal each other. Nevertheless, those
sharing the same nature can be recognised through each other. The nature
[cpoaiq] of the whole humankind becomes visible through one human
being, and the whole genus [xo ysvo?] of sheep through a single sheep
respectively. But [one] cannot [perceive] the lions through the sheep,
neither the sheep through the lions, nor the angels through human beings,
nor human beings through angels; for each creature is expressive of
his/her own nature (col. 1169BC).
17 The term dccogaxoi; is applied to the whole <pucn.<; of the Triad in Ch. 28 (col. 1188C).
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In the above context, the statement concerning God's eternal fatherhood means that
God cannot be perceived through human examples, thus by human analogies. Here
lies in fact one of Theodoret's strong arguments concerning the immutability and
eternity of God in opposition to the changing nature of the creation, which is subject
to time. This seems to be what Arius defended also, but he failed to realise that God
did not change by becoming a Father, since His fatherhood - as opposed to the
human - is not a result of any evolution. Therefore the toov acopaxoov &KoA,oudla
cannot serve as a model to describe God's eternal begetting.
'But since ever He is - yet He is eternally - Father He both is and is called' - we read
the closure of Ch. 4. The text itself makes clear that concerning the eternal being of
God the Father - including His fatherhood - one cannot speak about any 'since',
because that would already imply an inception, the very thought Theodoret is
vehemently arguing against. In the subsequent chapter we shall find d(p' oo in the
sense of'since' where it refers to the coeternity of Father and Son. Theodoret tries to
avoid any kind of subordination of the Son to the Father, emphasising that the eternal
coexistence makes them equal in all respects.
In the sentence naxip tcai eoti icai Ka^eixat, Theodoret almost seems to equate
the verb 'is' with 'is called', just as if he were suggesting that the name 'Father' is
proper and applicable to God unequivocally from the very beginning. The concept of
naming, addressing, labelling or calling bears an enormous significance for our
author throughout both tracts. The name identifies the person, and whenever
Theodoret applies a name to God as Father, Son and Spirit, this act of naming is a
confession. It is the full recognition of the name as being entirely - and in general:
ontologically - proper to its bearer. The above sentence seeks to emphasise that the
first Person of the Holy Trinity is indeed Father eternally and is called rightly so.18
Compared to the Nicene Creed, two important issues are missing from the above
confession about the Father: His appellation of TtavxoKpdxoop as well as His title of
noif]XT]<; raxvxoov. The first expression is absent from both treatises, but God's
sovereign power is accentuated throughout the reasoning. Further, this dominion is
18
For a more detailed discussion see The ontological importance of'naming' in Ch. 4 of this work.
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extended to the Son and to the Spirit also. The entire text of De Trinitate seems to
suggest that the supreme power is proper to God's ouata or (puaiq, thus to all three
U7ioctt(X(tsi<; of the Trinity and not to the Father alone. As we read in Ch. 12:
Therefore, those whose knowledge [yvooaiq] is equal, have equal power
[Suvapiq] also. And those who have equal power obviously have one
essence [ouaia] as well. [...] With the statement 'I and the Father' He
indicated the number of personal entities [xov apidpov xcov
imoaxdascov], and with the addition '[we] are one' He evinced the
invariability of the [same] power. Therefore those who have equal
knowledge, power and will [PooXqaiq], obviously have one nature
[(puaiq] also (col. 1164B-1165A).19
The second point, however, (i.e. the lack of the term rioxfix-qq navxoov) is more
interesting, since it can hardly be claimed that Theodoret simply had forgotten to
mention God the Father as being the Creator of all. The omission of this Nicene title
here in the passage concerning the Father is probably intentional. It leaves the field
clear for a later demonstration of the author's conviction that the Word of God, i.e.
the Son is Creator also according to the prologue of John's gospel. This point will
later serve as a proof for showing the Word's coeternity and equality with the Father,
as well as for His timelessness. The same is valid for the Spirit also.
We should also note that in the following passages consecrated to the Son and to the
Holy Spirit Theodoret makes several further references to the Father, thus
augmenting the teaching on His imoaxaaxq. The additional attributes of the Father
being presented in relationship with the other two UTtoaxdasn; show that
Theodoret's Trinitarian teaching follows a truly dynamic pattern.
3.2.3 Conclusion
Based on the text of Ch. 4 as well as on its omissions we can conclude that
Theodoret sees the teaching on the first onoaxaCTtq of the Trinity as being deeply
rooted in God's eternal fatherhood. Despite the fact that the Son is not mentioned in
the paragraph, its structure and the emphasis upon ouk f)v oxs ook f|v riaxf]p
19
Concerning the Son's and the Spirit's equality with the Father regarding power and supreme
dominion over all see e.g. chapters 12, 13, 18 and 21 of De Trinitate.
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implies the begetting of the Son, preparing the ground for a subsequent
demonstration ofHis co-eternity (and thus, co-equality) with the Father.
The eternal unbegun being of God is considered different from everyone else to the
extent that human analogies applied to His fatherhood are regarded as defective. God
in His begetting does not follow bodily (i.e. human) patterns, and His fatherhood
cannot be described by an analogy of the aoopaxa. Although God the Father is
Father indeed, yet not in the manner of human fathers, since His begetting is free
from any change, because it did not happen in time. Therefore the most important
attributes of God's ouaia are eternity, timelessness (resulting in immutability), as
well as lacking inception or creation. The first vmoaxaatq of the Trinity - as
opposed to the other two - is unbegotten, and His condition of being Father did and
does not suffer any change throughout His existence.
3.3 The teaching about God the Son
We believe in one Son, [who is] co-eternal with His Begetter
[auvaCStov too ysw-qaavxt], whose existence had no beginning, but
[He] is eternally; moreover, He is [eternal] together with the Father.
Thus, since ever the Father exists - yet He is eternally Father - [so also]
the Son from Him. Therefore, they exist inseparably [dxcopicrxooc;] from
each other according to their names as well as to their realities. For if the
Son is not eternal, but there was when He was not, then neither the Father
can be eternal [si ouk asi 5s o Yioq, aA,A,' fjv oxs ouk qv, ou5s
asi o naxqp], because He bears the name [Father] only since He [the
Father] has begotten. But ifGod the Father is eternal (since it would be a
blasphemy indeed to subordinate to time the Existent One [who Himself
is] the Creator of time, and according to the time intervals to pronounce
[as] second [Ssuxspav] the begetting which is timeless and beyond time,
then the Son is eternal also, since He was born ineffably of the Father,
being eternal together with the Father, and perceived [yvcopx^opsvoq]
together with Him (Ch. 5 - col. 1152AB).
The Son's being auvatSioq xcp ysvvqaavxt is indispensable for His equality in all
respects with His Father. The repeated assertion of the argument d(p' ou yap
naxqp, asi 5s naxqp in the section concerning the teaching on the Son shows that
the aim of the previous chapter included laying basis of the Son's eternal begetting.
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We also encounter the term 'inseparable' [axooplaxooi;], which twenty years later
became one of the four crucial expressions defining the two natures within Christ in
the Chalcedonense. Here it refers to the relationship between Father and Son, who
are inseparable from each other, as Theodoret says, concerning both their names
[ovopaxa] and their realities [rcpdypaxa]. The concept of naming plays an
important role here. The Son being inseparable from the Father according to xa
ovopaxa means that their names are proper to their being. Thus, the Father is Father
because He had begotten the Son, and the Son is Son because He is born of the
Father. Theodoret sees the vnooxdaexq of the Trinity in their ontological as well as
dynamic relationship with each other and interprets their names consequently.
The traditional 'there was not when He was not' is applied to the Son also, but again
in the sense to reinforce the eternal Father-Son relationship of the first two
UTtoaxdasxq. Interestingly, the Son's eternity determines the timelessness of the
Father, since, as Theodoret puts it, si ouk del 5s o Yioq, dXX' f|v oxs ouk pv,
ouSs del o naxf|p- dtp' od yap sysvvrios, xouxo sxet xo ovopa.
The rest of the above text of Ch. 5 speaks briefly about the relationship between God
and time, between Creator and creature, as well as about the timeless begetting of the
Son. One might say that the entire Ch. 5 gives a basic outline of the following expose
on the Son. Each remark or title will be given careful attention in the subsequent
chapters in order to furnish a proper Trinitarian foundation for Christology. In
analysing Theodoret's teaching on the Son we shall adopt the following method:
taking one by one the issues raised within the comprehensive presentation above, we
shall refer to the relevant chapter(s) where these are more fully exposed.
3.3.1 The Son's titles and attributes
Coeternity with the Father
In Chapters 6 and 7 Theodoret brings forward a biblical argument from both the Old
and New Testaments to prove the Son's coeternity with the Father. These two
chapters represent his exegetical answer to the Arian challenge.
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In the beginning - says [the Scripture] - was the Word, and the Word
was with God, and the Word was God. This was in the beginning with
God.' Thus, Who existed in the beginning [already], when was He not?
For [John] does not say, that He came into existence [eysvsxo] in the
beginning, but that He was [fjv] (col. 1152C).
The above quotation comprises Theodoret's crucial argument concerning the
difference between fjv and eyevexo. His answer to the Arian 'there was when the
Word was not' is legitimate both biblically as well as linguistically: the Gospel of
John does not say that the Word 'became' in the beginning, but rather that He 'was',
that He had already existed. The 'becoming' of the Word, as Theodoret later will
come to assert, is the act of the Incarnation and not His coming into existence.
In fact there is a certain problem with the attribution of the words f)v oxe ouk qv to
Arius himself, since he also accepted the timeless [d%p6vco<;] begetting of the Son.
Nevertheless, the first formula of his confession clearly implies the denial of the
Son's coeternity with the Father, whom Arius regards as being the solely unbegun
[avapxoq povcbxaxoq], He also admits, that the Son was not before His begetting
[ouk f|v npo xou yevvr|dfjvai], and the text infers that the Father pre-existed the
begetting of His Son. Theodoret's repeated argument concerning God's eternal
fatherhood is understandable if one considers the following words ofArius:
o pev Gsoq aittoq xcov navxcov xuyxavoov eaxiv avapxoq
povcbxaxoq, o 8s Yioq axpovooq yevvtidsiq uno xou naxpoq Kai
npo aicbvoov Kxtadsiq Kai depsAtcodsiq ouk fjv npo xou
ysvvr|Ofjvai, aXX' axpovcoq npo navxoov ysvvridsiq, povoq ono
xou Flaxpot; uneaxr). 065s yap saxtv aiStoq fj auvaibioq fj
auvayevrixoq xcp Flaxpi [...]cb<; povaq Kai dpxf] navxcov ouxcoq o
Gsoq npo navxcov saxi. Aio Kai npo xou Yiou saxiv [...] apxfl
auxou [i.e. Yiou] eaxiv o Qsoq. "Apxex yap auxou cbq dsoq auxou
Kai npo auxou d)v. (Opitz, Urkunde 6, 13).20
20 In his letter to Eusebius of Nicomedia (CPG 2025) Arius stresses the origin of the Son before times
and ages: OiAi'ihuti, iced (3ouA,fj v)(p£CTir] 7ipo xpbvtov Kai npd aicovcov. Nevertheless, the Son's
hypostasis 'subsisted' by the Father's will and not by His begetting, which necessarily makes the
hypostasis of the Son inferior to the hypostasis of the Father. The next sentence leaves no doubt as to
how this subordination is to be taken: Kai npiv Yewri^fj pToi KTiaOfj proi opiadrj r]
ospexicoorj) ook pv. Opitz, Urkunde 1, 3. Even if there is no 'time' or 'age' yet, there is still a 'before'
in the Son's coming to existence.
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These are the very thoughts Theodoret is arguing against. The Son for him is
avapxoq as the Father and not KTiadstq, He is aovaiSioq and aovay£vr|xoc; with
the Father, who is not before or above Him and does not pre-exist Him in any sense.
As already observed, in the very basic concept of the Bishop of Cyrus God in His
divinity is utterly different from anybody and anything else, since His being is
uncreated. Moreover, He is the Creator of all. Theodoret asserts that time itself is a
creature, and thus the eternal Creator ofall cannot be subject to time. A direct answer
to the above statement ofArius is to be found in Ch. 6 as follows:
If the Son had not always been together [cruvfjv] with God the Father,
but rather came later into existence, then it is necessary to place a certain
time or epoch between the Father and the Son (col. 1152C).
Arius of course would have denied this, saying that he accepted the Son's timeless
begetting. Nevertheless, Theodoret is right in deducting that if the Father is regarded
7tpo aoxoo [i.e. Yiou] oov, then a time span interposed between the Father and the
Son - despite all the objections ofArius - is inevitable. He therefore continues:
This being granted though, it follows that the creation [i.e. time]
preceded the Creator [i.e. the Son], Since 'all things were made by the
Son; and without Him not one thing was made' - says the evangelist. Yet,
one ofall [that was created] is the age or time [itself]! The blessed Paul
speaks thus: 'in these last days He has spoken to us by [His] Son, whom
He had appointed heir of all things, by whom also He created the ages.'
Yet, if the ages [oi aloovsg] were the creation of the Son, they cannot
precede their Creator (col. 1152CD).
The quotation from John 1:3 is connected with the next sentence by the expression
sv (=one). Theodoret argues that according to John 'nothing was made' [eyevsxo
ouSs sv] without the Word (i.e. the Son), yet time itself is one element of the whole
creation [£v 8s xcov rcdvxcov]. At this point, we can reflect upon the reason why he
had omitted the title Tloif|xr|c; navxcov from the passage on the Father. Thus - with
the help of Hebrews 1:1-2 - he could emphasise even more clearly that the Son, the
Word ofGod is Creator indeed, therefore the author of time also:
However, since the ages did not [yet] exist, it is clear that time [o
Xpovoq] - which is made up and measured by days and nights - [did not
exist] either. Hence, the day and night are generated by the rising and
setting of light, and the light was made after the heaven, the earth and the
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air. Yet, the God-Word had created all these and those within them by
[His] word [s8r)|iio6pyr|cts Aoycp], according to the good will
[sbSoKxa] of the Father (col. 1152D).
Theodoret's thoughtfully pursued argument is that nothing - not even time - should
be interposed between the Father and the Son without the fateful result of ranking the
Word together with the creatures. Arius did not find any difficulty in doing this,
since he could accept the notions of timeless begetting as well as the creation of the
Son before the ages as being in some sense equivalent. By saying that the Son is
Kxtapa too 0soo xsAeiov, aAA' oox ooq sv tcov Kxiapaxcov ysvvr|pa, aAA'
oux coq sv tcov ysyevvripsvcov [or yevvrijidxcov], Arius admitted that the Son
might be regarded a creature, even if a perfect one.21 The Bishop of Cyrus cannot
accept this, since for him the very starting point in understanding the Trinity is the
commonly eternal ouata of all the three Persons:
Thus, among the times and the ages together with all the other things
created by the Word, there is not one [creature] between [pexodqu] the
Father and the Son, but God the Father is verily eternal, and the Son is
co-eternal with the Father. That is why the Evangelist exclaims, 'In the
beginning was the Word.' (col. 1153A)
As shown by Luise Abramowski, this idea is already present in Basil of Caesarea's
De Spiritu Sancto, X, 24. As the German scholar formulates, whilst quoting Basil,
Was die Zeit betrifft, ist niemand so unverstandig, dem Schopfer der
Aonen einen Zweiten Platz zuzuweisen, ouSsvoq Siaaxfipaxoq
psatxsuovxoq xrj cpuatKfj Ttpoq xov riaxspa too Ylou auvacpsta
(SC 172, p. 332f).22
I shall return to the issue ofauvacpsia used in the sense ofaaoyxuxoq svcocnq both
in a Trinitarian and in a Christological sense at the end of this chapter as well as in
the next one. At this point, however, concerning the times and ages in relation to the
21
Opitz, Urkunde 6, 12-13. Wiles argues that Arius's confession of the Son as being KTicrpa but not
7iorr|pa is important, since the two terms were not equal for him, as they were for his opponents.
Theodoret seems to stand in the Athanasian tradition by rejecting both terms without further
explanation. See Wiles, 'A Textual Variant in the Nicene Creed', 430-32.
22 Luise Abramowski, 'Euvdcpeca und dtjuyyotog evqxjk; als Bezeichnung fur trinitarische und
christologische Einheit' in Drei christologische Untersuchungen (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1981),
63-109 (p. 86).
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Son, we could refer to one of the anathemas formulated at the second Antiochene
council in 341, which closely resembles Theodoret's previous statement:
Ex. xiq 7iapa xfiv uyifj rtov ypacpaiv opOpv niaxiv bibaaicei,
Aiywv, q xP°vov *1 Kaipov rj aiwva q sivai q ysyovsvai npo
too ysvvqdrjvai xov Yiov, avadepa saxoo.23
It is clear that for the sake of upholding God's immutability, one has to accept that
the Father was Father eternally, since He had begotten the Son eternally. If one
claimed that the Father as it were pre-existed the Son, and begot Him 'later', that
would necessarily imply a change by stages within God's ouaia, because this ouaia
initially had to include only one unoaxaaiq of the Father (who then was not yet a
Father) and then another two, with the subsequent begetting of the Son and the
procession of the Spirit. Moreover, the acceptance of such change can only result in
the Arian rejection of the opoouaia of the Son and of the Spirit with the Father,
since their ouaia would be a result of successive alterations ofGod's initial essence.
Theodoret refuses any such thought of Trinitarian subordinationism. For him God's
ouaia is eternal and unalterable. That is why he will consecrate the entire Ch. 9 to
the explanation of the Word's impassible begetting by the Father and many other
chapters to prove their equality. God's eternal being presupposes a permanent pattern
of one ouaia - three imoaxaaeiq. Only within this framework can and should one
speak about the relationship and interaction between the UTtoaxdasiq of the Trinity.
The Son as 'reflection', 'express image" and 'icon'
In the second part of Ch. 6 Theodoret quotes various biblical passages in order to
describe the condition of the Son in relation to the Father. For him, the Word's being
'the reflection of God's glory and the express image of His ujioaxaaiq' (Hebrews
1:3) is the equivalent of the Nicene (pcoq sk cpcoxoq, Qsoq aXqfkvoq sk 0eou
aXqfHvou. On one hand, the Son is uncreated and He is Creator. On the other hand,
Theodoret argues that the One, who is spoken about in Colossians 1:15 (who is
23
Hahn, Bibliothek, 186. See also the sixteenth anathema of the council of Ancyra held in 358: si to;
tov natepa KpsoPuTepov xpbvw Xsyoi too s^ sauToo govoyevoui; Yioo, vscoTepov 8s
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indeed Jesus Christ Himself) did not become [eygvsTo] the sikcov of the invisible
God, but rather is [scttiv] the image Himself. Moreover, the author cannot refer to
the sIkcov merely as to the divine being of the Word, since that is also invisible,
being part ofGod's ooaia. The sIkcov is and has to be visible: thus, the title refers to
Jesus Christ Himself. This tendency of identifying the onoarTaaic; of the Word with
the incarnate Person of Jesus Christ is observable in the following conclusion also:
Thus had the Divine Spirit instructed those who from the beginning were
eyewitnesses and servants of the Word in the theology concerning the
Only-begotten Word of God. That is why they did not rank the Creator
with the creation; they did not align the Maker among the creatures; [and
for this reason] nowhere [in the Scripture] did they call a creature the
honourable Child [ysvvr|p.a] of God (col. 1153B).
The above 'eyewitnesses and servants of the Word' are the apostles of Jesus Christ,
who is the Word incarnate for Theodoret. He will insist upon this in De incarnatione
also. We may conclude that the Son being dnauyaopa and xap«Kif|p of God's
glory and Person speaks of His divine eternity, whereas the title sIkoov too 0eob
too aopaToo speaks ofHis Incarnation, forecasting the discussion of that issue.
Although the problem has to be addressed several times throughout the analysis of
Theodoret's Trinitarian and Christological thinking respectively, we ought to mention
that the expression bnoaxaotq plays a significant role in his teaching on the Trinity.
For the pre-Ephesian Theodoret the term orrooTaan; certainly means more than
'nature' [(pocnq] concerning individual features, but at this stage it does not yet
denote such a completely individual entity like e.g. Tipoaeemov. Nevertheless, in De
Trinitate the term xmoaxaaic, is constantly approaching the meaning of npoaoorcov,
so that we can probably say it means at least a 'personal reality'. Another interesting
point is that Theodoret - in the manner of the Antiochenes and not only - prefers to
use Ttpooomov when speaking about Christ the Word incarnate and to use both
UTcoaTaaiq and npocramov (the latter probably with a little less emphasis) to denote
Xpovcp tov Yiov too Flaxpog, dvaOsua saxto (Hahn, Bibliothek, 203).
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the Persons of the Trinity. The use of the term rmoaxaaiq in Christology was a new
development of the pre-Ephesian period.24
The Son as o gov and Mediator
Ch. 7 exemplifies brightly the extent to which our author can apply God's titles of the
Old Testament to the Word and thus to Jesus Christ. The author insists that the verbs
gov, f|v, U7idp%oov and soxiv are consistently used within Scripture to describe the
eternal Son ofGod, and that the evangelists never use syevexo when referring to His
divinity. This leads him to conclude that the o gov of Exodus 3:14 is the Son
Himself, since even the 'foremost fighters of blasphemy' consider the Father being
incomprehensible, and therefore 'they call the Son a mediator [psaixpq] between the
Father and the creation, claiming that He [the Son] had appeared and spoken to the
patriarchs and to the prophets' (col. 1153D).25
Theodoret does not invoke it here, yet the ascription of o gov to the Son is connected
with Jesus's statement in John 8:58. Since the title of the chapter is 'Demonstration
from the Old [Testament] that the Son is eternal', Theodoret quotes Jeremiah 31:31
referring to the new covenant. The focus upon the Person ofChrist is imminent:
Let ask therefore: who gave the new covenant? Is it not clear for all, that
the Master Christ is its author? For He Himself exclaims in the holy
Gospels: It was said to those of old: you shall not kill. But I say to you
[...]. Therefore, the Master Christ gave us the new covenant.
Furthermore, the One who made this [new covenant] possible, gave also
the old one to Israel after the release from Egypt. Nevertheless, the giver
of the old covenant and the deliverer of the Egyptian slavery was
undoubtedly the same One, who had sent Moses to the Pharaoh. As He
Himself said, 'Say this to the children of Israel: I AM had sent me unto
you' (col. 1156A).
Here Theodoret asserts unequivocally that o AsaTtox-qq Xpiaxoq is the author of the
New Covenant, moreover that He is the same o gov who gave the Old one to Moses
24 See also section 4.5.6 Terminology in Ch. 4 of the present work.
25
In his work Adversus haereses I, 16, 2 Irenaeus already says that the Word spoke to the patriarchs
and in the Incarnation He became visible in the man made on the image and likeness of God.
26 The term o Aect7iott]<; [XpiuToq] as Theodoret's typical term to replace Kopio^ occurs for 21
times in De Trinitate and 24 times in De incarnatione.
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and had sent him to the Pharaoh. The eternal wtoaxaatc; of the Word of God is
clearly identified with the Master Christ, with the reiteration of avxoq as referring to
the same Person: auxoq [...] Poa, aoxoq a7tsaxsiA,s, auxoq sins. This is parallel
to Chalcedon's slq mi o aoxoq, as we shall see it again in Ch. 10 where Theodoret
speaks of the Only-begotten and of the Firstborn as being the same. In fact,
Theodoret had already asserted slq mi o auxoq in Ch. 12 of his Expositio. Here,
when using the analogy of the sun and the light to exemplify the union of the cpucrsn;
within Christ, Theodoret refuses their separation into two subjects after the union:
ook av xiq eircoi psxa xfjv svoocnv, xov psv Ksxcoptapevcoq Yiov
xov Gsiov Aoyov, xov 8s [naAav] uiov xov dvOpconov aXX' sva
xai xov auxov smxspa vof|aex, (hq sv tpcoq mi sva pA,tov, xo xs
bs^dsv (pooq, xo xs bs^apsvov acopa. ndA,tv <hq sv psv cpcoq, mi
sl<; rjA-ioq, (puasiq 8s 86o' p psv (pcoxoq, r] 8s acopaxoq r|A,xaKou-
odxco mvxaufta, si<; psv o Yioq, mi Kopioq, Kai Xptaxoq, mi
Movoysvriq- cpoasiq 8s 86o- p psv onsp xipaq, p 8s xipsxspa.27
The closing part of Ch. 7 makes clear that 'the One who appeared [o ocpdsiq] on
earth and lived among the people' according to Baruch 3:36-38 is none else than o
0so<; Aoyoq xpv ppsxspav (poaiv avaXaPoov. Thus, the prophetic message is
consonant with the Gospel, since John and Paul are speaking of the same o cov.
The Son and the assumed nature
As one would expect, Theodoret explains in Ch. 8 the relationship between the Word
and the assumed human nature. After a harsh refusal to call a mere creature the One,
'who was begotten timelessly and impassibly' of the Father, he says:
Therefore those bestowed with the mysteries of the divine knowledge
assert [such expressions as] 'was made' [sysvsxo], 'assumed' [sAaPs] and
their like not theologising [oo OsoA,oyoovxsc;], but rather to proclaim
the Incarnation [xxjv oiicovopiav Kxipuxxovxsq] (col. 1157A).
In order to understand Theodoret's perception of the biblical authors' twofold way of
speaking about the Word incarnate, we have to take a closer look at a few notions
27
PG 6, 1229D-1232A. Cf. I. C. Th. de Otto, ed., lustini philosophi et Martyris Opera quae feruntur
omnia, Corpus Apologetarum Christianorum Saeculi Secundi, vol. 4, 3rd edn (Iena: Gust. Fischer,
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present in the above passage. Here one can recognise three expressions (two of them
part of the previous tradition) applied occasionally as technical terms by which
Theodoret distinguishes between different theological areas. The three terms are
fttoyvooaia, fteoXoyia (here: dsoXoyoovxeg) and oiKovopla.
As it results from the context of De Trinitate and De incarnatione, Theodoret tends
to use dso^oyla in its classic sense, i.e. to denote the teaching about the being of
God. Thus, Oeo^oyia becomes an expression by which the author refers almost
exclusively to the theological area concerning the divine aspect of God's being. This
is probably closest to becoming a technical term to mean 'doctrine of the Trinity'. In
his Letter 113 to Leo Theodoret himself refers to these treatises as 7tspi flsoA,oyia<;
Kai xfjq Osiac; evavdpconfiasoot; (SC 111, 64). The term OsoA,oyia here can
denote only the first treatise, which deals with the issues concerning the Trinity.
In turn, oiKovopla is often used referring to the Incarnation. One might almost say
that Theodoret uses OsoA.oyia in a close sense to our expression describing the
discipline of Trinitarian doctrine (e.g. like the German Trinitatslehre), whereas
oixovopia for him occasionally means something like our terms 'Christology and
soteriology'. Nevertheless, these formulae - especially the latter - are not strictly
applied technical terms and have broader senses of application.28
Grillmeier traces back the use of oikonomia to Irenaeus of Lyons, Tatian, Tertullian,
Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and the Antiochenes, pointing out the differences in
meaning or its augmentation.29 In the first version of Christ in Christian Tradition he
also distinguished between the pre-Nicene doctrine of oiicovopla (which combines
the development of the Trinity with creation and salvation-history) and the post-
Nicene differentiation between oiicovopta and dsoXoyia. Grillmeier sees Eusebius
as being the last adept of the former usage, whereas Athanasius is regarded as being
1880), 48.
28 A rather interesting use ofoiicovopia is to be found e.g. the following passage from Ch. 31 of De
incarnatione-. 'For we do not divide the dispensation into two persons' [ob yap eiq 7ip6<r(D7ia 86o
tf|v oiKovoptav pgpi^opev] (col., 1472C). Here oiicovopia is understood in the sense of God's
salvific plan and act in becoming human.
29
Grillmeier, Christ in Christian Tradition, pp. 101, 112, 136, 145 etc.
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the first adept of the latter distinction.30 Concerning the Nicene momentum in the
interpretation of these terms in reaction to Arianism, Grillmeier writes:
The pre-Nicene concept of oikonomia (combining the development of the
Trinity with creation and Incarnation) is to be considered as the starting-
point of Arian theology and the Nicene discussion. Nicaea, however, is a
turning point in the history ofoikonomia because now the distinction (but
not a separation) between theologia (the Trinitarian process) and
oikonomia (creation and salvation history) is stressed.31
In the light of Grillmeier's classification, we can say that Theodoret interprets these
two terms in the post-Nicene manner, in close sense to the usage of the Cappadocians
as well as to his Antiochene forerunners. The term oiKovopla was used by
Chrysostom and Theodore, and it is present in Gregory of Nyssa's confession, with
the meaning of salvation. Gregory writes: 6poA,oyouvTg<; [...] ipv ygvopsv-pv
napa too SgaTtoxoo xfjq Kxtagcog orcgp xcov avdpamcov oiicovoplav.32
The third term, ©goyvcocna or divine knowledge (the knowledge of God) might be
interpreted as a condensation of the meaning of the other two. It seems that for
Theodoret ©goyvcoala is both ©coAoyia and oiicovopta, thus representing the
summary of necessary teaching about the being, the Incarnation as well as the
creative, providential and saving acts of God. He applies this term in Ch. 1, saying
that the apostles enlighten those in the darkness of ignorance (i.e. in impiety) by the
rays of ©goyvtoatot. The expression reappears at the end of Ch. 3 before the passage
on the Father, where the author discloses his intention 'to present in a clear fashion
the teaching of©goyvcocria'. Here the term has a more technical meaning, since the
entire Ch. 3 is concerned with the mode of instruction of the believers. In the text
quoted above from Ch. 8 ©goyvooata is regarded as a key to the divine mysteries.
Although these terms are not rigidly definable, it might still be useful to put them
into a table together with their closest meaning, as follows:
30
Aloys Grillmeier, S.J., Christ in Christian Tradition, from the Apostolic Age to Chalcedon (451)
(London-Oxford: A. R. Mowbray, 1965), 180, note 3.
31
Grillmeier, Christ in Christian Tradition, 1st edn, 190, note 3.
32
Hahn, Bibliothek, 270. For Theodore's use ofoiicovouia, see his confession on pp. 302-4.
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Theodoret's term Its possible meaning(s) for Theodoret
and its closest equivalent today
OsoA,oyla the doctrine ofGod's divine being and of the Trinity
oiKovopta • God's plan to save the world by sending His Son






• theology (in our understanding), including the teaching
on the Trinity, Christology, soteriology, creation etc.
• God's teaching given to His messengers; a teaching
which enables the believers to perceive their salvation
Thus, when Theodoret says that those bestowed with the mysteries of deoyveoaia
assert sysvgxo, sA,aPs and their like ou OsoA-oyouvxsq, he means that in those
biblical passages the authors are 'not theologising', i.e. they do not apply these terms
to the divine ouoia of the Trinitarian Persons, but rather to the oiicovopta, i.e.
referring to the Son's act of Incarnation. Thus, Oeoyvcoaia seems to equate to both
OsoXoyia and oiKOvopia, whereas the latter two are not equivalent.
At the end of Ch. 8, Theodoret turns to explain the doctrinal implications of
Scripture's consistent distinction between 'was' and 'became'. He refers to John first:
The blessed John was the first to announce that 'the Word was made
flesh' after he had already said that 'in the beginning was the Word'. After
having applied the term 'was' [xo rjv] repeatedly to the Godhead, on
turning to the question of the Incarnation [siq xf|v xfjq
svavOpa)7if|GS(o<; oiicovopiav g^fkov]33 he necessarily adds the
expression 'was made' [xo sysvsxo]. For what the God-Word assumed of
us was not eternal from the beginning [06 yap fjv asi f] g£, ripoov
Xr|(pdsioa (mo xou 0£ou Aoyoo dmapxil], but rather was made and
taken on [gygvgxo xe tcai avsA,f|(pOT|] by the God-Word towards the
end of the ages (col. 1157A).
We can observe how both natures are at first addressed in impersonal terms: fteoxriq
and q et, r|pdjv Arppftguia. At first glance one might say that we are dealing with
the by then classical Christological scheme aXko icai aXko of Gregory Nazianzen
(Epistula 101 ad Cledonium in PG 37,180). Nevertheless, it is observable, how
towards the end of the fragment the term dsoxriq becomes xoo 0so6 Aoyoq,
33
Origen has already used the term oiicovopta xfj<; evavdpamr|<j£co<; (See Grillmeier, Christ in
Christian Tradition, 2nd rev. edn, 145.
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whereas fi hE, r|jj.oov A,r|(p£teiaa still retains its impersonal form. Moreover, the
verbs referring to the 'what' assumed from us also suggest that the action is done by
the assuming party, i.e. by the Word ofGod: ^rupdstaa, &veA,f|(pOr|.
Theodoret tries to show here how the union without mixture of an uncreated and a
created ouaia was possible in the one Person. One of his greatest concerns here is to
evade any Arian suggestion that the Word might be a creature. That is why applies
the traditional explanation concerning the difference between tjv and eyeveto. The
expressions fiv, d>v and vnapxov are proper to the divine ouaia of the Word, since
these speak of His eternity and pre-existence. The verb syevsxo (became) does not
denote eternal existence, but rather refers to a certain moment in time. Therefore, in
order to uphold the eternity and immutability of the Word's divine ouaia, Theodoret
necessarily interprets both eyevsxo and sXaPs and their like as referring to the
Word's act of Incarnation, yet not to f) kE, t||u(5v A,r|(pOetaa. As Theodoret says,
John turns on to the oiKovopia xrjq EvavOpeoTrqaEooq when asserting eysvexo.
Here olicovopia means God's saving plan, i.e. the predefined divine order of the
Incarnation, but does not refer directly to f] eE, f|poov A/qtpdEiaa. This might seem
as an intention to introduce a second subject of predication within the Person of the
Incarnate, nevertheless, this is not the reason why Theodoret distinguishes between
'was' and 'was made'.
The second biblical source quoted by Theodoret at this stage is Paul. The line of
interpretation remains the same as before, but we find a few new elements as well:
The blessed Paul does the same also, for he says, 'being in the form of
God', and adds, 'He did not regard as robbery to be equal with God'. He
then adduces: 'He emptied Himself and took on the form of a servant'.
Thus on one hand [Paul] fits the verb 'took on' [A,aPcbv] to 'the form of
the servant', and on the other hand he conjoins [au^Eu^aq] 'the form of
God' with the expression '[ever] was' [urcapxoov] (col. 1157AB).
Until here, the mode of approach is similar to the case of John. There are seemingly
two impersonal subjects: popqn) 0sou and pop<pf] 8ouA,ou. The first one is the
eternal, uncreated ouaia and thus receives the verb unapxeov, whereas the second
one is the creature, so Theodoret - together with Paul - appropriates to it the verb
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Aa[3d)v, although grammatically it describes the action of the Word. This might seem
a contradiction in itself, yet the second part of the passage makes it clear again which
of the two participants is regarded to be the acting subject of the assuming:
Yet, since the form of God is pre-existent [TtpouTiapxooaa], or rather
ever existent [asi {mapyouaaj, He took on [sAaPs] the form of the
servant. Therefore the Word of God is neither a creation [Ktiapa] nor a
creature [ixotripa], even less one of the non-existent things, but [the
One] born of the Father who is eternally with Him, and together with the
Father receives the same worship [7tpocncuvr|ai<;] from the kind-hearted
[believers] [rcapa xcov suyvcopovcov] (col. 1157B).
As we see, pop(pf| 0eou - in the same fashion as ftsoxrn; in the previous passage -
again becomes o too 0eoo Aoyog, whereas uopcpf] SouAoo retains its impersonal
character. The expressions Theodoret uses here speak plainly of his intention: the
form of God is npovnapxovaa, or rather asi ondpxouaa, therefore the form of
God must have taken on the form of the servant. It is the form of God, which in the
next sentence turns to be none else than the Word Himself, who performs the
assuming. Grammatically speaking Theodoret seems to appropriate the verb AaPoov
to the form of the servant as to a passive direct object and not as to an acting subject.
He does not deny at any stage that the Incarnation was entirely the action of the
Word. Thus, together with upholding the Word's immutability, Theodoret still makes
Him the only active player in the act of Incarnation, without giving any room for the
collaboration of the human cpuaiq e.g. by speaking of its voluntary acceptance to be
taken on. In both passages f] kE, f]p.(5v A,r|(p0siaa and popcpf) 5oi)Aou represent the
passive party, which is simply 'taken on' or 'assumed'. The human side does not play
any significant role in the act of the Word's evavftpc67rr|cri<;, although it will have a
certain function in the further work of salvation.
As it results from the last sentences, one of Theodoret's primary intentions is to show
that at any stage before, through and after the Incarnation the Word ofGod could not
be labelled as a creature. He is neither Kxiapa nor noiripa, even less s£, ook
ovxcov, but rather the One sk too Flaxpoq yevvpftgiq, who is together with the
Father eternally. This is the only method Theodoret can conceive in order to
eliminate the picture of an Arian passible, created Word. Nevertheless, he is also
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eager to avoid any suggestion of an Apollinarian mixture between the uncreated and
created oucnai of the Saviour, again in order to keep the Word's divinity
undiminished. That is why he shall constantly speak in various terms of 'union' and
not of 'confusion', thus seeking to safeguard the Word's incorruptibility. Most
emphatically, however, the act of the Incarnation is not an accidental happening
during which two impersonal subjects somehow come together, but it is rather the
intentional act of the eternal Word of God, who plays the active part in the entire
process. This is evident from the above passages. One might even say that Theodoret
here presents a peculiar union of a 'who' with a 'what', although his 'what' is probably
more than the 'what' of the Alexandrians - or, at least later on, becomes more active.
Excursus: The inadequacy of the Arian syllogism
Whilst analysing this passage - starting from the reference to John until the end of
the chapter - Clayton mentions the 'Arian syllogism' which he had adopted from
Sullivan.34 This syllogism, as it appears in Sullivan and Clayton, is the following:
• Major premise: the Word is the subject even of the human operations and
sufferings of Christ;
• Minor premise: whatever is predicated of the Word must be predicated of Him in
his nature, that is, Kara (puaiv.
• Conclusion: the Word is limited in his (poatq or nature, being passibly affected
by the human operations and sufferings of Christ. Thus, the divine ouaia cannot
be predicated of the Word, because He is other than the Father Kara (poaiv.35
According to both Sullivan and Clayton, the basic difference between the
Alexandrian and the Antiochene teaching was the following: the Alexandrians
rejected the minor premise, whereas the Antiochenes rejected the major one.
This seems to be a concise and descriptive distinction between Antioch and
Alexandria, although it tends to be generalising to the extent that it might do injustice
to either party if taken to an extreme. I do not intend to question its general validity
34
F. A. Sullivan, The Christology of Theodore ofMopsuestia, Annalecta Gregoriana No. 82 (Rome:
Annalecta Gregoriana, 1956); Clayton, 'Theodoret', 201.
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despite the fact that it is not fully applicable to all the theologians of the period or
even to the works of just one theologian if they were written in different times.
Nevertheless, I sense three difficulties in applying the above scheme in order to
define one's orthodoxy. First, a unanimously acceptable clarification of the
Antiochene and Alexandrian terms - although cpuaiq here means undoubtedly
'nature' for both Sullivan and Clayton - is practically impossible concerning the
Nestorian controversy without doing injustice to one or more theologians. Second,
the scheme tends to oversimplify a rather complex issue, since the theologians of the
period approached the question of the union in Christ from much wider perspectives
than the scheme is able to reflect upon.36 Third, if taken to an extreme, on the very
basis of the Arian syllogism one is able to charge virtually anyone with heterodoxy.
As we have said, one of the crucial issues of the Ephesian-Chalcedonian period is the
clarification of terms and their continuous shift in meaning. The meaning of (puaiq
in the minor premise - although Sullivan and Clayton interpret it as 'nature' and not
as U7iocjxaCTt<; - still causes a problem when the scheme is applied. E.g. for Cyril
cpuatq and vnoaxaciq often meant the same, which can be a source of confusion.
Clayton spends a considerable time to determine how Theodore, Cyril and Theodoret
were using these two terms. On one hand, in the case of Theodore and Theodoret he
emphasises their failure to predicate a hypostatic union because of their two-physeis
scheme (which Clayton sees as resulting inevitably in a two-hypostasis and thus a
two-subject model). On the other hand, although admitting it, he does not express
any major concerns regarding Cyril's interchangeable usage of tpuaiq and
U7toataaiq,37 which ultimately confused not only the Antiochenes, but even some
35
Clayton, 'Theodoret', 105.
36 It was not just Christology or Trinitarian doctrine in the proper sense of the word, which caused
most theologians to assert Christological statements. There were soteriological, anthropological, moral
and various other concerns which motivated one's attitude both towards Arianism and
Apollinarianism. The above scheme, however, leaves little room for the nuances, bringing the
question down to ultimately one, almost fatal choice between the two premises, almost ignoring e.g.
the anti-Apollinarian concerns. My personal discussions with Prof. Luise Abramowski - for which I
cannot be thankful enough - convinced me that there is hardly any theologian of the period, who
could be interpreted in a full impartial manner on the terms of the Arian syllogism.
37
For a more detailed discussion of this issue see Ch. 4, sections 4.5.5 The union of worship - the
'culticprosopon' and 4.5.6 Terminology.
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members of his own party, who were convinced that Cyril betrayed his initial
position when he signed the Formula ofReunion in 433. Clayton writes,
Cyril in that epistle [i.e. with the 12 anathemas] insisted that 'all the terms
used in the Gospel are to be referred to one Person, the one incarnate
hypostasis of the Word.' Obviously Cyril is making a distinction - even if
perhaps unconsciously - between what is predicated of the ousia of the
Word and of the hypostasis of the Word, which he links to prosopon - at
least here. In other places his ease in discussing the one physis incarnate
or the one hypostasis incarnate can just as easily lead to confusion,
especially for an Antiochene like Theodoret, but it would seem that
though he may have failed to develop a consistently careful terminology
to express his idea of Christ, yet what he was trying to do was to break
what we have come to call the Arian Syllogism by asserting that what is
predicated of the Word need not be predicated of his divine nature or
ousia; he denied the minor premise that whatever is predicated of the
Word must be predicated of him kata physin.39
This is certainly a valid assessment and vindication of Cyril regarding the whole of
his oeuvre. The Alexandrian patriarch cannot indeed be charged with
Apollinarianism or with mixing the two natures and his orthodoxy is not under
question in this thesis. What has to be admitted though, is that Theodoret was no less
eager in trying to break the Arian syllogism, although in a different way. For him the
Apollinarian danger undoubtedly represented a somewhat larger concern than for
Cyril.40 According to Clayton, the Alexandrian patriarch tried to break the Arian
syllogism by denying the minor premise at the ultimate cost of becoming
terminologically confusing. In turn, Theodoret rejected not the major premise itself
(as Clayton suggests), but rather its theopaschite implications (which were of course
rejected previously by Athanasius and by Cyril as well). Nevertheless, this was
Theodoret's way to follow - or his price to pay in turn - to elaborate a rapidly
consolidating terminology, his own manner to prepare the ground for the
38
Concerning the turmoil following the signing of the Formula of Reunion, see e.g. R. V. Sellers, The
Council ofChalcedon, A Historical and Doctrinal Survey (London: SPCK, 1961), 18-29.
39
Clayton, 'Theodoret', 258-262.
40 In this sense I find the explanation of Paul Parvis quite accurate: 'It is true that Theodoret had a life¬
long interest in haeresiology, and it is true that he felt himself surrounded by heresies; they abounded,
secretly, in the beliefs of his opponents and, openly, in the wilds of the Cyrrhestica. [...] Among many
examples, it may be observed that Apollinarianism lurked in the teachings of Cyril (Reprehensio
Duodecim Capitum seu Anathematismorum Cyrilli, ed. Schwartz, ACO I, 1,6, 107 and 142) and his
Monophysite successors (H. E. V, 3, 8; p. 280, Parmentier-Scheidweiler) and that the preface to
Eranistes lists the various heresies from which his opponents had gathered their impious opinions (PG
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Chalcedonense. I also find it difficult to see how the unequivocal acceptance of the
minor premise by Theodoret can be upheld, since he has left plenty of room for the
attributions of the human experiences to the Word on account of the union.
My second objection against the Arian syllogism as a test of one's orthodoxy
concerns its limited area of validity. The scheme seems ignore in a substantial
measure the enormous influence of Apollinarianism in the fifth century and the
theologians' eagerness to resist it. It does not seem to give enough room to
understand those writers whose concern is to resist Apollinarianism in the same
measure as to deny Arianism. Hence, it cannot be claimed that the former idea was
any less erroneous than the latter. As Luise Abramowski rightly observes,
Vermutlich ist die antiochenische Unterscheidungschristologie in ihrem
Ansatz antiarianisch; ihre Argumente lieBen sich aber sehr wohl gegen
die apollinaristische Christologie und ihre Nachwirkungen (auf dem
Wege iiber unterschobene Athanasiana) bei Kyrill von Alexandrien
verwerten. Und in der Tat stellt die Dogmengeschichtsschreibung die
erstaunliche Nahe und Verwandschaft der arianischen und
apollinarischen christologischen Konstruktion fest.41
In my understanding of Theodoret's Cappadocian-Antiochene heritage concerning
both its Trinitarian and Christological aspects, many of the arguments of the Bishop
of Cyrus cannot be interpreted adequately except from an anti-Apollinarian
perspective. This is the very angle the above scheme seems to deny him. One might
even say that although in both parts of the treatise he constantly refuses all heresies,
Theodoret's main concern in De Trinitate is to refute Arius, whereas his main rival in
De incarnatione is Apollinaris (of course, not exclusively).
On the third level one has to admit that despite its firm limits - or probably because
of them - the Arian syllogism remains open to a partial interpretation. As we have
said, if taken to an extreme, on the very basis of the rejection or acceptance of either
premise, there is not one version, which could not be regarded as heterodox from a
certain point of view. On one hand, the rejection of the major premise and the
acceptance of the minor one can easily be interpreted as leading to a Nestorian two-
83, 28-29).' See Parvis, 'Theodoret's Commentary on Paul', 105, note 69.
41
Abramowski, 'Euvoupeia', 102. The common elements of Arian and Apollinarian Christology are
summarised by Grillmeier, Christ in Christian Tradition, 238-48.
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sons Christology. On the other hand, the univocal acceptance of the major premise
and the rejection of the minor one might as well be regarded as Apollinarian
theopaschism. In my opinion the first charge is as invalid against Theodoret as the
second is against Cyril, since the thinking and reasons of both are much more
complex than the Arian syllogism is able to mirror. E.g. if we take Clayton's words
above in their literal sense, based on the Arian syllogism we could charge the
Alexandrian patriarch paradoxically with admitting two subjects of predication (the
ouala and the bnoaxaciq) - yet not within the Person of Christ, but within the
Word Himself. The charge ofCyril's dividing the Word Himself into two subjects of
predication is nonetheless ridiculous. Hence, if one wants, it can be deduced from his
simultaneous refusal of the Word's suffering in his divine ouaia together with his
rejection of the minor premise of the Arian syllogism.
Let us return to Clayton's analysis of Ch. 8 ofDe Trinitate. He writes:
Theodoret's problem is the Arian syllogism, quite clearly. If Christ be
understood as having pta cpoarq and is also described as syevsto, etc.,
then it follows that the Word cannot be o gov. The Word would fall into
the category of creature, a thing made, and there would have been a time
when he was not. The solving of the problem raised by the Arian
syllogism means that the two sets of reference terms, gov over against
syevexo, require two physeis, the eternal, uncreated dsoxriq, the one who
is o dsoq Aoyoq, on the one hand; and on the other, the (poaiq
dvaXrupdstari, f] too So6A,oo pop(pfi, Kxiapa, rcolr|pa, that which
has temporal creation, aap^ eysvsxo. For Theodoret pia (moaxaatq
(or cpoaiq) xoo deou Aoyoo evaapK(opevr|, which he is shortly to find
in Cyril, could mean only an Apollinarian passible God or Arianism's
created Word (Clayton, 'Theodoret', 201-2).
Based solely on the scheme of the Arian syllogism, Clayton's rationale is acceptable.
Nevertheless, the scheme does not allow him to reflect upon the different levels of
participation of the Word and of the human nature respectively in Theodoret's view
of the act of the Incarnation. The Bishop of Cyrus indeed presupposes two (poostq,
yet, as we have seen, only the Word is rendered in personal terms, He is the One,
who does the assuming all the way through. Up to this moment, i.e. of the
Incarnation, Theodoret's idea is not substantially different from Cyril's 'unconscious
distinction' - as Clayton puts it - 'between what is predicated of the ousia of the
Word and of the hypostasis of the Word'.
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Regarding Theodoret's insistence upon the existence of two cpuaEiq over against
Cyril's and his extremist followers' pta (pucnc; too 0eoo Aoyoo asaapKcopevr| I
can say that it was mainly due to the hazy terminological formulation of the
otherwise appropriate Christological model by the Alexandrian party. Cyril's chief
analysts give adequate explanation concerning the Alexandrian patriarch's twofold
use of cpuatq, i.e. both in the sense of nature as well as in the sense ofUTioaxaatq.42
Such interpretation is entirely legitimate considering the whole of Cyril's oeuvre. Our
problem, however, remains that whilst Cyril is being credited that his usage of the
term pia cpuatq is neither Apollinarianism nor an early manifestation of
Monophysitism, Theodoret is still regarded with suspicion despite the fact that based
on the above he had made the proper use of terms, and clearly was closer to
Chalcedon's o aoxoq sv 860 (puasatv, than most of his contemporaries.
Moreover, as we have quoted, Clayton gives pia OTtoaxaatq (or tpuaiq) too OsoG
Aoyou svaapKCDpsvp without any comment, just as if the two terms - orcoaxaatq
and cpuaiq - were interchangeable. If this were still acceptable in 431 with the
necessary explanations, this is not what Chalcedon validated later. In the
Chalcedonense Christ is confessed to be one 7tp6aeo7tov, one UTtoaxaaiq, but two
cpoastq and two ooatai, thus settling that bnoaxaaiq is rather the synonym for
Tcp6aco7iov than for cpuaiq. This being granted though, it follows that whilst Cyril's
pia (moaxaatq indeed pointed to Chalcedon, his pia (poaiq did not. In the same
fashion Theodoret's initial refusal of pia unoaxaan; was also discarded in 451,43
but his opposition to pia (poaiq was approved by Chalcedon's sv 5uo cpuasaiv.
Therefore, looking back from the perspective of Chalcedon, terminologically neither
of the two theologians could be considered as being fully on the right or on the
wrong path around the time of the third ecumenical council. Both of them were
indeed walking towards the same direction, although in different ways. The major
problem of Clayton's Arian syllogism remains that it arbitrarily proscribes only one
42
For a more recent analysis of the history and relationship between urcocrraou; and cpoou; see Aloys
Grillmeier, Fragmente zur Christologie, Studien zum altkirchlichen Christusbild, ed. by Theresia
Hainthaler (Freiburg: Herder, 1997), 139-51.
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See section 4.5.6 Terminology in Ch. 4 of the present work.
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possible way towards Chalcedon. In doing so, on one hand it has to ignore or
diminish the obstacles along its chosen way (e.g. the terminological problems facing
Cyril), whereas on the other hand it has to over-amplify any dilemma the other party
may meet (e.g. Theodoret's 860 (pucrstq model and its implications), including the
glossing over of any issue, which does not fit within its own system (e.g. the
differences between Cyril's and Theodoret's anti-Apollinarian concerns).
The Son's specific titles in relation to the Father and to the Spirit
Begotten impassibly
In Ch. 9 ofDe Trinitate entitled On the begettingfrom the Father Theodoret resists
the Arian idea concerning any 'division ofGod's being' through the Father's begetting
of the Word. He argues that God's begetting is entirely different from the human,
since He begets impassibly in the same fashion as He can create impassibly. Hence,
this latter statement is accepted by the Arians also. The impassibility of God's
begetting is a crucial aspect of Theodoret's Trinitarian thinking, because this idea
determines his attitude towards the Lord's human birth from Virgin Mary. Theodoret
will come to assert in Ch. 24 ofDe incarnatione that the Lord 'received our passions
fully, except sin' (col. 146IB). Thus, the true becoming human of the otherwise
impassible Word involves the very acceptance of the human sufferings especially
because the Word as the Second Person of the Trinity is by nature beyond these.
Hence, what Theodoret in fact does in Ch. 9 of De Trinitate is nothing else than a
predefinition of the Word's impassible begetting by the Father, to be paralleled later
with His unequivocal acceptance of human suffering:
When hearing the word 'begetting' [yevvricTxv], nobody should think
about the sufferings of our birth [xa 7tddr| xfjq fipsxgpac; yevvqaecoq],
like weaning, flow [of blood], labours, or anything similar to these, since
these are the passions of the bodies. God, however, is incorporeal,
impassible, changeless, and immutable and will eternally remain so. Yet
if anybody argued that painless birth does not exist, [he] should also
receive this reasoning from the [biblical passages] on the creation: for if
with [birth] there is cutting and flow of blood, in the same tashion the
creatures are closely accompanied by concern, toil, sweat, instruments
and the pre-existent matter, by failures and other things akin to these. Yet
if the mere will is sufficient for God to create everything, and by His will
He immediately brought the non-existent into being, the adversary should
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also admit that God's begetting was free from all sufferings. And since
He did not create as humans do, in the same fashion He did not beget
similarly [to human begetting] either (col. 1157CD).
We observe again how Theodoret carefully avoids subordinating the Father to the
acopaxoov nadfipaxa, remaining faithful to what he had said in Ch. 4 about the
Father's not following xcov aoopaxoov aKoAoodtav. The idea of God's impassible
begetting together with the acceptance of the inefficiency of human analogies
regarding His divine fatherhood is the key to understand our author's attempt to
escape simultaneously from both the Arian and the Apollinarian errors. In fact, in the
first sentence of the next chapter, Theodoret gives a biblical explanation of the
impassible begetting of the Word by making use of the meaning ofAoyoq:
For these reasons the Word is also named Son, being born impassibly,
like the word, which emerges impassibly from the thought (col. 1157D).
The consistent use of the terms daoopaxog, a7tadf|q, dxpsixxog, avaAAoiooxoq
referring to God in the previous fragment might be regarded as Theodoret's early
anticipation of Chalcedonian Christology. Many earlier writers had already shared
these views, including Athanasius, who upholds the impassibility of the divine
odata in his Letter to Epictetus. Cyril's other favourite authority, Gregory
Thaumatourgos, also uses the last two expressions in his confession in reference to
the eternal immutability of the Triad.44 Further, the second formula of the symbol of
faith drawn up at the second Antiochene council in 341 had also asserted:
[niaxsoopev] elq sva icdpiov ' Ir)oodv Xpxaxov, xov Yiov adxoo xov
j-iovoysvfj, 0eov [...] axpsnxov xs xai avaAAotcoxov.45
Interestingly, the terms axps7ixoq and dvaAAoicoxoq appear twice in Arius'
confession, but in a rather different sense. First they refer to God the Father and then
to the Son, together with His qualification as the Father's immutable creature,
although, as Arius puts it, not as one of the creatures: axpercxov xai dvaAAmcoxov
Kxtapa xou 0soO xeA-siov, aAA' od^ cog sv xcov Kxiapaxoov.46 This is exactly
44
dtpgntoq Kai dvaHotoTog f) adxr) xpiaq del. Hahn, Bihliothek, 255.
45 Hahn, Bibliothek, 185.
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the opposite way Theodoret employs the two expressions. Arius asserted that the Son
is immutable by simultaneously establishing His subordination to the Father as His
perfect creature, although the term Kxlapa for Arius was not equivalent with
7toir|pa.47 Nevertheless, he presupposed the existence of a second immutable ouaia
or tpuaiq of the Son different from the Father's own essence. Theodoret argues the
other way around: the Son is unchanging exactly because He is partaker of the only
divine ouata and cpuaiq (shared by His Father and the Spirit), which is immutable.
For the Bishop of Cyrus the concept of a created immutable nature or essence, as
Arius intends to interpret the being of the Son, is a contradiction in itself.
Therefore, one of the Son's specific qualities in relation to the Father is that He is
yevvritoq (over against the Father being dysvvrixoq). This quality of the Son
distinguishes Him from His Father. Further, He is dnadcoc; yevvr|dsi<;, as opposed
to human begetting. This latter epithet identifies the Son as the only impassibly
begotten divine being in opposition to all other begetting. Theodoret now turns to
employ two biblical titles of Jesus Christ in order to explain the difference between
the Son's eternal begetting and the becoming human of the Word in time.
Only-begotten and Firstborn
The Word is named Son, since He is the One born without torment from the Father.
In Ch. 10 Theodoret asserts that the Son is sk xou naxpoq ysvvr]x(3q nposX&cbv.
Both latter expressions are important, since the Son indeed comes forth from the
Father, but He is forthcoming through begetting. This is opposed to the Holy Spirit's
procession without being begotten. The author stresses that the Word is called God
because of being a partaker of the paternal nature [xrjq 7taxpxicfj<; (puaseoq
pexsxeov]. The entire imagery of the Son being the eIkcov and reflection of God
mentioned in Ch. 6 returns here. Theodoret asserts that He, the divine Word called
Son, remains the unchangeable image of the begetting God [dmpdMaKxoq sIkcov
UTtapxcov xou 0sou ysvvf|aavxoq] (col. 1160A). He continues:
47
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Now concerning the God-Word one should believe, that He is Only-
Begotten, who was born as One of the One in a unique way [povoq sk
povoo, Kai povoxpoTtcoq yevvr|dei<;]; He is the reflection of [God's]
glory, representing the Father in Himself and being always together with
His Begetter [del ctovcov too ysvvf|aavTT], like the brightness with the
light. He is the express image of [God's] Person, who should be
confessed not as a mere [divine] power [pf| i|/iA,f|v svspyeiav], but
rather a living hypostasis [^coaav onoaTaaTv], who in Himself fully
portrays His Begetter (col. 1160A).
The beginning of the announcement above is a clear reiteration of Nicaea's (pcoq sk
(pcoxoq with all its implications. The Son's quality to represent the Father in Himself
[ev aoxcp tov riatEpa bsticvuq] will also be given great importance in Ch. 16.
The Pauline expression xapaxxfip unoaxdcTsax; is a direct premise for Theodoret's
unmistakable statement concerning the Son's personal, i.e. hypostatic existence: pi)
\jnA,fiv svepysiav, aAAa ^akrav onoCTxaatv tov Beov Aoyov sivat
niaxsuaqq. This shows again the influence of the Cappadocians' Neo-Nicene
hypostasis model, but not only.48 On one hand, the emphasis upon OTtocrcaaiq over
against a mere and impersonal evspysia shows Theodoret's concern to confer a
proper and real personhood to the divine Word. On the other hand, the grammatical
implications of the closure of the fragment might throw some light upon Theodoret's
concept of divine DTtoaxaCTtq.
As it appears in the text, it is the UTtooxaaiq of the Word (and not the Word this
time), which (or rather: who) in Himself fully portrays His Begetter: ^cooav
urcoaxaaiv tov 0sov Aoyov eivat Tuaxsuoqq, oA,ov sv eauxfj tov
yEwqaavxa bsiKvoaav (note the feminine singular of saoxf) and of SsxKvuaav).
This can only mean that the unooxaaiq of the Word for Theodoret is the Word
Himself, i.e. His very personal being. Moreover, the idea of the UKoaxaatq
portraying the Begetter in Himself leads to the likely conclusion that the unoaxaaiq
of the Word is understood by Theodoret to have been begotten by the unoaxaatq of
48 Basil of Caesarea was among the first to elaborate a Trinitarian tpsti; urcociTdaEu; model. In Ch.
18 of his De Spiritu Sancto, Basilius writes: el<; 0so<; Kai naxf|p Kai elg povoyevr|<; Yio<; Kai
ev riveopa ayiov. cekdaxr|v xcov OTOaxdascov povayooq e£,ayysAAopsv (SC 17,404).
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the Father. It can hardly be otherwise, since the fatherhood is the recognised peculiar
15i6tti<; of the Father in the same fashion as the sonship is the i5ioxr|<; of the Son.
These particular attributes are not represented by the common divine ouaia or
(puaiq, since that is the basis of the essential sameness of the divine Persons. It is
then the 67100x0011; (and the Ttpoootmov) of each Person within the Trinity, which
(or rather: who) carries these attributes. Thus, the Father is Father in His vnomauxq
and not in his ouoia. It would seem logical then that the origin of the Son's
OTtooxaoic; is to be found not in the common divine ouoia, but rather in the
U7t6oxaoi<; of the Father. Despite the likeliness of this deduction, we cannot settle
the matter since Theodoret does not discuss it in any detail.
Whatever was the reason for Theodoret's formulation above, it made at least one
thing clear: namely that for him the U7iooxaotq as being an active subject of
predication with personhood is conceivable. In my opinion, the term unooxaotc;
here is closest in meaning to the Latin 'persona'. One possible reason why Theodoret
could identify this term with Tipoaamov in his late Christology was perhaps this
early yet consistent belief that the Word is indeed a C,<x>aa vnoaxaaxq, a living
Person, with the most emphatic and acute meaning of the aorist participle.
It might be argued, however, that vnocxaaxq here refers merely to the divine Word
Himself and not to the entire Person of Jesus Christ, thus suggesting that Theodoret
in fact proclaims a Nestorian union of two U7ioaxdasi<; in the Incarnation. If this
were so, it would follow that in the second treatise we should be able to find a clear
statement or hint concerning the union of two OTioaxacrsK;, i.e. of the divine Word
and of the human person respectively in the one 7tp6a(onov of Jesus Christ. There is
no such suggestion in either tract. One has to remember also that not long before
writing them, Theodoret refuted Cyril's second anathema, which contained the
expression evcoctk; icaO' UTioaxaatv. His silence over the issue in De incarnatione,
including the avoidance ofU7ioaxaatq in his Christology again might be regarded as
befitting the generally irenical purpose of both treatises.
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Returning now to the two biblical titles of the Incarnate Lord, we observe that by
paralleling Movoy£vf|q with rcpcoxoxoicoq Theodoret tries to evince the twofold
nature or being of His one Person, as follows:
Yet the term 'Firstborn' is the name of the dispensation [xfjq
oiicovopiaq ovopa] and not of the divine nature [ouk sort xfjq daiac;
(poa£(o<;]. Because how would it be possible for the God-Word to be
Only-begotten and Firstborn also? For the two names are contradictory:
the 'Only-begotten' denotes the sole descendant [xov povov
ysvvr]d£vxa], whereas 'Firstborn' indicates the one born before others
[xov rcpo Exapcov x£%d£vxa], thus preceding them with [His] birth.
Hence, the God-Word does not have a brother, since He is Only-
begotten. But how could the Firstborn be the One who alone was born of
the Father? Therefore, it is evident, that the name 'Firstborn' belongs to
the dispensation (col. 1160AB).
In the above text the meaning of oiicovopia is a rather interesting yet hardly
determinable issue. It seems to denote the act of the union of the Word with the
manhood and its result. At least we can say that Theodoret does not formulate in
such concrete terms here as in e.g. the Formula of Sardica, which bluntly opposes
the Word to the human being:
opoAoyoupav Movoyevfj icai TTpcoxoxoKOV, aAAa Movoycvfj xov
Aoyov, oq ttcxvxoxe fjv xai aaxtv ev xcp ITaxpi, xo- npcoxoxoKog
8e xqj dvdpoorap (Hahn, Bibliothek, 189).
Theodoret tries to clarify the Trinitarian and Christological function of the two
biblical titles. Taking into account the significance of'naming', we might say that by
ascribing rcpcoxoxoKoq to the oiicovopia, he suggests two different things:
• first, he defends the Word's unique begetting by the Father;
• second, he wants to evince the very fact of the Word's becoming human.
In this attempt, however, one could again raise the doubt whether Theodoret applies
these two terms to as it were two uniting subjects or persons, thus again using
Nestorian language. The answer to the question probably is that on one hand
Theodoret is primarily concerned with the defence of the Son's divine begetting by
the Father, which is and has to be entirely different from any human begetting. We
have seen how Arius could apply even the terms dxp£7ixoq and dva^Xotooxoq to the
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Son and still uphold His being the Kxiapa of the Father. Further, this begetting of
the Father - as Theodoret sees it - is absolutely unique: no other begetting or
forthcoming is to be likened to it, not even the procession of the Holy Spirit, as we
shall see. That is probably why Theodoret is careful in not using the term 'Firstborn'
referring solely to the Word of God, since it might imply that our creation as God's
own image could also be regarded as being somewhat similar to the Word's 'Arian
begetting', i.e. His being created, a thought he vehemently refuses. 'The God-Word
does not have a brother, thus being Only-begotten' - he says. The term abeXcpoq here
indeed comprises its literal meaning: it denotes the one, who came out of the same
5sA,(pu<; (womb). The God-Word, as the Only-begotten of the Father, does not have
'brothers' in the sense that the Father had begotten Him only ahead of all times.
Hence, it also follows that our being the children of God cannot be interpreted as a
'natural' condition. It is rather our adoption as God's children through Christ.
Theodoret invokes a few biblical texts to support his argumentation like
Romans 8:29 (concerning the Son being 'the Firstborn among many brethren') and
says, 'But whose brothers are the believers according to nature? Not of the God-
Word, but of the manhood of the same nature, since they are fashioned akin to it'
(col. 1160B). The shadow of a Nestorian interpretation of these two titles is removed
in De Trinitate, when Theodoret refuses any idea of a separation within Christ the
Word incarnate based on these two appellations, as follows:
By no means do we say that the Only-begotten is a different [person]
from the Firstborn, but rather we [confess] Him as the same [person],
although not for the same [reason] [ouk aAAov 5e xov Movoyevrj,
tcai dXXov xov npcoxoxoKov elvai (papev, dXXd xov auxov, ou
Kaxa xo auxo 5s] (col. 1160C).
This is how Theodoret distinguishes the person from the nature, i.e. the 'who' from
the 'what'. He calls the incarnate Word both as Only-begotten and as Firstborn xov
auxov (as the Chalcedonense will do twenty years later), i.e. the same person. This
is shown by the masculine accusative singular. The neuter accusative singular in the
second part of his statement (ou Kaxa xo auxo 5s) can by no means refer to a
person. Theodoret then explains the biblical usage and meaning of the two terms:
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For He is named Only-Begotten according to [His] primeval birth
[dvoodev ysvvriaiv], and called Firstborn, who first relieved the pains of
the life-giving birth. That is why He is also named Firstborn from the
dead, being the first risen, and the One who opens the gates of death. He
is the Firstborn of the whole creation also, who being born first in the
new creation, renewed it by His birth (col. 1160C).
The above passage again refers to one subject, who covopaaxai, K£KA,r|xai,
ovopa^eaxai both Only-begotten and Firstborn, the naming being Theodoret's own
way to attribute properties to a subject even in the ontological sense. The first and the
last sentence reaffirms his belief in the double begetting of the same subject: the
Only-begotten Kaxa xf]v avcodev yew-penv is again xfj Kcuvrj Kxiaei xexdeiq, a
new creation, which He then renews by His being yevvriffetq. Our author was aware
of the Arian interpretation of Colossians 1:15, since he intensely refuses any such
thought in the closing passage of Ch. 10:
Yet if those who are stubborn - who esteem the content higher than the
persuasion - said about the God-Word [Himself], that He is 'the Firstborn
of every creature': we laugh at their ignorance. Since we accept this
similarly, thus to display what is the best of many, the truth, which is
with us. For He is the Firstborn [of the whole creation], but He is not
labelled 'the first creature' of the whole creation. Therefore it is evident
that He was begotten indeed before the whole creation, and nothing
precedes the Son, but He had always been together with the Father, and
had existed before the whole creation. The entire nature of the creatures
is of course subsequent, since He brought it into being (col. 1160D).
Theodoret does two different things simultaneously. He reaffirms his acceptance of
the biblical term 'Firstborn' as referring to the Word of God Himself
[auyxoopfiaogev 5s opcoq], but adds at the same time that this acceptance is not an
adherence to an Arian interpretation. On the contrary: the conspicuous distinction
between 7ipooxox6ico<; and npooxoKxiaxoq makes it evident that the reason why our
author had to distinguish between the two biblical titles was to resist any other
concept than begetting concerning the Word's origin, and not to determine two
different subjects i.e. persons within the Person of the Incarnate. This seems to serve
Theodoret's previously mentioned double goal, i.e. to defend the Word's unique
begetting by the Father on one hand, and to evince the very fact of the Word's
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becoming human on the other. We find here the returning argument concerning the
ontological difference between God's (puatq and the (puaiq of all creation.
Reciprocal knowledge between Father and Son
Starting from Ch. 11, various arguments are presented in support of the Son's
equality with His Father. First of these is the indispensable equality ofknowledge:
In order to demonstrate the equality of the Father with the Son, we
should start with the Lord's teaching itself: 'no one knows the Son, but
the Father; neither knows anyone the Father, except the Son, and any one
to whom the Son wishes to reveal Him' [Matthew 11:27]. Which is the
more evident expression of these? He says 'the knowledge [f] yvcoaiq] is
equal to us, for I know the Father, and am known through Him; hence the
Father knows me, He being also known through me. The whole creation,
however, is excluded from our knowledge. For how could that be
possible, that whosoever does not share our nature [xrj<g (puascoq fipcov
ou Koivcovouaav] would be partaker of our knowledge [Koivoavrjaou
xfjq yv&jasax;]? Yet some [people] do get a small share of that insight,
because I reveal to those whom I want to the [things] concerning the
knowledge of the Father, like in a mirror, enigmatically' (col. 1161 A).
It is again the ontological difference between the uncreated divine (puaiq and the
created (pucnq of all creatures, which is our author's main concern here. This
difference of nature is the dividing wall between the divine knowledge ofGod in His
Trinitarian existence and the knowledge of all His creatures. The fact that it is the
Son, the speaking Lord [Koptoq] who reveals [a7toKaA,U7rt(o] some of the yvwcnq
concerning the Father throws a little light also on Theodoret's view concerning our
knowledge of God. He seems convinced that the only way for us to understand our
heavenly Father is through His Son, who teaches us in the Scriptures. Theodoret's
view of the human attainment of dsoyvcocna is thus rooted in and derives from the
Father-Son relationship of the New Testament.
The subsequent passages ofCh. 11 stress the basic difference between the knowledge
and thus the nature ofCreator and creation. Theodoret is consistent in his affirmation
concerning the Son's ultimate equality with His Father. The returning exclamation
'what kind of place does [the notion of] the smaller and the greater have?' would
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normally be interpreted as a consistent zeal in resisting any Arian
subordinationism.49 Nevertheless, it is more than that. It is our author's intention to
refute Apollinaris also. As he affirms in his later work Haereticarum fabularum
compendium (written around 452-53),50 Apollinaris was 'the inventor of great,
greater and greatest' within the Trinity:
For his [i.e. Apollinaris's] invention [aupapa] is 'the Great, Greater and
Greatest' [to Maya, pel^ov, peytaxov]; thus the Spirit is Great, the
Son is Greater and the Father is the Greatest. Now, what could be more
ridiculous than this? For if there is one essence of the Trinity [ei yap
piav elvat xfyq Tptaboc; Tpv ouatav], which they say exists, how
can [it] assume the same [essence] both smaller and greater [mug xqv
auxf|v Kai apiicpdv icai psydA/r|v u7tetA,r|(p£v]? (PG 83, 425C).
Thus, the returning exclamations and rhetorical questions concerning to pat^ov
xai to sXaxxov in chapters 12, 13, 16, and 17 are directed not only against Arius,
but against Apollinaris also. In Ch. 11 ofDe Trinitate the author continues:
Thus, there is equality [iaoxqq] and by no means creature and Creator,
but rather Father and Son. That is why [the Scripture] uses these names
[xa ovopaxa] so that from them we would learn the sameness [of their
holders] [ex toov ovopdxcov padcopav xf]v xaux6xr|Ta]. For He says:
'no one knows the Son, but the Father; neither knows anyone the Father,
except the Son.' The saying 'no one' denotes the creation [xiyv Kxiatv],
The exclusion of the creatures, however, points to the One remaining
above the creatures, being naturally united with His Begetter [batKvuat
xov pevovxa xoov Kxiapaxoov urcapxepov, xcp 5e yevvfiaavxt
(poatKooq auvrippevov] (col. 1161C).
The fact that the Father-Son relationship of the Scripture is Theodoret's starting point
to interpret most of the issues involved here is underlined by his ontological use of
the idea of naming. As he says, we can learn the sameness of Father and Son from
the ovopaxa. The primary ontological connection between a father and his son is
49 In fact, all Theodoret's arguments concerning the equality of knowledge, power, worship etc.
converge towards his main refusal of the notions 'superior and inferior' regarding the relationship of
the unocTTdcreu; of the Trinity. The influence of the first chapters of Athanasius' Third oration
against the Arians can also be felt both in Theodoret's resistance against these notions and in the way
he interprets 'I and the Father are one' in Ch. 12 and 'I am in the Father and the Father in me' in Ch. 16.
50 Glenn Melvin Cope, 'An Analysis of the Heresiological Method of Theodoret of Cyrus in the
Haereticarum Fabularum Compendium' (unpublished doctoral dissertation, The Catholic University
ofAmerica, Washington D. C., 1990), 45-53.
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undoubtedly their sameness of essence and nature. Theodoret's unexpressed anti-
Arian argument here is similar to the one of Hilary of Poitiers, i.e. that there is no
point in calling the Father Father and the Son Son ifwe do not consider them having
the same essence. Thus the Son for Arius is not truly the Son, since he [Arius] denies
the sine qua non of the Son's being Son, namely that He shares the same ouata and
(puatq with the Father.
In the last sentence of the passage, Theodoret comes to assert what we could label as
being his Trinitarian understanding of a 'natural union'. He does not use the Cyrilline
svooctk; cpuatKq in Christology, since he confesses two (poasiq within Christ.
Nevertheless, he can clearly speak of a 'natural union' of the Father and the Son,
since in the Trinity the 7tpoaco7ta and the {moaxdaeiq are different, yet the divine
(pooiq is the same. Thus, the Son is x(5 yevvqaavxt (puaiiccoq cruvqppevoc;.
In the second part of this chapter, Theodoret asks the question concerning the manner
of interpreting Scripture: eiTUXxcocrav oi xfjq aA/qftslaq sx^P°C XP1! T1lv
dsiav avayivoocnceiv Tpatpqv, xcp ypappaxx axspyetv, q xqv svvoiav
epsuvav; (col. 1161C). He gives here a 'veritable leqon d'exegese doctrinale', as
Guinot described it, by showing that even the literal sense of the text proves the
absurdity of the heretic reasoning.51 In doing this, our author again identifies o
Aearcoxqq Xpiaxoq with the Son of the Father, saying: 7tepi psv yap eaoxoo o
Aecmoxqc; Xpiaxoq eircoov, oxt ouSeiq yivoocncst xov Ylov, ei pq o naxqp
(col. 1161D). This passage, for example, would not fit into the scheme of the
aforementioned Arian syllogism, since it cannot be claimed that the above assertion
about the Son identified with the Master Christ is merely a predication Kaxa tpucriv.
Ch. 11 concludes with the affirmation that although both Father and Son are
similarly unintelligible, yet they reveal the knowledge for the sight of faith.
Theodoret sees our approach towards and understanding of the Father - including the
entire dsoyvcoata - exclusively through the Son, who for him is o Aecj7i6xq<;
Xpiaxoq of the New Testament.
51 Jean-Noel Guinot, 'L'Expositio et le traite...', 55.
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Equality of power
The Son's equality with the Father is extended to their Suvapic;: 'Therefore, those
whose knowledge is equal, have equal power also. And those who have equal power
obviously have one essence as well' (col. 1164B). Theodoret continues:
'I and the Father are one.' Hence, if we follow again [the text] literally,
we shall see that the Son is mentioned first [6\|/opsOa xov Ylov
7tpoT£TaYpsvov]. For He says 'I and the Father' and not 'the Father and
I'. Thus He shows the two persons and proclaims the sameness of the
nature. With the statement 'I and the Father' He indicated the number of
personal entities, and with the addition '[we] are one' He evinced the
invariability of the [same] power (col. 1164D).
The above exemplifies Theodoret's accurate usage of terms as well as his intention of
finding proper synonyms. As he says, the Son Ssi^aq Tpv xeov rcpoaamwv SuaSa,
EKtipo^e Tpv xrjq cpuCTSCoq xauTOxqia. Thus, the Father and Son are two
rcpocrcorca, but they share the same (puoiq. He then adduces that the Son tov
aptdpov toov otroaxactscov £af|pav£, i.e. He indicated the number of
U7ioaxd.CT£t<;. Here the terms Ttpoaoonov and urcoaxaatq are equated, which is
consistent with Chalcedon's subsequent interpretation. The Son to xrjq Suvapaooq
£8f)A,coa£v dnapaXXaKTOv. Thus, the Sovapiq of Father and Son is common,
being the common Sovapiq of the divine (poaxq or ooaia. Theodoret also shows a
proper way of using pia cpoaxq in OaoAoyla, i.e. expressing the one nature of the
Trinity:
Therefore those who have equal knowledge [yvoocnq], power [Suvapiq]
and will [PouAriaiq], obviously have one nature also [xouxcov
8t|A,ov6ti Kai f| (puaiq pia] (col. 1165A).
Ch. 13 reinforces the above by other biblical arguments. Both the servitude and the
dominance are the Son's very own: because of their equality, the Father and the Son
contain each other reciprocally and it is impossible for a creature to contain God.52
52 This interesting argument points ahead to a late dispute between the Lutheran 'finitum capax infiniti'
and the so-called extra Calvinisticum. In his study, Der Ausgang der altkirchlichen Christologie
(1957), 52, W. Elert designates the axiom finitum non capax infiniti as being the essential mark of
Antiochene Christology. Cf. Luise Abramowski, 'The Theology of Theodore of Mopsuestia' in
Formula and Context: Studies in Early Christian Thought (Aldershot: Variorum, 1992), 1-36 (p. 34).
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Equality of worship
The term 7ipoaKuvr|oi<; occurs several times in De Trinitate, and although it is
comprised in a short chapter (14), the question of equal worship [iacmpia] due to
the Father and to the Son represents an important issue for Theodoret. His main
argument here is that both the Father and the Son draw those saved to each other.
Thus, they deserve equal worship. This is a further argument against Trinitarian
subordinationism53 and can be traced back again to the Cappadocians. In his Oratio
42 Gregory Nazianzen writes, AibaaKS npooKuvsiv 0eov tov naxspa, 0sov
tov Yiov, 0sov to nvsupa to aytov, sv Tpiaiv unoaTaaeaiv, sv pta So^rj
ts Kai xapjipottitt (PG 36, 477A).
Sameness of nature and of essence
Theodoret consecrates two long chapters (No. 15 and 16) and a shorter one (No. 17)
in order to give adequate answers to these issues. Using various biblical examples of
sending (Jacob to Mesopotamia, Joseph to find his brothers, Jonathan by David etc.),
Theodoret shows that the Arian and Eunomian concept of the Father being the sender
and the Son being the One sent does not mean that the Son is inferior to His Father in
respect of nature. Further, Theodoret employs this biblical language concerning the
sending ofChrist in order to prepare his Christological expose:
If the sender is in Him and with Him [ev aoTtp, Kai auv auToo], where
is the inferiority [f] euxsAsia] of the one being sent? From where and to
which place was sent the One who fills all? Hence, the word 'sending'
[dnoaToAfi] suggests a change of location. But if the Father and the Son
fill all, then neither did the Father send the Son to those whom He
apparently was away from, nor did the Son go from one specific place to
another. Thus nothing remains, but that the sending [of the Son] is to be
taken as referring to the assumed manhood (col. 1168D-1169A).
The beginning of the passage shows on one hand that the sending of the Son indeed
does not make Him inferior to His Father. On the other hand, though, it is the
See section 4.5.2 Communicatio idiomatum or communicatio onomaton? in Ch. 4 of the present work.
53 It is worth mentioning that the concept of equality of worship is a basic argument for Theodoret to
show the sameness of the Father's and the Son's nature and essence in the subsequent chapters. The
counterpart of this reasoning is the 'union of worship' of the one Christ. See section 4.5.5 The union of
worship - the 'cultic prosopon' in Ch. 4 of the present work.
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question of the Word's divine omnipresence before and after His union with the
assumed manhood, which is also at stake here. Our author had already addressed this
issue in Ch. 10 of the Expositio, where he had said about the Word having come
down to us, yet without leaving heaven: o Aoyoq [...] tcov obpavtov ouk
arcoaxaq, npoq f|pa<; KaxsAfiAudsv (PG 6, 1224C).54
Theodoret's basic understanding of the difference between the infinite divine ouaia
and the finite and limited human ouaia resounds both in the Expositio and in De
Trinitate. According to him, the Son in His infinite divine ouaia cannot be said to
move place. He is everywhere in respect of His own divine essence. Nevertheless,
His union with the manhood in the Incarnation is and must be a real one, otherwise
we undoubtedly introduce two personal entities or subjects in the oiicovopia.
Theodoret solves the problem substantially in the same way in both works. In the
Expositio he approaches it from the perspective of the Word's divine omnipresence,
whereas in De Trinitate from the viewpoint of the finite character of the manhood.
Both arguments work towards the same end: first, the Word does not have to leave
heaven in order to unite with the manhood. Second, the manhood does not have to
receive the property of omnipresence from the divine ouaia of the Word in order to
be in full union with the Aoyoq. Theodoret does not make use here of communicatio
idiomatum - as Luther will do in quite an original manner eleven centuries later - in
order to uphold the union within the oiicovopia. The assertion of Christ's fleshly
omnipresence in the fifth century would have definitely meant an inadmissible
Kpaaiq, an intermingling of the two natures, and would have been labelled as
Apollinarianism even by the Alexandrian party. Theodoret therefore says that it must
be fj avaA-ricpdsiar] avdp(07toxr|<; which is said to have been sent.55
Returning now to Theodoret's understanding of the connection between the Father
and the Incarnate Word, in Ch. 15 ofDe Trinitate we find him applying the analogy
of the image and archetype to the relationship between Jesus Christ and His heavenly
54 Cf. Otto, Iustini Opera, 34.
55
See section 4.5.2 Communicatio idiomatum or communicatio onomaton? in Ch. 4 of this work.
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Father. As he says: a7ioP>.£V|/avx£<; xoivov xf]v eIkovoi, vof|aa)p£v to
apxeTunov (col. 1169A). This analogy again leads him to conclude:
Thus the Father and the Son have one essence, which is recognised and
confessed on the basis of the same image. Therefore while previously
[we spoke about] two human beings, in a similar fashion here [we speak
about] God and God, [about] Father and Son, and by the names
themselves they already show the sameness of [their] nature [mi
auxoiq xotq ovopacn 5tiA.o0vt£<; xrj<; (poacax; xf]v xauxoxr|xa]. For
neither does the true God differ in nature from the true God, nor is the
Son different from Him, being the Son ofGod (col. 1169B).
From the context of the passage - which, as Theodoret puts it, is f) Epprjveia xoov
AaarcoTtKoov prpaxcov - it seems that the pia eIkoov referred to in the first
sentence is the image of Christ. This pia eIkcov is the basis for recognising and
confessing the pia ouaia of Father and Son. The ontological significance ofovopa
comes again to play its part. The Bishop of Cyrus deduces the sameness of divine
essence directly from the names 'Father' and 'Son'. These names show the sameness
of the divine (puatq literally 'by themselves'. Further, regarding the unity of Christ's
person, Theodoret states that the eIkcov - in this case the human image of Jesus
Christ - is the very image ofGod Himself.
This idea is carried forward through the entire chapter and the following one.
Theodoret first affirms Nicaea's key expression:
Behold again, how the coessentiality [xo opoouoxov] is manifested! For
He says: 'If you had known me, you would have known my Father also.'
But [something] having one essence cannot be recognised through
another one with a different essence. [...] Hence, if the Only-begotten
Word is God's creation belonging to the non-existent [creatures], and if
concerning nature He was begotten by somebody else [rather than by
God the Father], then with what kind of authenticity can He exhibit the
Father in Himself? But if the Father is known through the Son, and he
who knows the Son knows the Father also, then let all blasphemous
tongues be bridled, and cleave to the roof of their mouth according to
[the words of] the prophet.56 We, however, the worshippers of the
Trinity, hereby receive the accurate teaching of coessentiality,
maintaining that the Father cannot be recognised in the Son in any other
fashion, except ifHe shared the same essence (col. 1169CD).
56 Psalm 137:6 (LXX: Psalm 136:6).
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We have already cited a part of the above passage earlier concerning Theodoret's
understanding of the limits of human analogies in reference to the divine being (e.g.
the eternal fatherhood) of God. Here the Bishop of Cyrus starts again from a biblical
statement of Christ in order to advocate the Nicene opoouaia of the Son with the
Father. Being an heir of the Neo-Nicene tradition of the Cappadocians, Theodoret
also uses the distinction between the one divine ouata and the three UTioaxdasiq.
The defence of the Nicene key-expression against Arius is by no means a separate
issue from the Incarnation, but a crucial part of our author's perception of Christ's
very being. Theodoret does not remain on the more or less sterile ground of
Trinitarian doctrine, but whilst applying the previous analogy of the image, he
identifies the Person of the Son with the Person of Christ in the passage concerning
Philip's question in John 14:6-11. One of Theodoret's favourite arguments is to quote
the words of Christ Himself (labelled as Asanoxxicd pr|pdxa), who teaches the
listeners about His own divinity, i.e. about His being the Son of God indeed.
Theodoret uses the words of the Lord addressed to Philip as proof of His
coessentiality with the Father, implying that the speaking Master is the Son of God
incarnate. The following argument - in which the author comments on John 14:6-11
- points towards his fundamental understanding ofChrist being the Word Himself:
What can be clearer than these words? What can be more evident than
this teaching? [...] We, however, should listen to the Lord, who says: 'If
you had known me, you would have known my Father also: henceforth
you know Him, and have seen Him.' [...] He was the eyewitness of the
Father, as the Father was observable in Him. Philip did not understand
this, and asked Him, saying: 'show us Your Father, and it suffices us.'
And he was not praised, since he craved to see 'the superior one' [psi^ov
ibsxv £7tiflofif|aa<;] in the manner of the heretics. He was reprehended
instead, for failing to recognise the Father in the Son. 'Have I been so
long time with you' He said, 'and yet you do not know me, Philip?'
Hence, Philip craved to see the Father, not Him. Why was he
reprehended then as if he had not recognised the Son? [Jesus] throws
light upon the cause of the admonition in the following part [of His
answer]: 'He who has seen me has seen my Father; how can you say then,
"Show us the Father?'" For I am different, He says, [from the Father],
regarding personhood, but not according to the nature [exspoq elpi,
(pr|alv, mxa xo Tipooamov, ou raxa xf]v cpuaxv], I bear the Father
wholly within myself, since I am the unaltered seal of my Begetter, the
express image of His person, [in a word] the natural portrait [eliccov
(puoiKT]] coexisting with my Begetter (col. 1172C-1173A).
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It is beyond doubt that the Incarnate Word, the Master Christ, is the One who speaks
here, and He is the same Person said to have been too rTarpoq dsaitiq, who bears
his Father wholly within Himself, thus making Him observable, who is not inferior to
the Father, but rather is the express image of His person, who is no different from the
Only-begotten Son of God, but who is different from the Father Kara to
npoaconov, being at the same time identical to His Father Kara Tpv (puaiv. The
terms 7tp6aa)7tov and cpuCTtq in the statement ETspoq sipi Kara to npoooonov,
ov Kara Tpv cpuatv cannot be interpreted otherwise than in their Trinitarian sense,
i.e. the Ttpoaoonov denoting the ibtorriq of the Son in relation to his Father (as a
synonym for unoaTaaig) and the (pooii; being the common element of their
sameness. It seems quite likely that the Kupioq, who teaches His disciples in John
14:6-11, is regarded here by the exegete to be none else ontologically than the
Ttpoaomov of the second Person of the Trinity. The amassing of epithets referring to
the speaking Lord seems to emphasise the same thing: the Master Christ is atppayiq
too ysvvf|aavTo<; drtapdAAaKToc;, He is the xapaKTip Tfjq too FtaTpoq
07roCTTdasco<;, and most emphatically, He is the eIkgov (poaiKq too ysvvrioavTi
aovo7tdpxooaa. Hence, a natural portrait or image of God the Father can be
perceived only if it is the very human image of Christ. The entire admonition of
Philip is based fully on this point: he is reprehended exactly because he failed to
recognise the Father in the Son, i.e. in his Teacher and Master, the Word of God
incarnate. That is why Theodoret puts the following words also into Christ's mouth:
So if you want to see Him [eketvov] [i.e. the Father], [just] look at me,
and you will see [us] both [EKdrspov oi)/si], yet not with the eyes of the
body, but with the eyes of faith. With the eyes of faith, however, you
[will see] to such an extent that you would recognise the works [Taq
svEpyslaq], but not the nature nor the essence [06 tt|v cpuatv, f] Tryv
odaiav]: for these things surpass the grasp of every mind (col. 1173A).
It seems very unlikely that the author of the above passages would accept any
interpretation according to which the Incarnate Lord were different from the Only-
begotten Son of God or were inferior to the Father Himself. This is perhaps the
reason why Theodoret as a careful exegete follows vigilantly the Pauline teaching of
1 Corinthians 13:12 ('for now we see through a glass, darkly'), and suggests that the
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seeing of Christ by His apostles was not yet the 'face to face' meeting with the divine
essence, since that shall be revealed to humankind only at the end of the times.
Nevertheless, the human image of the Son of God is sufficient for the believer to
contemplate the works [xaq evepystac;] of God and to recognise Jesus Christ as
being His Only-begotten through the eyes of faith. I can see no other way to interpret
Theodoret's putting the statement yvcovat xaq evepyeiaq, ou xqv cpoaiv, q xqv
ouCTtav into the mouth of the Lord. The believer is said to recognise the works but
not the cpoCTiq or the ouata, yet not because the nature and the essence are absent
from Christ, but rather because these divine features surpass the grasp of the human
vouq. Theodoret reinforces this by explaining Christ's words in John 14:10-11:
Thus if these [works] are ascribed [(pdeyysxai] to the Father, and the
Father remains [pivst] in Him, as well as He in the Father; and if he who
sees [o scopaKcbq] and knows [o yivcbaKcov] Him, had seen and known
the Father also, then it is evident for all having common sense, that the
Father and the Son have one nature, and the Son is in possession of
everything which belongs to the Father. For nobody else manifested the
Father in Himself [but the Son], neither possessed everything - except
fatherhood itself - like the Father. Hence, fatherhood is the Father's
attribute [Ibiov], as the sonship belongs to the Son (col. 1173AB).
Apart from its reinforcement of the previous observations, the last sentence of the
passage gives us an idea of how Theodoret made the heritage of the Cappadocians an
integral part of his theological thinking. According to Theodoret's masters the
iSioxqq of each divine Person is carried by the urcoaxaaiq and not by the common
divine ouaia, thus fatherhood is the iStov of the Father, the sonship is the i8iov of
the Son. At the end ofDe Trinitate Theodoret asserts that concerning the Trinity we
believe piav ouoiav ev xpiaiv i5toxr|aiv yvcopt^opsvriv. It is by the i5ioxr|<;
of each orcoaxaatq that the divine Person can be recognised and identified.
The equality of Father and Son (i.e. of Christ the incarnate Word) is proven in Ch. 17
by the use of the term 'glorification'. Theodoret refutes the heretical thought
according to which the one who glorifies is greater than the glorified, saying at the
end of a reductio ad absurdum, that both the Father and the Son are said to glorify
and to be glorified. Thus, they have to be equal. The Son having been glorified by the
Father does not receive anything in addition to what He had always possessed before
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all times. The imagery reminds us again of the Word's being o cov. Theodoret points
at the eternal onooxaaiq of the Word within the Person ofChrist:
For the One who had been glorified did not receive what He did not
possess [before], but what He had possessed [sl^ev], [The Lord] teaches
this in the same place, saying [John 17:5]. Thus if He had had this glory
before the world was made, how could He ask to receive something,
which He always had? (col. 1173D)
If at any point within Theodoret's teaching on the Trinity a weighty importance was
conferred on the identification of the eternal Word and Son of God with the Person
of Jesus Christ, then these chapters concerning their sameness of essence and nature
are certainly among them. Their length and meticulous reasoning shows that this
issue was by no means a peripheral question for the author. Moreover, the last
chapter on the Son, concerned with the sameness of the divine dominion is based
entirely on these previous arguments.
Sameness of dominion
To conclude the discussion concerning the equality of Father and Son, Theodoret
asserts that their dominion has to be the same, since it belongs to the common ouala
and cpocrtq. He resists the concept of Origen, who delimited the various areas of
activity of the divine Persons, restricting by stages the dominion of Christ and of the
Spirit in comparison with the Father. Commenting on John 17:10 Theodoret writes:
He does not want to divide the common dominion [oo xfiv Korvqv
Statpcov SsCT7ioT£tav]; neither does He want to show things different
from the Father. But because those who have poured all blasphemous
words upon [God's] Only-begotten are claiming that He merely accepts,
and the Father is the one who gives, [the Lord] makes clear that He is
retaining the same dominion with the Father over everything. 'All mine
are thine and thine are mine' He says. He does not teach the division [oo
xf]v Siatpscnv] of the dominion but rather the commonness [xo
koxvov] of the dominion [xrjq Ssanoxsiaq] (col. 1176A).
Thus, f| SsaTioxeia does not have three forms to suit the three divine hypostases. It
does not belong to the category of the iSioxqq ofjust one hypostasis, but it is rather
the koivov of the divine essence. Therefore, Christ is in possession of all which is
ontologically proper to the obaia of the Father, since He is opoooaioq with Him.
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3.3.2 Conclusion
It seems to result from the above that Theodoret's concept concerning the Person of
the Son is primarily motivated by his dynamic view of the genetic Father-Son
relationship within the Holy Trinity as it appears in Scripture. The Son's specific
names and titles gain ontological importance and do not stand alone, but are a result
of a relationship between the divine hypostases. In Theodoret's view it is
undoubtedly the Son through whom the children of God recognise their heavenly
Father and get an insight into the svepysia of the Trinity.
Although his notion of the divine ouaia and (puatc; is rooted in the principle of
God's impassibility, in his biblical exegesis with the outlook towards the dsoA,oyia
Theodoret does not seem to find any difficulty in identifying the unooxaaiq of the
Son with the Person of Jesus Christ. Nevertheless, certain issues remain, on which he
will be able to make his point clear only from a Christological and soteriological
perspective. This Trinitarian teaching on the Son bears some obvious marks of the
author's intense theological struggle against Arianism and Apollinarianism. In his
effort to resist these challenges, Theodoret normally appeals to biblical exegesis, by
the help of which he tries to interpret the tradition he inherited. He also develops the
terminology in order to remove both the biblical and the theological basis of the
heresies. His defence and explanation of the various titles and terms (e.g. Firstborn,
f)v) speaks of his firm intention not to surrender any terminological ground to the
heterodox. Whatever is theologically and terminologically inherited from the doctors
of piety concerning the Father's Only-begotten, must therefore be preserved within
the dsia 5i5acnc(x>.la of the Church, even if some of these are in need of further
elaboration. It might even be said that Theodoret's teaching on the second
unoaxaatq of the Trinity - together with its internal tensions - serves as a proper
basis for a forthcoming Christology and does not necessarily anticipate a harsh
separation of two different subjects within the Word ofGod incarnate.
The declared intention of the author is to show 'from the evangelic teaching the
dignity of the Only-begotten' [ex tfjq sbayysXtKfjq 5i5aaicaA,iac; too
Movoysvouq xf]v odfyav] (col. 1176B). In doing this, he repeatedly quotes and
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interprets the words of o AscraoTri^ Xpicrcog, whom he regularly considers as being
the Son Himself. Nevertheless, it has to be admitted that there is a certain tension
within this dynamic doctrine based largely on Scripture. Theodoret himself faces the
difficulty in trying to bring close to the believer a divine mystery of e.g. eternal
begetting whilst knowing that human analogies are imperfect, the interpretations of
the heretics are misleading and the tradition is in need of further development. He is
bound to have a tension within the corpus of his expose. Some of the results of this
tension will be inevitably carried over into the doctrine of the oiicovopta, where
even more disturbing issues wait for a settlement. Without anticipating those, from
this end it seems acceptable that within the Trinitarian framework the Bishop of
Cyrus presented a dynamic view of the Word's being - with all the internal tensions
this presentation might take - in opposition to a static picture of an immanent and
distant 67i6oTaai<;, who is part of an incomprehensible divine ouaia.
3.4 The teaching about God the Holy Spirit
Theodoret's doctrine on the Spirit contained in Chapters 19-27 is no less interesting
than his teaching on the Son. He has already said on a few occasions that the Spirit
takes active part in the life and instruction of the believers:
• The disciples can change the wild olive-tree into a cultivated one by the art of the
Spirit (Ch. 1);
• the universal teaching of the Spirit is the pattern of the divine instruction (Ch. 2);
• The Spirit instructed those who from the beginning were eyewitnesses and
servants of the Word in the theology concerning the Only-begotten (Ch. 6).
These statements reveal the importance of the Spirit for Theodoret. The entire
mission, tradition and theology itself (including the orthodox teaching) ultimately
depends on the being and work of the Holy Spirit, about whom the author states:
Therefore, as I have said, we believe in God the Father who is without
beginning, and in God the Son who is by nature co-eternal with Him,
who had been begotten by the Father, and is eternally together with the
Father. [...] And we believe in the pure, the guiding, the good and the
comforting Holy Spirit, who comes from God; He was not begotten,
because there is one Only-begotten; He was neither created [ou5s pf]v
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Ktiadev], since we find Him nowhere in the Holy Scripture being
enumerated along with the creation, but rather ranked together with the
Father and the Son. We have heard that He proceeds [eKTtopsoopsvov]
from the Father, yet we do not inquire the mode of His procession [ou
7toA,urcpaYpovoo|isv n&c, SKnopsusiat], but rather acquiesce in the
limits the theologians and blessed men have fixed for us (col. 1176C).
After having summarised the most important attributes of the Father and the Son,
Theodoret gives his formula concerning the Holy Spirit. He is first confessed to be
'coming from God' [to ek 0£ou rcposAOov], The second part of the chapter,
however, makes it clear that this coming is to be taken as a procession from the
Father [ek too natpoq]. The Bishop ofCyrus logically excludes a second begetting
as a possible origin of the Spirit, saying that He is ou ysvvr|d£v £tq yap
Movoyfivfiq, underlining that the title Only-begotten belongs to the Son only.
The difference between the way Theodoret shows the divinity of the Son and of the
Spirit is rather interesting. In the case of the Son he affirmed His divine co-eternity
with and timeless begetting by His Father. In respect of the Spirit, however, our
author seems to have reversed the process. After having mentioned His procession
from God, he denies the Spirit's being created on the basis of His not having been
enumerated [aovapiftuoopEvov] in Scripture along with the creation [tt) ktIoet],
but rather being ranked together [ctovtcxttopevov] with the Father and the Son. This
is how the chapters devoted to Theodoret's pneumatology are constructed.
3.4.1 The Spirit's specific attribute in relation to the Father and to the Son
Each of the three divine hypostases has His own ibtotriq: the Father is dy£vvr|to<;,
the Son is arcaftcoq y£vvr|d£lc;, moreover Movoy£vf|q. Thus, the Spirit can neither
be yevvptov nor kttctOev, but rather is ek 0eoo ttpoe^dov, more specifically sk
too natpoq £K7iop£oo|i£vov. The determination of this specific isiotriq of the
Spirit points back to the Cappadocians, more specifically to Gregory Nazianzen,
whom - following the observations of Karl Holl - we can consider as being
Theodoret's primary teacher in respect of the Spirit's procession.57 The Bishop of
57
Concerning the differences between Basil's and Gregory Nazianzen's concept of the Spirit's origin,
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Cyrus faithfully followed not only his terminology, but also Gregory's prevailing
pacifism regarding the investigation of the inaccessible.
The iSioxqq of the Spirit establishes His partaking of the divine essence, but also
delimits His place within the Trinity. Theodoret argues that these different titles
resulting from the dynamic relationship between the three urcoaxdaEiq do not
presuppose or create any kind of subordination within God's ouaxa, but that all three
remain ranked as equals.
In Ch. 9 of Theodoret's Expositio we find a similarly concise summary of the Son's
and the Spirit's origin, where Theodoret extends the Nicene (pwq ek cpooxoc; onto the
procession of the Spirit also:
Tqv auxqv 5s yvcoaiv icai nspi xou aytou nveopaxog
Kaxsxcopev, oxt, a)ar7tsp o Yioq ek xou Ilaxpoq, ouxcoq icai xo
Tlvsupa' rcA-qv ys 8q xcp xporccp xrjq unap^sax; SxoxaEt. 'O psv
yap, (pcoq ek (pcoxoq, yevvqxcoq s%sA.apv|/£v, xo 5e, (pmq psv ek
cpcoxoq Kai auxo, ou pqv y£vvqxd)(; dXX' EKnopEuxcoq 7tpoqA,d£v
ouxcoq auvaiSiov Ilaxpi, ouxcoq xqv ouaxav xauxov, ouxooq
amd(5q ekexOev ektiopeuOev. Ouxcoq ev xq TpxaSx xqv povaSa
vooupEv, Kai ev xq povaSi xqv TpiaSa yvcopi^copEv
(PG 6, 1224A - cf. Otto, Iustini Opera, 32).
The problem of the Filioque
Theodoret started the third part of his teaching also with TiiaxEuopsv. The traditional
formula suggests that this should not be taken as a personal opinion. It is rather the
confession of all Christendom concerning the eternal being of the Holy Spirit.
Nevertheless, Theodoret is aware of the dispute between the East and the West
concerning the issue of Filioque. This argument caused internal tensions also within
Holl writes: 'Worin bestand nun aber eigentlich die Differenz zwischen Gregor und Basilius
hinsichtlich des Dogmas vom heiligen Geist? [...] Sie differierten, um mit Basilius zu reden, iiber den
iporccx; xrjg uraxp!;s(0<; des Geistes. Gregor fand ein 7tappr]cyid^eCTTai xr)v dA.p&eiav erst da, wo
auch iiber die Art der Entstehung des Geistes eine bestimmte dogmatische Aussage gemacht wurde.
Er begriff nicht, wie man da zogern konnte. Denn ihm schien Joh. 15:26 dafur eine genugende
Grundlage zu bieten. Auf dieses Wort hat er sich ausdriicklich berufen. [...] Aus dem Stichwort in
Joh. 15:26 formte Gregor eine Bezeichnung fur die IStoxrig des Geistes. In der etCTtopsucric; fand er
die Paralelle zur yevvqcric;, und fur ihn erhielt erst mit der Einsetzung dieses Punktes das Bekenntnis
zur Homousie des Geistes seinen sichern Ruekhalt.' Karl Holl, Amphilochius von Ikonium in seinem
Verhaltnis zu den grossen Kappadoziern (Tubingen: Mohr, 1904), 160-61.
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the Eastern Church between those more sympathetic towards the Western position
and those clinging to the letter of the Nicaeno-Constantinopolitanum. This is why -
together with the acceptance of the original version58 - Theodoret attempts to
mediate between the two positions. He proposes the abandonment of an investigation
concerning the mode of the Spirit's procession together with the humble acceptance
of the opoiq set out by the theologians of the past.59 As we have quoted,
£K7iopso6pevov 5s auxo £k too riaxpoq fpcouaapgv, icai ou
TtoXuTipaypovoupgv n&q gicrcopgugxax, aXXd axgpyopgv xoiq
xsdstatv f]piv opoiq xmo xcov OeoA-oyoov icai paicapicov av8pcov.
Theodoret seems to have taken seriously the uselessness of such rcoAurcpaypovgiv
throughout both treatises. At the end of Ch. 23 of De Trinitate, whilst commenting
1 Corinthians 2:12-16, he approaches the mystery of the Spirit's procession in a
similarly humble manner:
'That is why he [Paul] says that the Spirit is of God, teaching that He
receives His existence from the Father, and shares His nature, although
not by begetting, but in a mode that is known only to the Son-knowing
[Father], the Father-knowing [Son] and to [the Holy Spirit] who knows
both the Father and the Son. For we have learned that [the Spirit] is of
God, but we were not instructed about the mode [xponov] [of His
procession]. Hence, we shall be satisfied with the measure of knowledge
[pgxpoiq xfjq yvcoagooq] we were bestowed with, and do not investigate
unmindfully the incomprehensible [xa avgcpiicxa] (col. 1181AB).
Is it possible to determine more precisely what Theodoret meant by opoiq and
pgxpotq and whom did he consider being among xcov ©goA,6ycov icai paicapieov
avSpcov? This passage ofGregory Nazianzen seems to provide us the answer:
Ou 7toA,unpaypovgi<; xf]v xou Yiou, g'ixg ygw-qaiv %pf] Xsyeiv,
g'ixg imoaxaaiv, g'ixg xi aAAo Kuptcbxgpov xouxcov gjuvogt [...]
pr|8g xou nvgupaxoq ngpcgpya^ou xf]v npooSov. [...] 'Axougiq
ygvvr|cnv; To ndoq pf) Kgpigpya^ou. 'Axougiq oxt xo rivgupa
npoiov gK xou naxpoq; To oncoq pf] 7ioA,U7ipaypovgt. Ei 8g
7roA,U7rpaypovgi<; Yiou ygwrjaxv, xai fTvgupaxoc; npooSov, Kayco
58 Hahn mentions that the Cod. Sangall also addsmi Yiou. Hahn, Bibliothek, 165, note 23.
59 The term opoq was already used in a somewhat similar sense in Ch. 2 (col. 1149C). He suggests a
reconciliation based on the opo<; of the traditional formula.
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ctou 7toA,U7ipay|J.ov(o to Kpapa v/uxfjg Kai acbpaxog (Oratio 20 in
PG 35, 1077AC).
Theodoret preserves this attitude in both treatises. In fact, he returns briefly to the
issue of Filioque at the end of the second treatise, in one sentence. In Ch. 34 of De
incarnatione, which is the closure ofDe Trinitate, Theodoret repeats the admonition
of his Cappadocian forerunner:
Let us give up investigating erroneously the procession of the Holy Spirit
and trying to find out [something], which is known to the Father, to the
Son and to the Spirit only (col. 1476C).
The reconciliatory tone of these two works concerning the Filioque is peculiarly
remarkable because in the months preceding their composition Theodoret had
crossed swords with Cyril over the mode of the Spirit's procession. In his refutation
ofCyril's ninth anathema, Theodoret wrote:
We say that it was not God the Word, co-essential and co-eternal
[opooootov Kai aovaiSiov] with the Spirit, who was formed by the
Holy Spirit and anointed, but the human nature which was assumed by
Him at the end of days. We shall confess together [with Cyril?] that the
Spirit of the Son was His own if he spoke of [the Spirit] as of the same
nature [cog opocpusg] and proceeding from the Father [Kai sk Flaxpog
SKixopsuopsvov], and shall receive the expression as pious. But if [he
would speak of the Spirit] as being of the Son, or as having [His60] origin
through the Son [si 5s cog s£, Yiou q 8i' Ylou xqv unaplgxv s^ov]
we shall reject this as blasphemous and impious. For we believe the Lord
when He says, 'The Spirit which proceeds from the Father' and likewise
the most godly Paul saying, 'We have received not the spirit of the world,
but the Spirit which is ofGod' (ACO, I, 1,6, 134).
Some analysts of the short dispute over the Spirit's procession between Cyril and
Theodoret came near to the conclusion that whilst the former might be considered as
an early Filioquist, the latter is rather the precursor of Photius and the monopatrists.
It is not my task to settle this issue within the limits of the present work.
Nevertheless, I adhere to the relevant conclusions ofAndre de Halleux.61
60 Theodoret always refers to the Spirit as to a divine person. In order to avoid any confusion
concerning the problem of 'who' and 'what', I translate all his references to the Spirit with masculine,
although in the Greek text we encounter the appropriate neuter form.
61 Andre de Halleux, 'Cyrille, Theodoret et le Filioque', RHE, 74 (1979), 597-625. Among those
having contributed substantially towards the debate, de Halleux mentions: S. Boulgakov, Utesitel'
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Returning to Theodoret's dispute over the Spirit with his illustrious opponent we can
mention that in his Letter 151 to the Eastern monks the Bishop ofCyrus summarised
his critique ofCyril's anathemas, including the ninth one:
BXacnprips! 5s Kai eiq to ayiov ITveopa- ouk ek too FlaTpoq
aoto Asyoov SKKOpsoeadat, Kaxa Tf]v too Koptoo cpoovf|v, aXX'
s£, Yioo tt|v onap^iv exsi-v. Kai tooto 8s tcov ' ArcoAavapioo
oTtsppaTcov o Kaprcoq' ysiTviai^Ei 5s Kai trj MaKsSovioo
7iovr|pa yecopyia (SC 429, 102).62
Without entering the details of this largely debated issue, it is probably worth
observing that Theodoret's reference to the alleged 'Apollinarian seed' was not
entirely groundless. In his f] Kara pspoq niaTiq, Apollinaris wrote:
opoXoyoopev [...] too ts nveopatoq ek Tfjq ooaiaq too IlaTpoq
Si' Yioo aiSicoq EKirspcpdEVToq, ayiaaTiKob Tfjq oA,r|<g KTiascoq.
[...] teA,eiov 5e Kai to nvsopa to ayiov ek 0eoo 5i' Yioo
Xopriyoopsvov siq Tobq oiodsToopsvooq.63
The charge of Cyril approaching Macedonianism - as de Halleux observes - is
probably an allusion towards the ninth anathema's supposed negation of the
coessential divinity of the Spirit, i.e. His ranking alongside with the creatures brought
(Paris: 1936), 108; M. Jugie, De processione Spiritus Sancti ex fontibus revelationis et secundum
Orientates dissidentes, Lateranum (Rome: 1936), n.s., II, 132, 168-72, 282; H. du Manoir, 'Dogme et
spirituality chez S. Cyrille d'Alexandrie', Etudes de theologie et d'histoire de la spiritualite, 2 (1944),
224-25; J. Meyendorff, 'La procession du Saint-Esprit chez les Peres orientaux', Russie et chretiente, 2
(1950), 164-65; A. Seider, 'Allgemeine Einleitung zu Theodoret von Cyrus', Bibliothek der
Kircherrvater (Munich: 1926), vol. 50, p. 83; P.N. Trembelas, Dogmatique de I'Eglise Orthodoxe
Catholique (Chevetogne: 1966), 334. See also George C. Berthold, 'Cyril of Alexandria and the
Filioque', SP, 19(1989), 143-47.
62 It is interesting to mention that in HE Theodoret quotes the anathemas of the Confession of Pope
Damasus (written in fact by Ambrose - CPL 1633) in a Greek translation. Its beginning may have
also influenced Theodoret's view on the whole question of the Filioque: s7iei8r| pexd xf|v ev
Nucaiqi abvo8ov aoxri f| nAavri avEKoysv, oxtte xokpav xivaq PePfqA-cp crxopaxi sinew,
xo llveupa xo ayiov ysysvfjadai 5ia xod Yioo, dvafrepaxi^opev xouq pf) psxa ndariq
sAsoOspiaq Kripoxxovxaq aov xco flaxpi Kai xcp Yioj> xrjq ptaq Kai xrjq auxfjq ooaiaq xs
Kai ECpualaq UTtdpyeiv xo ayiov Ifveopa (GCS 44, 297-98; cf. Hahn, Bibliothek, 272). It seems
that the suspicion of the Spirit being 'created' if confessed as proceeding 'through the Son' was an issue
well before Theodoret's time, who quotes Anathema 18 also: ei xiq eItii] xo nveupa xo ayiov
Tioiqpa rj 8ia xoo Yioo yeyevrjadax, avadspa saxco (HE in GCS 44, 301; cf. Hahn, Bibliothek,
274).
63 Hans Lietzmann, Apollinaris von Laodicea und seine Schule (Tubingen: Mohr, 1904), 180-81. The
Spirit's procession from God through the Son is upheld by Gregory Thaumatourgos, probably the
second authority for Cyril after Athanasius. In his confession Gregory writes: Kai ev nvsopa dyiov,
ek 0eoo xpv onap^tv e^ov Kai 8T Yioo 7tE<pr|v6<; (8r|Aa8f) xoiq dvOpconotq), EiKtov xoo
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into being by the Word of God.64 It was of course not so, since neither of the two
theologians denied the divinity of the Spirit. The Christological consideration played
the crucial part for both of them. De Halleux gave the correct answer to the dilemma:
La conclusion paratt done s'imposer: lorsque l'eveque de Cyr objecte au
neuvieme anathematisme: TEsprit procede du Pere, il ne tient pas son
existence du Fils, ou par le Fils', il veut simplement affirmer: 'L'Esprit
procede de Dieu, il n'est pas cree'. En d'autres termes, le refus
theodoritien de dire l'Esprit-Saint sk Yiou q 81' Yiou ne doit pas etre
interprets comme un rejet des deux formulations filioquistes classiques
de la procession intra-divine de la troisieme Personne. II s'agit plutot
d'une double denegation de l'origine creee de l'Esprit.65
Finally, after having read Cyril's Laetentur caeli, Theodoret writes in his Epistle 171
to John ofAntioch66 that he is satisfied with the new theological position taken by the
Alexandrian bishop. Among other important issues, he expresses his joy upon Cyril
having confessed Kai to Flvsupa to ayiov ouk s£, Yiou q 5i' Yiou Tqv
UTiap^tv sxov, aXf sk too FlaTpoq SKrcopsuopsvov, tSiov 8s Yiou coq
opoouaiov ovopa^opsvov (SC 429, 234).
In his Laetentur caeli addressed to John of Antioch Cyril indeed seems to have
drawn back a little from his former viewpoint represented in the ninth anathema,
although probably not to the extent to which Theodoret's aforementioned letter
would imply. Cyril wrote to John: Ou yap qaav auToi oi AoAouvtsc;, ahxa to
rcvsupa tou 0sou Kai flaTpoq, o EKTiopsusTai psv s£, auTOU, eotiv 8s ouk
aXA-OTptov tou Yiou KaTa tov Tqq ouataq A,oyov (ACO I, 1,4, 19).
YioC etc. (Hahn, Bibliothek, 254).
64 Andre de Halleux, 'Cyrille, Theodoret et le Filioque622.
65
Halleux, 'Cyrille, Theodoret et le Filioque', 623.
66
According to Sellers, Theodoret's letter was probably written after the peace of 433 between Cyril
and John of Antioch, upon Theodoret having read not Cyril's Letter 33 to Acacius of Beroea, but
rather his Laetentur caeli (PG 77, 173-81; cf. ACO I, 1, 4, 15-20), written - according to de Halleux -
on the 23rd of April 433. Having examined the latter epistle, the Bishop of Cyrus was convinced that
his former opponent did not hold the extreme views of his Anathemas anymore, including the issue
concerning the origin of the Holy Spirit. Following de Halleux's calculations concerning the date of
the provincial synod held at Zeugma with the participation of Theodoret, Andrew of Samosata, John
of Germaniceia and others, Azema concludes that Theodoret wrote his letter to John in the spring of
433. See Sellers, The Council ofChalcedon, 21, note 5. Cf. Andre de Halleux, 'Cyrille, Theodoret et le
Filioque', 604-8 and SC 429, 232, note 1.
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Was indeed Theodoret a reluctant monopatrist in opposition to Cyril's early
Filioquisrrf! Some would probably agree to this. Nevertheless, it has to be admitted
that all the statements of both theologians about the Holy Spirit resulted from their
Christological picture and cannot be assessed by themselves. For Cyril, the Spirit
being Christ's very own is a result of his identification of the urcoaraatc; of the
Word with the person of the Saviour. Thus, the Spirit coming from the Father
through the Son is in fact Cyril's way of saying that the three hypostases are of the
selfsame essence. On his part, Theodoret fully agreed with this, yet what he feared
and wanted to evade was probably the Macedonian danger - which of course was not
by a long chalk Cyril's case - namely, that the procession of the Spirit through the
Son in the sense ofsS, Yiou r) 5i' Yiob tpv bnap^iv exov might be interpreted
as the Spirit's being created by the Word. That is probably one of the reasons why in
De Trinitate Theodoret spends a considerable time to prove the Spirit's uncreated
being as well as His opooocna with the Father and the Son, with the emphasis upon
sk too Tlaxpoq e^st unap^iv. This was an entirely groundless concern,
moreover, it is very likely that from a pneumatological perspective both theologians
were trying to evince the same thing (the Spirit's full divinity), but approached it
from two different angles predetermined by their own Christological standpoint.
I think that the proper answer to the problem of Cyril's and Theodoret's possible
influence upon the much later evolving controversy around the Filioque was again
given by Andre de Halleux at the end of his aforementioned article:
II n'est certes pas interdit de s'interroger sur la position que chacun des
deux adversaires aurait prise dans le grand schisme sur la procession de
l'Esprit-Saint, qui eclata plus de quatre siecles apres leur mort. On peut
tenter d'extrapoler cet hypothetique engagement a partir des principes de
leur triadologie, a la condition de respecter la difference des contextes
historiques et le progres de la reflexion theologique. Mais il y aura
toujours une bonne part depreciation subjective dans la speculation sur
ce genre de conditionnels passes. De toute faqon, on ne saurait, sur la
base de la controverse qui opposa Theodoret a Cyrille, pretendre qu'ils
furent, respectivement, monopatriste et filioquiste au sens etroit que la
polemique photienne et scolastiquc dcvait conferer a ces etiquettes.
L'opposition des deux Peres en matiere de pneumatologie se situe encore
foncierement au plan des christologies rivales: l'alexandrine, d'union ou
d'immanence, pour laquelle le Verbe incarne communique a la nature
humaine son Esprit de filiation divine; l'antiochenne, de distinction ou de
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transcendance, pour laquelle l'humanite assumee du second Adam refoit,
la premiere, les dons du tres saint Esprit qui l'eleveront a la condition de
ressuscite, par la victoire sur le peche. La conciliation de ces deux
approches de la pneumatologie christologique du Nouveau Testament a-
t-elle perdu de son interet depuis les quinze siecles et demi qui nous
separent du concile d'Ephese?6
It seems therefore an admissible conclusion that at least for the time of the
composition of De Trinitate and De incarnatione Theodoret had put behind him the
bitter controversy around Cyril's ninth anathema. He does not mount any direct or
indirect attack upon his opponent although the storm is far from being over. This
seems to meet the description of these two treatises as being a positive attempt
towards solving the up-to-date problems with the author's intention to give up the
polemic of the day for the sake of edifying the readers. The returning irenical
prospect confers a distinctive place for these two works of the Bishop ofCyrus in the
midst of the tempest surrounding the third ecumenical council.
3.4.2 Other titles and properties of the Holy Spirit
In Ch. 20 ofDe Trinitate Theodoret invokes the words 'of our Saviour, Jesus Christ',
who teaches that the Holy Spirit completes the Trinity by quoting Matthew 28:19.
This also means that the Spirit is ranked above all creatures. His dominion
[beaTiOTSta] includes the works of the Spirit, who bestows on us the gift of sonship
and sets us free. Speaking about the Spirit's own dominion Theodoret concludes, that
'if one sets others free, He cannot be a slave [Himself]', but rather He is a free
Master, who donates freedom to those He wants to. According to Ch. 21 the Spirit is
Korvcovov xfjq 5ea7roT8tag, pointing back to a previous argument, i.e. that the
dominion is not the exclusive property of one divine orcoaxaaiq, but it belongs to
the common ouata and (pome; of the whole Trinity.
The Spirit as Creator
The short Ch. 22 argues that the Spirit is bripioopyov but not fmoopyiKOV. Thus,
the Spirit took active part in the Creation together with the Father and the Son, but
67 Andre de Halleux, 'Cyrille, Theodoret et le Filioque', 625.
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not as an 'underworker'. Theodoret even says that the Spirit xfjv auxr)v ooaiav
sxsi ITaxpi Kai Yi(5, advancing the terminology of Nicaea, because - together
with the Son - he considers also the Spirit as being coessential with the Father.
It is notable that Theodoret interprets the first person plural from Genesis 1:26 as
referring to the Trinity. This has some traditional foundation, since the symbol of
faith drawn up at an Antiochene council directed against Paul of Samosata includes:
"Ov ook aAAov 7i87ieiapeda, q xov povoyevfj Yiov xou 0eou
0eov, op Kai 8X718' 7ioif]a(op.8v avdpamov Kax' sixova Kai Kad'
opotooaiv qpexepav (Hahn, Bibliothek, 179).
Further, one could even say that the previous tradition did not merely allow
Theodoret to interpret the above passage as referring to the Trinity, but rather that it
prescribed this for him. The direct Trinitarian or Christological interpretation of
some relevant Old Testament passages was in fact made compulsory by the first
council of Sirmium in 351. The fourteenth anathema issued by this council asserts:
El xtq xo' 7ioxf)a(opev avdpamov pi) xov riaxspa 7xpo<; xov Ylov
Aiysiv, aXX aoxov 7xpot; sauxov A,eyoi xov 0eov eipqKevax,
avadepa saxa> (Hahn, Bibliothek, 198).
Other anathemas of Sirmium require the exegete to acknowledge that the Son and not
the unbegotten God appeared to Abraham (Anathema 15) and that Jacob fought with
the Son as with a human being (Anathema 16). The radical demand for a Trinitarian
interpretation of the Old Testament suggests that there must have been quite a strong
exegetical practice and tradition (interwoven perhaps with an anti-Arian and anti-
Jewish polemic), which preceded the formulation of these anathemas.
Theodoret in some sense is partaker of this tradition: for him the Son being o (6v is a
matter of course. Nevertheless, he does not agree with Sirmium in a number of
matters, since e.g. he refuses to apply the title 67ioupyxKov even to the Spirit when
talking about the act of Creation, whilst the 27th anathema of Sirmium labels the Son
HimselfonoupypKoq x<£> Flaxpi siq xf|v xcov 6A,cov 5r|ptoopyiav.68
68
Hahn, Bibliothek, 199.
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Based on a similar analogy of the sIkoov after which humankind was created,
Theodoret concludes: gov 5e f| eiiccov pia, xoutcov 5r|Xov6xx Kai f| ouaia pia
(col. 1177D). The idea of the Spirit's coessentiality with the Father and the Son will
return again in Ch. 24.
The Holy Spirit as God of God
Four somewhat longer chapters (23 to 26) focus almost entirely upon the aspect of
the Holy Spirit being truly very God of very God. The various biblical arguments
lead our author to extend his affirmation concerning the reciprocal knowledge of the
Father and the Son to the Spirit also:
As nobody knows the Father except the Son, and nobody [knows the
Son] but the Father, in the same fashion, as [Scripture] says, nobody
knows the things of God except the Spirit of God. Nevertheless, from the
things said we are taught the commonness of the nature [of the Father,
Son and Holy Spirit] (col. 1180C).
The affirmation koxvov xfjq cpuasooc; is the basis for a true equality between the
unoaxdaexq. At the end ofCh. 23 Theodoret warns against any Arian and Eunomian
identification of God Himself with the Spirit of God and argues that the Spirit is
different from the other two urtoaxaaeiq. As mentioned in connection with the
Filioque, the Spirit receives His existence from the Father [sk xou naxpoq s^st
dnap^tv], yet the mode of His procession should not be investigated.
Another proof of the Spirit's divinity is His grace through baptism, by which the
believers are called the temples of God. In Ch. 24 we find another example
suggesting the ontological importance of'naming' for the Bishop ofCyrus:
Therefore, if the believers receive the grace of the Spirit [xf]v %apiv
xou ffvsupaxoq] through baptism, and we - being honoured by this gift
- are called the temple of God [vaoq 0sou xPTlfia'ri-?0fiev]) it follows
that the Holy Spirit is God indeed. That is why the indwelling ofGod is
effected upon the receiving temples;69 yet, if those who benefit from the
grace of the Spirit are the temples of God and are called so
[mA,ouvxai], it is clear that the Holy Spirit is of divine nature and is
coessential both with the Father and the Son [mi fTaxpi Kai Yicp
69 Corrected on the basis ofVat. gr. 841.
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opoouaiov], Hence, if [the Spirit were] a creature [lcxiapa] and of a
different essence, it would be unjust to call [npoaayopsudstev] God's
temples those who received His gifts. Yet, if those who received the
grace of the Spirit in a greater or smaller measure are indeed called
[ovopd^oviat] temples of God, from this appellation we shall conclude
that [the Holy Spirit] is akin [to the Father and the Son] (col. 1181CD).
The various expressions used in order to describe the act of naming converge
towards the same end: the biblical title or name refers to its bearer in the closest
ontological sense. The sharpest example of this conviction is comprised in the
categorical statement: sk xrjq rcpoariYoplac; vopaopsv xijv auyyEvsiav, i.e.
Theodoret deduces again the sameness of divine essence directly from the biblical
appellation. Moreover, the principle works also the other way around: if the Spirit is
God's Kxiapa, and e£ exspac; odcrlag xoyxavsi than the Father, then it is not fair
[ouk eiicoxox;] to call [jipoaayopeodexev] God's temples those, who received the
gifts of the Spirit. This is how the exegete controls the dogmatician: the biblical text
dictates not only the usage of terms, but it defines their mode of applicability also.
Gregory Nazianzen in his determination of the term SKnopsuoic; acted in the same
manner. Having found the term in John 15:26 he made it the key-expression to
describe the i5toxr|q of the third urcoaxaan;, without having the smallest concern of
whether it expressed or not the appartenence of the Spirit to the divine essence. It
was a biblical title, which had to suffice. As Holl justly affirms, Gregory did not
understand how one could hesitate at that point.70
Theodoret seems to have followed the above method in his usage of biblical titles
and naming also. As we shall see, expressions like npoariYopta, ovopa will have
an important ontological role to play in Theodoret's Christology, since by the means
of naming he in fact identifies a person, a npoacoTiov or a orcoaxaaic; or even two
(poasiq within one 7rp6aco7iov in a given context. Several Christological issues have
to be addressed and understood from this angle, which will be dealt with in some
detail in Chapter 4 of the current work.
70 'Er begriff nicht, wie man da zogern konnte.' See Holl, Amphilochius, 161.
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Theodoret brings forward two biblical arguments in support of the Spirit's divine
ouata. The first is the story of Ananias, who was reprehended for trying to deceive
the Holy Spirit. The second one deals with the return of Paul and Barnabas to
Antioch where they recount the great things God had done with them, hence in fact it
was the Spirit who did it all. The method and the conclusion is the same as before:
Thus, if the Holy Spirit had effected these through the apostles according
to His will, but nevertheless, Paul and Barnabas told the congregation
gathered around them that God had done great things with them, it
follows, that the Holy Spirit is God, according to the words of the
apostles (col. 1184D).
In the same Ch. 26 ofDe Trinitate there is an exclamation, where OeoXoyta appears
again as a technical term: opaxe [...] xqv deoA,oyiav too rivsupaxoc;, i.e. behold
'the theology of the Spirit', or 'the naming of the Spirit God'. Here OsoAoyia quite
probably means again the discipline concerned with God's being and the Trinity. The
exclamation in fact introduces another argument based on 1 Corinthians 14:23-25,
the outcome of which is again the conclusion that the naming of the Spirit 'God' or
even the naming of His gifts as being God's undoubtedly proves His divinity. The
Koivcovia xfjc; cpoasax; brings the three Persons of the Trinity into ontological
togetherness, since all of them approve or take active part in each other's actions:
He [Paul] teaches that the Holy Spirit is God, and that it is the same to
say 'God' or 'Spirit' through the commonness of the nature [5ia xqv
Koivoovlav xfjq (puaeax;]. For the Son and the Spirit participate
[auvspysi] in the things effected by God the Father, whereas the God
and Father simultaneously approves [cruveoSoKSi] those accomplished
by the Son and the Spirit (col. 1185C).
This is in fact what Theodoret had already said in Ch. 5 concerning the Father and
the Son, declaring that they were 'inseparable [d%(opiCTXco<;] from each other
according to their names as well as to their realities [xa xs ovopaxa, xai xa
npaypaxa]'. The common ouala is the guarantee of the harmonised activity of the
three vmoaxaasiq. In this way, the particular ibioxqq of either Person does not
disturb by any means the imperturbable internal accord of God's divine being.
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The Holy Spirit is uncreated and eternal
The One proclaimed to be of God is not a creature, but of the divine
essence. That is why the blessed Paul calls Him eternal and existent
without beginning: 'For if the blood of bulls and of goats and the ashes of
a heifer sprinkling the unclean, sanctifies to perfection, how much more
shall the blood of Christ, who offered Himself through the Holy Spirit
[8id nvsopaxoq aylou]?' Thus, if the Holy Spirit is eternal and God is
eternal also, the conclusion is evident (col. 1188AB).
At the end of his expose on the Spirit, Theodoret returns to asseverate that the very
ouola and cpuotq of the divine Spirit cannot rank Him with the creatures, nor can
He be subject to time. In the above biblical passage quoted from Hebrews 9:13-14
we find two notable textual differences. Instead of 7rpo<; xfiv xfjq crapicoq
Kadapoxr|xa Theodoret says npoq xsXsioxr|xa, and instead of 5ta nveupaxoc;
aiarvioo he asserts 5xa nvsupaxoq ayiou (see Mai's note also). The latter
alteration is probably a result of a copying error (although there are some NT text
variants, which preserved this version), since the reason why Theodoret in fact
quoted this text was to prove the eternity of the Spirit. This is evinced by the chapter
title as well as by the sentence after the quotation. The title of this Ch. 27 underlines
the significance of 'naming': oxt aKxloxcoq sic 0sou xo Flvsupa xo ayiov, 5x6
icai aicovtov icaA,sxxai. From the affirmation of the chapter title, it directly
follows that whatever expression is linked with KaXsxxax, it is ontologically relevant
for the condition of the One, about whom it is asserted. In his Trinitarian teaching
Theodoret gives a few hints concerning the relevance of this issue for his own
understanding, nevertheless its deeper meaning will become evident only in the
Christological part of his treatise.
3.4.3 Conclusion
Theodoret's teaching on the Spirit is in concordance with the Nicene faith, moreover
with the assertion of His being naxpi Kai Yicp opoouaiov the Bishop ofCyrus in
fact develops this terminological inadequacy of the formula. His understanding of the
Spirit's procession does not lead him to determine authoritatively whether one should
or should not speak at all about the Filioque. He rather pursues an irenical line,
putting behind him the bitterness of the Nestorian controversy, and tries to solve the
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problem in the manner he had learned from Gregory Nazianzen. His suggestion to
the reader is to accept that the mode of the Spirit's procession is known to God only.
He is insistent about the sameness of the divine ouaia and upon the distinct and not
servile vmoaxaaiq of the Spirit in relation to the other two Persons within the
Trinity. The role of the Spirit within the life of the church is also taken seriously,
since the Spirit Himself is the One who in fact teaches true theology for the
believers.
3.5 Theodoret's doctrine on the Trinity - summary
From the last Ch. 28 ofDe Trinitate entitled ' AvaK£(paXalcoat<; xfjq 7uax£(0<;, as
well as from the entire tract, it becomes evident that for Theodoret the Holy Trinity is
pla ouaia, pla cpuaiq £v xpialv i8ioxr|axv icai unoaxaaEaxv. His
interpretation of the terms ouaia and xmoaxaatq is Neo-Nicene, i.e. he assumed the
distinctions effected by the Cappadocian Fathers into his own theological thinking.
Thus, for him ouaia and (puaiq denote synonymous concepts, whereas urcoaxaaiq
begins to receive the meaning of 'individual entity'. On one hand, it is the
U7ioaxaai<; and not the ouaia or the (puat<; in which the Bishop of Cyrus
recognises the I8i6xr|<; of each divine Person. On the other hand, the essence or
nature is the common factor within all the three divine hypostases, representing the
very basis of the indivisible Trinitarian union.
Theodoret sees and conceives the divine essence or nature in total opposition to the
human. The divine ouaia is timeless, uncreated, omnipotent, free, incorporeal,
infinite, immutable and impassible. These characters of the divine nature will have
an important role to play in Theodoret's Christology in the same fashion as his
ontological interpretation ofnaming.
The relationship between the terms Ttpoaocmov and U7ioaxaai<;, as well as their use
and applicability for the Bishop of Cyrus in this treatise implies his early attempt to
identify the two as synonyms. One might say that an adequate Trinitarian counterpart
of the Chalcedonian £v Tipoaconov £v 5uo (puaaaxv is Theodoret's rcxaxsuopEv
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p.iav ouaiav gv xpicriv i8ioxr|aiv yvcopt^opgvr|v, to which he adds the
expressions urcoaxdasig and jtpocnoTia.
The properties of the divine hypostases - an outlook to Christology
With the acceptance and introduction of the notion of i8ioxr|<; in his Trinitarian
doctrine of the three hypostases Theodoret stands very much in the tradition of the
Cappadocians, thus not without precedence in the history of doctrine. The three
{mooxdaEic; retaining their specific attributes and functions within the one being of
the harmoniously One God will have a resonance in Theodoret's understanding of the
preserved attributes of the two natures within Christ. The Trinitarian version of the
issue seems to have been set out by Gregory Nazianzen already: S7igx8f| yg
avaymiov icai xov gva 0gov xipgiv icai xaq xpgig xmoaxaasic; opoA,oygiv,
Kai £Kacrxr|v psxa xfjq i8ioxr|xo<; (Oratio 2 in SC 247, 140). In his Oratio 31
Gregory says: gv xa xpia xfj figoxrixi, icai xo gv xpia xaic; i8ioxr|atv (SC
250, 292). In his Oratio 43 again: xpla pgv xaiq i8xoxr|axv, gv 8g xrj Og6xT)xx
(PG 36, 537B).
A similar pattern of assessing the divine threesome unity has been drawn up by Basil
the Great in his confession also. The idea of the preservation of the attributes can
nonetheless be found here:
gKaaxoo ovopaxoq xoo ovopa^opgvoo xf]v iStoxrjxa aacpcoq f)ptv
SxgUKptvoovxoq, Kai ngpi gKaaxoo xcov ovopa^opgvcov Tidvxcoi;
xivcov g^axpgxcov iStcopaxcov goagpcoq dgcopoopgvcov, xou pgv
riaxpoq gv xcp iSicbpaxi xoo Ilaxpoi;, xou 8g Ylou gv xcp
iSxcbpaxi xou Yiou, xou 8g ayiou flvgupaxoc; gv xco oiKgico
iStojpaxi (Hahn, Bibliothek, 270).
This heritage might indeed have a word to say e.g. regarding one's attitude towards
communicatio idiomatum. The idea of the unconfused properties of the divine
hypostases upheld by the three Cappadocians undoubtedly had an effect upon the
further formation of the Christological thinking of the Bishop of Cyrus. The faithful
disciple could in fact regard the interpretation of'I and the Father are one' ofGregory
ofNyssa as a beneficial advice even in Christology:
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dtKooaavTs; xoivuv oxt eyed Kai o Ilaxrip ev sapsv, to te e£,
aitioo xov Kupiov Kai to Kara xf|v cpuaiv arcapaAAaKTOV too
Yioo Kai too naxpo; sk xfj; cpcovfjc; enaiSeuflripev, ook sic;
plav OKoaxaatv xf)v 7tspi adxcov svvotav auvaAettpovxe;, aAAa
cpoXaaaovTs; psv 8tipr|p£vr|v xfiv tcov UTtoaxaaecov iSiorriTa,
od aovStaipoovxe; Ss xoi; npoaoonot; xriv xfj; odaiaq evoxriTa,
co; av pt) 56o STspoyevfj npaypaxa sv too xfj; dpxfj<; Aoycp
OTioA,appdvotto Kai 5ia tootou 7iapo5ov Xdpot tcov
Mavixaioov to 8oypa.71
The admonition (poA-daaovTs; pev 5ii]pr|p8vr|v ttiv tcov dnoaTaaecov
i8ioTr|Ta will resound fully in the Chalcedonense concerning the preservation of the
properties of both unconfused natures within Jesus Christ. The idea of a aovacpeta
understood in the sense of unconfused union of the three divine hypostases and of the
two natures within Jesus Christ had a long tradition already in both the Eastern and
Western theological literature including Tertullian, Basil, Ambrose, the
Cappadocians and the Antiochenes.72 Its effects, however, will be more apparent in
the olKovopia than in the OsoXoyia. Concerning the distinction without separation
of the three divine Persons, in his De fide adGratianum Ambrose writes:
Distinctionem etenim accepimus Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti, non
confusionem, distinctionem, non separationem, distinctionem, non
pluralitatem [...] distinctionem scimus, secreta nescimus, causas non
discutimus, sacramenta servamus (CSEL 78, IV, 8, 88).
Theodoret himself seems to have preserved and carried forward a substantial volume
of this Neo-Nicene Trinitarian tradition, by writing:
We believe that the Trinity has one nature and one essence perceptible in
three persons/properties [sv xpiaiv iSioxricnv yvcopi^opevr|v], whose
power is undivided, the kingdom without partition; [there is] one
Godhead and one Lordship. Thus the unity [pova;] is shown in the
sameness of the essence, whereas the threeness is perceptible not in the
bare names, but in the persons [sv xat; unoaTaasat] (col. 1188B).
As a clear rejection of Sabellianism, the Bishop of Cyrus implies that the hypostases
preserve their particularities, moreover, this is how in fact the Triad is perceptible,
71
Gregory ofNyssa, Contra Eunomium /-//, ed. by Werner Jaeger, Gregorii Nysseni Opera (Leiden:
Brill, 1960), I, 173-74.
72
Abramowski, 'Suvdcpeia', 80-93. See also section 4.5.6 Terminology in Ch. 4 of the present work.
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and not merely through the names. The distinction between the hypostases based on
the ontological significance of their appellations appears in a condensed form in
Gregory of Nyssa's confession, where the third Cappadocian asserts that we believe
in 'the name' of the divine Persons: niaxsuopsv [...] giq to ovopa too riatpoq
Kai too Yioo icai too ayiou TTvsopatoq. This biblical language was
continuously filled with new meaning by Theodoret's forerunners and he continued
the course in a similar manner.
There is another traditional expression, which also has its echo in De Trinitate and
therefore should not be neglected. Its immediate effect cannot be observed in
OsoAoyia, yet it has a major influence upon the Christological expose. Gregory of
Nyssa asserts the famous term concerning the unconfused union of the hypostases in
his Refutatio confessionis Eunomii, as follows:
tot<; 5e yvcoptattKoiq tcov vmoataagcov iStcopaatv glq TTatpoq
tg xai Yloo Kai nvgupatoq ayiou nicrtiv 8iripr|tai,
aStaatatcoq tg pgpi^opgvov Kai aauyxdtax; gvoupgvov.73
This idea of dauyyotoq gvcoatq is nonetheless present in Theodoret's Trinitarian
doctrine, although it is not given as much attention as its Christological version,
where it equals the meaning of auvacpgia. Having noted the importance of the
ovouata in identifying the three unoataagn;, Theodoret eagerly resists tritheism:74
For we do not call the One 'three-named' according to the contraction and
nc
mixture of Sabellius, Photeinos and Marcellus. We do not [say], that
[there are] three [persons] of different kind and distinct essence, unequal
and dissimilar, superior to one another, measurable and definable through
[human] intellect and tongue, according to the impious meddling of
Arius, who separated and estranged76 [the Persons] from each other.
Hence, we speak of the three Persons, but the one nature of the Trinity
(col. 1188C).77
73
Werner Jaeger, e<±, Gregorii Nysseni Opera, II, 314-15.
74 Theodoret rejects the notion of quaternity also in his Letter 144 to Andrew. See SC 111, 160.
75
l he third formula of the second Antiochene council held in 341 contains an express anathema
against Marcellus, Sabellius, Paul of Samosata and against their followers. Hahn, Bibliothek, 187.
76 The depreciative expression raAtmpaypoaovri refers to Arius's diminishing of the Son in the same
fashion as it referred to those trying to degrade the Spirit by asserting that He comes not from the
Father alone, but rather, as Theodoret seems to have interpreted it, is the Ktiapa of the Son.
77 Cf. with Expositio 7: eva xotvuv 0sov npoaf|K£v opoXoystv ev flaxpi, Kai Yiqj Kai ayiq>
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The Bishop of Cyrus wrote the following against Sabellius in HFC: piav
(moaxaaiv s(pr|asv elvat xov Tlaxspa, Kai xov Ylov, Kai xo ayiov
Ffveupa, Kai sv xpioovupov Tipoaconov (PG 83, 396C), repeating the wording of
his charge concerning the 'One three-named.' He wrote similarly against Marcellus
and Photeinos. As opposed to their teaching, the young Theodoret had already
emphasised the perfection of the three hypostases:
oaov 5s ebae|3s<; paAAov Kai npsnov xf) ftsia yvcoasi Kaxa
5uvapiv auAAs^avxsq, xfjq piaq 9soxr|xoq xrjv sv xsA.siatc;
xpicriv UTioaxaasax yvcoaiv s^sdspsda (Expositio 9 -PG6, 1224B).
The unity in essence, nature, and works of the Trinity is equally important together
with the distinct functions and titles of each urcoaxaaK;. Theodoret rejects
aovaipsatq and auyxocnq, as well as 5iaipsai<; and aAAoxpieoau; as applicable
to the Trinity. This two-by-two pattern of excluding the heretic deviance on either
side with the assertion of the specific terms reminds the reader of Theodoret's
intention expressed in the first chapters of the treatise to pursue a midway between
both extremes. It is almost a Trinitarian basis of Chalcedon's subsequent famous four
expressions, formed similarly of two antonymous word-pairs. Theodoret proceeds
likewise in the Christological section of the treatise, and asserts the expressions,
which later shall be validated by the fourth council. His terminology is under
formation, being rooted in the Cappadocian tradition and bound together with his
Antiochene theological heritage. The connection between dsoXoyta and
oiKovopta for Theodoret means therefore a terminological continuance as well. The
Trinitarian foundation underlying the doctrine concerning the Incarnation shows a
terminological consistency in respect to four crucial terms: ouaia, (puatq,
unoaxaaiq and npoacojiov. Theodoret will use three of these regularly and
consistently within the second treatise. The terminological pattern of oiKovopla
will be the reversal of what we have found in the OsoAoyia. Thus, on one hand,
what is one in the Trinity (i.e. pia ooata and cpuaxq) will logically become two in
nvsugaxi yvcopx^ogEvov psv riatrip, Kai Yioi;, Kat Flvsupa ayiov, xfj<; pia<; de6xT|xo<;
xaq UKoaxaasu; yvcDpi^ovxag- tj 5e Qeoq, xo xax' oualav koivov xcov OTtoaxaascov
voodvxaq (PG 6, 1220C).
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Christology (56o cpuasiq and ouatai). On the other hand, what are three in the
dsoAoyia (7tpoaa)7ia and urcoaxaasK;) will become one within the olicovopia (sv
rcpoacoKOv - as we have said, fmoaxaaiq is not yet part of Theodoret's
Christological vocabulary). The concept of union in the case of the Trinity is realised
on the level of the common divine ouaia and cpuau;, on the level of Christology it
will be conceived on the level of the One rcpoaoorcov.
Theodoret's understanding of the uni-essential Trinity together with his emphasis
upon the ovopaxa of the three Persons and their specific attributes and actions being
harmonised within the one divine ouaia and cpuaig largely determines his
interpretation of the harmony within the 7rp6aco7iov of Jesus Christ, the Word
incarnate. The summary at the end of De Trinitate is parallel to the second formula
of the symbol of faith drawn up at the second Antiochene council in 341, which says:
[Tltaxsuopsv] 5r|A,ov6xi ITaxpoq aXxiffcoq Flaxpot; ovxog, Yiou 8s
aA.r|d(o<; Yiou ovxoq, xou 5s ayiou nvsupaxog aA.r|dcoc; ayiou
rcvsupaxoq ovxoq, xcov ovopaxcov oux arcA-coq ouSs apycot;
Ksipsvcov, aAAa aripaxvovxcov aicpiPcoc; xf)v oiKsiav sicaaxou78
xcov ovopa^opsvcov u7ioaxaaiv icai xa^iv Kai So^av coq stvar
xfj psv u7ioaxaasi xpia, xfj 8s aup(poovia sv.79
Finally, Theodoret does not regard his work as being original, but rather as part of a
long Christian tradition continuously engrafted by the Spirit of God. The truly
honourable way of Christian teaching for the Bishop of Cyrus is the humble
acceptance and re-actualisation of the biblical message in an irenical manner for the
existing community in accordance with the 5i5axri xcov dsoAoycov avSpcov:
This faith we preserve, since this had the theologians instructed us. Yet,
for those who argue based on [human] reasoning, we say: that is your
share, your heritage according to your fate; our share however, is the
Lord, and following Him we shall not forsake the right way, for we have
also the divine Scripture as a teacher. Thus, we exclaim rightly so: 'Your
law is a lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my paths.' Being illuminated
by this light we recognise the footprints of the foregoing fathers and
follow those until we all reach the resurrection of the dead in Christ
Jesus, to whom shall be glory forever. Amen.
78 Socrates read: tt)v I5iav skcxcttoo.
79
Hahn, Bibliothek, 185-86.
Chapter 4: The Christology of Theodoret's De incarnatione
4.1 Introduction
Theodoret's Christological thinking in De incarnatione is of peculiar interest for the
period around the Council of Ephesus, since this treatise is the representative piece of
work within which the Bishop ofCyrus intended to summarise the main points of the
Antiochene theology in a mostly irenical manner. Its emphases are quite clear
concerning both the soteriological and pastoral concerns of the author. Of course,
some passages directed e.g. against Apollinaris may seem indeed oblique attacks
upon Cyrilline Christology (since at the time of writing Theodoret suspected Cyril of
Apollinarianism), and the whole treatise may not be regarded as being entirely
'innocent' from the viewpoint of theological reconciliation. Just because the name of
Cyril does not appear in either tract it cannot be said that all polemic allusions are
missing. Nevertheless, the fact that in the other pre-Ephesian writings of Theodoret
his opponent is often clearly denoted or hinted at still validates the general
assessment that the Bishop of Cyrus made an attempt to put some of the already
accumulated bitterness behind him whilst composing De Trinitate and De
incarnatione. In support of this irenical character - or at least of the intention to
approach the issue with less altercation - one could bring two further arguments:
1. Theodoret mentioned these two treatises in his quoted letter to Leo, whilst he left
out e.g. the Counter-Statements, the Pentalogus as well as the Defence of
Diodore and Theodore. By doing this, he himself characterised this work
indirectly as being at least less hostile to Cyrilline theology than the others.
2. Without forcing an 'argumentum ex silentio', it ought to be recognised that
according to the available evidence the fifth ecumenical council in 553 did not
condemn these tracts, although it is unlikely that they could have been unknown
to the participants, the more so since Severus had noted in 520 already that
certain passages from De incarnatione were parallel to the Counter-Statements.
In the introductory remarks of Ch. 1 the author expresses the same intentions as in
De Trinitate, i.e. to speak sv suctsPoov aoAAoyoo, his aim being 'not to contradict
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the impious, but to expound faith for the disciples of the apostles'. The connection
between the two works is made by the following: xfj OeoXoyia xf]v oiKovoptav
aovdnxcov (PG 75, 1420B).
The structure of the treatise, although it bears some marks of a quick editing during
the turmoil of the Nestorian controversy, contains a clearly discernible major line of
discussion following the sequence of salvation history. It begins with the creation,
continues with the fall and God's beneficial acts towards humankind in the Old
Testament. Then we encounter the discussion of the Incarnation and the related
issues, the author concluding with the resurrection of Christ, the command to baptise
all people and the assumption of our nature into heaven.
Within this framework there are some doctrinal and terminological digressions,
polemical excursuses, by which the author intends to clarify his position concerning
certain interpretations of Scripture in his own time. As a result, some themes
discussed from one perspective reappear in later chapters in different contexts. The
work itself as handed down to us is composed of 35 chapters (instead of the original
37) structured roughly around the following lines:
• The first seven chapters summarise the creation and the fall ofman;
• Chs. 8-10 deal with the Incarnation and mount the first attack on Apollinarian
Christology;
• Chs. 11-12 return briefly to the Incarnation and to the question of sin;
• Chs. 13-14 contain the analysis of the Temptation-story;
• Chs. 15-19 present additional reasons for the assumption of a rational soul
(second attack upon the Arian-Apollinarian Aoyoq-odp^ model);
• Chs. 20-22 deal with the mode of the union and the appellations of Christ;
• Ch. 23 is consecrated to the birth from the Virgin Mary;
• Chs. 24-28 summarise the earthly life of Christ (baptism, temptation, miracles,
passion, death, resurrection and command to baptise all people) with recurrent
digressions concerning the union and attributes of natures, the temple assumed by
the Word, the naming of the Saviour etc.
• Chs. 29-30 return to the problem of'naming', the discussion of the temple, of sin
and of the union;
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• Chs. 31-32 are terminologically clarifying chapters: the author rejects the notions
of teaching two Sons or a mixture of natures instead of an unmingled union
(third, terminological attack on the Arian-Apollinarian model);
• Ch. 33 speaks of the grace and the role of the Spirit following the assumption of
our nature (in Christ) into heaven;
• Ch. 34 is the closure ofDe Trinitate with the acceptance of the 'boundaries' set by
the fathers;
• Ch. 35 is the closure ofDe incarnatione, with the juxtaposition ofOeoxoKog and
dvdpcoTtOTOKoq, concluded by a Trinitarian doxology.
Although a chapter-by-chapter analysis is sometimes better in order to interpret the
author's thought faithfully (this is what I have done mainly in the previous chapter,
since in De Trinitate one can find a more clearly discernible structure), yet such a
discussion ofDe incarnatione could hardly be achieved without repetition. This is to
some extent evident from the very basic outline above also. Therefore I have
attempted to provide a thematic discussion of the issues involved, with the awareness
that however careful the selection and structuring of themes as well as the aim of
comprehensiveness may be, it still remains a somewhat subjectively imposed method
to handle the material.
In the present chapter, therefore, I propose to discuss the Christology of De
incarnatione in the following manner: in the first section I shall present Theodoret's
anthropology, which underlies his Christological thought, including the issues
concerning the human body, flesh and (rational) soul in general and in Christ in
particular. This will be followed by Theodoret's concept of sin and its soteriological-
Christological significance. In the next section I shall discuss the divine and human
manifestations of Christ in the oikonomia, with special consideration of the author's
favourite themes, including the Temptation-story. The third section will deal with the
properties of each nature as seen by Theodoret, his concept of union and the issue of
the subject of predication within the Person of Christ, where 1 shall give attention to
the issues of ontological naming and union of worship. The last part of the chapter is
devoted to terminological clarifications.
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4.2 Anthropology underlying Christology
In order to understand Theodoret's concept of Christ being fully human and fully
divine, we ought to define the elements which constitute a human nature for our
author as well as their theological significance.
4.2.1 The human body
The human body as part of human nature is the result of God's creation. Moreover,
the creation of the body preceded the soul, as it appears also in Theodorefs HFC:
For also the most divine Moses said that the body of Adam was formed
first and then God breathed the soul p|/o%fi] into him {PG 83, 481 CD).
According to Ch. 2 of De incarnatione God transformed [pexsPaXsv] the earth
[xooq] into human nature [siq avdpomou tpuatv] (PG 75, 1420D). This sentence
will be contrasted in Ch. 8, where by the use of the same verb psxapdAAco the
author underlines that during His incarnation, the Word of God Himself did not
transform the divine nature into human (col. I426D).1 Thus, he clearly distinguishes
between the terminology of'creation' and 'incarnation'. Theodoret reacts promptly to
Apollinaris's concept of the Word and His flesh at the beginning of Ch. 18:
Apollinaris [...] said that the Word-God assumed the flesh and used it
like a veil [7tapa7tsxdap.a]. There was no need for the mind, [he said],
because He [i.e. the Word] took the place of the mind for the body. 'But,
my dear fellow' - could someone tell him - 'the God-Word would not
need the body either, for He was not in want! He could have
accomplished our salvation by His mere command!' (col. 1448C).
The reality of the body ofChrist is an indispensable part ofHis true human nature, of
course, without the slightest impairment being done to His divinity: 'Nor does [John]
say, that the divine essence was somehow turned into flesh, but proclaims that the
human nature was assumed by the God-Word' (col. 1449B).
1 See also Theodoret's reply to the first Cyrilline Anathema.
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4.2.2 The human soul
The famous sentence 'the Word was made flesh' is explained in Ch. 18 with an anti-
Apollinarian emphasis, through which the author shows that Scripture often labels
the whole by the part (i.e. the entire human nature by the flesh), and therefore John
1:14 has to be understood as the Word assuming the entire human nature. Whilst the
argument concerning the acceptance of a true human body by the Saviour could not
meet any substantial opposition amongst the adepts of the Aoyoq-adp^ model,
nevertheless, the issue of the presence of a rational soul within Christ - especially the
kind of participation this soul could have in actual moral choices - had been for long
a subject of contention between Antiochene and some Alexandrian theologians going
back to as early as Diodore and Apollinaris. As Grillmeier and Bohm rightly observe,
'the soul ofChrist [for Athanasius] is a physical [i.e. verbally acknowledged], but not
a theological factor'.2
The human soul is very much a theological factor for the author ofDe incarnatione.
It is therefore important to assess first what the human soul meant for Theodoret
anthropologically in order to understand his relevant Christological concerns.
Consequently, I shall start with the presentation of the soul's place and role within the
human being and then turn to discuss her function within the Person ofChrist.
The soul as the greatest gift of God
After having formed the body of the human being, God gave life to His creation.
Theodoret first mentions vj/o%f| in Ch. 2, but there it is a more or less open question
whether the term should be translated as 'soul' or simply 'life'. As our author says, the
Creator gave beauty and v|/oxi) to the formless clay (col. 1420B), whilst a few lines
later he explains the most important gift of God:
In addition, [He] gave [him] a governing and guiding mind [voov] filled
with wisdom, infused with overall knowledge and understanding; [He]
made the clay-figure conscious [AoytKov] and created the statue of dust
in His own image, and gifted the ruling, autocratic and creative [one]
with the spiritual and immortal soul [xfj vospa v|/uxft] (c°l- 1421A).
2
Grillmeier, Christ in Christian Tradition, 325. See also Bohm, Die Christologie des Arius, 65.
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The most precious possession of the human being then is the spiritual and immortal
soul, which is also the governing power of the individual. In HFC Theodoret wrote:
We say that the thing infused [to sp(puar|p.a] was not a part of the
divine essence [ou pepoq n xfjc; dalag ouatag], according to the
folly of Cerdon and Marcion, but we say that the nature of the soul [xfjg
xfiv tpuoxv] is signified through this, that the soul is a spirit, both
rational and intellectual [oxi nvsupd eaxtv f| v|/uxfl, A,oytic6v xe icai
vospov] (PG 83, 481CD).
The human soul is not just a life-giving source, but rather the intellectual governor of
the entire human being and a substantial component ofwhat our author calls 'human
nature'. This soul is depicted as 'the imitator of the Creator', since it was for the
intellect's sake that the visible world was created 'because God does not need these
[things]' (col. 1445CD). Thus, Christ indeed 'renewed the whole worn out [human]
nature', not leaving aside the mind, which is its most valuable part, as the Platonic
parallel shows: '[The intellect] is the charioteer [fivto%o<;], the governor and
harmonising [force] of the body, by which human nature is not irrational, but full of
wisdom, art and skill' (col. 1448A).3 Theodoret concludes in Ch. 17:
[Even] the coming of our Saviour happened for the sake [of the mind],
thus the mystery of the dispensation [xfj<g oiKOVopiag puaxfipiov]
being accomplished. For He did not receive the salvific sufferings for
[creatures] without soul or mind [di|/uxcov rj dvofixcov], nor for
senseless [dA,oycov] cattle or soulless stones, but for people possessing
immortal souls [v|/uxijv ddavaxov] within [themselves] (col. 1448B).
The attributes of the soul granted by the Creator make her worthy of being saved. It
is perhaps not superfluous to consider the main virtues and responsibilities of this
soul which seem to make her thus indispensable in the course of the oikonomia.
The moral attributes and responsibilities of the human soul
According to Ch. 5 of De incarnatione, the human soul is capable of receiving and
understanding a given law. In Eden God gave man a commandment as an 'exercise of
3 Cf. with the following passage from Theodoret's De providentia oratio X: Too XoyiKou
xotyapoov f| oyeta cppovriaiq ovopa^exou [...] cpepexat 8e euxaKxcag bni xdjv t7traov o
f|vtoxo<; voug (PG 83, 645d).
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virtue' [yopvaatov dpexT]c;] which 'is quite easy for the sound-minded' (col.
1424A). This commandment is God's protective act towards man, making him aware
that he rules but is also ruled by his Creator. Moreover, 'the giving of law is suitable
for the rational [creatures] [xoiq A-oytKolq], because lawless existence is proper
only to the irrational [dA-oyoov yap IStov to vopoov noXixsueadai]'. The
expression TtoXtxeueaOax might as well refer to human civilisation. So when
Theodoret says that the mindless creatures do not have 'laws', he does not refer to the
'natural law' existent among them in various forms, but rather to human laws as being
a result of God's decree or of a moral agreement between people, which by itself
presupposes the existence of a higher intellect.
It follows that the human rational soul, i.e. the mind or the intellect, had to play a
crucial role in the fall of humankind also. Theodoret affirms this explicitly in Ch. 17:
For the entire human being was beguiled [rptaxfidri], and entered totally
under sin, yet the mind had accepted the deceit before the body [rcpo too
CTcdpaxog 5e xf]v &7idxr|v o vouq rmsSexaxo], because the prior
contribution of the mind sketches out [aictaypacpet] the sin, and thus by
its action [i.e. of the mind] the body gives shape to it (col. 1445C).
The emphasis upon this aspect of moral responsibility ascribed to the soul is both
pastoral and soteriological. With the insistence upon the fact that 'human nature [...]
drew upon itself servitude voluntarily' (Ch. 12, col. 1437B), the author prepares the
soteriological ground for the restoration of the human soul's initial dignity by Christ
'accepting the sufferings of salvation voluntarily' (title of Ch. 26, col. 1465B). Yet,
before analysing the role of the human soul in Christ we have to define the difference
between the anthropology of Theodoret and of the heresies he is arguing against.
Bipartite anthropology
Theodoret's anthropology is clearly bipartite. What is interesting, though, is that the
Bishop of Cyrus has a clear insight into the Apollinarian tripartite anthropology and
does not condemn the former Bishop of Laodicea based on mere misunderstanding.
In Ch. 9 he points at the common root ofArianism and Apollinarianism:
Some of those who think the opposite of piety try to attack the doctrine
of truth with apostolic words. On one hand, Arius and Eunomius
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maintain strongly that the Word of God assumed a soulless man
[a\|/uxov avdpconov]. On the other hand, Apollinaris [maintains that
there was] a soul [in the man] [ep.\|/u%ov], but that it was deprived of
intellect [vou<;] (I do not know what he meant by the human soul) (col.
1428A).
Theodoret touches here upon a very important aspect, namely, that the otherwise
conflicting Arian and Apollinarian systems have a common model of Christ: the
A6yoc;-adp£, framework. Grillmeier traces back their origin to Paul of Samosata:
If we can accept the tradition about Paul of Samosata as genuine, it
would be possible that we had here the common root of Arianism,
Apollinarianism and some aspects of the Christology of the Alexandrian
church.4
Milton V. Anastos holds the same view.5 Thomas Bohm does not ascribe the concept
of'soulless body' to Arius himself, yet he admits that it certainly was not a decisive
problem for the heresiarch.6
Theodoret was also familiar with Paul of Samosata,7 whom he labels as the 'false-
named Paul' in Ch. 10. Moreover, his awareness of this common root of the Arian
and Apollinarian Christologies might well have been influenced by other ancient
writers, like the friend of Eunomius, i.e. Eudoxius of Constantinople,8 who in his
confession summarised the central Arian doctrine on the incarnation:
We believe in [...] the one Lord, the Son [...] who became flesh, but not
man [aapKcodsvTa, ook svavdpamfiaavTa]. For He did not take a
4
Grillmeier, Christ in Christian Tradition, 165.
5 'It is curious that, despite their insistence on freedom of the will in Christ, the Arians believed, as did
Apollinarius later on, that the place of the rational soul in Christ was taken by the divine Logos.'
Milton V. Anastos, 'The immutability of Christ and Justinian's condemnation of Theodore of
Mopsuestia', DOP, 6 (1951), 125-60 (126, note 6).
6
'Es scheint, daB die Lehre vom crcopa dvyoyov bei Arius eine zu schwache Textgrundlage besitzt,
als daB sie auf Arius selbst angewendet werden konnte. Vielmehr durfte die Frage nach der
menschlichen Seele bei Arius so wenig wie bei Athanasius das entscheidende theologische Problem
gewesen sein.' Thomas Bohm, Die Christologie des Arius, Studien zur Theologie und Geschichte, VII
(St. Ottilien: EOS, 1991), 66. For a recent presentation of the scholarship on Arius and Arianism see
Rowan Williams, Arius, Heresy and Tradition, 2nd edn (London: SCM Press, 2001), 1-25.
7
See HFC II, 8: 'After a certain Malchion, who was earlier a sophist by profession and later by
ordination an honourable presbyter, held a debate with Paul, the latter was found saying that Christ
was a man, who was exceedingly honoured by divine grace [Oeia<; yaprxoc, SiacpepovTwq
pqicopevovl. Then, moreover, rightly they excommunicated him from the holy lists [tcaToAoycov]
(PG 83, 396B).
8 See HFCPG 83, 416C-421B.
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human soul, but became flesh [ouxe yap \|/o%flv dvdpco7iivr|v
avsiXricpsv, aXXd aap£, ysyovev], in order that through the flesh as
through a veil [bid aapicoc; (be; bid 7iapa7i£Tda(iaTO<;]9 God might be
revealed to us human beings (Hahn, Bibliothek, 261-62).
Arius also omitted the 'becoming human' [svavdp(07ir|ai<;] from his confession sent
to Constantine and accepted only the Word's 'taking flesh' [crapica avaXapdvia].10
The same is valid for Eusebius ofCaesarea (Hahn, Bibliothek, 257-58). Eustathius of
Antioch, one of our author's spiritual fathers in doctrinal matters, exclaims in his
polemic against the Arians: 'But why are they [i.e. the Arians] so eager to show that
Christ assumed a soulless body [atj/uxov acbpa]?'11
The argument against the Arian-Apollinarian a\|/uxo<; avdpomoc; reappears in the
doctrine of Theodoret, who realises that the common fault of Arianism and
Apollinarianism lies in their incomplete model of Christ. He makes the necessary
distinction between the two by admitting that Apollinaris accepted the existence of
the i|/uxfl, but not of the vouq. Nevertheless, this does not modify the basic picture.
Our author says 'I do not know what he [Apollinaris] meant by the human soul
[dvdpconeia V|/uxri]'. Of course he does, since he knows that the most Apollinaris
could mean was 'source of life', i.e. something which by its mere presence ensures
that the body is alive. He certainly did not assign any spiritual functions to the i|/oxf],
since the governing role belonged to the vouq, the third component of Apollinaris'
anthropology which the heresiarch denied to Christ. Theodoret considers the v|/uxx|
as being a i|/uxfl Xoyiicfi, i.e. both life-giving and governing intellect, and this latter
function of the rational soul is what he is concerned with here.
The point against Arius and Apollinaris is enforced with the reinvocation of the
terminology adopted from Paul the Apostle in Ch. 10: 'The essence of the servant,
that is of the human being, does not only mean the visible body [to cpaivopsvov
acopa] for the sound-minded, but the whole human nature' (col. 1432B). Theodoret's
9 Theodoret rejected 7tapa7tETdapa, yet he ascribed the idea (certainly not by mistake) to Apollinaris.
10
Opitz, Urkunde 30, 64.
11
Eustathius, De anima adversus Arianos, ed. by M. Spanneut, Recherches sur les ecrits d'Eustathe
d'Antioche (Lille: 1948), 100; also in PG 18, 689B.
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bipartite anthropology requires that the recognition of the full human nature should
involve the union of body and rational soul. The text ofDe incarnatione shows that
our author has understood the Apollinarian tripartite anthropology and that he finds it
faulty. This is shown by his repeatedly occurring formula: oapKa A.a|3oov sp\|/ox6v
xs Kai Aoytiefiv (col. 1433A-B).
For Apollinaris the adp^ and the life-giving vj/oyfi form the human nature. The
vouq, when added to these two, brings about a human person in the Apollinarian
system, which he [Apollinaris] cannot then admit to be assumed by the Word in
order to maintain the union of the one incarnate Person of the Word. This is where
the famous Apollinarian formula pia (puatq, pia (moaxaatq, pia evepysta, ev
Ttpocmmov of the Incarnate Word emerges from.12 In opposition to this, in
Theodoret's bipartite anthropology the full human nature involves two elements,
which in the Apollinarian system would mean three.
Theodoret knew that his anthropology was biblical as opposed to the one of
Apollinaris, since he wrote in Letter 146 at the beginning of 451:
Apollinaris asserted indeed that He assumed a soul with the body also,
yet not the reasonable one [xf]v A,oyticfiv], but the soul which is called
vivifying or animal [aAAa xqv ipoxticf|v qyoov cpuxtKriv
dvopa^op£vr|v]. For, he says, the Godhead fulfilled [snA-ipoo] the
function [xqv ypeiav] of the mind. Hence, he learned [about] the
distinction of soul and of mind by the outsider [i.e. pagan] philosophers
[vpuXH*? 5s Ka^ v°5 tf]v Staipsaxv rcapa xiov s^co pepddr|KS
tpiXoaocpcov]. For the divine Scripture says that man consists
[aovsoxdvai] of soul and body. For it says [Genesis 2:7]. And the Lord
in the holy Gospels said to His apostles [Matthew 10:28] (SC 111, 182).
It is evident that the biblical verse eysvsxo o avdpccmoq eiq yt>X'nv ^coaav means
for our author that man became a rational being also. Indeed, for Theodoret who
argues from a biblical perspective the human body and rational soul together form a
complete human essence or nature. He does not seem to share Apollinaris' concern
that this union would consitute already a human person. If the Bible does not
12
Apollinaris, De fide et incarnatione 6 in Hans Lietzmann, Apollinaris von Laodicea und seine
Schule (Tubingen: Mohr, 1904), 199.
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distinguish between the soul and the mind, the theologian is not allowed to do so
either. Thus, the main motive behind Theodoret's emphasis upon the assumption of a
rational soul is not merely his eagerness to maintain the divine impassibility of the
Word (as we shall see below) but to validate by exegesis the teaching of Scripture
concerning the human being.
Theodoret's anthropology can be understood even better when we consider his
concept of death. I am quoting a relevant passage from Ch. 19:
The foremost of the apostles testifies that these [things] are so, when he
says in the Acts, that His soul [f] ii/uxfl auxou] will not be left in hell,
neither shall His flesh [q aapE, auxou] know decay. So then, the
destruction of the temple is the separation [xcopropoq] of soul and body,
and again, resurrection is the returning [of the soul] into her own flesh.
Therefore, if every human being had two souls [ryux**? 860], as the
leaders of the heresy are saying, one vivifying [^coxtKf|v] and the [other]
rational [XoytKriv], and flesh were inconceivable without vivifying soul
(for, he [i.e. Apollinaris] says, this is named body [crapa] and not flesh
[adp%]), yet Peter said, that not the body of the Lord, but the flesh of the
Lord shall not see destruction and His soul will not be forsaken in hell, it
is evident, that the mortal flesh possessed the vivifying soul (or I do not
know how they call it), because without her, as they say, it could not be
named [living] flesh. But even the immortal and rational [soul], which is
entrusted to govern the living [creature], was not forsaken in hell, but
returned to her own flesh; and in vain do they babble, labelling the
temple of the God-Word [as being] soulless and irrational. Yet we follow
Peter, who preached that neither the flesh received corruption, nor the
soul was forsaken in hell, but returned and conjoined [aovatpdsxaav]
with her own body (col. 1452C-1453A).
Evidently, Theodoret sees the death of Christ as a truly human death, involving the
separation of the body from the soul and not merely the separation of the Word from
the flesh. Moreover, he uses the Apollinarian interpretation of these terms in order to
contradict the Arian-Apollinarian Christological model. As we see from the above,
aapE, for the heretics is the union between acopa and v|/u5Cn ^coxxkt|. This is
interesting, since one may expect it to be the other way around, 'body' meaning more
in any language than 'flesh'. Yet, exactly this is the intention of the author, i.e. to use
the terms in the sense Apollinaris had applied them, and to point out the
inconsistencies through biblical arguments. If death is the separation between the
body and the soul, yet not the aoopa but the aapE, was not forsaken in hell according
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to Peter's words, it means that both the acopa and the vivifying M/u%ri were
recovered from hell. Thus, the only option remaining to describe a true human death
of the Lord is the separation of His vj/ux1! A,oyiicf| from His aap£, (consisting of
acopa and Vf/ox1! ^ooxticfi), because if He did not have a true human death, He was
not truly man either. As a consequence, Theodoret argues, the rational soul had to be
a necessary part of the incarnate Word's own being even ifwe interpret these terms in
the manner ofApollinaris. It is also clear that for our author only the rational soul is
immortal, the Apollinarian vivifying one is not. Further, Theodoret emphasises that
this 'temple', which in his usage means the perfect humanity, is the Word's own. The
return and auvoupsra of the soul with the flesh is therefore a true resurrection
following a true human death, i.e. the redemption of the whole human nature.
The term auvdupsta denotes here an unmingled union between the soul and the
flesh. Although we shall return to the analysis of this term in the terminological
section, a last important occurrence concerning the issue of anthropology has to be
pointed out. In Ch. 32 Theodoret defines the relationship between the human body
and soul in the following manner:
For we do not say that the soul is mixed [xsicpdadai] with the body, but
rather that she is united [rivcoadai] and conjoined [CTOvfjipdar] [with it],
dwells [oiicelv] and works inside [it] [evepyetv], Nobody would say that
the soul is mortal or the body immortal without being entirely in foolish
error. So while we distinguish each [nature], we acknowledge one living
being [sv i^coov] composed [auyKeipsvov] out of these. We name each
nature with different names, [one is] the soul, [the other] the body,
however, the living being composed out of both we give a different
name, for we call that human being [dvdpccmov] (col. 1473A).
This is the way Theodoret conceives a 'true humanity'.13 The soul-body relationship
of union, connection, indwelling and inworking is the key to understand his
anthropological concerns underlying his Christology. Any separation between the
body and the rational soul cannot be interpreted otherwise than as an incomplete
13 There is one passage in the Expositio 11 (PG 6, 1225B-1228C) where the soul-body relationship is
likened to the union of the divinity and humanity in Christ. Theodoret argues here that the human
being is one nature consisting of two elements, whilst Christ is two natures. Nevertheless, for the sake
of a better organisation of the argument, I have chosen to present this at the end of the terminological
section. See Rejection ofmisleading terms and the 'image' of the oikonomia at the end of this chapter.
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humanity. In order for Christ to be 'very man', a true human ev ^coov, He had to live,
die and even be resurrected according to the pattern sketched out above.
4.2.3 Theological reasons why Christ had to assume a human rational soul
It is clear that from the anthropological viewpoint of our author Christ had to assume
a human rational soul. Nevertheless, anthropology is not his only argument. A very
obvious theological concern can be sensed throughout the work in connection with
the rational soul assumed by the Word. Apart from the (by then fairly known)
Cappadocian point of'what was not assumed, was not saved' (around which e.g. Ch.
17 is built), Theodoret brings forward biblical, soteriological, forensic and pastoral
arguments. The biblical evidence is quoted from Luke's gospel:
Luke, the godly inspired evangelist distinctly shows us the human mind
[tov vouv tov dvdpcoTttvov] of the Saviour Christ [Luke 2:40 and
2:52], Hence 'increased in wisdom' cannot be stated about the wise God,
who is not in want [of anything], is eternally perfect, and accepts neither
increase nor decrease, but about the human mind, which develops
together with the age, needs teaching, receives the arts and sciences, and
gradually perceives the human and divine [realities] (col. 1453D-1456A).
Thus, in order for Luke's words to be true concerning the growth and 'waxing strong
in spirit' of Christ, our author insists upon the presence of the rational soul within
Him. Until this point he is in harmony with all the non-Apollinarian theologians of
Alexandria also. Nevertheless, the place he intends to give to the rational human soul
in the act of the salvation - although deriving from soteriological concerns - meets
the opposition of some representatives of the other side. The text of the former Ch.
15 is quoted in its entirety by Marius Mercator (see PL 48, 1075B-1076A) in order to
show Theodoret's Nestorianism:
These [facts] refute the thoughtless talk of Apollinaris, who said that the
Word of God dwelt in the place of intellect [avxi vou tov 0sov Aoyov
svoiiefjaat Asyst] in the assumed flesh. If the assumed nature did not
possess a human mind, then it is God who fought against the devil, and
God is crowned in victory. Hence, if God is the winner, I gained nothing
from the victory, because 1 did not contribute to it with anything. I have
been deprived even of the joy concerning it, like one who is bragging
with someone else's trophies. The devil, however, is boasting,
swaggering, haughtily gloating and disdaining, like one who fought with
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God and was defeated by God. Since for him even being defeated by God
is a great [achievement] (col. 1441D-1444A).
The issue at stake here is 'my role' in the salvation. We have seen that the oikonomia
happens for the sake of the fallen mind. Although it might sound peculiar, what
Theodoret means by 'my role' here is none else than the role of the general human
nature. This is a clear soteriological and forensic point: the same nature, which
trespassed, has to pay the price. If this did not happen and if the Word was indeed
replacing the mind in the assumed manhood then 'the devil could find some
justifiable excuses' (col. 1444A).14 In the same fashion, 'the sinners also have an
excuse if the Word of God did not assume the mind because of its weakness' (col.
1444D). The author appeals to God's justice:
Then these [i.e. the sinners] can fairly say to the God of all: 'We did not
commit, [oh] Lord, anything unforgivable or deserving punishment,
because the governing intellect received [from You] is weak [voov
riyspova XaPovxsq aaOsvfj] and is unable to keep Your laws [...] But
why should one say more? You yourself, Lord, when You arrived in
flesh and assumed our flesh, You rejected and did not accede to take on
the intellect, which hinders the gain of virtue and easily accepts the deceit
of sin. You had replaced reason [in] the flesh, and in this manner You
fulfilled righteousness. In this way You defeated sin. For You are God,
You do with Your will what You want, You change reality with a nod.
But we possess human mind, which You did not want to assume. Thus
we are necessarily fallen under sin, being unable to follow Your
footsteps.' [...] Those who chose to serve sin could justly say this, if the
God-Word really assumed a man without intellect15 (col. 1444D-1445B).
Apart from its forensic character, this is a strong point of theodicy concerning the
mode in which the Atonement had been fulfilled. Theodoret emphasises that Christ
had gone through a true human life, suffering and death involving also moral
decisions and challenges brought against His human soul even to the point of this
soul's separation in death and reunion after resurrection with His body. If all this did
not happen so and Christ had shown merely a 'divine performance' lacking any
human character, then the salvation was simply not accomplished, only mimed. This
14 The issue will be dealt with below in section 4.5.3 The subject ofpredication.
15
Vat. 841 reads: etnep o 0eo<; Aoyoq dA.r|Oco<; avouv dvgA,a(3ev avftpcortov (cf. PG 75,
1445B), whereas Zigabenus had: si7tep dA.r|9o5q o Geoq Aoyoq dvouv eA.a|3ev dvdpamov (PG
130, 925D). Migne's edition is a result of a faulty reading of the manuscript.
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is a valid argument given the soteriological and pastoral perspective of the tract. If it
were not, then one has to question the entire soteriology behind it. In order to
understand this connection between the excuses of the sinners and the assumption of
the rational soul in the oikonomia one ought to analyse Theodorefs concept of sin.16
4.3 The concept and meaning of sin
Sin is the voluntary act of the rational soul against God's explicit will or command
(see Chs. 5, 6 and 12). It also alters the image of God in man, an image, which has to
be restored by the Word Himself through the 'ineffable mystery of the oikonomia':
For the Word of God Himself, the author of all creation, the
immeasurable, the indescribable and immutable, the spring of life, the
light of light, the living image of the Father, the brightness of [His] glory,
and the express image of [His] Person, takes on the human nature and
recreates His own image [xf]v oIksIocv eixova veo7iot.et] which was
altered by sin. He renews its statue aged by the rust of wickedness and
shows it even more beautiful than the first, but not by forming it of the
earth, like before, but by accepting it Himself (col. 1425CD).
Thus, sin having altered the image of God within all people, it is the task of aoxoq o
Aoyoq xou 0soo, the acting subject of the above passage who is also the image of
the Father's hypostasis (like in De Trinitate) to restore it within humankind. Jesus
Christ bears therefore two siKOvaq: the one of God the Father as well as the original
sixcbv of God given to man which Adam and Eve had worn before the fall, so that
the divine eixcbv might restore the destroyed eixcov of the human (puaiq. This idea
returns twice again in De incarnatione. In Chs. 11 and 23 we read about 'the Creator,
who pitied our nature for being threatened by the Evil One, exposed to the bitter
arrows of sin and thrown over to death, [comes to] defend His [own] image and
overwhelms the enemy' (col. 1433BC) as well as 'the Creator commiserating with
His own striving image exposed to death' (col. 1460B).
16 See Ambrose's Anathema 7 quoted by Theodoret under the name of Damasus in HE\
dva&Egaxt^ogev KaKeivouq oxxtvgq avxi Xoyncrjc; yo%fj? Sxtaxopl^ovxat oxx o xoo 0eo6
Aoyoq scrxpdupri ev xfj avflpamivi] crapKi. auxoq yap o Yloq o xou 0sou Aoyoq ou^t avxi
xfjq A-oytKfjq Kat voepag x|/uxrj? ectuxou acopaxx yeyovev, aXka xf|v f|gexspav,
xouxeaxi Xoyocf|v icai voepav, aveu xfjq apapaxiaq yoxpv aveXa(3e xg xai gaoocrgv (GCS
44, 298; cf. with the Latin version in Hahn, Bibliothek, 272).
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These occurrences strengthen Theodoret's point concerning sin as being the
insurmountable obstacle between God and fallen humankind. Sin brings about death
as its just punishment, yet this also shows God's mercy at the same time (Ch. 6). God
had saved humankind by proving the injustice of sin and destroying the power of
death. Since it had put both the fallen humankind and the only righteous one (i.e.
Christ) under the same punishment of death, sin 'is inevitably thrown out of power
[because of being] unjust [obg aSiKOg xfjq e^ouataq sicpdAAexat]' (col. 1436A).
Sin is the cause of Christ's sacrifice (Ch. 27); it is our illness for which the
medication is the nadfipaxa of our Saviour (Ch. 28, col. 1468B). Moreover, sin is
the key to explain the difference between us and the humanity of Christ.
Sin as the only difference between our human nature and of Christ
It is a thoroughly pursued argument of De incarnatione that Christ had a complete
human nature. Nevertheless, sin is not just the barrier between God and us, but also
between the human nature of Christ and our fallen human nature. The author
emphasises repeatedly that Jesus is in all equal to us, sin excepted (Ch. 10). As the
very dogmatically formulated sentence reads, dvOpoonoq yap yevopevoq [tcaxa]
xfiv (pooav, od Kaxa xqv apapxiav yeyovsv avdpamoc;,17 'that is why in the
likeness of the sinful flesh He condemned the sin in the flesh (col. 1429B)'. He
received our passions fully, except sin (Ch. 24), even became sin for us (Ch. 18), yet
His goal was not to justify the assumed humanity, which He had kept intact from the
arrows of sin (Ch. 11 and 29). He being tempted, is able to help those in temptation,
since He was tempted like we are, yet without sin (Ch 21). This idea is developed to
a very interesting pinnacle in Ch. 18:
He wanted us to be partakers [xoivoovta] in [His] success: that is why
He took on the nature that had sinned [(puatv xf)v f]jiapxr|Kutav] and
made it right [SiKaicoaaq] by His own torment, released it
[d7rf|AAa^sv] from under the bitter tyranny of sin, of the devil and of
death. He honoured it [fi^looas] [i.e. the human nature] with heavenly
17 The negative particle ou is missing from Vat. 841, but as Mai notes, it has to be put there.
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throne, and by that which was assumed He gave [peTebcoKsv] freedom to
all humankind [mvxi too ysvst]' (col. 1448CD).18
The text above evinces Christ's divine grace who is ready to assume the sinful nature
although not in the sense as to be born in sin or to become a sinner, but rather to
share all the sufferings, temptations and challenges of sinners. The concept of Cyril
and Theodoret concerning original sin was somewhat different from Augustine's as
observed by J. Meyendorff. He argues that the two Eastern theologians did not
emphasise our own culpability directly on account of Adam's sin, but rather argued
that the fall of Adam subjected the entire human nature and race to the slavery of the
Evil One as well as contaminated it with corruption and mortality.19 That is why
Theodoret labels baptism 'a garment of immortality' at the end of Ch. 27 of De
incarnatione, since it removes the effect caused by Adam's sin.
This being granted, though, the usage of the phrase tpuatv Tqv fpiapxr|Koiav
above is of a peculiar significance. It is not my task to provide here a detailed
analysis of Theodoret's concept of original sin. Nevertheless, the text of De
incarnatione - including the above paragraph - provides us with sufficient evidence
that the author did not base his Christology on 'Pelagian' presumptions.20 Theodoret
avoids this by insisting upon the sinlessness of Christ, thus, upon His perfect
humanity, which is perfect both in the sense that it is complete (i.e. it includes the
rational soul), but also in the sense of being free from sin. Thus, in the sentence 'He
showed that in human nature it is possible to overcome the arrows of sin' the 'human
nature' is none else than that of Adam before the fall, who thus had the same chance
to obey or disobey God's commandment (col. 1429BC).
The mode of Christ's incarnation, including His Virgin birth, is the further proof of
His total sinlessness. This qualifies Him to be the second Adam indeed, i.e. humanly
the same as Adam before the fall: this Pauline idea is carried through Theodoret's
entire description of the oikonomia, which will be discussed in the following section.
18 Cf. with HFC in PG 83, 425D-428A.
19
J. Meyendorff, f E(p' to (Rom. 5,12) chez Cyrille d'Alexandrie et Theodoret', SP, 4 (1961), 157-61.
20
For further evidence see e.g. the end of Ch.l 1 and Ch. 12 ofDe incarnatione, where not only death
itself is depicted as inherited from Adam, but the author asserts that 'the fall/defeat [f|TTa] of our
forefather became our common fall/defeat [f|Txa koivt) |' (col. 1436D).
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4.4 The divinity and humanity of Christ in the oikonomia
Once we have clarified the basic anthropological and soteriological concepts of our
author including his hamartology it is time now to analyse how these ideas are
applied in various moments of salvation history. In this section I shall follow the
main events of Christ's earthly life and their significance for Theodoret with a special
treatment of the Temptation-story, the very heartland ofAntiochene soteriology.
4.4.1 The birth and childhood of Christ
Ch. 23 is consecrated to 'the ineffable birth from the Virgin'. The author conceives
the descending [Kaxdpacxic;] of the infinite Word as condescending
[ouyKaxdpaaic;]. The parallel of the first and the second Adam is already present in
this poetically formulated chapter. Moreover, by the use of the same formula, the
creation of Eve is linked with the becoming human of the Word through Virgin
Mary. In Ch. 4 concerning the creation of the feminine nature, Theodoret wrote:
Thus having formed and named him [i.e. Adam], [God] immediately
created for him a helper, a coadjutor, a life-companion. Yet He [God] did
not take the origin of [her] fashioning [A.apPdvsi xdq acpoppag xf]<g
5ta7iA,daeoo<;] merely from the earth [ouk sk povriq 8s xfjc; yfjc;], like
in the case of the other [i.e. Adam], but He took one of [Adam's] ribs and
using this as a groundwork and foundation He created the feminine
nature [xf|v yuvaiKslav (puaiv moist] (col. 142ID-1424A).
In Ch. 23 he writes:
He [the Word of God] moved in and prepared Himself a temple, formed
the intact and pure stall; and because the first [man] served the sin, He
arrived without a father, having only the earth as [his] mother. [...] This
is why the Only-begotten Word of God took the origin of His fashioning
[rag acpoppac; A,apd)v xfj<g SiamA-daseoc;] only from the Virgin [sk
povpg llapdsvou], and in this manner formed His untouched temple
[dyso6pyr|xov vaov] and uniting it with Himself, came forth of the
Virgin (col. 1460D).
One can observe the occurrence ofxaq dcpoppaq xfjg SiamA-aasax;, that of the verb
A,apPdvoo as well as of (ouk) sk p.ovr|<;. Concerning Eve's 'origin of fashioning' we
are told that this happened not because the Creator was running out of prime
material, but because He wanted to implant 'the bond of concord' [xov auvSsapov
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xf]c; opovoiaq] into the [human] nature. In the case of the Incarnation, 'the origin of
fashioning' comes only from the Virgin in order that the One who will be born might
be the second Adam indeed. Thus, the creation of Eve and the conception of Christ
present us with similar patterns: the one who is born or made out of the other should
be of the same nature with his/her 'source', in order to be either in concord with him
(in the case of Adam and Eve) or to bear the same nature with her, yet a nature
without the original sin (in the case ofMary and Jesus Christ).
We can also note that in both cases the verb A,apPdvoo represents the action of the
Creator God (in forming Eve) and of the Word of God (in taking the origin of His
own human fashioning from Mary). Since Theodoret had already shown in De
Trinitate that the Word is the Creator Himself (see PG 75, 1152D-1153A), we might
say that both actions of A,apPdveiv are ascribed to the same divine Person. The
importance of ook sk povriq 8s xfj<; ypt; in the case of Eve and the emphasis upon
sk povr|<; napdsvou in the case of Christ come to serve the same purpose, i.e. to
underline the validity of the Pauline sentence regarding the first and the second
Adam: 'The first man is of the earth, earthy' (since only Adam was made of earth,
Eve not); 'the second man is the Lord from heaven' (since He was born of a woman,
but without having a human father, his entire humanity being taken solely from the
Virgin). This parallelism of the first and second Adam is present all the way through
the Antiochene view of the oikonomia (Ch. 8, col. 1425D). The 'first' refers to Adam,
since the author adds that this time the human nature is not formed of the earth like
before, but is rather accepted [KaxaSe^dpsvoc] by the Word Himself.
It is also interesting that the role of the Holy Spirit in the conception of Christ is
mentioned only allusively without any greater emphasis. The author merely says that
'the Creator [Word of God] [...] announced the birth by angelic voice, explaining
beforehand the mode of conception, thus dispelling the fear of the Virgin' (col.
1460CD). Without laying too much stress on this point, it is remarkable that in
Theodoret's presentation of Christ's earthly life the role of the Spirit comes less into
the forefront than e.g. in the theology of Theodore. These differences will occur also
concerning Jesus's baptism and the Temptation-story.
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The picture of Christ's virgin birth as 'the bunch of grapes rising from the earth
without a wine-twig' in Ch. 23 is paralleled with the first sign and miracle given at
the wedding in Cana (Ch. 25): 'thus, being untouched [ayeoopyrixoc;] [Himself], He
furnished untouched wine [ayecopyrixov oivov].21 The wordplay of ayecopyrixog
evinces both the miracle of His birth and His being free from original sin.
The relationship between the two natures of Christ is carefully described by the
author concerning the incarnation already:
He [the Word] does not change [p£xa|3aA,a)v] the divine nature into
human, but unites [auva\|/a<;] the divine with the human. Thus
remaining what He was, He took on what He was not [Msvcov yap o
fjv, eXaPev o ouk f)v] (PG 75, 1426D).22
The main concern here is that the two uniting natures do not undergo any alteration
within the process. There is no psxa[3oAf] on either side, but rather a auva\|/t.q or
CTOvdcpsta, which will be reinforced by the most frequently used expression,
evcoaiq.23 This leads to the conclusion that each nature remains in essence the same
as it was before the union. Here is a likely explanation for the use of neuter terms for
both natures: the Word remains what He was and takes on what He was not.
Nonetheless, it is the Word, who does the assuming and the uniting. We find similar
examples of the kind in other parts of the treatise, where Theodoret addresses the two
natures impersonally. I shall reflect on these occurrences in the subsection dealing
with the subject of predication.24
By His incarnation the Word 'became one of the subjects, one of the threatened ones,
hiding the magnificence of the Godhead within the poverty of the manhood' (Ch. 11,
col. 1433C). The idea of'the visible' and the 'hidden' in the Person ofChrist will have
21
Concerning the patristic parallels of the issue discussed by Origen, Chrysostom, Cyril, Ephrem and
others see Guinot, 'Les lectures patristiques grecques (llle-Ve s.) du miracle de Cana (Jn 2, 1-11).
Constantcs ct dcvcloppcmcnts christologiques', SP, 30 (1997), 28 41.
22 Cf. with the Confession ofPhoebadius ofAginnum (358): 'Verbum caro factum esse, non amisisse,
quod fuerat, sed coepisse esse, quod non erat' (Hahn, Bibliothek, 259-60).
23
See also section 4.5.6 Terminology at the end of this chapter.
24 The other two technical terms imported from Philippians 2:5-7 are 'the form of God' and 'the form
of the servant', terms which are explained more fully in Ch. 10 and represent the divine and the human
nature or essence. These are discussed in the section 4.5.1 The properties ofboth natures.
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an important role during the Temptation. After birth, the Lord 'is called Christ, which
25
indicates both the assuming and the assumed natures' (Ch. 24, col. 1461B).
The childhood and youth of Christ is presented in Ch. 24 with the author laying
emphasis on the fact that 'the new and only sacrifice of the world was Himself
purified' according to the law. When He was in the temple at the age of twelve,
He somehow slowly revealed [His] divinity [...] He showed that He is
not only the visible [thing] [to opoopevov], but also God hidden
[KpunTopevoq] in the visible [thing], timeless and eternal [imepxpovoq
mi rcpoaicbvtoq], who came forth from the Father (col. 1461D).
Here the humanity is addressed in neuter, whereas the divinity in personal terms. The
varying of this language shows that the Christology of Theodoret is under formation,
yet an interesting pattern can be observed: he addresses the humanity in personal
terms only after its union with the Word.26
4.4.2 The baptism of Christ
The issues concerning the baptism, temptation and passion of Christ are important
since the mode of their treatment defines one's soteriology and consequently one's
Christology also. Although the Temptation-story seems to be the foremost issue in
De incarnatione, the moment of Christ's baptism and His passion cannot be ignored.
The author mentions the baptism of the Saviour for the first time in Ch. 13, before
the longer expose on the temptation, yet only in passing: 'after His baptism, the Spirit
took Jesus into the wilderness to be tempted by the devil' (col. 1437D). At the end of
this chapter (to which we shall return a little later) we read that the tempter had seen
so many divine things concerning Him, including the utterance of the Father ('This is
my beloved Son') and the grace of the Spirit coming upon Him. A fuller presentation
of Jesus's baptism is given in Ch. 24:
He [Jesus] went to John the Baptist, persuaded the reluctant [John] to
baptise Him, prefiguring [npoTunot] our baptism in the Jordan. He
fulfilled the law [bibooao tsA,o<; too vopcp] and opened the gate of
grace, being announced by the Father from the heavens, and attested by
25 See the section The ontological importance of 'naming'.
26
See section 4.5.3 The subject ofpredication.
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the presence of the [Holy] Spirit [tfj Ttapouala too rTveupaxoc;
SsiKvuxai], then led up by the Spirit into the wilderness like into a
suitable wrestling school (col. 1461D-1464A).
We find here the ideas of Christ being the 'prototype' for our baptism, His putting an
end to the law by fulfilling it, thus opening f) 06pa xfjcg xaptxoq. This is a new
aeon, the time of grace, in which humankind can recognise and acknowledge God
not only as a lawgiver Master, but rather as merciful Father by the mediation of His
Son. The issue at stake is perhaps not merely to define how is Jesus Christ who He is,
but why is He who He is. Theodoret returns twice to the significance of baptism: at
the end of Ch. 27 concerning the piercing of the Lord's side and the fountainhead of
life emerging from there, which 'renews us in the bath and clothes [us] with the
garment of immortality'. Finally, at the end of Ch. 28 he says that the Lord sent out
the gift of baptism to all humankind through the apostles. He concludes:
Baptism [i.e. our baptism] is the sketch and model [aKiaypacpia icai
xrmoi;] of the Master's death. Paul says: [Romans 6:5] (col. 1469A).
The baptism of Christ as a prelude to His temptation does not occupy a very
important place in Theodoret's view of the oikonomia. We have seen that in Ch. 13,
which introduces the discussion of the Temptation-story, the baptism of the Lord is
merely acknowledged, yet it is not given any further weight during the subsequent
analysis. The role of the Spirit is also of less prominence in the case of Christ than in
ours, including both baptism and temptations.
This almost certainly means a detachment from the heritage of Theodore, whose
'theology of baptism' lies at the heart of his soteriology. The presence of the Spirit at
Jesus's baptism as well as His role in leading Christ to the wilderness and being there
during the Temptation were crucial points in Theodore's theology, 'whose central
datum is, in any case, not the incarnation but Jesus's baptism'. Theodore conferred a
suitable role to the Spirit in the Temptation, since 'if the Spirit is allowed actively to
determine the conduct of Christ's human nature, the Logos will not need to assume
the function of the voGq; the competition between Logos and Spirit at this point
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worked positively, demonstrating the equality in status of these persons of the Trinity
and allowing no opportunity to put the Spirit on a lower level than Father and Son'.27
Theodoret seems to evade successfully the problem facing Theodore in respect of the
Spirit's and Word's alleged 'competition' within Christ, nevertheless, at the cost of not
employing the 'soteriological fruitfulness' of the former's theology of baptism. As
Abramowski rightly observed, the younger Antiochenes did not inherit Theodore's
line of thought, and thus 'the theology of baptism is a feature peculiar to Theodore'.28
Theodore's answer, then, to the Arian-Apollinarian Aoyoq-aap^ model was the
active inclusion of the Spirit in the Temptation. Theodoret, however, follows a
slightly different and perhaps more vulnerable path when he tries to show the active
role of Christ's human soul during His struggle with the devil.
4.4.3 The soteriological heartland of Theodoret's early Christology:
the Temptation-story
As already attested by the relevant scholarship, the story of the Temptation is
certainly one of the Antiochenes' preferred soteriological passages.29 It is nonetheless
interesting that the story appears only in the synoptic Gospels.30 Without drawing
sharp lines between the two traditions, it can be claimed that to a certain extent the
Antiochenes relied perhaps with a little more emphasis on the synoptic tradition,
whilst the Alexandrians followed John's gospel. This might explain some motives
27 Luise Abramowski, 'The Theology of Theodore of Mopsuestia' in Formula and Context: Studies in




Among the more recent scholarship concerning the issue we could mention the following (the list is
far from being exhaustive, whilst the quoted page numbers refer to the passage connected with the
Temptation within each work): Abramowski, 'The Theology of Theodore', 31-34; L. Abramowski,
Untersuchungen :um Liber Heraclidis des Nestorius, CSCO, 242 (Louvain: CSCO, 1963), 224-225;
Milton V. Anastos, 'The Immutability of Christ and Justinian's Condemnation of Theodore of
Mopsuestia', DOP, 6 (1951), 125-60 (p. 126); Clayton, 'Theodoret', 219-24; H. M. Diepen, 'Theodoret
et le Dogme d' Ephese', RSR, 44 (1956), 243-47, followed by the answer of Jean Danielou on 247-48;
Guinot, 'L'Expositio et le traite...', 58; V. Kesich, 'The Antiocheans and the Temptation Story', SP, 7
(1966), 496-502.
30 The biblical narrative was preserved only in the synoptic tradition, although Mark merely
summarises it without details (Mark 1:12-13). Matthew and Luke give us a fuller account of the event.
The main difference between them is that Luke presents the last two attempts of the devil in inverted
sequence (Matthew 4: 1-11; Luke 4: 1-13), as well as that Luke's version does not exclude a
continuous forty-day temptation, whereas Matthew explicitly says that the tempter approached Christ
after He had fasted for forty days. Theodoret follows Matthew's narrative in his analysis.
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and methods of those who relied perhaps with a little more emphasis on the first
three gospels whilst constructing their model of Christ. V. Kesich gives a good
summary of these differences:
The Antiocheans, like the Alexandrians, explained the temptations of
Christ by contrasting them with the temptations of Adam and relating
them to those of Israel in the wilderness. Nevertheless, the analogies are
31
more stressed in the Antiochean school than in the Alexandrian.
This affirmation, especially concerning the analogy between Adam and Christ is
certainly valid for the Theodoret of De incarnatione. This parallel dominates not
only the Temptation-story, but most of his soteriological thinking, exercising a major
influence upon his anti-Arian and anti-Apollinarian Christology. The importance of
the Temptation in Theodoret's theology is underlined by the fact that the otherwise
very restricted manuscript tradition (including Marius Mercator, Nicetas of Heracleia
and Euthymius Zigabenus) preserved for us almost the entire section from the
beginning of Ch. 13 until the end of Ch. 17.
In Ch. 24 our author summarised very epigrammatically that the Master Christ
'defeats him [i.e. the tempter] with human wisdom and not with divine power
[dvftp(07uvfl (prA,oao(pia, a\\' ook s^ouaia deoxpxoq]' (col. 1464A), showing
that for him the assumed rational soul is indeed a 'theological factor' in the
atonement. He provides a juridical foundation for the Pauline analogy:
The benefaction of our Saviour expands to the whole nature of
humankind: because with [our] forefather Adam we share the curse, and
like him, we all have arrived under the [power] of death; in the same way
we own the victory of Christ the Saviour, and being partakers of His
glory, we shall share the joy of [His] kingdom also (col. 1436BC).
By making use of Romans 5:15, which follows this passage, Theodoret connects the
forensic issue (i.e. that by Adam's transgression we have all fallen under
condemnation) with God's merciful act, i.e. that the salvation is effected through the
victory of Christ. He nonetheless does not make the law our judge, since that would
mean our eternal condemnation, but rather being in possession of our nature fulfils
31
V. Kesich, 'The Antiocheans', 497.
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the law and makes us partakers in His victory. Therefore, the common link between
• 32Christ and us is His human nature.
God's intention on one hand was to crown the victor and on the other hand, 'to
declare the other one [i.e. Satan] defeated, to encourage and strengthen everybody
against him'. As we have already mentioned, the role of the Spirit seems to cease
once He has taken Christ into the wilderness, since Theodoret continues:
Hence, not the God-Word but the temple assumed by the Word of God
from the seed of David was taken [avfixOr|] [there]. For the Holy Spirit
did not lead [<X7rriYaYe] the God-Word to battle against the devil, but the
temple formed in the Virgin for the God-Word (col. 1437D).
Here we reencounter vaoq, a typically Antiochene technical term describing the
manhood of Christ in a similar manner like poptpfi 5o6A,ou. The role of the Spirit is
to take and lead this temple of the Word to battle. This would raise the eyebrows of
Theodoret's Alexandrian contemporaries, yet the 'why' here determines the 'how' and
not vice versa. The text seems to imply a separation of subjects, i.e. of the Word
from His vaoq formed in the Virgin. Theodoret uses this kind of language when he
argues from a primarily soteriological and in this case forensic point of view: in these
instances, the question 'why' almost certainly precedes the 'how'. Nevertheless, the
Word controls the battle, since the Temptation is according to His will. Although the
Spirit is the One leading Jesus Christ into the wilderness, this is neither against His
human will (since He accepted to save humankind voluntarily), nor against His
divine will (i.e. of the Word), because if it were so, that would flatly contradict
Theodoret's affirmation in Ch. 26 ofDe Trinitate:
For the Son and the Spirit participate [aovepYet] in the things effected
by God the Father, whereas God the Father gives His consent
[ouvsuSoksI] simultaneously to those accomplished by the Son and the
Spirit (col. 1185C).
The stage is set: Theodoret will now present the story with all the analogic
references possible. The picture of the first and the second Adam dominates the
32 Cf. with the Confession of Leporius, a priest in Massilia and then (425-26) in Hippo: 'in vero
humanitatis habitu factus obediens in homine, illud in se per humilitatem et obedientiam naturae
nostrae restituit, quod per inobedientiam perierat in Adam' (Hahn, Bibliothek, 301).
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scene, and the author is eager to show how Christ respected the rules of the contest,
fulfilling all the requirements of the law, including fasting. Vindob. 300r of Nicetas'
Catena preserves a sentence here, which in Vat. 841 appears only in Ch. 24 (col.
1464A). It reinforces the point that Christ vriaTEOst pev 06 rcspa 5s xoov pexpoov
xfjq (puasax; (cf. PG 84, 77B). The text then continues in Vat. 841:
[Jesus] spent forty days and the same number of nights without eating.
He did not want to exceed the ancient measure of fasting, so that the
opponent would not run away from the battle against Him, lest
recognising the One who was hidden [xov Kpurcxopsvov], he should
flee the struggle against the visible (col. 1437D-1440A).
Jesus respecting the ancient measure of fasting suggests that He could have resisted
more with the aid of His divinity, but this is exactly what He wanted to avoid: the
Word, who is obviously present, has to remain, at least for now, Kpunxopevoq. The
Word's being hidden serves a double purpose, which we could summarise as being a
tactical and a forensic concern:
• That by recognising Him, the tempter does not flee from the battle;
• To allow the same human nature to finally resist Satan, since otherwise the
'oiicovopta of the Lord' cannot be 'a common benefit for all mankind', as
declared in the title of the chapter. Despite all this, the Word is in control of the
human experiences, since He is the One who shows the suffering of the human
nature and permits it to feel hunger after the expiration of forty days:
Therefore, after the already mentioned number of days have passed, He
shows the suffering of the human nature [xfjc; dvdpttmsiaq (poasooq xo
Tiadoq UTtoipatvet], and allows hunger to occur [auyxoopei xf] 7ieivq
Xoopav Xapsiv], thus giving the hold for [the devil] by famine (col.
1440A).
Satan is depicted as being familiar with the prophecies about Christ and as the
careful observer of all the great moments of His earthly life, including His birth, the
choir of angels, the three wise men, the Father's testimony at His baptism, as well as
the resting of the Spirit upon Him. Thus, the 'hiding' of the Word together with His
'permission' for hunger to occur is meant to 'give the hold' for Satan:
The devil was astounded by these and other similar things [in Christ's
earthly life], and he did not dare to approach the champion [adA,r|xfi<;] of
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our nature. But as he discovered the occurrence of hunger, saw Him
needing human food, and [observed that] He cannot endure more than the
old men, he came closer to Him, thinking that he had found the greatest
hold, believing that he would win easily (col. 1440B).
Satan, therefore, had to be convinced that despite all the miraculous things around
Him, his opponent is truly man, and he [Satan] is not fighting against God, because
in that case he would have known that there was no chance for him to win the battle.
The Word does not abandon the human nature, but makes Satan believe that he is
fighting against a mere man. If this were a deception, the battle was not fought fairly.
It is interesting that the idea of the Word 'deceiving' Satan by being tempted Himself
instead of the human nature seems to represent an issue of theodicy for Theodore,
Theodoret and Pseudo-Nestorius, yet it is not a problem for Cyril and Nestorius, who
both argue that the Word helped the human nature He assumed (Nestorius), or the
Word was Himself tempted according to the dispensation (Cyril), yet the devil did
not see this in his folly and in his totally darkened mind.33
The entire struggle between Christ and the devil is presented as a dramatic sporting
contest in a great arena. The devil behaves like a very patient and sharp adversary: he
'examines [Christ] from a distance, trying to find the uncovered part to fling the dart
there and wound the adversary.' He sees Christ 'fully armoured with complete
righteousness', and 'seeks for an ideal spot to dart his spear at'. This spot is exactly
the 'by the Word permitted' weakness of the human nature:
As soon as he [Satan] noticed34 the appearance of hunger, he daringly
approached [Christ], like having found what [he was] looking for,
because he observed in Him the weakness of the forefather. He [Satan]
had also deprived him [Adam] of [his] untroubled life by food and
33 In his Commentary on Luke, Cyril wrote: 'Satan made use of these verses [Psalm 90] as if the
Saviour were a common man [toq s7t' dvOptonoo koivoo]. Since for being in full darkness and
having his mind totally darkened [...] fiyvoncre oxt 0soq (Sv o Aoyoq yeyovsv avOpomoq, kou
auxoq Y|v ° obcovoprKaSq TrExpa^opevoq' (PG 72, 533BC; cf. 529C). Nestorius's similar argument
is summarised by L. Abramowski: 'Aus den Nestoriana kann man auch entnehmen, wie sich Nestorius
die Funktion des Gott Logos beim Kampf Christi mit dem Teufel denkt. Bei Ps. Nestorius ist die
Gottheit der Richter iiber den Kampf zwischen Jesus und Satan, sie spricht den Sieg der Menschheit
zu, den diese allein, durch ihren Gehorsam und die Unterwerfung unter Gottes Willen errungen hat.
Nestorius sagt dagegen, der Gott Logos habe der von ihm angenommenen menschlichen Natur
geholfen, der Teufel in seiner Dummheit habe das nicht gesehen' (Untersuchungen, 224-25).
34
Vat. 841 has: (6q el8e (PG 75, 1440C), Nicetas had: cbq supsv (PG 84, 77D).
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harnessed him into the yoke of swelter, humiliation, and death (col.
1440C).35
Satan provokes Christ to reveal His divinity by urging Him to transform the stones
into bread by His word. Theodoret is certain that Satan 'would not have done that if
the Saviour didn't accept the suffering of hunger'. He had to learn by his own
experience that Christ was 'the One foretold by all the prophets', and therefore later
he could not bear even His close look, but ran away and said: 'What do you want
with us, [oh] Son of God? Why did you come before time to torture us?' The attitude
of Satan before and after the Temptation is what Theodoret intends to contrast here,
for he writes: 'Then, before the temptation he [Satan] did not speak in this manner
[i.e. like in Luke 8:28], but rather he drew near [to Jesus] very confidently, saying:
"say that these stones should become bread".' This radical change in Satan's attitude
towards Christ in Theodoret's view was caused by his defeat in the wilderness. That
is another reason why the Temptation-story is so important, since it brought about a
profound change in human history. The language of the passage is dramatically
tense, the author putting these words into the tempter's mouth:
I heard the voice coming from above, he [Satan] says, which called You
like this [i.e. Son ofGod], but I do not believe it until I receive a practical
teaching. Convince me by facts that You are truly in possession of what
You are called! For if I learn this, I shall run away and flee. I shall
withdraw myself from the struggle against you, because I know what
kind of difference is between me and You. Show then the miracle, and by
the wonder teach [me] who is the author of the miracle: 'say that these
stones should become bread' (col. 1441 A).
Jesus replies to the challenge humanly: 'upon hearing these words of the Evil One,
the Lord37 conceals [His] Godhead [Kpurcxei pev xf]v Oeoxrjxa] and speaks from
35 The analogy of gluttony as the first step towards the fall is not Theodoret's invention. It appears e.g.
in John Chrysostom's Homily XIII in Matthew (PG 57, 209), and also by Cyril in his Twelfth Sermon
of the Commentary on Luke. Here the patriarch of Alexandria says: 'And observe, 1 pray, how the
nature ofman in Christ casts off the faults ofAdam's gluttony: by eating we were conquered in Adam,
by abstinence we conquered in Christ.' P. R. Smith, ed., A Commentary upon Luke by Cyril, II, 54.
35 Here I followed Nicetas instead of Vat. 841, because it seems to construe better with Theodoret's
argument. Vat. 841 reads: 8ei^ov xoivuv to ftaupa lcod xf|v daupaxoupylav, 8t8a^ov xov
xoo Oaupaxoq 7toir|xf|v (PG 75, 1441A). Nicetas had: SeTEpv xolvuv to Oaopa, teal 818a£,ov
xrj ftaupaxoupyia xov too ftaupaxoq 7toir|xf|v (PG 84, 80B).
37 oucobaaq youv xeov too Ilovripou pruaaxcov o Kupioq (see PG 84, 80B). Some manuscripts
have yap instead of youv.
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His human nature [etc 5e xfjc; dvdpcoTistat; SiaAiyexax. (puaecoq]'. The answer,
therefore, is of the humanity relying on God's providence. The biblical parallels of
Israel and the manna, Elijah, Elisha as well as of John the Baptist all converge to the
same end: 'it is not unbelievable that we can be nourished by God with unknown
food and do not need bread'. Such unknown food is God's own word [pf|pa] also. In
his Commentary on Luke Theodore had also added that this word of God was His
creative power [xfiv 7toir|xtKfiv |3o6A,r|aiv xob Gsou] (PG 66, 720B).
The 'hiding' of the Godhead shows the presence of the Word. If He were not present,
He ought not to be hidden. Nevertheless, His concealment is the only way Theodoret
can conceive that indeed a fair contest was fought and a true victory was
accomplished over the devil by the Saviour. Certainly, as he argues further, the devil
'felt pain as being once3S defeated, but he did not abandon victory, because he heard
that [his opponent] was human. For, as He says, "man does not live on bread
alone".'39 This sentence has two implications: from Satan's viewpoint all human
beings are corruptible. Hence, Christ Himself said that 'man' does not live on bread
alone. Thus, if this present opponent is truly human, he shall certainly lose the fight
sooner or later. But if it comes out that He is not, then he did not fight according to
the rules. This is why Christ has to answer and resist within His humanity for the
second and third time also. In the end, Satan is defeated:
Unable to bear the shame of defeat, [Satan] ran away being afraid,
trembling and waiting for the abolishing of [his] tyranny. After having
emptied all his darts and having brought forth all the tricks of his deceit,
he found the athlete unwounded and invincible. He went to Him like to
Adam [before], but he did not find whom he expected (col. 1441CD).
In his De providentia oratio X Theodoret came to say that Satan approached Christ
as Adam, but he found the Creator of Adam wrapped around with Adam's nature:
TipoaeA-fiXufte psv cot; xaj ' A8ap, sops 8e xov xou ' A5ap I~IoiT]xfiv xpv xou
'
ASap nspiKsipsvov tpuaiv (PG 83, 752C). The language and the dramatic mode
of expression of our author has clearly changed after the Nestorian controversy, but
38 Nicetas adds: anat, (he also has o IJovripoq instead of5idpoA.oi;) - PG 84, 81 A.
39
Only by Nicetas: ouk en' aptco yap, cprycri, povw £f|aexca dv6pa>7coq (PG 84, 81 A).
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the traditionally fundamental principles he had defended were noteworthy even if
they were not always presented with unambiguous consistency.
The author is eager to show that Christ defeated the devil with 'human wisdom' and
not with 'divine power'. Gtinter Koch argues that the entire expose on the Temptation
is described as an ideal picture of ascetic life, and that the expression &vdpoL)7uvr|
tpiA-oaotpia in Ch. 24 during this time was already used as a technical term
describing the monastic form of life. As he says:
Man kann wohl sagen, daB leben und Wirken des Herm hier nach dem
Idealbild der monchischen, asketischen Existenz gezeichnet sind [...] Der
Begriff der Philosophie hat in dieser Zeit seinen Sitz im Leben vor allem
im monastischen Bereich, er ist geradezu 'terminus technicus' fur die
monastische Lebensform.40
This is indeed a very interesting point, since the author of the HR was spiritually
connected to the monastic ideal. Moreover, his birth and upbringing also attracted
him towards it. Apart from the biographies written by E. Venables and Henry
Newman, Shafiq AbouZayd has shown quite a number ofmonastic connections both
in Theodoret's childhood as well as during his later years.41 Nevertheless, the
question of divine justice as well as the pastoral concern regarding our temptations in
life is at least as important here as a presentation of the monastic ideal for our author.
Since God did not fight on the side of the first Adam, therefore Christ must have had
the very same chances for triumph or failure as Adam, who was also instructed
previously, but left to his own free will at the moment of choice. The aspect ofGod's
impartial justice as well as the claim for a personal holiness of every believer - the
tempted Lord being a true human example and stronghold of obedience - are the
main forensic and pastoral concerns underlying Theodoret's dramatic exegesis of the
Temptation-story. Christ's voluntary acceptance of the sufferings (Ch. 26) shows the
existence of both wills in Christ, which is, in fact, an idea well ahead ofTheodoret's
own time. As R. V. Sellers observed,
40 Giinter Koch, Strukturen und Geschichte des Heils in der Theologie des Theodoret von Kyros,
Frankfurter theologische Studien, 17 (Frankfurt am Main: Josef Knecht, 1974), 141.
41 Cf. Shafiq AbouZayd, Ihidayutha, A Study of the Life of Singleness in the Syrian Orient, From
Ignatius ofAntioch to Chalcedon 451 AD (Oxford: ARAM Society for Syro-Mesopotamian Studies,
1993), pp. 129, 194, 268, 294, 345, 349-50, 365-68, 392-93 etc.
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These [Antiochene] teachers are supremely interested in man the moral
being [...] they may be called anthropologists, but their anthropology is
intimately associated with their ethical and soteriological ideas.
Once having brought Jesus into the wilderness, the Spirit does not seem to participate
in the Temptation. Nevertheless, His role is quite important in the case of our
temptations. Apart from saying that 'inasmuch as He Himself [Christ] suffered being
tempted, He is able to help those in temptation' (col. 1457D), Theodoret consecrates
one entire chapter (33) to present the Spirit as the master [7iou5oxpt|3r|<;], trainer
[yupvaaxf|q] and champion [aycoviaxf|<;] in our life-struggles:
[The Spirit is] like a vigilant protector of the believers [...] a leader who
teaches [how] to fight courageously against the devil. [He] gives wings to
those falling to the ground, educates the earthly for the life in heaven
[xouq yr|tvoo<; xf|v xcov oupavcov noXixetav Ttaxbsuovxa], to
disdain flesh [icaxacppovetv aapKoq] and take care of the soul
[sTupsXsiafrai ri/ujcnq], t0 despise the present [Sxanxoetv xa
napovxa] and long after the coming things [gcplsaftcu xcov
pgAAovxcov], to regard those [things] they are waiting for through faith,
[...] and simply to follow close after wisdom [cpiA,oaocpiav
psxabicbicsiv] (col. 1474C-1476A).
Thus, as opposed to the temptation of Christ, the Spirit has a prominent role in our
temptations and challenges, helping us 'to follow close after wisdom', which has a
wider meaning here than just 'monastic ideal', since the text above as well as the
whole tract targets a Christian congregation and not merely a community of monks.
Theodoret obviously preserves the Eastern Christian ideal of personal holiness - a
specific type of imitatio Christi aided by the Holy Spirit - which he himself followed
during his life. His personal life shows that the above sentences have nothing to do
with either a so-called 'Gnostic' view of the body and soul or with an unnatural
rejection of everything that belongs to this world. Theodoret remains a shepherd of
his earthly flock with the eager wish to help it prepare for 'the coming things'. The
practical guidelines to a decent Christian behaviour are intended for the believers
who at present are the citizens of earthly kingdoms, yet they should behave
themselves as the citizens of the heavenly society in this world already. The author
tries to provide a basis for the continuation and practising of brotherly love in a
42 R. V. Sellers, The Council ofChalcedon (London: SPCK, 1961), 164.
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world and time when he sees the 'tempest' coming upon the Church as he himself
will write a year later to the Eastern monks. The longing for the aicov psXXcov
promised by the resurrected Lord for which the Holy Spirit prepares His people is a
further sign of this pastoral concern, which seems to govern most of his approach to
the oikonomia. Perhaps it is not superfluous to refer back to Sellers' quoted remark.
4.4.4 The passion, death and resurrection of Christ
Theodoret emphasises in the entire Ch. 26 that Christ proceeded willingly towards
the predicted or prescribed sufferings [xoiq dvaypdnxotq TraOeaiv]. This refers
both to the prophecies and to the Lord's own predicaments:
He forecast these several times for the disciples, and even rebuked Peter
for not receiving with delight the good news of the sufferings [id xeov
rcafkov suayyeXia], and explained that through these the salvation of
the world will be effected (col. 1465B).
The suffering of Christ is nothing less than eoayysAaov which ought to be received
with extreme joy. The description of the Lord's sufferings has a gradually
intensifying character, yet the conclusion is a shout of victory: 'by enduring these, He
achieved our salvation' (col. 1465D). Every moment in Christ's passion is given a
special significance. The closure of Ch. 27 brings the author perhaps closer than ever
to the Alexandrian allegorising tendency; at the same time the pastoral motives as
well as the ever-recurrent Adam-Christ-typology are emphatically present:
By the cross He repealed the sentence of the ancient curse (for [Paul]
says: [Galatians 3:13 and Deuteronomy 21:23]. By the thorns He brought
an end to the punishments of Adam (because after the sin it was heard
[Genesis 3:17-18], With the bile He took onto Himself the bitterness and
toil of the mortal and passible human life, whereas by the vinegar He
accepted the changing of humankind to the worse while endowing the
way of returning to the better. He signified [His] kingship by the scarlet
and by the reed He alluded to the weakness and frailty of the devil's
power. By the slaps [on His face] He proclaimed our deliverance,
enduring our injuries, chastisements and lashings. His side was pierced
like Adam's, yet showing not the woman coming forth from there, who
by deceit begot death, but the fountainhead of life, which by [its] double
stream vivifies the world. One of these renews us in the bath and clothes
[us] with the garment of immortality, the other nourishes the (re)born at
the divine table, as the milk nurtures the infants (col. 1465D-1468B).
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Apart from the neatly applied allegories we find here a remarkable parallel of the
first and second Adam, each of them being pierced on the side. Although concerning
the role of Eve in the fall of humankind Theodoret follows Paul's line of
argumentation in 1 Timothy 2:14, the clear distinction between Adam and Jesus
shows that the former himself is regarded as the originator of death, whereas the
crucified Lord grants us eternal life. The blood and the water pouring out of His side
(John 19:34) become the symbols of communion and baptism.
Taken as a whole, then, Theodoret's view of the oikonomia - including the
temptation and the passions of Christ - is not merely a moralising theology in which
Christ is only the good or perfect human example to be followed. He is indeed the
simultaneously divine and human Saviour of the world and of humankind, whereas
His achievement (i.e. the entire work of salvation) and the gift of the Spirit given to
His flock is the guarantee and encouragement that His example can truly be
followed. The last section we have quoted exemplifies eloquently that without the
battle fought and won by Christ every human effort to obey God would be doomed to
failure from the very outset. The expressiveness by which Theodoret describes and
parallels the temptation and passions of Christ with our sufferings serves one central
purpose: to show that our will to follow God is already the result of Christ's
accomplishment, which is the token of our success. The reason why one may indeed
hope to succeed is the awareness that the battle had been won already - and not by
us. For this victory - which is ours indeed, yet not as a result of our own efforts but
through gracious attribution - we owe Christ an eternal gratitude which can best be
expressed by our continuous zeal to follow Him. Thus, our obedience is most
emphatically not the payment for our sins - since that had already been completed by
Christ - but rather a life-lasting expression of this thankfulness.
It is then perhaps fair to conclude that whenever Theodoret emphasises the
accomplishment of Christ's human nature in the atonement he does not do it with the
intention to diminish His divinity but rather to prepare the ground for the attribution
of His victory to us by the means of the common human nature (soteriological point)
as well as to encourage and ensure all the believers that obedience is the only way
and it is attainable, since Christ 'showed that in human nature it is possible to
overcome the arrows of sin' (col. 1429B) (pastoral point). This seems to me the
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proper starting point for the analysis of Theodoret's Christological model and the
right way to interpret faithfully his own intention formulated in Ch. 1 (col. 1420B).
4.5 Theodoret's Christological model: Two natures - One Person
The analysis of Theodoret's Christological model will be carried out in the following
sequence: first I shall investigate Theodoret's understanding of the properties of both
natures considering also his attitude towards communicatio idiomatum. Then comes
the discussion of the ontological significance of'naming' throughout both treatises in
general and referring to Christ in particular. It will be followed by an examination of
the subject of predication within the Person of Christ, special consideration being
given to the concrete designations for the human nature such as 'the temple', 'the
form of the servant' etc. In the concluding part I shall highlight the issue of the union
ofworship and provide a terminological overview ofTheodoret's Christology.
4.5.1 The properties of both natures
It is a well known and widely shared scholarly opinion that the prominent figures of
the Antiochene school had laid strong emphasis upon the unimpaired and distinct
properties of the two natures within Jesus Christ. Theodoret inherited this from his
masters, Diodore and Theodore. Therefore, in his Christology one may expect and
indeed find a consistent accentuation of the 'retained properties'. The fundamental
point behind this concept is the awareness that the union of the human nature with
the Word involves a relationship between a created and an uncreated reality utterly
unique and unrepeatable in the history of the world.
The basic difference between the two natures is therefore seen from the perspective
of their origin, i.e. through unconditioned self-existence and creation respectively.
This is why our author was so eager to evince the differences between Creator and
creation in De Trinitate\ this is why one encounters regularly the usual antonyms
within his Christological descriptions: 'created-uncreated', 'mortal-immortal',
'corruptible-incorruptible', 'passible-impassible', 'temporal-eternal', 'humble-glorious',
'inferior-superior', 'changing-unchanging', 'alterable-unalterable' etc.
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Whilst discussing the reasons behind the emphasis laid upon the difference between
the properties of the natures one element must be given special attention, namely the
notion of divine impassibility. The eagerness of earlier fathers and thus of Theodoret
to maintain the impassible character of the Word and of the divine (pome; and ouaia
of the Trinity was addressed on several occasions by modern scholarship, frequently
resulting in a negative judgement.43 It was perhaps too often suggested also that the
entire idea of God's impassibility is alien to Christian doctrine and was chiefly a
servile adoption of Greek philosophy by the Antiochenes.44
Regarding Theodoret's oeuvre in general and De incarnatione in particular I assess
that an adopted philosophical main argument concerning divine impassibility is too
weak a ground to motivate all his Christological concerns. The emphasis upon the
full humanity of Christ as the common link between Him and us seems to occupy at
least an equally important place within his theological system, as is evident for
example in the Temptation-story. We shall see it in the section concerning the
subject of predication also.
Further, I am not entirely convinced that the widespread charge of exclusive
philosophical origin of divine anddgux adopted indeed by most fathers is a fully
valid one. As H. Chadwick already suggested, the effect and importance of the
centuries-long Christian criticism of the pagan gods possessed by human weaknesses
and passions cannot be ignored.45 This is obviously true in a more accentuated
manner for the author of the Graecarum affectionum curatio, which is widely
regarded as being the last great early Christian apologetic work. It seems to construe
better with Theodoret's thinking that beside his awareness of the issue's philosophical
43 See e.g. Clayton, 'Theodoret1, p. VI.
44 The idea of divine impassibility as a result of philosophical adoptions is to some extent accepted by
M. Slusser, 'The Scope of Patripassianism', SP, 17 (1982), 169-75 (p. 174). Further, see the following
observations of O'Keefe: 'In a way, Theodoret's philosophical commitments drive his reading of the
biblical text. [...] Theodoret's intellectual commitment to divine impassibility made it impossible for
him to rest in the paradox of the incarnation. [...] The Antiochene position interprets the [biblical] text
in the light of philosophy, the Alexandrian position interprets the philosophy in the light of the text.'
See O'Keefe, 'Kenosis or Impassibility', 359, 364-65. It seems to me that O'Keefe is largely reading
back his contemporary American 'historical critical model' - which he disagrees with probably in the
same measure as I do - into the writings of the Antiochenes, whom this new trend in my opinion
unjustifiably considers as being its forerunners. Paradoxically, O'Keefe asserts: 'It seems to me that
despite our best efforts we always find in ancient texts something that reminds us of ourselves' (364).
45
Chadwick, 'Eucharist and Christology in the Nestorian Controversy', JTS, 2 (1951), 145-64 (p.158).
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implications, his idea of God's impassibility is aimed also at preserving, as it were,
God's moral integrity over against the pagan gods, who are subject to all kinds of
passions. Kallistos T. Ware provides a very interesting account of Theodoret's
concept of human rcdOoq together with its philosophical connections (including
Plato, Aristotle and even Philo), yet he does not conclude that the entire theological
thinking of the Bishop ofCyrus was necessarily under the influence of philosophy to
the extent to which I think John J. O'Keefe suggested it to be.46
There is another aspect of the issue concerning divine impassibility which I reckon
was often ignored or not investigated in detail, especially when formulated as a
charge against Antiochene Christology. Although it sounds almost absurd, the
question relates to the proper meaning of divine ajtdfteta itself. Those who
condemn this term often interpret it as being unsuitable for God, since it removes His
ability for compassion, pity, love etc. The chief misunderstanding here is that God's
dndftsta as it appears in Theodoret has nothing to do with the English word
'apathy'. If any of the ancient theologians could express vividly God's mercy towards
humankind to the extent of sending His own Son to the cross, the Bishop of Cyrus
was surely one of them. His idea of divine dnddeia does not imply by any means
God's incapability of partaking in our sufferings, even less His lack of empathy. This
suggestion is contradicted e.g. by Chs. 7, 8, 13, 26, as well as by Ch. 23, where the
entire motive of the oikonomia is God's commiseration with the fallen humankind.
The meaning of the term is rather different: it also targets the passions to which
human beings and pagan gods are subjected, but more importantly it concerns God's
immutability. If God - and thus the Word of God, i.e. Christ also - could be shown
as being 'passionate' in the sense of being influenced by the moment and not rather
being 'the same yesterday, today and forever', then He would unavoidably be subject
to time (since changes happen in time), and would cease to be eternal and absolute.
This indeed has nothing to do with His empathy towards us, since these are part of
His very own eternal self and not brought about by some turn of events. His very
nature is to love His creation and does not need 'passion' to bring this feeling about.
46
Ware, 'The Meaning of "Pathos" in Abba Isaias and Theodoret of Cyrus', SP, 20 (1989), 315-22.
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In fact, commiseration is the immutable and consistent character of His own Person,
since He is merciful even when having to reprehend and He 'mixes the punishment
with philanthropy' (col. 1424D). Thus, His otTtddsta rather means that His love
towards humankind never ceases, since He does not change. The term is rather meant
to safeguard the integrity of the immutable, almighty and by nature merciful God.
The fact that the idea of God's impassibility was not a peculiar character of
Antiochene theology but rather a common feature of patristic thought could be
documented in some length. In lack of space I shall provide only two representative
examples. The first one is Pope Leo's Tomus adFlavianum 4:
[Filius Dei] impassibilis Deus non dedignatus est homo esse passibilis, et
immortalis mortis legibus subiacere (ACO II, 2, 1, 28).47
Cyril of Alexandria, often held as the champion of 'orthodox theopaschism', in his
Epistola dogmatica to Nestorius writes:
ovx (bq too 0so6 Aoyou naftovioc; eig iSiav tpuaiv r) 7iXr|Y<xc; f]
8taxpf|(78t<; f)Xoov f] yoov xa sxepa xcov xpaopaxcov dnadsq yap
to Oetov, oxt Kai aacbpaxov (ACO I, 1, 1, 27; cf. II, 1, 1, 105).
Returning now to the analysis of Theodoret's Christological model, in order to
perceive his understanding of the properties of both natures we have to analyse his
interpretation of the difference between popipf] Osoo and popcpf] 5ouA,oo. We
ought to do this the more so since the author himself observes that each of the
heretics (i.e. Arius, Eunomius, Apollinaris, Marcion and Mani) 'establishes his
audacious and false doctrine based on the appropriation of this [of Philippians 2:5-7]'
(col. 1428B). In Theodoret's view concerning their concept of two 'forms' Arius,
Eunomius, Apollinaris and their followers form one group, since they 'declare, that
the [Pauline expressions] "form of a servant", the "fashion" [to axfjpa] and the
"likeness of man" [to opotcopa too avdpamou] signify the visible [side] of our
nature [to tpaivopsvov xrjg fipsxspat; (puaecoq]':
47 Cf. with Anathema 7 attached to the Creed of the First Synod of Toledo held in the year 400 against
Priscillianism: 'Si quis dixerit vel crediderit, deitatem Christi convertibilem esse vel passibilem,
anathema sit' (Hahn, Bibliothek, 212). Cf with the Confession of Leporius: 'Inconvertibilem enim et
incommutabilem et impassibilem naturam divinitatis jam superius professi sumus' (Ibid., 300).
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From this [Philippians 2:5-7] it is clear, that the form of God remained
what it was [o f|v], but also took [eA.a(3e] the form of the servant. And he
calls 'form' not only the appearance [to cpaivopevov] of the man, but
the entire human nature. Therefore, as the form of God signifies the
essence of God, since the Godhead is formless and shapeless, [...] thus,
the form of the servant does not indicate only this visible [thing], but the
whole essence of the human being (col. 1425D-1428A).
We observe the careful distinction between the uniting uncreated and created
ouaiai, a distinction almost impossible e.g. for Apollinaris. The use of impersonal
terms for both natures have their Pauline origin. The acting subject of Philippians
2:5-7 is 'Christ Jesus', who is already [urcapxcov] in the form of God, and takes on
[A,aP(bv] the form of the servant. Following this pattern, Theodoret applies these two
'forms' to the ooaiai of the Godhead and of the manhood. He therefore has to speak
in impersonal terms about the two 'forms' (as Paul himself does), since an ouaia or a
(pUCTtq does not have a personal quality in itself. The question whether the one
Person of Jesus Christ is therefore a tertium quid or not in Theodoret's vision will be
• • • 48discussed in some detail in Chs. 10, 21 and 32 of De incarnatione. In Ch. 10 we
find an argument similar to the explanation of the difference between fjv and
syevsxo already encountered in De Trinitate:
[Paul] does not say that 'He was made [ysvopsvoc;] in the form of God',
but that 'He was [undpxoov] in the form of God'. Neither does he say,
that [Christ] thought it no robbery to be equal with Himself or equal with
angels or equal with the creation, but he rather says [that he thought it not
robbery to be] equal with God the Father, with [His] Begetter, the
unbegun, the unbegotten, the infinite, the Master of all (col. 1429CD).
The above passage carries the same meaning as Ch. 6 and especially the end ofCh. 8
ofDe Trinitate. In Theodoret's mind the sequence of f]v, of undpxoov in comparison
with eyevsto is the only way that the Incarnation can be conceived and the salvation
could be successful. This is important in order to assure the prevalence of the Word
both in the act of the Incarnation and of salvation. The idea concerning the difference
of the natures within the union bound together with the antithesis of 'is' and 'became'
returns once again in Ch. 21:
48 See also the section Rejection ofmisleading terms and the 'image' ofthe oikonomia of this chapter.
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'To become' [yeveadat] is contrary to 'to be' [sivat], because who is the
brightness of the glory and the express image of [God's] Person, did not
become better than the angels, but is better than them, far more than that:
[He is] their Creator and Master also. But if 'is' is opposite to 'became',
then under the former we understand the eternal One [tov del ovxa],
and under the latter that which was assumed from us [to e£ fipoov
avaA,r|(pdev] and became superior to the angels by its union [5ta
svcoarv] with the One, who assumed it (col. 1456AB).
This passage together with maintaining the different properties of the natures
according to the evepyerai addresses the Word in personal, whereas the assumed
humanity in impersonal terms. One indeed cannot say that Theodoret is consistent in
doing this throughout De incarnatione, yet his usage of terms is sometimes
motivated by the biblical source (like Philippians 2:5-7) and also by his eagerness to
counterbalance the Arian-Apollinarian static picture of Christ's humanity, which is
inadequate for the soteriological and pastoral goals of the Bishop of Cyrus.
Apollinaris did not recognise Christ's true humanity: Arius denied His true divinity.
Or, as L. Vanyo had more accurately put it: 'The crossing point of the theology of
Apollinaris and of Arius is that whilst Arius united the lessened Godhead with the
diminished manhood, Apollinaris united the full Godhead with the diminished
manhood.'49 Thus, both heresies operate with a similarly diminished manhood of
Christ. Theodoret's occasional practice to render the Saviour's human nature in
concrete terms could partly be interpreted as a reaction to this incomplete human
model ofChrist.
An interesting parallel, though, is noteworthy. When refuting 'the false-named Paul' -
who unlike Arius and Apollinaris admitted the full humanity of Christ, yet denied
His full divinity - the author renders the Word in personal terms, whilst referring to
the humanity in an impersonal manner:
[Paul of Samosata] on one hand denied the begetting of the Saviour
before the ages, and on the other hand, according to the Jewish thinking,
confessed only the [birth] from the Virgin. Hence the divine Paul teaches
that the Word of God is the One who assumes, and the human nature is
that which was assumed [xf)v dvdpooTtelav cpuaiv xf]v A,r|(pdslaav];
49
Vanyo Laszlo, Bevezetes az okereszteny kor dogmatortenetebe (Introduction to the Doctrinal
History of the Early Christian Era) (Budapest: Szent Istvan Tarsulat, 1998), 368.
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that the form of God is the pre-existent, and the form of the servant is
that which was assumed by [the form of God] [an' sicsivriq] in the
fullness of the times' (col. 1432A).
It seems on occasion that the use of personal or impersonal terms is partly motivated
by the heretical trend against which a certain passage is directed. Moreover, the
author equals unreservedly the Word of God with the Pauline poptpf] Gsou, thus
personifying it by the ascription of all the actions of the Word.
Once he had defined the terms he is operating with, our author employs them
accordingly. Thus, 'the form of God', being the ouata of God, is sometimes used to
represent the Word acting in His divine essence. The same goes for the form of the
servant denoting the human nature. The above passage is a good example for this: the
active subject is the Word (addressed in concrete terms), and the object is the human
nature (addressed in impersonal terms). In the concluding sentence, which is to some
extent a repetitive confirmation of the first, Theodoret uses 'the form ofGod' as being
the active subject (as an equivalent for the Word's divine essence), whereas the form
of the servant replaces the human nature, addressed again in impersonal terms. This
alternate way of speaking has both its benefits and its dangers. On one hand it helps
the author to distinguish between the human and the divine attributes of the One
Person. On the other hand, it raises the suspicion of those who in such language
might sense a divisive tendency. What we can observe here is that in order to
elucidate some of his mainly soteriological points, Theodoret often feels compelled
to use this kind of language together with its more or less obvious deficiencies.
The preservation of the attributes of both natures involves our author's insistence
upon the fact that before, during and after the incarnation neither of the natures were
subject to change. Notably, he raises this point both against Arius and Apollinaris:
Apollinaris, together with Arius and Eunomius can learn again, that the
unchangeable God-Word was not changed into the nature of the flesh
[oux o Geoq Aoyoq o dtpeTiToq elq aapKoq (poatv STparcri], but by
assuming our essence, He achieved our salvation (col. 1432A).
Here again, the Word is the active subject of the Incarnation and of the salvation,
although the author wants to make a distinction between the unchanging and
uncreated divine nature of the Word and that of the created human flesh. The refusal
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of any xpoTtf] of the Word rejected again in Ch. 32 is meant to uphold His divine
impassibility and immutability, yet without denying Him the achievement of
salvation. The language often depends on the viewpoint of the author. When he looks
at the Person of Christ and at His work, he sees the union (looking, as it were, at the
whole picture from outside), whereas when he enters the details and the internal
'how'-s of one particular issue involving the participation of both natures on different
levels (e.g. ontological or attributive), he is more likely to spot the specific properties
of the natures. Whilst no alteration of the Word is admitted, the assumed human
nature undergoes a positive change after resurrection. Theodoret puts the following
words into the mouth of the resurrected Master Christ:
He says, 'in this way, the nature assumed from you has obtained the
resurrection by the indwelling [svoiktictsi] of and union [evcoaet] with
the Godhead, having put off the corruptible [to (pftapxov] together with
the passions, entered into incorruptibility and immortality. In the same
way you also shall be released from the burden of the slavery of death,
and having cast off corruption together with the passions [abv xolq
naftsCTtv], you shall put on impassibility [xfiv drcdftstav]' (col,1468D).
I shall return to the expressions 'indwelling' and 'union' in the terminological section.
Nevertheless, the change of the human nature is quite interesting: it entered [p£xe|3r|]
into incorruptibility and immortality to prefigure our glorious redemption. Christ
donates to His redeemed people something that since the expulsion from Eden was
characteristic to the Godhead only, putting humankind back into the stage it had been
before the fall. This is not at all alien from the Athanasian idea of God becoming
human to make us divine or Augustine's thought concerning the four stages of
humankind according to which after glorification one is unable to commit sin. Whilst
the immutability of the Word has to be upheld, the change of our nature after
redemption is required in order for us to enter God's kingdom. Thus, the divine
quality of being exempt from passions, which is the primary meaning of &7idftsr.a
for Theodoret, is passed onto the human nature - this is perhaps one of the very few
occasions when Theodoret can be said to profess a kind of communicatio idiomatum.
The admonition at the end ofCh. 34 refers again to this received quality: 'We shall be
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taught [to perceive] perfection, when we shall not be harmed by imposture, nor fallen
into boasting, but we shall live free from passions'.50
The roles of the terms applied in the Trinitarian doctrine are reversed. There the
rmoaTotaiq and the npoaconov carried xd ISux of the divine Persons; in
Christology the ouata and the (puatq fulfil the same duty. Theodoret sees no other
way to preserve these attributes than to reject any notion involving the alteration of
the Word. That is why both oucriai must remain within their own opoi - not to
restrict as it were the Word's field of action but rather to exclude the result of Christ
becoming a tertium quid out of the confusion of the two natures.
4.5.2 Communicatio idiomatum or communicatio onomaton?
The Bishop of Cyrus does not seem to admit or profess any kind of communicatio
idiomatum between the two natures ofChrist. The one I have mentioned above refers
to the manhood receiving impassibility after redemption and thus is not directly
related to the general idea of the communication of properties, which is usually
applied for the actions and deeds performed by Jesus Christ before His death and
resurrection. Clayton did not find any evidence of communicatio idiomatum in
Theodoret's oeuvre and recognises this as a main defect of his Christology. His
argument is that the Bishop of Cyrus merely taught a communicatio onomaton, i.e. a
communication of names and titles which were applied to the common prosopon or
outward countenance of Christ instead of a real union.51 Before addressing the issue
of'naming' in the tract it is important to assess the validity of the idea concerning the
communication of properties in Theodoret's own time.
I would like to start the discussion with an example. The already quoted passage
from De Trinitate about the Father sending the Son into the world reads:
But if the Father and the Son fill all, then neither did the Father send the
Son to those whom He apparently was away from, nor did the Son go
50 The phrase ev dna&eiq Puoaope&a is not some kind of 'apathy'. Among the benefactions of
Christ is the deliverance of mankind from under the tyranny of sin and suffering. Therefore, in God's
kingdom, we shall also be 'impassible' [i.e. free from torment] as our Lord Himself. Clayton seems to
miss the point behind Theodoret's use of the term (Clayton, 'Theodoret', 244).
51
Clayton, 'Theodoret', pp. VI, 232-42 etc.
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from one specific place to another. Thus nothing remains, but that the
sending [of Christ] is to be taken as referring to the assumed manhood
[ookoov A,et7tsxat vostv xfjq avaA.r|(pfl'£tar|<; avdpoimoxrixoq xf]v
anoaxoXfiv sivai] (PG 75, 1168D-1169A).
The issue at stake is the Word's divine omnipresence. As we have seen, the
descending [Kotxapaaxq] of the Word is meant as condescending [auYKaxdpaaxg]
in Ch. 23 of De incarnatione. It appears that the property of omnipresence was not
given to the manhood, whereas the property of being limited in one place was not
given to the Word. Therefore it can be said that the sending refers to the assumed
nature. Does this necessarily result in the manhood becoming a second personal
entity within the Person of the Incarnate? Theodoret would probably have rejected
any such thought. Apart from the manhood being addressed as an object, this passage
also suggests that the Logos is united with the assumed human nature, nevertheless,
He is not confined or restricted by it. This does not presuppose a necessary division
in the mind of the author. It is rather his understanding of the Word being sent into
the world as human in opposition to either His being transformed into human (if we
accept the Word's ouaia being limited by the ouala of the manhood), or to the
deification of the manhood (if we uphold Christ's fleshly omnipresence). The Word
in His infinite divine nature cannot be said to move place, yet the assumed manhood
- with which the Word is inseparably united - can. Theodoret's reasoning here points
far into the future, anticipating a much later argument concerning the acceptance or
rejection of Christ's fleshly omnipresence, i.e. the famous extra Calvinisticum.52 The
communicatio idiomatum therefore does not take place, except in the verbal sense,
i.e. Scripture says that the Father sent the Son - which it could only affirm of the Son
incarnate, yet still of the Son. This differentiation between the Scriptural and
doctrinal communicatio idiomatum will become more obvious in the sixteenth
century concerning the 'figura loquendi' of the Holy Spirit, as the Helvetic Reformers
labelled communicatio idiomatum, interpreting it exegetically.53
52 I think it is not an exaggeration to say that Theodoret anticipates here the very basis of Helvetic
Reformed Christology. This argument shall resound in e.g. Question 48 of the Heidelberg Catechism.
53 See e.g Bullinger's following interpretation of communicatio idiomatum: 'Haec figura loquendi
appellatur ab aliis dAAoi.(ocn.<; alteratio vel mutatio, a loan. Damasceno avclSocnq mutua largitio vel
alternata attributio. Vulgo nominari solet idiomatum communicatio, nempe cum alteri naturae ea
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Before continuing, we ought to address a related issue. It can be argued that
communicatio idiomatum is not a mere exchange of the properties between the Word
and the manhood but rather the attribution of the properties of both natures to the one
subject of the incarnation, i.e. to the U7i6axaatc; of the Word. Although this
argument may be valid indeed, yet it is inapplicable in the time and the case of
Theodoret. First, the doctrine concerning the communication of properties could
hardly be considered as elaborated to such a refined degree in the fifth century.
Further, the term {mocrxaatt; was not part of Theodoret's Christological vocabulary,
since it had been introduced into the theology of the Incarnation by none else than
Apollinaris himself, who remained the only theologian using it in Christology before
Cyril.54 Grillmeier's following observation remains therefore conclusive:
Right up to the Council of Chalcedon, none of the strictly orthodox
theologians succeeded in laying the foundations for such a vindication in
the form of a speculative analysis [i.e. that communicatio idiomatum was,
in fact, a valid standard] (Christ in Christian Tradition, 436).
In assessing Theodorefs Christological ideas - or in fact anyone else's - two aspects
ought to be considered: on one hand, to understand him within his own heritage; on
the other hand, to measure him against the recognised theological standards of his
own time. The first point is important in order to see whether he remained faithful to
the tradition he inherited, or if not, to what extent he broke away from it. The second
point is necessary in order to avoid passing anachronistic charges.
Concerning Theodoret's accordance with his own theological heritage we can say
that he is very much inside the tradition which professed the unmingled preservation
of the properties of both natures. Amphilochius of Iconium had already taught:
dTtoaco^Gov gv aotoo [i.e. in Christ] xeov 8uo (poaecov xdiv sxepooatcov
aaoyxuxov xijv i8toxr|xa.55
In order to comply with the second point of our assessment we need to investigate
the valid theological standards which would give us an idea concerning the generally
proprietas communicatur, quae propria est alterius'. Heinrich Bullinger, Sermonum Decades Quinque,
De potissimis Christianae re/igionis capitibus (Zurich: 1557), Dec. 4, Sermo 6, 235a.
54
See the section 4.5.6 Terminology at the end of this chapter.
55
See M. J. Rouet de Journel, Enchiridion Patristicum (Freiburg: Herder, 1922), 407.
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accepted contemporary attitude towards the issue of communicatio idiomatum. The
most obvious one is the Chalcedonense itself, which apart from the famous four
adverbs [aaoYXUxcoq, axps7ixco<;, aStatpExooq, axoopioxoLiq] asserts clearly:
ouSapou xfjq xoov (poaecov Siatpopaq avipr|p£vr|q 8ta xf]v
gvcoatv, aco^opsvriq 5e paAAov xrjq i5toxr|xoc; EicaxEpac; (poasooq
(Denz. 302; cf. Hahn, Bibliothek, 166-67).56
Although the grammatical structure and the recurring 'One and the same' in the
Chalcedonense may involve a certain assumption concerning an early form of
communicatio idiomatum, this is rather the safeguarding of the unity of the Person
(which neither side disputed) and not a starting basis for claiming the validity of
communicatio idiomatum - as we have it e.g. in John of Damascus and Thomas
Aquinas - as a recognised standard in 451. What the Chalcedonense primarily claims
is that 'the One and the same' is the subject of all actions, nevertheless, without the
slightest impairment done to the properties ofeither nature. The words ouSapou and
paAAov in the above passage - together with the four adverbs - clearly express this
emphasis. Thus, the union does not remove the differences of the natures at all - or
in no way [ouSapoO] - but rather [paAAov] the property of each is preserved.
The other universally acknowledged contemporary source, validated by the same
council and which also discusses the issue, is Leo's Tome 3:
Salva igitur proprietate utriusque naturae et substantiae,51 et in unam
coeunte personam, suscepta est a maiestate humilitas, a virtute infirmitas,
ab aeternitate mortalitas. [...] In integra ergo veri hominis perfectaque
natura verus natus est Deus, totus in suis, totus in nostris. [...] Proinde
qui manens in forma Dei fecit hominem, idem in forma servi factus est
homo. Tenet enim sine defectu proprietatem suam utraque natura', et
sicut formam servi Dei forma non adimit, ita formam Dei servi forma
non minuit (ACOII, 2, 1, 27 - my italics).
56 An interesting parallelism is notable between this passage of the Chalcedonense and Cyril's Epistola
dogmatica to Nestorius. His text does not allow (at least verbally) a communicatio idiomatum either.
Although the second part of the passage in his letter differs from the Definition, yet even there we do
not find a clear statement of an exchange of properties: oby <bq xrjq xcov (puoeoov Siacpopac;
avppr|pevri<; 8ta xf|v evcoaav, d7toxeA,soa(x5v 8e paXXov qptv xov eva Kopxov ' Iriaouv
Xpiaxov xai Yiov, dsoxr|x6i; xe icat dvdpoo7roxr|xo<;, 8ux xfjq dcppaaxou Kat dn:oppf|xou
xpot; evoxrixa cruvSpopfj? (Hahn, Bibliothek, 311).
57
As shown by L. Abramowski, the idea derives from Tertullian, Adversus Praxean c. 27, 11 (CSEL
47, 281-82): 'et adeo salva est utriusque proprietas substantiae'. Abramowski, 'Zuvdipsta', 68.
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The limits of the present work do not permit a deeper investigation of the matter, yet
the gathered authoritative evidence is unambiguous. In the first half of the fifth
century and even in 451 both the theological heritage of Theodoret and the
universally accepted standards of faith pronounced themselves clearly against any
idea which later became known as communicatio idiomatum. Further, apart from the
impressive elaboration of this doctrine by John of Damascus and especially by
Thomas Aquinas, no ecumenical or regional church council has ever included this
teaching among the elements offides recta. Therefore, it is fair to determine that a
charge brought against any theologian of the Ephesian-Chalcedonian period
concerning their failure to apply this doctrine in their Christology is anachronistic.
The profession of such a teaching in those years would most certainly have raised the
suspicion of one's mingling or confusing the natures.58 The later theological
development accepted communicatio idiomatum, although its application differs
quite notably even in the sixteenth century,59 nevertheless the reading back of its
elaborated arguments into this early period is unacceptable.
One idea, however, which is present at the beginning of Ch. 30 in De incarnatione
(col. 1469D) concerning the Word appropriating [oiicstouxai] 'the wretchedness
[xf)v suxsA.st.av] of the form of the servant', still deserves a brief attention. I shall
quote the whole passage below in relation with the ontological importance of
'naming'. The sentence o Osoq Aoyoq oiKstooxat xfjq xou 8o6Aou popcpfjq xqv
suxsAetav is arguably an important step towards the subsequently developed idea of
the communication of properties. This does not necessarily mean that Theodoret
applied this helping doctrine in his Christology with all its later emphases, but rather
that the unity of subject in Christ was a true concern for him also. This 'appropriation'
of the human weaknesses by the Word also shows how the 'One who was hidden'
during the temptation on one hand 'did not fight together with the wrestler', yet, on
the other hand He did not abandon the human nature, but in a certain sense He rather
participated in its suffering, i.e. by this peculiar oIksIgocuc;. The fact that this idea of
58 It is this reading of the 'union' which the Chalcedonense seeks to avoid in the quoted passage.
59 In lack of space I cannot elaborate here the differences between Luther's and Calvin's Christology,
yet the former is undoubtedly closer to the Alexandrian, whilst the latter to the Antiochene position.
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'appropriation' is not a hapax legomenon in Theodoret is proven by his Commentary
on Isaiah 17:58-59:
[xqv] (puaiv xf]v 5e^apsvr|v xo nd&oq to crcopa yap xoo
axaopcp 7ipoar|A,(bQ"r|, f) 8s dEoxriq ookeiooxo xo 7«x0oc; (SC 315).
Having thus addressed the question of communicatio idiomatum we can proceed now
to analyse Theodoret's peculiar way of handling the names, titles and appellations
referring to Jesus Christ - which Clayton labelled as a communicatio onomaton.
The ontological importance of 'naming'
During the analysis of De Trinitate I have already emphasised the theological
relevance of'naming' for our author. A name is not a mere epithet for Theodoret: it is
ontologically proper to its bearer and thus becomes a theological statement whenever
it is applied, especially if the appellation derives from Scripture. The name often
'teaches' us something. Perhaps it is useful to review a few representative
occurrences of'naming' from the first tract with a little paraphrase:
Ch. 4: [God the Father] since ever He is - yet He is eternally - Father He
both is and is called [dcp' ourcsp saxiv del 8s saxi, Flaxfip Kai eaxi
Kai KaXetxai] (col. 1152A). - IfHe is called so, He is Father indeed.
Ch. 6: [the apostles] labelled [7ipoar|y6peuaav] nowhere [in the
Scripture] the honourable Child [yevvqpa] of God a creature [icxiapa]
(col. 1153B). - If they did not label Him a creature, He is not a creature.
Ch. 10: The Word is also named [ovopa^sxai] Son [...] He is called
[KaA,£ixai] God as well [...] the term Firstborn is the name of the
oikonomia (col. 1157D-1160A). - Thus, the Word is both Son and God.
Ch. 11: That is why [the Scripture] uses these names [of Father and Son]
so that from them we would learn the sameness [of their holders] [iva
sk xcov ovopaxcov padcopsv xf]v xauxoxr|xa] (col. 1161C). - The
names themselves teach us the sameness.
Ch. 24: If those who received the grace of the Spirit in a greater or
smaller measure are indeed called [ovopa^ovxai] temples of God, from
this appellation we shall conclude that [the Holy Spirit] is akin [to the
Father and the Son] [ek xfjq npoar|yopiaq voqaopsv xpv
aoyysvsiav] (col. 1181D). - This is one of the most eloquent examples
showing the extent of the ontological relevance of biblical appellations.
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Title of Ch. 27: oti aKtiatooq eic 0eob to rivsopa to aytov, 5io
Kai aioovtov Ka^eiTai (col. 1188A). - The Spirit is eternal, because
the Scripture calls Him so.
These examples already give an impression about Theodoret's biblical rationale: if
Scripture uses a specific name to denote a person, this ought to be taken as being
appropriate in an ontological sense also. 'Naming' is present throughout the second
treatise and not only concerning Jesus Christ. The variety of verbs used is
noteworthy: d7iomA,sa), 8t5daicco, icaXeoo, A,eyeo, ovopa^co, Ttpoaayopeuco,
XpripaTi^oo. 1 shall present a few representative examples from De incarnatione.
Ch. 3 ofDe incarnatione is consecrated to the explanation of Adam's naming. Based
on the Hebrew meaning of 'adamah' our author argues that after having created man
in His own image, 'God gave him the name of his nature' [ridr|aiv aoTCp to Ttjc;
(poascoq ovopa]. The main reason for doing so was to avoid Adam becoming over¬
confident and conceited by the peak of masterhood he was raised to by his Creator.
Therefore God raised an obstacle against Adam's haughty thoughts exactly by calling
him 'Adam' - iva 8K rf]<; 7tpoar|yopia<; evvocov tt)v auyyeveiav, mi xdq
axpoppou; Tfjq cpuaecoq Xoyt^opevoq. Thus, man 'would behold his ancestry, the
dust [tov npoyovov x°dv] in front of his eyes, and would know himself [eauxov
pev yvoDpi^i]].' This is Theodoret's way of saying yvoofk asaoxov. Adam begins to
know his very own self through the name given to him by his Creator. The name in
this case comprises the main ontological difference between Creator and creature.
Theodoret regards the naming of the first man 'Adam' as being God's first
providential act towards him (col. 1421BC).
At the end of Ch. 23 'on one hand the mother is called Virgin, on the other hand the
Virgin is labelled mother,60 because she conjoins both the opposite names as well as
things'. Here the author suggests that the biblical appellation - although it might be
unusual or beyond our understanding - does not lose its ontological validity.
Let us move onto the appellations concerning Jesus Christ. In Ch. 20 we read:
60
Vat. 841: Kai Ttapdevov pr|Tepa KaXoupsvr|v (PG 75, 1461B). Nicetas had: Kai TOpSsvov
pev tt)v prytEpa KaA,oupsvriv, pptspa 8s tt)v TtapOsvov 7tpoaayopE«opEvr]v (PG 84, 68B).
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For if the child within the Virgin received this appellation [i.e.
Emmanuel], it is clear, that He was God and man simultaneously, being
one and having received the other, perfect in each respect. By the
[expression] 'with us' the perfection of the human is shown, because each
of us possesses the human nature perfectly. Hence by 'God', with the
addition of the article, the Son's Godhead is acknowledged (col. 1453C).
Thus, the biblical appellation 'Emmanuel' is an ontological proof for our author that
Jesus Christ is truly human and divine, Kad' SKaxspov xeA.eio<;, preserving the
Pauline sequence of vnapxov and A.aP(bv. As the author says, Paul preaches the
unity of the Person [7Tpoaccmov], 'that is why he names [npoaayopsuei] Jesus
Christ both human and God' (Ch. 22, col. 1460A). In fact, the very juxtaposition of
dsoxoKoc; and dvdpco7ioTOKO<;, from which Theodoret will draw back after his
letter to the Eastern monks in 431-32, does not express anything else than this
simultaneous recognition of the double opoouata of the same Christ:
Therefore concerning the theology nobody should be afflicted by
unbelief, nobody should be lame [in faith] about the dispensation,61 but
according to both [teachings] one should confess, that the Christ born of
Mary is God as well as man. That is why the holy Virgin is named both
God-bearer and man-bearer [OsoxoKoq icai avftpconoxoKoq] by the
teachers of piety [utco tgov xfjq euaePeiotq 5i5acncdA,cov],62 the latter
because she bore [someone] similar to her by nature, the former,
inasmuch as the form of the servant has the form ofGod united [to it].
This arguably justifiable juxtaposition was indeed not germane to Theodoret's
thinking. After signing the Formula (which did not contain the term dvOpconoxoKoc;
in its original form of Sept. 431 drawn up by him either) and realising the extent to
which it was discredited because of being attached to the name of Nestorius, the
61 This last Ch. 35 is the closure of both works, in which the term fteoXoyta refers to De Trinitate, i.e.
'the teaching about God', whilst oticovopla represents De incarnatione.
62 Theodoret refers here to Diodore and Theodore. The latter in his treatise On the Incarnation writes:
'And because they ask: "Is Mary man-bearer or God-bearer?" - we say: both (dpcpoxepa). One [man-
bearer] because of the nature of things, and the other [God-bearer] because of the relation [dvacpopa],
Man-bearer according to the nature, because there was a man in Mary's womb, [who] then came out
of there. But God-bearer, because God was in the born man, not around him according to the nature,
but within him according to the character of [good] will/understanding [xaxd tf|v crxeatv tfjq
yvcbpriq].' See H. B. Swete, ed., Theodori Episcopi Mopsuesteni in Epistolas B. Pauli Commentarii, 2
vols (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1880-82), II, 310. Cf. Nestorius's Sermon 18 on the
Divine Incarnation (12 Dec. 430): 'deotokoq dico et addo et to dv&pumoTOKOc; [...] The entire
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Bishop of Cyrus simply does not use the term at all and he defends this later
abandonment in Letter 16. Cyril refused to compromise excluding any orthodox
interpretation of this conjunction e.g. in his Letter 50 to Valerianus:
6poA,oyr|aav yap icai auxoi pe6' fipcov, oxi mi dsoxoicoc; sativ
f] ayia riapdevoq, mi 06 7rpoaedeaav, oxx Xptaxox6ico<; saxiv,
rj dvdpcoTioxoKot;, mda cpaaiv oi Nsaxopioo xa 56crxr|va mi
anoTixuaxa So^apta depansuovxEq (PG 70, 276).
One of Theodoret's most interesting ways of applying the biblical appellations
ontologically upon the Person of Christ is found in the current Ch. 29. Here, the
second overlooked chapter title is in a close theological parallel with the next one:
The overlooked title within the text ofCh. 29:
Yloq avdpamou o Ttpoatoovtoq too Oeou
Aoyog r|65oicr|a£v ovopa^eodoa
(col. 1469C)
The eternal Word ofGod was pleased to be
namedSon ofMan
The title of the current Ch. 30:
cm Yioq r| too 806X00 gopcpf] 5ta
xt|v auvacpetav eoaauxax;
Ttpoaayopeoexoa (col. 1469D)
The form ofthe servant is called similarly
'Son' because ofthe conjunction
The parallelism of the theological terms contained within the two statements is
obvious. While the first title speaks of 'the Word being called the Son of Man', the
second deals with 'the form of the servant named Son [of God]'. Thus, Yloc;
dvdpooTcoo is matched with Yioq [9so6], and o 7ipoaxc6vxo<; 0so<; Aoyog with f]
xoo 5o6Xou pop(pf|. The term o 7ipoai(6vioq is the counterpart of aovdcpsxa:
whilst the Word is timeless and eternal, His conjunction with the manhood happened
in a certain moment of time. Thus, the 'form of the servant' is and can be called 'Son'
only after this conjunction had been effected. The Logos as the subject within the
Person of Christ is shown by the fact that whilst in the first title, He [i.e. the Word]
'was pleased' [tiuSoktictsv] to be called Son ofMan, in the second sentence the 'form
of the servant' is simply 'called', 'addressed' or even 'labelled' [npocayopeusxax]
similarly 'Son [of God]' because of its conjunction with the Word.
The adverb coaaoxcot; [in the title of Ch. 30] referring to the verb 7rpoaayopsusxat
points back to the verb ovopa^sadai within the overlooked title. The treatise De
confession of orthodoxy is, that we together with deoxoKoc; also pronounce avOpotmoxoicoi;'. Loofs,
Nestoriana, 191, cf. 181-82, 297-313. Cf. Ibid, 353.
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incarnatione itself is abundant in such examples, since it is part of Theodoret's
writing style to express the two sides of a given issue by parallel chapters and titles.
In this case, the framework had the role ofevincing its twofold message.63
Clayton had labelled this aspect of Theodoret's Christology as 'communicatio
onomaton' ('Theodoref, 239-40), i.e. a mere outward communication of names and
titles between the Godhead and the manhood sharing the one common Ttpoaocmov or
outward countenance joined by a mechanical auvdwpsta instead of a true
communicatio idiomatum within an ontological evcoaiq. As far as the evidence goes,
the doctrine of communicatio idiomatum was not part of the accepted theological
standards of the time. Nevertheless, the objection remains valid: is a communication
of names enough to secure a real union? If not, then Theodoret's manner of
conceiving the model of Christ could be labelled almost as a kind of Christological
Sabellianism, i.e. that both natures use the outward countenance of the shared
npoacoTtov as their common TtpoacoTtslov or mask without really participating in the
actions of the other. Let us quote Theodoret on the matter:
Not that which was of the seed of David64 descended from heaven, but
the Maker [of all], the timeless Word of God, who is existent before the
ages. Because of the union with the human [nature] [Sid 8e xfiv 7tpo<;
to avdpotmivov svcocriv] He takes on [A,ap(3dv£i] the name of the Son
of Man. [...] [John 5:27-29] This is not the attribute [to ISiov] of the
mere [\|/tXf]<;] humanity, but of the inworking Godhead [Trjq
svspyouariq OsoTriToq] and therefore also of the visible humanity
because of its conjunction [auvdtpsta] and union [svooarq] with the
Godhead (col. 1469CD).
It is important to note here that Mai's erroneous reading conferred a personhood to
the seed ofDavid, whilst the manuscript refers to it in impersonal terms. The passage
therefore is fully susceptible to an orthodox interpretation. Nevertheless, the
occasional practice ofpersonifying the manhood is indeed one of the most vulnerable
points of Theodoret's Christology and if we disregard the soteriological reasons
behind it, it can be interpreted as heterodoxy. Nevertheless, we need to consider that
631. Pasztori-Kupan, 'An unnoticed title', 108-9.
54 Mai's reading of Vat. gr. 841 is erroneous here, since he edited: ooy o eic aTiepuatoq AafiiS,
whilst the manuscript reads: ou to gk areeppatot; Aa|3i8.
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for our author the acceptance of 'the seed of David descending from heaven'
(although in this case it is a 'what') is equivalent to Docetism, i.e. the denial of
Christ's true humanity, against which he fought all along. The second sentence
speaks of the Word being in svooaiq with the manhood. As a result, it is the Word
who takes the appellation Son ofMan. This title is proper to the Word on account of
the union and it cannot be denied to Him after the incarnation. The great concern
behind this entire manner of speech is to maintain a union without confusion, despite
the fact that the seemingly antithetic names become entirely proper to the Word after
the union with the manhood. The last quoted sentence almost accepts a
communicatio idiomatum between the natures on account of the union - since
Theodoret almost seems to say that 'Son of Man' is more appropriate of fteoxriq -
nevertheless, these properties are attributed and not ontologically proper to the
uniting Godhead and manhood. Thus, each nature necessarily retains its own
properties while forming one Person, who is the incarnate Logos. The other side of
the coin is presented in Ch. 30:
Thus the Word ofGod appropriates [oiKstouxat] the wretchedness [rf]v
suxsA-stav] of the form of the servant and [although] being [rmdpxcov]
God, He wants to be called man [avftpconoq f]fteA,r|a£v
ovopa^saftai]. And as He shared [p£TsA,aPs] in the humility
[xa7i£tvcov] of the man, in the same fashion He confers [pexoiSeScoke]
on Him exaltation. For the infant [Ppatpoq] of the Virgin is called
Emmanuel; the one swathed in swaddling clothes, sucking the breast and
being nurtured with milk is called Angel of great counsel, marvellous
counsellor, mighty God, ruler, prince of peace, Father of the coming age,
Son of the Highest, Saviour, Lord and Creator of all. For he says, 'One
Lord Jesus Christ, through whom all [things are]'65 (col. 1469D-1472A).
Here Theodoret speaks about o 0£oq Aoyoq making the wretchedness and the
humility of human existence His own. This idea of oIkeIooctk; is worthy of our
attention, since (as mentioned above) one may indeed say that it was arguably the
closest point to a certain kind of communicatio idiomatum in Theodoret's
Christology. As it appears in the text, this appropriation happens simultaneously
with the Word's acceptance to be called man, which again reinforces the ontological
65
See 1 Corinthians 8:6. Cf. Romans 11:36 and Colossians 1:16.
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function of naming. Further, Mai's Latin translation can be misleading here, since it
translates pExeA,a{3s with 'assumpsit', whereas it means more a partaking in humility,
which is a truly human experience. The 'exchange of experiences' between divinity
and humanity is expressed with the use of the same preposition (pexa) for both
actions: on one hand the God-Word partakes (psxeA.aPs) in the humility ofman, on
the other hand He confers (pexabsbcoKs) exaltation on the man. The key issue is the
common participation in humility and exaltation of both natures, since our own
redemption and glorification depends on the exaltation of Christ's humanity, which is
the common link between Him and us.66 This is why after the redemption Theodoret
can more comfortably assert that the human nature received impassibility, since for
him that is the true archetype of our own glorification. Thus, the appropriateness (cf.
again with oIksioco) of the glorious titles given already to the Infant of the Virgin
will become evident in the moment of the human nature's glorification. The name
'One Lord Jesus Christ' describes this unparalleled union, the peculiarities of which
are emphasised for soteriological reasons. The sharing of the names is not necessarily
a mechanical process, on the contrary: we understand the reason of the application of
seemingly contradicting names to the one Lord Jesus Christ from the perspective of
the already accomplished atonement. We can see Him being 0soc; laxupot; already
in infancy because we contemplate the entire inseparable union from the glorious
perspective of His victory. This oiKovoptKcbq manner of understanding the biblical
titles of Christ as ontologically proper to Him from a primarily eschatological
viewpoint (see e.g. the title naxf|p xou peAAovxcx; aicovoq applied to the infant)
can be observed concerning the names 'Jesus' and 'Christ' also:
Truly the names 'Jesus' and 'Christ' are significant of the dispensation
[xfjq oiKovopiat; slai aripavxtKa]. And the dispensation happened
neither before the creation, nor immediately after the creation, but in the
last days. Therefore the name 'Christ' indicates not only the assumed one
66
It is interesting to observe that whilst for Theodoret the common link between Christ and us is His
human nature, e.g. for Cyril it is His divine nature through the participation of the Holy Spirit either in
a baptismal or eucharistic sense: 'Here, behold, I pray, man's nature anointed with the grace of the
Holy Spirit in Christ as the firstfruits, and crowned with the highest honours [...] possessing the
glorious privilege of adoption, we have been made partakers of the divine nature by the
communication of the Holy Spirit' (Smith, A Commentary on Luke by Cyril, 50). This is very
significant in respect to the soteriological background of their Christological statements.
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[xov A-ricpOevxa povov], but also the assuming Word together with the
assumed (for it is significant for both God and the man). Paul attributes
[<xvaxldr|cn] the creation and arrangement of all to the visible also,
because of the union [svcoarq] with that which was hidden [to
KpuTXTOjisvov]. That is why elsewhere he calls [7tpocjayopeuet] the
Christ God above all also, saying: [Romans 9:5]. Not because the
descendant [arcoyovoi;] of David is God by himself [auxoc; KaO'
auxov] and God above all, but because he was the temple [vaoq] of the
God who is over all, having the divinity united [fiva)pevr|v] and
conjoined [auvr||ipsvr|v] with himself (col. 1472AB).
Therefore, our view of the oikonomia has an undeniable eschatological dimension
which primarily enables us to perceive the appellations applied to the Person of
Christ in ontological sense. The fact that the name 'Christ' indicates both the
assuming and the assumed nature raises the suspicion whether the author understands
it merely as being an ornamental epithet, i.e. a title of the common Ttpoaoojiov to
which everything can be ascribed as to a more or less tertium quid. The text above
helps us to clarify two relevant points: first, that whatever name or title is given to
the Incarnate Christ becomes proper to Him ontologically based on the authority of
Scripture. Christ is not a tertium quid, since Paul attributes the creation to the visible
[xo5 opoopsvcp] also.67 The second observation is that for the sake of preserving the
union unmingled and unconfused, the author distinguishes between the application of
the biblical titles and of the properties of the natures respectively. It may be said that
the names are valid ontologically, whereas the properties are ascribed to the natures
attributively, i.e. on the account of the union. Therefore there is a communicatio
onomaton indeed, but this derives from the biblical narrative and is applied with
ontological authority within the eschatological standpoint. The communicatio
idiomatum is missing, yet that - at least for our author and for the theological
standards of his time - would mean the acceptance of a degree of confusion of the
natures. This is why Christ is indeed God above all according to Paul's words, yet not
67 Cf. with Letter 147, written in early 451: o Kuptoq ripwv ' Ir]crouq Xpiaxoc; ouk aXko
npocrconov han napa tov Ytov xfjq TpxdSog 7tA,r|payn.ic6v. o yap auxoi; 7rpo pev xwv
alcovcov Yioq f|v Movoysvrn; Kai 0so<; Aoyoq, pexa 5s xt)v evavOpcoTnyaiv covopdadr| Kai
Tr|crouq Kai Xptaxoq, and xoov rxpaypaxcov xdq 7tpo(rr|yopia<; Se^apevoq (SC 111, 206).
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because His humanity as the seed of David is divine auxoq icad' auxov.68 The
above passage is meant chiefly to exclude such mingling - as a result, it carries the
risk ofbecoming open to a subsequent negative interpretation.
The fact that the manhood in the above text is called 'man' draws attention to a
peculiar way in which Theodoret conceives the incarnation. The humanity is
addressed sometimes in concrete terms in the treatise, yet exclusively so after its
union with the Word. The reason for this can be found again in the title 'Christ' which
indicates both natures and returns in Ch. 32:
For the one conjoined with the other [daxepov yap ftaxepoo
cruvatpftsv]69 is named Christ, whereas the bare [v|/iXf]] form of the
servant stripped of the Godhead [yupvf] xuyxavoucxa xfjc; Osoxrixoq]
was never called so [£KA,f|ftr|] by the teachers of piety (col. 1472D).
Apart from the obvious Arian danger of calling Christ a mere man Theodoret tries to
avoid here another idea, namely that the humanity might be regarded as being worthy
in itself of the name 'Christ'. If the name 'Christ' is denied to the bare form of the
servant, it is because the human nature does not deserve this appellation by itself
ontologically. Thus, the relevance of ontological 'naming' is expressed again. The
humanity is raised to a 'personal' status only after its union with the Word and is
addressed in concrete terms accordingly (i.e. only after the union), although the
mature Theodoret will gradually abandon this practice also. The suspicion
concerning the names 'Jesus' and 'Christ' as being mere titles of the shared outward
prosopon (thus denoting a tertium quid resulting from the union of God and man) is
contradicted by Theodoret's Letter 147 to John the oikonomos written in early 451:
o yap auxoq Ttpo pev xcov aicovcov Yioq f|v povoysvfiq xai 08oq
Aoyoq, pexa 8e xfjv evavftpamqatv cbvopdadr) xai ' Ir)aou<; xai
Xpiaxoq, arco xcov npaypaxoov xaq npoariyoptaq Se^apevoq.
68 This differentiation was further refined by scholasticism when the ascription of a certain property to
Jesus Christ was inadmissible in the cases where He was qualified 'reduplicative formaliter': for
example, one could not say that 'Christ as Man is God' or that 'what belongs to the human nature can
be predicated of the divine nature'. These were heterodox statements even in the time of Thomas
Aquinas (Summa Theologica III, Q16, A11 and A5).
69
According to the Syriac text of Severus' Contra Grammaticnm, the expression cruvacpfiev should be
inserted after fidxepov yap fiatepco. I am indebted to Dr. Paul Parvis for this correction based on
CSCO, Scr. Syri, Series Quarta, V, 257, line 19. Lebon's Latin translation of the fragment is the
following: 'altera namque alteri coniuncta, Christus nominatur' (my italics). Ibid., 181, lines 6-7.
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'Ir|aou<; pev yap Ecoxfip eppriveusxat [...] Xpicxoq 8e K£KA,r|xai,
(hq mxa xo avdpameiov xcp llvsupaxx xcp navayicp XP10®8*-?*
Kai xpripaxiaaq apxtspsuq fipcov, Kai dnooToXoq, Kai
7tpo(pr|xr|<;, Kai PaaxA,eu<;. [...] Mr|Sei<; xoivuv avorixax; aAAov
xxva xov Xpxaxov vopx^exco 7iapa xov Ylov xov povoyevfj (SC
111,206-207).
This is perhaps one of the clearest explanations of Theodoret's ontological
communicatio onomaton. The Word is called 'Jesus' and 'Christ' after the
inhumanation, being anointed according to the humanity by the Spirit and taking on
His triple office for our sake: high-priest, apostle and prophet as well as King. The
use of the name 'Christ' by Theodoret may sound suspicious, yet our author firmly
states that ook aAAo<; saxiv o Xptaxog napa xov povoyevfj Yiov xou 0so6
{SC 111, 202). Of course, his Christological standard remains as it were a 'finitum
non capax infiniti'. His consistency can be seen at the beginning of Ch. 24 also:
Thus was the Master Christ born [...] (for after the birth it would not be
correct to call Him only God-Word or man stripped of Godhead, but
Christ, which indicates [8r)A,ot] both the assuming and the assumed
natures) (col. 1461B).
The main reason for applying the biblical titles to Jesus Christ therefore is to keep the
integrity of both natures within the union. The eschatological-ontological
communication of names may not have been the ultimate solution to the problem, yet
it was perhaps one of the farthest points an Antiochene theologian could go towards
a real union in Christ in the fifth century. Since the communication of properties was
not a valid standard in Theodoret's heritage and his time - therefore it was not a
viable option for him either. Whether this resulted in a too loose connection between
the two natures or not is the following subject ofour investigation.
4.5.3 The subject of predication
This section is consecrated to the analysis of a few representative passages of De
incarnatione where the author arguably introduces 'a second subject' of predication
within the Person of Christ or at least ascribes important words and deeds within
salvation history to the manhood often addressed in concrete terms. This is one of the
most controversial aspects of Theodoret's early Christology, the more so since his
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generally constant attitude seems to have undergone a change in the mode of
expression after Ephesus. This touches particularly the concrete designations for the
human nature which seem to fade out during the years of theological maturation.
Nevertheless, since these concrete designations play an important role in the
soteriology and Christology ofDe incarnatione, I shall try to give them an equitable
place within the analysis.
It is also important to note that whilst we have some standards to measure
Christological orthodoxy, we do not possess any concerning soteriological
orthodoxy. A different soteriological scheme, however, leads to different questions
and answers, shaping one's Christology accordingly. For example the two assertions:
'only God can save the fallen humankind' and 'the same nature has to show obedience
and undergo the punishment which trespassed' are similarly acceptable, yet if both
were taken as valid soteriological starting points they would almost certainly result in
Christological differences. I cannot enter the details of this issue, yet I would like to
refer the reader to the excellent article ofD. F. Winslow, from which I quote:
There is the need further to determine both why the Fathers said what
they did as well as to assess what they said with critical attention to its
implications vis-a-vis the Christian faith. [...] Why are we more
comfortably disposed to the language of personal relationship than to the
language of satisfaction and propitiation? What leads some of us to react
negatively to dramatic interpretations of Christ's victory over the demons
and to react more positively toward His victory over sin and death? There
is no soteriological 'orthodoxy' to guide us, no credal assertions, no
uniform tradition.70
As signalled above during the discussion of the human soul we have to return to the
Temptation-story, more precisely to its conclusion. We have already assessed that the
Pauline analogy of the first and the second Adam is crucial for Theodoret's
understanding of Christ's human suffering, temptation and obedience. We have seen
that the Word 'permits hunger to occur', and that Christ 'hides' His divinity upon
hearing Satan speak, moments which attest the Word's presence. Nevertheless, it is
important from the viewpoint of God's justice that the humanity has to be given the
same chance once more as in Eden, to freely say 'no' to the devil. This is undoubtedly
70
D. F. Winslow, 'Soteriological "Orthodoxy" in the Fathers', SP, 15 (1984), 393-95 (p. 394).
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a very subtle and peculiarly Antiochene point emerging from the synoptic narrative
itself. This has been the case for Theodorefs masters as well. As Anastos observes,
Theodore wished to emphasise the perfect humanity of Christ. He was
careful to insist that Christ was without blemish, but he deemed it
essential for the salvation ofmankind that Christ should have been free to
choose evil and to sin had he wished to do so.71
This is exactly the point to which Alexandria would not go: Christ cannot be even
supposed to have had the possibility to choose otherwise than He did. It seems to me
that this is Theodoret's way of understanding it also - that is why he underlines so
diligently Christ's complete sinlessness - but he wants to evade the other difficulty,
namely that Christ did not play a divine game upon the earth, that He had a truly free,
sinless human will and that His temptation and sufferings were completely real and
human, otherwise the whole salvation is in jeopardy, since God cannot be tempted.
This is in fact the argument within the devil's shockingly dramatic discourse:
Because if the God-Word replaced the intellect in that which was
assumed [fiv dvxi vou ev xcp Ar|(pdevxi], even the devil could find
some justified excuses, and reasonably might say: 'Ruler and Creator of
everything, I did not begin the fight against You, because I know Your
dignity, I am aware of [Your] might, and recognise [Your] authority. I
acknowledge my servitude even suffering from rebelliousness. I yield
victory even to the angels and to all the heavenly hosts, [although] once I,
the miserable one, had been also one of them. Hence, I started the fight
against this one, whom You formed out of clay, created after Your
image, honoured with reason [sxtpricTac; xqj A,oycp],72 made the citizen
[noA-txriq] of paradise and presented [as] the ruler of earth and sea. This
one I have defeated by using deceit, not force [xooxov, dndxi]
Xpr|<jd|!svo<;, ook dvayicfl, vsviia]Ka].73 Up till today I am still the
one who defeats [him], prostrates [him] and sends [him] to death. Bring
this one to the arena [si<; xo axabxov] and command him to fight with
me, be the spectator [Osaxfiq] and judge [aycovoOsxriq] of the combat
Yourself. Even be his trainer ifYou want [rcatboxptPou 7toistv], teach
him to fight, show him the holds of success, anoint him as You wish, just
do not fight together with the wrestler [povov pf| auppaxfiai^<;
rcaA-alovxi]. I am not so audacious and mindless to attempt fighting
against You, the Creator.' The devil could have justly told this to the
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Anastos, 'The Immutability of Christ', 126.
72 exl|ir|cja<; xw Xoyw could be interpreted either as referring to the intellect (i.e. God's greatest gift),
but also as '[You] honoured [him] with the Word', i.e. with both the Person and the written Scripture.
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Saviour Christ, if He were not man [properly], but [only] God, fighting in
place of man [etrcep ouk avdpconog -qv, aXka 0eoq, o avxi
avdpoonou 7taA,aicov]. (col. 1444AC).
This is one of the most famous and perhaps one of the most disputed passages from
De incarnatione, which caused a long-term suspicion concerning the orthodoxy of its
author starting from his own days up till recent scholarship. It was quoted in greater
part and criticised by Marius Mercator. Gamier included it in his Auctarium (see PG
84, 81C-84B), whilst considering Theodoret a Nestorian. Two renowned scholars of
our time, H. M. Diepen and Jean Danielou, have crossed swords heavily over this
selfsame passage. Paul Parvis and Paul B. Clayton74 commented on it in their
doctoral theses. Thus, before proceeding with its analysis, I shall try to summarise at
least the main lines represented by modem scholarship.
Diepen and Clayton seem to follow Mercator's and Gamier's judgement, forming the
category of those condemning Theodoret severely for his 'two-subject Christology'
and dissolving Christ's hypostatic union. As Diepen writes about the above passage:
En ce texte, Theodoret ne nie pas la divinite de Jesus-Christ. Nestorius
lui-meme ne l'a jamais fait, pas en ces termes du moins. Mais Theodoret,
comme Nestorius, nie la divinite de celui qui, en Jesus-Christ, a lutte
contre le diable, o 7iaA,alcov. Or, c'est precisement sous cette forme
subtile, tres differente des simplifications de Cassien, que le
nestorianisme a ete condamne au concile d'Ephese. L'anatheme - et quel
anatheme! - a porte sur l'introduction implicite et subreptice de deux
sujets d'attribution dans un Christ, un Fils, un Seigneur Jesus-Christ. Par
une confusion fatale, Theodoret, comme Nestorius encore, englobe dans
une meme reprobation la folie d'Apollinaire et de dogme d'Ephese. Et si
le R. P. [Jean Danielou] me reprochait de ne pas etre sensible a la beaute
d'un texte ou l'on trouve deja une 'psychologie humaine du Christ'
formellement esquissee, je reponds que cet avantage est paye trop cher,
son prix etant l'union hypostatique et le sens meme du mystere.75
Clayton shares this opinion and does not see any evolution within Theodoret's
Christology until the end of his life and depicts him as an inconvertible crypto-
Nestorian. Despite the fact that Diepen's argument concerning the condemnation of
Nestorianism in Ephesus in its 'subtle form' is difficult to accept when one considers
the atmosphere and the hurry in which the first sessions of Cyril's council were
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Diepen, 'Theodoret et le dogme d' Ephese', RSR, 44 (1956), 243-47; Clayton, 'Theodoret', 219-26.
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conducted, and despite his reference to Cyril's fourth anathema, which was flatly
contradicted by the Formula ofReunion signed by Cyril himself, and despite the fact
that the Cyrilline anathemas cannot be regarded as being the commonly agreed
theological standard of the Ephesian-Chalcedonian period (since Chalcedon did not
formally approve them),76 we should still admit that the French scholar raises a real
Christological concern regarding the unity of subject in the above text.
Although agreeing about the heterodoxy of the quoted passage, Paul Parvis argues
that a later development in Theodorefs thinking and terminology did in fact occur:
'Only do not fight on the side of the wrestler.' [...] This is meant to
exclude Apollinarianism, but it excludes much else as well. Cyril would
undoubtedly have thought that the admonition povov pf] CTuppaxijo-qi;
rcaA,atov"ti was a piece of truly diabolic theology, and it must be
presumed that the Theodoret of the Commentary, who is careful to make
the subject of the saving acts the Incarnate and not simply the assumed
nature, would not himself have endorsed the devil's speech in such
glowing terms as he did in De incarnatione J1
Finally, we have to mention Marcel Richard, Jean Danielou, Marijan Mandac and
Giinter Koch as some of those representing the view that Theodoret's expose can be
interpreted in an orthodox manner, despite its dramatic internal tensions. Koch
emphasises the one subject, whilst admitting the prominence of the human nature:
Subjekt der Aussagen ist der eine Christus, das eine Prosopon der
Mensch gewordenen Logos, aber in diesem einen wird nun gerade die
menschliche Wirklichkeit, das menschliche Wirken herausgestellt.78
In opposition to Diepen, Jean Danielou argues that both Theodoret and Cyril were
equally orthodox and both of them used some formulae, which later appeared to be
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equally insufficient. In his answer to Diepen's above quoted comment, Danielou
defends Theodorefs orthodoxy.79
I think that it is almost impossible to reconcile the various views (and we have
quoted only a few of the most representative ones) concerning Theodoret's expose
above. Therefore, instead of repeating the already enumerated arguments by modern
scholars, I would rather admit that concerning certain issues one has to accept to be
in disagreement with someone else and still respect and assess positively the position
and contribution of the other party. The approaches of Diepen and Danielou are
relevant up till the present day in describing the fundamental differences between the
two major positions. Danielou defends Theodoret's orthodoxy exactly on a basis of a
rather difficult passage, which - and I agree here with the judgement of Paul Parvis -
Cyril might have easily labelled as 'diabolic theology', and shows how it can be
interpreted in orthodox sense.
Therefore let us return to this very representative passage and try to define its subject
of predication. It is obvious that the text is aimed against the Arian-Apollinarian
Christological model, yet another aspect has to be restated: the soteriological starting
point of the passage is decisive. The same nature which disobeyed God's command
has to show obedience. As the devil says, he defeated God's creature and not God
Himself - by deceit and not by force. In the battle he demands to face human
resistance and not divine might. For some theologians it may not be a question of
theodicy for God to deceive Satan - it is for Theodoret, who was eager to evince that
God treated even sin with righteousness, throwing it out of power only after having
proved its injustice. What the devil in fact offers God here is nothing else than a
bargain: he is ready to accept God's power over everything if God were to
acknowledge his [i.e. Satan's] unchallenged rule over the fallen humankind. Of
course, this would mean the handing over of God's most precious creation to the
devil. This is by no means possible for the Creator who loves His creation.
Nevertheless, He loves His justice also. In order not to play off God's love for
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humankind (which would dictate a divine shattering of the devil)80 against His
impeccable justice (which demands the just punishment of the disobedient human
nature), Theodoret sees no other way than to bring the humanity of Christ - referred
here in concrete terms as o 7taA.aicov - into the battlefield to take back the dominion
of the Evil One over the entire fallen humanity. The Word's impassibility does not
seem to be the primary concern in this case (I shall examine those examples below).
Thus, God - who is righteous even towards Satan - accepts the challenge. The
obedience is shown by the humanity of Christ, permitted by the Word to feel hunger
and to be tempted. Theodoret's ominous sentence povov pi) auppaxf|ai]c;
raxXaiovTi is thus the very cornerstone of this argument in his attempt to find the
equitable balance between God's justice, His almighty power and ineffable
philanthropy. Does this result in a necessary division of the one subject of
predication within his Christological model? If the humanity were abandoned by the
Word for the time of the fight, yes. Hence, as far as Theodoret's soteriology is
concerned, in his mind there is a substantial difference between the Word 'not
fighting' together with the wrestler and 'abandoning' the human nature altogether.
The Word has clearly not abandoned the perfect human nature He assumed, since the
union is indivisible (see Ch. 29), but rather permitted for the rational soul to make a
moral choice in the name of all humankind and for its redemption, that the devil
might know that his rule over the nature of humanity has come to an end. In fact, the
choice was the same as if it were taken by the divine Word, showing that the perfect
81human nature - as God's restored image - can be in accordance with God's will.
The answer to the above question, however, may still depend on whether one
considers o Ecoxfip Xptaxoq in the quoted passage as the single subject of
predication to whom the work of deliverance is ultimately ascribed on account of the
real union - the properties of each nature being thus preserved - or regards the title
'the Saviour Christ' a mere epithet for the commonly shared npoaamov or outward
80 This solution would harm God's justice in Theodoret's view. That is why he addresses thus to
Apollinaris: 'the God-Word would not need the body either, for He was not in want! He could have
accomplished our salvation [simply] by His mere command! But He wanted us to be partakers in [His]
success: that is why He took on the sinful nature' (Ch. 18, col. 1448C).
81 See the further examples below.
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countenance. Considering the ontological importance of'naming' outlined above it is
my understanding that our author may be credited with the first option. Nevertheless,
1 also admit that the opposite view has its own quite justified Christological
arguments, although they are based as we have said on a similarly valid but different
soteriological premise. The concluding passage shows our author's main concern:
If there was no human intellect [vouq dvdpconrvoq] in Him,82 God
replacing the mind and taking over the work of the intellect, then God
hungered with the body, God thirsted, suffered, slept, grieved, was
afraid83 and endured all the other human torments also. Hence, if God
had fought and won, then I have been deprived of victory, [because] God
fulfilled all righteousness, since the God-Word would not have received
it [i.e. the mind], as the followers of the niggling of Apollinaris are
upholding, on the grounds that it was impossible to fulfil the laws of
righteousness with a human mind (col. 1444C).
It is interesting that here the issue of divine impassibility has a far lesser weight than
God's justice. The ultimate question is the level of'my participation' in the victory of
Christ. Since for Theodoret the common link between Christ and us is His human
nature, His victory over the devil can be ascribed to us only if it had been carried out
by His human obedience. Thus, the victory over the devil of Christ's human nature is
simultaneously ascribed to the Word on account of the union without confusion and
to us on account of the same nature. I think this is the most plausible explanation of
Theodoret's theological reasons, yet this does not necessarily mean that all the
obscure or defective points of his system can or should be explained away.
In order to reflect on this issue more fully, I have chosen a few more passages of this
kind, which already involve a related question, namely, the author's way of
appropriating the human experiences to the Word. This particularly concerns divine
impassibility and the preservation of the natures' properties. For Theodoret the Arian
concept is certainly not a lesser danger than the Apollinarian one:
We believe the Lord Himself, who said: 'My soul is exceeding sorrowful,
even unto death.' For the rational [soul] [to A,oytic6v] in us accepts the
sensation of sorrow, but if the God-Word replaced the mind and accepted
the passions of the intellect [rd too vou Kaxebexexo 7iddr|], then [the
82 Vat. 841 reads: ev aura, i.e. 'in it' or 'in him'. Euthymius had: sv ra 7rpoaXr|gltaTt, i.e. 'in that
which was assumed'. Cf. PG 75, 1444C with PG 130, 925B.
83 The text in italics was preserved by Euthymius. See PG 130, 925B.
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Word] Himself did grieve, was afraid, was ignorant, agonised, and was
strengthened by angelic aid [ayyeXtKri cruppaxux pooadsiq] (col.
1453A).
We have seen that the Word's impassibility does not mean at all His inability to
commiserate with us. At this point it may not be inappropriate to reflect briefly upon
84 •
the so-called Arian syllogism mentioned in the analysis ofDe Trinitate. Arius also
denied the human soul of Christ like Apollinaris did. It follows that in the lack of any
other option he necessarily ascribed ontologically all the human experiences to the
Word only.
From Chapters 9 and 10 of De incarnatione it becomes clear that Theodoret's
reaction to the Arian syllogism was not merely the denial of its major premise, as
Clayton often seems to suggest,85 but the rejection of the Aoyog-crapS, model as a
whole, which is behind the whole syllogism itself. As a representative of the so-
called Aoyoq-avOpcoTioq Christology, Theodoret in fact cannot be said to have
reacted to it in any plausible way, since for him the very foundations of the system
were invalid. Thus, assessing his Christology by the rules of the Arian syllogism
does not seem to grant us a very promising insight.
Since the Alexandrians operated with the same model, they could be said to have
refined the syllogism to fit their concept. That is why Athanasius, Cyril and the
others were indeed orthodox teachers of the Church. Nonetheless, the orthodox
branch of the Aoyoq-avdpamcx; Christology cannot be interpreted in terms of the
Arian syllogism, because the model behind its reasoning was from the very outset
unacceptable for these theologians.86
84 The Arian syllogism as it appears in Sullivan and Clayton, is the following: Major premise: the
Word is the subject even of the human operations and sufferings of Christ; Minor premise: whatever is
predicated of the Word must be predicated of Him in his nature: Kara cpuarv. Conclusion: the Word
is limited in his cpoau; or nature, being passibly affected by the human experiences of Christ. Thus,
the divine oucrta cannot be predicated of the Word, because He is other than the Father Kara (puaiv.
85
See e.g. Clayton, 'Theodoret', 105, 229, 257-58, 265 etc.
w'
The problem with the Arian syllogism is exactly the fact that it is conclusive only within the
Aoyoq-aapE, model, which indeed permits no alternative formulation of the major premise unless the
sufferings are ascribed exclusively to the assumed flesh. It therefore cannot represent all the options
the Aoyoq-av&pomoq model is capable to involve, simply because its own limits are inadequate to
include these extra categories. Invoking a mathematical analogy: to use the Arian syllogism as a test
of the orthodoxy of a theologian who argues based on the Aoyoq-avfrpomoq model is no less an error
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Therefore, without entering now into the details of the Word grieving, being afraid
and ignorant qua Logos, i.e. in His divine essence, let us focus on the last point in the
above passage, i.e. the dyYsXtKf] auppaxta. If the Word could be said to have been
strengthened by the angel, it means that He was in need of angelic help, i.e. He was
of lower rank than angels, and consequently, a creature. Theodoret seeks to avoid
this Arian pitfall by necessarily distinguishing between what is proper to the divine
Word incarnate ontologically and attributively. This is not a mere denial of the
famous major premise of the Arian syllogism: the point is that whilst on one hand the
Word accepted our sufferings, on the other hand He was not subjected to them. Of
course, neither the Arian lowered Godhead and diminished manhood nor the
Apollinarian full Godhead and diminished manhood were adequate for the Bishop of
Cyrus. That is why he considered both heretical parties similarly xpratopaxot:
So if the heirs [xXripovopoi] of Apollinaris' idle talking proclaim these
things also, they should be ranked together with Arius and Eunomius
among the enemies of Christ. For it is right, that those [who teach] the
same blasphemy should belong to one bunch (col. 1453AB).87
Ch. 21 is the most important one which deals in more detail with the subject of
predication. Whilst commenting Hebrews 2:9, Theodoret writes:
This [verse] demonstrates best of all the perfection of the assumed man
[too dvaXrupOsvioq avOpamou to TeXeiov], For he says: 'What is
man that You are mindful of him?' He does not say 'what is flesh that
You are mindful of it' or 'what is the body that You are mindful of it', but
rather 'what is man', including [7tsptA,aPcov] similarly the entire nature
than to assess the validity of the arguments of a non-Euclidic mathematician based on Euclid's axioms,
the very denial of which is in fact the starting point of this geometry.
87 The above passage is virtually the only one where Theodoret can be said to refer to his
contemporary opponents. Nevertheless, Quasten drew a major conclusion concerning its significance:
'The author explicitly denies any polemical purpose and pretends only to be defending the orthodox
faith against the Apollinarists. But the "Apollinarists" turn out to be, of all people, Cyril and the
Fathers ofEphesus!' (Patrology, III, 547). I think that within the context of the treatise the reference to
the heirs of Apollinaris seeks to emphasise that the denial of Arianism is not yet a guarantee of
orthodoxy, since the Apollinarian thought is not less dangerous. That is why both are ranked together.
Moreover, Cyril and those present at his council cannot 'turn out to be' the Apollinarists of De
incarnatione, if the work preceded the council, save for the case if they were indeed Apollinarians,
which 1 would certainly refuse. In addition, Theodoret himself became convinced that Cyril did not
hold the extreme views of his anathemas after having signed the Formula ofReunion.
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also.88 On one hand he names the indwelling [xov £voiicf|aavxa] God-
Word Lord, who, remembering His own image manifested ineffable
philanthropy; on the other hand, he names the temple assumed from us
'man', which He visited by His arrival [napooaia], conjoined it with
Himself [eautqj cruvfjv|/£] and by the union [tfj svcbcret] He
accomplished [the work of] salvation (col. 1457A).
The passage starts with a concrete designation of the assumed man deriving from the
biblical text. It then becomes a label for the entire human nature, in which the Word
was dwelling as a Person. The work of salvation is then ultimately ascribed to the
Word on account of the union. This is the typical and reappearing manner in which
Theodoret differentiates between the natures' properties pertaining to their essence
and the works carried out by one of the natures, yet ascribed to the Person on account
of the union. As R. V. Sellers explains, 'from Eustathius onwards, these teachers
refer to "the man" (which is their term for "manhood") as the suum of the Logos [...]
the classical Antiochenes can say that the Logos "allowed" the manhood to
experience what belongs to it'.89 He argues that whenever the Antiochenes attribute
something to the Logos and something else to the man, 'they are but "recognising the
difference", and [...] it is certain, that those many statements of theirs which at first
sight seem to indicate that they are teaching "two Sons", must be viewed in such a
context ifwe are not to do them no small injustice' (Ibid., 180). The typical statement
'the seed of Abraham is different from the One who assumed it' at the end of Ch. 21
carries this fundamental difference between the essences and natures of Creator and
creature, which precedes the ascription of the atonement to the Word.
Perhaps the most eloquent example is the passage which reminds us Theodoret's
counter-statement against the fourth Cyrilline anathema:
Who [xlc;] was it then who prayed, offering up pleas and supplications
with strong crying and tears? Who lived in reverence [in order] to
persuade by this the One he implored? Who learned the obedience from
what he suffered, accepting the trial as teacher, and not having known
this [i.e. obedience] before the testing? Who did receive perfection
gradually [o A,aPcov Kara pspoq xqv x£A,£i.6xr|xa]? Not the God-
88 The fragment in italics was preserved only by Severus' Contra Grammaticum, CSCO, V, 67
(Syriac) and V, 47 (Latin). Lebon's Latin translation is the following: 'Non dixit "quod est caro, quod
memor es eius", aut "quid corpus, quod memor es eius".'
89
Sellers, The Council ofChalcedon, 171.
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Word, the perfect, the One who had known all [things] before their
genesis, but [who] does not learn by experiencing; who is venerated by
all, but adulates none; who wipes all tears away from every face, but is
not constrained by suffering to weep. Who is impassible and immortal,
yet has no fear of death, and does not beseech with crying to be delivered
from death. For these are indeed the properties [I8ia] of the assumed
humanity, which feared death and persisted in praying, the indwelling
Godhead making room for the fear in order that through the sufferings
the nature of that which was assumed might be displayed (col. 1457CD).
The whole passage sharpened so tenaciously onto the recurrent 'who?' is focused
upon the I5ta of the Word and of the assumed man or manhood respectively. It
almost gives the impression that the author in fact exaggerates on purpose in order to
evince the faulty points of the Arian-Apollinarian model. The moments of praying,
receiving perfection gradually and fearing death are probably some of the most
difficult to explain in Christ's earthly life without actually making His human soul a
'theological factor', since these cannot be predicated of the Word qua Logos. IfHe is
God, He cannot pray to Himself,90 being perfect He cannot receive perfection
gradually and being Life Himself cannot be said to have feared death. Theodoret
indeed does not see any other way than to ascribe these manifestations to the
assumed nature as its proper iSrov for which the Word made room. Nevertheless, he
is not alone by proceeding so. Ambrose, to whom our author refers as to Damasus
with appreciation in HE, wrote:
si xxq slni] oxi sv xo5 ndfisi too axaopoo xfjv o5uvr|v
onspsivsv o Yioq xoo 0soo Qsoq, xal oo^l p aap£, auv xfj i|/oxfj
qvrcep svsbuaaxo popcp-qv 5ouA,ou r]v7isp saoxoo aveA,a[3ev, the,
slpr|Ksv f) ayla ypatpf], avadspa eaxco (GCS 44, 300).
Another solution is of course simultaneously developed - paradoxically, based on the
very same biblical passage that our author quotes so frequently and to which
Ambrose refers above. Theodoret obviously did not elaborate a so-called 'kenotic'
Christology which emerging from a different soteriological assumption would result
in a less dramatic solution. It seems to me that whilst both Antioch and Alexandria
used and applied Philippians 2:6-7 in their Christology, Antioch focused on the two
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'forms' at the beginning and at the end of the biblical passage, whereas Alexandria
concentrated on the middle section concerning the 'self-emptying' of the Word. The
results are notably different: the kenotic language removes the tension but may
become suspected of Monophysite theopaschism; the non-kenotic one preserves the
drama, yet it is vulnerable to the charge of'two subjects'.
The Word made room for the fear in the same fashion as He allowed hunger to occur,
yet the reappearing emphasis is always the same: not the separation of the subject but
the acknowledgement of the properties. Without the I8ta, the entire reality of the
natures is at peril for our author. In one of his later works, De providentia oratio X,
written between 433 and 437,91 Theodoret explains this more carefully saying in an
epigrammatic manner that Jesus did not exceed the measure of fasting 'in order that
[His] humanity might be trusted' [Iva tttaxeoof) to avftpamtvov] (PG 83, 752C).
The concrete designations used for the manhood
Whilst analysing the concrete terms applied to the assumed man or manhood in De
incarnatione we ought to remember that this practice was by no means an
exclusively Antiochene peculiarity. As shown by M. Richard, even Severus had to
admit that concrete designations for the human nature of Christ were tolerated until
after the Council ofEphesus:
Pour trouver en cette premiere moitie du VT siecle une reprobation
formelle de Thomme assume', il faut chercher dans le camp monophysite.
Severe d'Antioche s'est declare avec plus d'intransigeance encore que
saint Cyrille contre cette maniere de parler. Un jour pourtant, presse par
le diophysite Jean de Cesaree, il dut reconnaitre que saint Athanase, saint
Basile et bien d'autres Peres qu'il venerait, y compris saint Cyrille,
avaient use de semblables formules. II s'en tira en declarant que jusqu'a
l'heresie de Nestorius ce langage pouvait ete tolere, mais qu'il fallait,
depuis le concile d'Ephese, le laisser aux Nestoriens.92
I consider that before focusing on Theodoret's use of these terms a brief overview of
some representative examples in the wider theological heritage of his era would be
90 Without opening a discussion on intra-Trinitarian relations, in lack of space I would simply refer
back here to the above passage: the divine Word is o raxvTaq s^cov eu7a(3oopevou<;, aXk' ouk
autog evAaPoopevog (col. 1457C).
91
Marcel Richard, 'Notes sur 1' evolution doctrinale de Theodoret', RSPT, 25 (1936), 459-81 (p. 477).
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needed. The list is far from being exhaustive, nevertheless, 1 tried to follow a
chronological sequence of the main occurrences.
In his Confession written most probably before the Nicene Creed, Athanasius gives a
concrete designation of the human being assumed by the Word of God:
[o Yioq] ek xfjq axpavxou napdsvou Mapiaq xov qpexspov
avsiArnpgv avOpamov, Xpvaxov ' It|aouv, ov U7i£p qpoov Ttaflsiv
7iap£8ooK£v iSia 7ipoatp£a£t [ ] sv (5 avdpdmcp axaupcodfiiq Kai
arcodavoov urcEp f)pcov av£axr| ek vsKpcov Kai avEA-fitpOri Eig
oupavouq [...] avo8ov xe £iq oupavooq, otcou npoSpopoq
EiafjXdEv Snsp fipoov o KopiaKoq avdpamoq, ev op (ieAAei
KpivEtv ^covxaq Kai vEKpouq (Hahn, Bibliothek, 265).
The text shows that even such a representative Alexandrian figure like Athanasius
could speak quite comfortably in concrete terms about 'the assumed man', whom he
even names 'Jesus Christ', which is a step further than Theodoret's own practice of
'naming'. As quoted earlier, a century after Athanasius' confession, the Bishop of
Cyrus was keen to emphasise that 'the bare form of the servant stripped of the
Godhead was never called so [i.e. Christ] by the teachers of piety'. Nevertheless, for
Athanasius the Word/Wisdom/Son (since all three appear in the text before the above
passage) is not only crucified 'within the man' but He shall even come to judge the
living and the dead 'in the lordly man'. The least we can say about the passage is that
the practice of ascribing important moments of salvation history to the manhood
addressed in concrete terms cannot be limited to the Antiochene school.
The so-called Formula ofSardica of 342 probably drawn up by Hosius of Cordoba
and Protogenes of Sardica states:
6|ioA,oyoC)|i£v MovoyEvfj Kai rcpcoxoxoKov, aXXa MovoyEvfj xov
Aoyov, oq tkxvxoxe tjv Kai saxvv ev xqj Flaxpi, xo' 7tp(oxoxoKOC;
5e xc5 avfipdmcp. [...] Kai xooxo ntaxsoopEv TtEpcpdsv. Kai xouxo
ou TtETiovfiEv, aAA' o avfipamoq, Sv svsSuaaxo, ov av£A,aP£v ek
Mapiaq xfjq napfiEvoo, xov dvOpamov xov nadEtv SuvapEvov.
6xi dv0poo7ioq ftvrixoq, 0eo<; 8e adavaxoq. TIvaxEoopEV oxv xrj
xpixi] "qpspa avsaxr) oux o 0soq ev xcp avdpdmcp, aAA' o
avOpccmoq ev xcp 0£(p avsaxri (Hahn, Bibliothek, 189).
92 M. Richard, 'Notes sur Theodoret', 481.
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As we see the issue of divine impassibility93 and the resulting emphasis upon the role
of 'the assumed man' was provably germane to Christian thinking almost a century
before our author. The picture drawn here about the death and resurrection of Christ
will return in Theodoret's mode of presenting the destruction and redemption of the
assumed temple (see below). Theodoret was familiar with the formula and quoted it
- including the above passage - in his Church history
The longer version of the Palestinian Symbol presented by Epiphanius in 374
qualifies what is to be confessed under the expression 'became man':
svavftpomfiaavxa, xouxeaxt xeA-eiov avdpamov A,a|36vxa, \|/oxijv
Kai acbpa icai vouv mi navxa, el xt eaxiv avdpamoc;, x^P*-?
apapxtaq (Hahn, Bibliothek, 136).95
This is very much the same picture of the 'becoming human' of the Word as
understood by Theodoret: the assumption of the soul, body and mind (not leaving
room for Apollinarianism) and in fact of everything that the human being is - except
sin. This is what the Palestinian Symbol calls xsA.etoq avdpconoq which despite its
rather concrete form seems to be an established technical (perhaps anti-Apollinarian)
term for the 'full and perfect manhood' well before Theodoret's own time. On one
occasion even Theodoret provides us with a patristic example. In his reply to the fifth
Cyrilline anathema, he invokes the authority of St. Basil:
We do not object [ou Ttapaixoupeda] to [the term] man bearing God
[xov Gsocpopov dvdpomov], as applied by many of the holy Fathers,
one of whom is the great Basil, who uses this name [xouxoo
XpT|adpsvo<; xop ovopaxt] in his work [addressed] to Amphilochius
about the Holy Spirit,96 and in his explanation of Psalm fifty-nine.97 But
93
It is interesting to observe that the council spoke of the Spirit not having suffered because of being
clothed with the man. This may derive from Christ's conception by the Spirit. Nevertheless, the idea of
divine impassibility is emphatically present in this confession.
94
See Theodoret, HE II, 8 (cf. GCS 44, 117).
95 The longer Mass-Creed of the Armenian Church in Asia Minor, which resembles very much the
Palestinian Symbol by Epiphanius preserves almost the same wording of the second part of the above
text (Hahn, Bibliothek, 152).
96 Cf. ek too dv&ptt)7reroo (popaparoq f] Beocpopoc aap£, auvE7tdyr| (Basil, De Spiritu Sancto
5,12 in SC 17). The term 'God-bearing flesh' returns in Basil's Homilies on the Psalms, yet I did not
encounter the term 'God-bearing man'.
97
See e.g. St. Basil, Homiliae super Psalmos: Tdxa tf)v crdptca Xeysr rr|v Beocpopov,
ayuxa&etcrav 8ra xfjq xpog tov Oeov auvoKpeiag (PG 29, 424B). Cf. U7t68r|pa 8e xfyq
Be6TT|Toq f) crap^ f| Bsocpopoi; 8f pg S7rs(3r| totg dv0pco7rorg (PG 29, 468A).
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we call Him man bearing God [Gsocpopov avdpotmov], not because He
received some share of the divine grace [oux obe, peptKriv xiva Osiav
Xaptv be^apevov], but as possessing all the Godhead of the Son united
[aAA' (bq rcaaav fivcopsvr|v sxovxa too Yiou xfiv ds6xr|Ta] (ACO
1,1,6,126).
As it could be expected, Theodore of Mopsuestia also uses the expression in his
confession: o 8sa7i6xr|<; Gsoc; Aoyoq dvOpconov stAr|(ps xsAsxov (Hahn,
Bibliothek, 302). Nevertheless, it is clear that this was not his - and perhaps not even
an Antiochene invention.
98
In an explanation of the Nicaeanum initially ascribed to Basil the Great, yet which
was composed between 428 and 450, thus already after the outbreak of the Nestorian
controversy by an Alexandrian author the expression reappears:
nepi 8s x-qg sk raxpdsvou aapKcbaeax; too Yloo ooxcog
niaxsoopsv oxi avsAaPsv avOpconov xsAsxov sk xrjcg Geotokou
Mapiaq 8ia ITvsupaxoi; dylou, acopa xs Kai vi/oxqv, aA.r|tkv&)c;
xai ou 5oKf]asf ooxoog yap fjAdsv xsAsxroaat xov avOpconov, ov
avsAaPsv [...] EKaOxasv sk Ss^icov xoo Tlaxpoq, d7ioOscbaa<; xov
avOpamov, ov avsAaPsv (Hahn, Bibliothek, 310).
This last example is noteworthy especially because it comes from Theodoret's own
time, moreover, from the pen of an Alexandrian author." If such concrete terms
could be used even during the time of Cyril's ferocious clash with Nestorius, it would
appear that the validity of such language was not seriously questioned or suspect in
those years and indeed during the preceding century. Thus, instead of lengthening
this historical overview, let us proceed to Theodoret.100
Most of the concrete designations for the assumed perfect manhood are biblical
terms turned into technical ones, yet not exclusively within the Antiochene school.
We have already met the 'form of the servant' deriving from Philippians 2:5-7:
As the shepherd, when seeing [His] sheep dispersed chooses one of them
and brings it to the pasture he prefers, by that one attracting the rest
towards himself; in the same fashion the God-Word when He saw that






For further arguments see Mandac, 'L' union christologique', 79, note 92.
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conjoined it with Himself [too 5o6A,ou A,a|3a)v xfiv poptpfyv, ical
xaoxr|v auvav|/aq eauxcp] and by that [form] He turned back towards
Himself the entire nature of humankind [e7teaxpei|/e ndaav xijv xoov
avdpdmcov tpoaiv], leading the degraded and by wolves threatened
[flock] onto the divine meadow. That is why our Saviour took on our
nature (col. 1468BC).
In Theodoret's interpretation 'the form of the servant' - representing the oooia and
cpuaxq of the assumed manhood - is the instrument of the Word by which the One
Incarnate can establish contact with humankind and truly become one of us. Further,
the form of the servant is indispensable for the carrying out of the work of salvation.
As the author says, the Word turned back the entire nature, race or species of
humankind by assuming it and uniting it with Himself. Another possible
interpretation is: 'He turned back or renewed the entire human nature' (i.e. the nature
that is commonly shared by all human beings and which is contaminated by the
original sin). This latter explanation is somewhat supported by the context also.
Although other terms are used occasionally to denote the manhood like 'the man', 'the
visible man' (col. 1433CD: opcbpevoq dvOpconoq), 'the wrestler', 'the one assumed',
'the seed of David' etc., nevertheless, Theodoret's most typical term - deriving partly
from his own Antiochene heritage - remains 'the temple' [o vaoq].101 The question
whether the temple should be regarded as a separate person from the Word is partly
answered by its actual use, since Theodoret states repeatedly that it is the vaoq of the
Word or assumed by the Word he is talking about (see e.g. col. 1452B, 1453A,
1460D, 1472B). The biblical source of this term is John 2:19, which Theodoret
comments on at the end of Ch. 18:
Hence, the temple is different [sxspoqj from the [one, who] in the sense
of nature [xaxd xov A,oyov xfjq (puasax;] dwells [o KaxoiKfjoaq] [in
it]. That is why He also told the Jews, 'Destroy this temple, and in three
days I will raise it up' [John 2:19]. The destruction of the temple is the
separation [5td^su^t<;] of the soul from the body, since death is the
division [dva%d>pr|ai<;] of the soul from the body. Therefore, the
separation of the soul causes the destruction of the temple. Then, if the
Jews destroyed the temple, giving it to crucifixion and death - the
destruction of the temple [meaning] the separation of the conjoined
101 The term vaoq occurs 20 times within De incarnatione.
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things [toov auvr|p|isvoov o xtopi-cqioq] - and the God-Word redeemed
this destroyed [temple], then I think it is evident to the reasonable, that
the God-Word did not assume a soulless and irrational [body], but a
perfect man [tsA,stov dvOpoonov]. If the God-Word had replaced the
immortal soul in the assumed body, He would have said to the Jews:
'Destroy me, and in three days I shall rise again'. Yet, He teaches here
both the mortality of the temple then [too vaou to Tt|vticauTa to
dvrjTOv] and the power of the indwelling Godhead. 'Destroy this temple',
He says, 'and in three days I shall raise it up'. For He did not say: 'you
shall destroy me', but '[you shall destroy] the temple I have assumed' [o
Arupdeiq on' spou vaoq].' (col. 1452AB).
If we compare this passage with the second part of the Formula ofSardica quoted
above it becomes evident that the same concerns are to be found in both cases: the
properties of the natures are present within the uniting parties and the concrete terms
are used to evince this difference. Athanasius's avdpomcx; means substantially the
same: it is the unavoidable theological recognition of this ontological difference. It
ought to be observed that although the passage speaks of the Word and of His temple
as STspoq and srepoq, the author means it from the very outset strictly Kara tov
A,oyov Trjtg (puascoq. This careful distinction must not be overlooked, since the
cpuCTiq is the exclusive bearer of the iStov within the Person of Christ. The same
thing is valid again for TS^etoq avOpconoq, since as we have seen in the Palestinian
Symbol, the full humanity is conceived as a union of body and rational soul labelled
as 'perfect man'.102 The differentiation between what is proper to the Word and to the
assumed perfect nature is necessary in order to safeguard divine immortality and
incorruptibility. This is why Theodoret paraphrases John 2:19 saying that He did not
ask the Jews to destroy Him (i.e. qua Logos), but the temple (i.e. tov tsXeiov
avOpconov) He assumed.103 Concerning this passage Grillmeier wrote:
It is also clear from Theodoret's often repeated distinction in the exegesis
of John 2:19, 'Destroy this temple', that he was not wholly successful in
102 The Formula ofReunion contains the term also, labelling 'our Lord Jesus Christ, the Only-begotten
Son of God' 0sov xeA,exov icat avdp<D7tov xsA-siov ek \|/uxrj? A,oyiicfj<; mi acbpaxog (ACO I,
1, 4, 17; cf. Hahn, Bibliothek, 215-16).
103 It is noteworthy that in opposition to the gospel's prologue, John 2:21 mentions the temple of
Jesus's body (eA,eyev rapt too vaoo xou acbpaxoq aoxoo) and not of His flesh. Similarly,
throughout the entire story of His burial and redemption the term 'body' is used (see John 19:38-40;
20:12).
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distinguishing the 'personal unity' from a 'natural unity' and making the
hypostasis of the Word visible as the only subject of the metaphysical 'I'
in Christ. [...] We should not, however, read a duality of persons out of
the repudiation of this 'me'. Here Theodoret's sole concern is not to
permit the destruction of the Godhead as such and to exclude the
Apollinarian Logos-sarx framework. Here, of course, he clearly lacks the
right insight into the nature of the church's praedicatio idiomatum.104
I would substantially agree that the distinction of natures is the necessary step for
Theodoret to uphold a union without confusion or detriment affecting either the
Word or the humanity. Nevertheless, the communicatio idiomatum is not yet a valid
theological standard at the time of the composition ofDe incarnatione, moreover, it
will not yet become a valid standard for quite a long time, strictly speaking, not until
553 (and even then without an express statement). Even Cyril would not have
admitted that the Godhead might have been destroyed, since he makes a distinction
as it were, within the Word Himself, i.e. between His ooaia and His Lmoaxaatq.
Perhaps that is one of the reasons why Grillmeier reproaches Theodoret for not
having the right insight into the praedicatio idiomatum. In my opinion, though, this
often seems to be an open debate with unconvincing results, since one has to admit
that on both sides a certain distinction has to be made: either on the level of the
uniting two natures or at the level of the Word Himself. Both approaches have their
advantages and disadvantages: distinguishing on the level of the uniting natures as
Theodoret, the Antiochenes and Pope Leo105 were doing, is a practical and more
obvious way - and therefore more vulnerable - since it sets a clear limit between the
created and the uncreated ouatat within Christ. This approach, as it has perhaps too
often been stated, has the disadvantage of weakening the personal unity of Christ as
being the Word Incarnate. The other distinction is the more obscure one, i.e. between
the Word's own obaia and His UTtoaxaaiq. It has the advantage of maintaining an
undisturbed, tension-free and total union within Christ, yet it clearly fails to respond
to the challenges of the biblical narrative concerning His human manifestations, thus
threatening to ignore or at least diminish the very nature He came to save. One might
104
Grillmeier, Christ in Christian Tradition, 494.
105 The acceptance of Leo's Tome in Chalcedon took place as a result of the explanation that he wrote
the same what Cyril taught. Nonetheless, Leo's doctrinal authority over against the majority of the
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even say that in a certain sense the former is a Christological, the latter a
soteriological danger. We have a more or less set pattern to measure Christological
orthodoxy: we do not have one to assess the soteriological one, because the history of
doctrine gradually moved away from the 'why' towards the 'who' and 'how', with the
Fathers often forgetting that whatever we say in fact about these issues according to
the best of our knowledge and good faith, we are still using a very imperfect
analogous language, which on the ultimate level is simply incapable of expressing or
even hinting to the realities we are talking about. Since it might take a whole PhD
thesis in itself, I shall not try to define which mode of distinction has more
substantial biblical support, but I reckon that the answer is far from being an obvious
one. Paradoxically, this might well again depend on one's own reading of Scripture.
Although no real communicatio idiomatum is to be found in Theodoret's Christology,
a peculiarly interesting manner of speech, however, is present within the sentence
'He teaches here both the mortality of the temple then'. The use of to rriviKotuta
gives the strong impression that this is not the final state and condition of the temple,
which after the resurrection undergoes a change indeed, thus receiving some of the
properties of the divine Word, just like o xupiaKoq avdpoemcx; ofAthanasius:106
And this was destroyed, [in order] to enjoy an [even] greater resurrection:
in order that the mortal nature might be put down; in order to take off
corruptibility and put on incorruptibility; in order to dissolve the might
[Kpatoq] of death, [and] to be the [very] first among those fallen asleep;
in order that by relieving the labour-pains of corruption to appear as the
firstborn from the dead, and by His own resurrection to proclaim the
gospel of resurrection ofall humankind (col. 1452BC).107
This change of the temple after resurrection is therefore a kind of communication of
properties, nevertheless, this change is fully consonant with Scripture (e. g.
bishops present in Chalcedon (who voted for exactly the opposite doctrine two years before) cannot be
held secondary. See also section 1.3 Between Ephesus and Chalcedon in Ch. 1 of the present work.
106 Cf. with Sellers' observation: 'Thus if the Alexandrians lay stress on the Incarnation, and [...] the
Westerns on the Cross, the Antiochenes lay stress on the Resurrection of Jesus Christ'. Sellers, The
Council ofChalcedon, 168, note 4.
107 Cf. with Theodoret's little tract That after the incarnation our Lord Jesus Christ is one Son written
in 448: 'As God He raised His own flesh which had died; since He says, "Destroy this temple, and in
three days I shall raise it up." And as man, until [the time of] the passion, He was nonetheless passible
and mortal. Since, after the resurrection, even as man He possesses the impassibility, immortality, and
incorruptibility' (PG 83, 1433D).
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1 Corinthians 15:42-43, 51-54). It is highly likely that Theodoret, who is first an
exegete and then a dogmatician, professes this on primarily biblical grounds. The
phrase (pdopac; zdq (hdlvaq could well be understood here as the labour-pains
of the world whilst waiting for its Redeemer. The entire soteriological and moral
emphasis upon the human side of salvation converges to this central idea: the temple
has to be destroyed in order to be resurrected gloriously and thus to bring redemption
to all humankind of the same nature. This idea is present at the end of Ch. 19, where
the human side is rendered in impersonal terms, yet the meaning is exactly the same:
Yet we should listen to the Lord who said [John 10:18]. Since from these
words we can learn that different is the one who lays down [the soul],
and different is what is laid down [exspog psv o xidstq, exspov 8s to
xxdepevov], On one hand, God is who lays down and takes on [o
xtdsig Kai A,ap.pdvoL>v]; on the other hand, the soul is that which is laid
down and taken up [f] xtdspsvp Kai A,apPavopsvr|]: and God is the
One having the power [e^ouaia], whereas the soul is subjected to that
power (col. 1453B).
Theodoret once again speaks in a manner which enables the distinction, but does not
disturb the unity of the Person. The Christological model in this instance is
asymmetric: the One who lays down is a 'who', the one laid down is a 'what'. God is
the exclusive possessor of the e^ooata, as we have seen it in Ch. 11, and the
humanity - represented here by its most valuable element - is submitted to it. The
difference lies in the fact that this submission in Theodoret's mind involves a
voluntary act from the human side, the union being not only of necessity, but of will
also. Moreover, one has to admit that on one hand Theodoret's 'what' is 'physically'
more than the 'what' of Arius and Apollinaris, because it contains the rational human
soul. Further, it is 'theologically' more than the 'what' of Cyril, since it is given a
soteriological role and significance.
Whilst the recognition of this 'difference' is indispensable, it is still the Lord and God
in the above passage who lays down and takes on, just is the same fashion as in Ch.
28 'the Master Christ' is the One, who 'removed that ancient and long-lasting tyranny
and promised incorruptibility to those being in the fetters of corruption. By
rebuilding and resurrecting the destroyed temple He presented for both the dead and
for those awaiting His resurrection true and secure promises' (col. 1468CD).
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Therefore, the ascription of the work of salvation to the Word is not in jeopardy,
although the author seeks to emphasise that 'the descendant of David' is not 'God by
himself but rather it was 'the temple of the God over all' in full union with the
divinity as we have quoted above from Ch. 30 (col. 1472B). A very condense
illustration of this whole question comes in the very short Ch. 31:
That there are two natures, but one person of Christ [oti 860 psv sicn
(puaEtq, 8v 8e to 7tpoaco7iov too Xpxaxou]. [...] [Hebrews 13:8], For
we neither divide the dispensation into two persons [rcpoooorca], nor do
we preach or teach [KripuxTopev xe Kod Soypaxi^opev] two sons
instead of the Only-begotten, but we have been taught and teach that
there are two natures. Because different [sxepov] is the Godhead and
different [sxgpov] is the manhood. Different is the existing, and different
that which came into existence. The form of God is different [aAAo]
from the form of man; the assuming is different from the assumed; the
destroyed temple is different [sxepov o A-uffsii; vaoq] from the God
who raised it up [sxepov o A,d©£vtoi xobxov dvaoxfjaaq 0soq] (col.
1472C).
Despite the impersonal terms used for both natures the message remains identical:
there is a distinction between what is proper to the manhood or to the Godhead
ontologically or attributively. The use of aAAo for both natures is not done without
the authority of the earlier fathers. Gregory Nazianzen in his Letter 101 ad
Cledonium (PG 37, 180) solved the problem of Christology for his time by writing
'not somebody and somebody else' [ouk aAAoq 5e icai aAAoq], 'but something and
something else' [A,eyoo 8e vXko icai aAAo] are united in the one Person of Christ.
Theodoret seems to have gone further, considering the Word of God as the Person
within the union, whilst ascribing some deeds and sayings to the Word directly (i.e.
ontologically) and some on account of the union (i.e. attributively). The legitimacy of
such practice in the fifth century constitutes the next subject of our investigation.108
4.5.4 The attributive ascription of different deeds and its legitimacy
The closure of the otherwise terminologically clarifying Ch. 32 discusses the
problem of attribution of different deeds and utterances to the Word and to the
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manhood respectively, confronting us with the question: to what extent could
Theodoret's practice be justified in his own time? I quote the relevant passage first:
Let us avoid that blasphemy [i.e. the confusion of the natures] and
abandoning the mixture, let us apply consistently the terms of union, of
connection and of togetherness, teaching a distinction of nature, and the
unity of the person. Thus we refute the blasphemy of Arius and
Eunomius, applying [Ttpoadttxovxeq] on one hand the humbly uttered
and performed [words and deeds] [xa psv xaTtsxvcoc; sipripeva Kai
nsnpaypsva] by the Saviour Christ to the form of the servant, whereas
the sublime, God-worthy and great ones [id 5e b\|/r|Aa Kai dso7ips7ifj
Kai psyaXa] we attribute to the sublime and great divinity, which
surpasses every mind [navxa vouv u7tep(3aivoucrq avaxxdsvxsq
deoxr]xt] (col. 1473B).
The idea of 'unmingled union' will be analysed in the terminological section. At this
point we are interested in the second part of this quotation. The refutation of Arius
and Eunomius is again not a mere denial of the major premise of the Arian syllogism
but rather the ultimate defence of the Word's incorruptible and immutable divinity. In
Theodoret's mind the ontological attribution of the human sufferings to the Word's
odata, i.e. to Him qua Logos (because there is no attribution to His unoaxaaiq,
since the term is missing from Theodoret's Christological vocabulary) would mean
an unacceptable confusion of the natures. Therefore he distinguishes between the two
ways of predication of the same 'Saviour Christ': some of His deeds and words are
connected to the form of the servant, others to the Godhead, yet He, i.e. o Icoxijp
Xpiaxoq is the final addressee of all these ontologically different yet personally
united attributions. Theodoret expresses the same in his answer to Cyril's fourth
anathema, from which I quote the most representative passages:
By assuming that there was a mixture [coq Kpdaeooq ysyevripevriq], he
[Cyril] means that there is no difference of terms as used both in the holy
Gospels and in the apostolic writings. And he [writes] these whilst
bragging that he fights at once with Arius and Eunomius and the rest of
the heresiarchs. Let then this exact teacher of the divine doctrines tell us
how he would refute the blasphemy of the heretics, while applying
[Tipoad7TX(ov] to God the Word what is uttered [in the state of]
108 The use of the term 'temple' is approved by the Formula ofReunion-, if autrjq rrjq auAAf|V|/ea><;
Evroaat sauxcp xov f auxfjg [Maplaq] Xqcpdevxa vaov (Hahn, Bibliothek, 216).
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humiliation [xa7t£ivd><;] and appropriately by the form of the servant.
Since when doing so, those [heretics] indeed teach that the Son ofGod is
inferior, a creature, made, and a servant.109 [...] Not then to God the
Word does the ignorance belong, but to the form of the servant who at
that time knew as much as the indwelling Godhead [f] evoxkouctoc
deoxriq] revealed [d7t£icdA,u\|/ev]. The same thing may be said about
other similar cases also. How for instance could it be reasonable for God
the Word to say to the Father, 'Father if it were possible let this cup pass
from me, nevertheless not as I will but as You will'? The absurdities [xa
axcma] which necessarily follow are numerous. First, [it follows] that
the Father and the Son are not of the same mind, and that the Father
wishes one thing and the Son another. [...] Therefore these words are not
the words of the God-Word, but of the form of the servant, afraid of
death because death was not yet destroyed. Surely God the Word
permitted [aov£x<6pr|osv] the utterance of these [statements] allowing
room [xcopav SeScokcoc;] for fear, that the nature of the receiver may be
shown [tva cpavfj xou SexOsvxoc; p 9601c;], and to prevent us
supposing that which was [taken] of Abraham and David was an
appearance [boKpatq] or phantasm. The assemblage of the impious
heretics has given birth to this blasphemy through these sentiments. We
shall therefore apply what is God-worthily [6£OJip£7t(o<;] spoken and
done to the God-Word; on the other hand what is said and done in
humility [xa 5e xa7t£tvd)<; Eipppcva mi 7i£7rpayp£va] we shall
connect [npooappooopEv] with the form of a servant, lest we be
infected with the blasphemy ofArius and Eunomius.110
All the already encountered themes and arguments return here. If we read the whole
statement carefully (I did not quote it in its entirety because of its length), it becomes
clear that the Godhead reveals the knowledge to the form of the servant, the Word
gives room for fear and to the relevant utterances in Gethsemane in the same manner
as we have seen it in the Temptation-story. The divine immutability and the reality of
the manhood are defended against both Adoptionist and Docetist heresies in this
reply, which even shows the author to be well ahead of his own time - at least
109 Cf. with the following passage of his Letter to the Eastern monks during the winter of 431-32: ev
8s 19 xexapxco KscpoAaicp draxyopsuex xcov euayyeA,i.iccnv ml &7ro<jxoA.ik(5v cpcovcov xf|v
Siaipecnv, mi ouk ecl mxa xaq xcov 6p8o56£,cov mxepcov 8x8acrmA.la<; xaq pev
0eo7ipe7tei<; cpcovaq rapi xfjq dsiaq EKAapPdveaOat cpdaecog, xdq 8e xa7teivd<; mi
dvdpco7tivcog sipripsvaq xrj dvoAricpdeiari rcpoaaTtxexv dvdpcorcoxr|xt etc. (SC 429, 100).
110
ACO I, 1, 6, 121-22. Cf. NPNF III, 27-28. It is also interesting to note that both in the anathema
and in its apology Cyril speaks repeatedly of the attribution to a single Ttpoaomov instead of two
7ipoCT(07ia. Theodoret, who never spoke of two 7tp6crco7ta, seems to be in substantial accordance with
Cyril's apology, yet this question is beyond the limits of our investigation.
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concerning the real presence of'the two wills' in Christ rediscovered and defended by
Maximus the Confessor in the seventh century against Monotheletism and
Monoenergism, the subsequently refined later developments ofMonophysitism.
Most of the expressions are the same concerning the 'humble' and 'God-worthy'
deeds and utterances both in Ch. 32 ofDe incarnatione and in the above reply to the
fourth Cyrilline anathema, showing their common origin. In order to assess the
legitimacy of this practice of attribution to the One Person on account of the union
whilst maintaining that some deeds and utterances are ontologically proper to one of
the ouolat, we need to return to the theological standards ofTheodoret's time.
The Formula ofReunion, which Cyril signed in 433 and endorsed with approval in
his famous Laetentur caeli (I quote it from Cyril's letter), concludes:
xaq 5s suayyeAiKag icai anoaxoXiKac, nspi too Kopioo cpcovaq
ropsv touq deoXoyooq avSpaq Tag psv KotvorcotoovTaq cbq eq>'
svoq rcpoaamou, xdq 8s StatpoovTaq cog eni 56o (poascov, xai
Tag psv 0£O7ipe7Te!<; kara tt)v BsoTpxa too XptaTOO, xdq 5e
Toursivaq Kara Tqv avdpoonoTqTa aoxoo napaSiSovTaq (ACO I, 1,
4, 17).
It has to be observed that the text above indeed does not prescribe as it were the
obligatory practice of such attribution, nevertheless, it clearly approves its validity
based upon the authority toov dsoXoycov avSpoov. If this manner of speech were
not accepted in 433, the Formula would undoubtedly refer to 'the heretic
blasphemers' or the like instead ofoi flsoA,6yoi avSpsq. It is therefore clear that as
far as the excommunication of those who would use such language goes the Formula
directly opposes Cyril's fourth anathema, validating Theodoret's position expressed
both in Ch. 32 of De incarnatione and in his counter-statement concerning the
ascription of some Scriptural assertions to the Godhead and to the manhood of the
one Christ respectively. The use of one rcpoacLmov both by Theodoret and by the
Formula constitutes the term of the union.
Another valid standard we may invoke here is again Leo's Tome. One of its passages
objected to by the bishops from Illyria and Palestine as being 'Nestorian' reads:
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Sicut enim Deus non mutatur miseratione, ita homo non consumitur
dignitate. Agit enim utraque forma cum alterius communione111 quod
proprium est; Verbo silicet operante quod Verbi est, et carne exequente
quod carni est. Unum horum coruscat miraculis, aliud succumbit injuriis
(Tomus 4 in ACO II, 2, 1, 28).
We find here the same alternate predication of what belongs ontologically to the
Word and to the flesh (i.e. to the two Pauline 'forms') as in Theodoret, whilst Leo is
also keen to emphasise the union of subject112 to whom all these are attributed on
account of the union as our author. Another famous passage in Tomus 4 asserts:
Ita non eiusdem naturae est dicere: 'Ego et Pater unum sumus', et dicere:
'Pater maior me est'. Quamvis enim in Domino Jesu Christo Dei et
hominis una persona sit, aliud tamen est unde in utroque communis est
contumelia, aliud unde communis est gloria (ACO II, 2, 1, 29).
This is perhaps one of the most eloquent examples of this manner of attribution. Leo
distinguishes between what is proper to both natures ontologically, yet asserts
simultaneously that whilst in the Lord Jesus Christ God and man is one person
indeed, nevertheless, the source of degradation shared by both, is one, and the source
of the glory - again shared by both - is another. It seems therefore that the manner of
predication practised by Theodoret in De incarnatione is validated at least by these
two theological standards ofhis time.
The assessment of the Chalcedonense, however, is more problematic. One of the
fundamental questions is whether the Definition ought to be interpreted exclusively
in the light of Constantinople 553 or not. The conclusions may differ accordingly
whilst the limits of the present work are totally inadequate even for a brief overview
of the pros and cons.
The issue at stake is the explanation of'the One and the same': if it refers to 'the Son,
our Lord Jesus Christ' at the beginning of the Definition, on one hand it may be
argued that even the Chalcedonense does not speak against the manner of attribution
we have seen in Theodoret, in the Formula of Reunion and in Leo's Tome. This
would essentially mean that the Chalcedonense is a colonnaded corridor, the two
extremes of which are marked by the four famous expressions (daoyxotcoq,
111 Cf. with Theodoret's term oIkeioco.
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axp87txoo<;, d5tatpsxco<;, axooptaxax;) as one row of columns on each side, beyond
which one may not go, yet within the limits of which both traditions may proceed
side by side. Alexandria operated with the Aoyog-crapS, model, Antioch with the
Aoyog-avOpcoTiog model. Without being utterly exclusive, Chalcedon creates
perhaps for the first time in the history of doctrine a A6yoq-dvdpco7i6xr]g model,
the human part ofwhich is more than the occasional Alexandrian 'what' and less than
the occasional Antiochene 'who'.
On the other hand, if we interpret the Chalcedonense through Constantinople 553
this corridor is necessarily cut in two in the middle and the path of Antioch - and
beyond doubt the one of Leo - is forbidden, the only valid option remaining
Alexandria's narrow passageway instead of a simultaneously validated parallel
course. Nevertheless, whatever the judgement upon the Chalcedonense may be, it
certainly cannot be claimed that it explicitly rejects those who would use Theodoret's
and Leo's manner of attribution, the more so since it expressly states the preservation
of the natures' unmingled properties.113
Thus, without ignoring Chalcedon's Cyrilline character, we may conclude that the
manner of predication using the attributive ascription of different deeds and
utterances to the One Lord was rather admitted than contradicted by the theological
standards of Theodoret's time. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that during the years of
his theological maturation - which are outside our present focus - the Bishop of
Cyrus gradually abandons some practices, which made his early Christology
vulnerable, including the concrete designations for the human nature as well as the
strongly professed ontological attributions pertaining to it. It is time then to proceed
to the analysis of the way he conceived the 'union'.
4.5.5 The union of worship - the 'cultic prosopon'
As our investigation led us to conclude, the author conceives a union without any
confusion of the natures and without the diminishing of either. The next step is now
112
One of Leo's terms for the union is 'unam coeunte personam' (Tomus 3 in ACO II, 2, 1, 27).
113 The Definition excludes categorically those who speak of two 7tp6aco7ta, yet that is not valid for
Theodoret, who - in opposition to the ambiguities of Nestorius - always condemned such utterances.
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to express its mode, i.e. to uphold a real Evooatq whilst preserving the teA.eiov of
both natures. The restored title of Ch. 21 (as quoted by Severus) contains three
important expressions: 'distinction' [Staicpiaic;], as opposed to division or
separation, 'union' [svoogk;], as opposed to confusion and Person [npoaconov]
(occurring for the first time in De incarnatione) as opposed to Tipoacona. The
'Demonstration of the distinction of natures and the unity of the Person from the
Epistle to the Hebrews' is meant to serve this purpose. As our author writes:
It can be seen more clearly from the Epistle to the Hebrews, that the
divine nature and the human are different one from another according to
their operations [xotiq £vepy£tai<; p£v 5iipr||Li£va<;], but are united in
the person [too rcpoactmoo 5e auvruipsvaq] and show the One Son [kou
tov Eva UTiobaiKvoaaq Yiov] (col. 1456A).
The difference between 5tipr|p£va<; and auvrippavaq underlies this idea of
unmingled union: although the EVEpyEtott are different, the 'being together', i.e. the
union is real, since it happens on the level of the one 7tp6aco7tov. The author
repeatedly uses 'One Son' to contradict a virtual union. The recurrent argument of
'was' and 'became' during the analysis of the first verses of the Epistle to the Hebrews
leads the author to express his views on this svoocn-q again in a mainly asymmetrical
manner, arriving at the assertion of a single worship of the one Son:
But how can God, denominated with the article [o 0£O<;], whose throne
stands forever and ever, be anointed [xptoOEiri] by God? How could He
receive kingdom by election [x£tpoxovr|Tf|v], when He [already] owns
the kingdom by nature [(poatKTjv exoov |3aatXsiav]? [...] So then again
we will understand, that the One whose throne is for ever and ever is
God, the eternal One [tov &£t ovxa], whereas the latter [tov 5s
OGXEpov] being later anointed for his hatred towards sin and his love for
righteousness is what was assumed from us [to si; ppcov A,r|(pQ'Sv],
which [to] is of David and of Abraham, which has fellows and exceeds
them by anointment, possessing in itself [ev Eaoxop]114 all the gifts of the
most Holy Spirit. Hence, let us worship the one Son in both natures [ev
SKOtxspa 5s cpuasi tov Eva Yiov 7tpocncDvfiaa)psv] (col. 1456CD).
114
Following the rationale of the preceding sentences 1 translated gv saoxcp with 'in itself.
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The last sentences of the passage are not easily translatable into English in order to
reflect Theodoret's formulation accurately. In my understanding, the author speaks of
the assumed humanity taken on by the Word out of David and Abraham as 'what',
granting it the title of'person', i.e. of'who', only from the moment of its union with
the Logos. The pre-existence of a separate human person as opposed to the person of
the Word preceding the union does not seem to possess any substantial support
within the treatise, although Theodoret refers to the assumed manhood in concrete
terms after the union has been effected. As he himselfwill assert in Ch. 32:
We both recognise the nature of the God-Word and acknowledge the
essence of the form of the servant; nevertheless, we worship both natures
as one Son [sicaxspav 5s (puatv (hq sva npocncovoufisv Yiov] (col.
1472D).
The duality of persons is in both cases refuted by the unity of worship. This is what
during our private consultations Prof. L. Abramowski came to label as the
Antiochene 'liturgical' or 'cultic' prosopon, or even the 'one worship of the one
prosopon', emphasising that the confession of a true personal union can be accepted
as valid if it is supported by a union of worship, since the liturgical act is one of the
most fundamental and the least changing features of any ecclesiastical tradition. To
this I would like to add the observation that in both the above cases Theodoret speaks
of a worship belonging to both natures [sv sxaxspa 8s cpuast] as to 'the One Son'
[xov sva Yiov], admitting, as it were, the prevalence of the Word within the one
veneration. I think that Theodoret is in substantial agreement with Cyril's eighth
anathema despite his counter-statement which is rather concerned to speak of the
same One whilst preserving the properties of each nature:
As I have often said, the doxology which we offer to the Master Christ is
one [piav [...] xpv 8o^oA,oyiav npoatpspopsv], and we confess the
same [xov aoxov] to be at once God and man, as the method of the
union [o xfjq svcoasoix; A,oyoq] has taught us; but we shall not shrink
from speaking of the properties [xaq i8xoxr|xa<;] of the natures. For the
God-Word did not accept a change into flesh [xpv sic; aapica xpo7if|v],
nor yet again did the man [o dvftpco7rog] lose what [o] he was and
undergo transformation [|isxs|3A.fiftr|] into the nature of God. Therefore,
maintaining [A,syovxs<;] the properties [xa iSta] of each nature, we
worship the Master Christ (ACO I, 1,6, 132).
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Theodoret recognised the Son as the divine Word and the Son of Man as being 'one
and the same' [slq icai 6 aoxoq] after the union, without division [xooptapoq] in
his early years already, since he writes in Ch. 12 of the Expositio rectae fidei\
Ouxooq STti xou aA,r|divoC qxoxoq, Kai too 7tavayiou aoopaxoq,
ouk av xtq s'trcoi pExa tfiv svtoatv, xov pcv KEXCOptapEvcoq Yiov
xov 0£tov Aoyov, xov 8e Yiov xov avftpamov aXk' eva mi xov
abxov EKaxspa vof)aet, coc; sv <pcoc; mi Eva r)Atov, xo xe 5ex&ev
cpcoq, xo xe SE^apEvov aoopa. ndA.tv coq sv psv <pcoq, mi siq
•pA,ioq, cpuaEtq 8e 56o' f) psv (pcoxoq, f| 8e ocopaxoq fiA,iaKou-
ooxco mvxauOa, slq psv o Yioq, mi Koptoq, mi Xpiaxoq, mi
MovoyEvriq- (poasiq 8e 86o- f] p£v u7i£p r]pdq, r] 8e f]p£x£pa
(PG 6, 1229D-1232A, cf. de Otto, Iustini Opera, 48).
One ought not make Theodoret automatically 'a Chalcedonian before Chalcedon'
based on the above sva Kai xov auxov, yet it has to be admitted that the writing of
the Expositio preceded the entire Nestorian controversy.115 The basic picture did not
change, only the times did since the writing of the 'Exposition of the right faith', so
certain issues had to be readdressed from different angles. It may therefore not be an
error to interpret both passages from Ch. 21 and 32 ofDe incarnatione as well as the
counter-statement to the eighth anathema in the light of what their author had
expressed some years before, when he was not writing under the influence of any
theological or church-political confrontation. Clayton seems to do the opposite, for
he comments on Theodoret's eighth counter-statement in the following way:
Again Theodoret chooses to ignore the challenge to his two subject
Christological model and answering with phrases which would sound
Chalcedonian if one did not have the De incarnatione to interpret what
lies behind them. [...] 'Christ' is the name for the prosopon shared by the
hypostasis of the human physis, whose it properly is, and also by the
hypostasis of the Word, perfect from before time. This method of union
is not the same as Cyril's svcoaiq (pucriKf| or the hypostatic union of
Chalcedon (Clayton, 'Theodoret', 275-76).
The author presupposes here a two-hypostases model underlying Theodoret's
Christology, which does not seem to have any substantial evidence in the text of De
115
Richard, 'L'activite litteraire de Theodoret', 103.
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incamatione.u6 Moreover, the passage from the Expositio, which also precedes the
counter-statements, seems in fact to suggest the opposite. The two-tpbasxq model is
nonetheless present and with the insistence upon the unity of the person, it was
validated by Chalcedon. Clayton is right in asserting that the method of union
presented here by Theodoret is not the same as Cyril's svcoatt; cpuaticf). It cannot be,
since the famous Cyrilline term was admitted neither by the Formula ofReunion nor
by the Chalcedonense. It is Clayton's right to assume that Theodoret's method of
union is not the hypostatic union of Chalcedon either. Nevertheless, Cyril's evcoatq
(puaiKT] as we find it in his third anathema is equally at variance with Chalcedon's
hypostatic union.117 The ever-recurrent mistake of Clayton is that he measures
Theodoret continuously against Cyril's twelve anathemas, which most emphatically
were not a recognised theological standard of the Ephesian-Chalcedonian period,
having been validated ecclesiastically more than a century after their composition.
Moreover, many statements within these anathemas were flatly contradicted by the
recognised theological standards of the period (i.e. by the Formula ofReunion, by
the Tome ofLeo and by the Chalcedonense) as we have seen above.
Let us return then to the analysis of Theodoret's 'union of worship' of the one
7tpoaa)7rov. Its importance cannot be ignored, the more so since the idea is present in
four of his replies to Cyril's anathemas. The first three occurrences are noteworthy
also because they appear before the reply to the eighth anathema, which is the only
one related indeed to the question of worship.118 Whilst being concerned with the
Cyrilline 'hypostatic union' in Anathema 2, Theodoret concludes:
Therefore the union according to hypostasis, which I think they put
before us instead of mixture [avxi Kpaascoq], is superfluous. It is quite
sufficient to declare the union [xqv svcocrxv], which both shows
[5s1kvoctxv] the properties of the natures [xaq xcov tpuasoov
116
Clayton writes that 'for the Bishop of Cyrus hypostasis is still a function of physis' (Ibid., 265).
Hence, it was not the Bishop of Cyrus who equated these two terms in solemn anathemas. See section
4.5.6 Terminology at the end of this chapter.
117 In my reading of Chalcedon Cyril's svoootq <pt)aiicf| as it appears in the third anathema of the great
Alexandrian is not Chalcedon's hypostatic union understood, as it were, ev 8uo cpucreaiv. Clayton,
however, does not discuss this in his analysis of Cyril's Christology (see his note 7 on 258-262).
118
Apart from the reply to Anathema 8, the idea of the single worship returns in the answer to the first,
second and fifth anathema. See below.
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ibioxrixaq] and teaches [us] to worship the one Christ [icai xov eva
TipooKovsiv St-Saaicet. Xptaxov] (ACO I, 1, 6, 115).
The emphasis upon this 'union of worship' due to the One Christ is not an empty or
negligible formula, but rather the counterpart of the equal worship given to the three
{moaxdaeti; of the Trinity.119 As we have seen at the end of Ch. 8 of De Trinitate,
the Word receives the same worship with the Father from the believers: xf]v pexa
Ilaxpoq napa xcov eoyvcopovcov rcpoaicuvqatv Ssxsxai (col. 1157B).120 This is
one of Theodoret's ways to show that the Word del xcp Tlaxpi aovsaxt (col.
1157B).121 The union of worship as a picture of the unity within the Triad is
expressed also by the repeated use of the formula 'we, the worshippers of the Triad'
in Ch. 4 and Ch. 15 ofDe Trinitate}22
Similarly, the worship (the least changing aspect of church life) concerning Jesus
Christ is not a simple liturgical but also a Christological issue. That is why Theodoret
emphasises the 'union ofworship' against what he thinks involves a mixture in Cyril's
fifth anathema. The Son is the Person and the manhood is the object:
Thus, while we use the label 'sharing' [xcp xfjq Kotvcoviaq ovopaxi
Xpcbpevot] we worship both Flim that took and that which was taken as
one Son [cog eva pev Yiov 7xpocjKuvoC>pev xov A.a(3ovxa Kai xo
Xpcpdev]. Nevertheless, we acknowledge [yvcopi^opev] the distinction
[xf]v biacpopav] of the natures (ACO I, 1,6, 126).
It may be argued that this single worship of the One Son in both natures is one of the
most decisive factors in Theodoret's mind as to determine who is teaching 'two Sons'.
The idea reappears both in his works and in his correspondence. His little tract
entitled That after the Incarnation our Lord Jesus Christ is one Son was written in
119 Cf. with the Confession of Athanasius: Tttaxeoopev ei<; eva Movoyevfj Aoyov, acxpiav, Yiov
[...] tt|v aA.ri6i.vtiv eticova too riaxpoi; iaoxipov icai iaoSo^ov (Hahn, Bibliothek, 265). See
also Gregory Nazianzen's Oratio 41 on Pentecost: Flveopa oiofiecriaq [...] 8i" oo IJaxtip
yivcooKexar, Kai Yioq So^a^exai, Kai rap' c5v povcov yivcomceTai, pia aovTa^u;, A-axpsia
pia, 7tpoCTKOVTiat<;, Sovapiq, xeA.ex6xr|<;, ayiaapoq (PG 36, 441C).
120 Cf. with Gregory ofNyssa's following statement: 8ta xouxo Kai rap' f|pcov pia 7tpocncuvr|cn.c;
Kai 8o^oA,oyia xoiq xptaiv cbq evi 0ec5 (De creatione hominis sermo primus in Gregorii Nysseni
opera, 9 vols + Suppl. (Leiden: Brill, 1952-96), Suppl., 8a.
121 Theodoret's answer to the first anathema contains the very same idea: [o 0eo<; Aoyoc;] xcp flaxpi
auvcov Kai psxa too Flaxpog yvcopt^opevot; xe Kai 7tpoctKO^voopsvoi; (ACO I, 1,6, 109).
122 Cf. with his Letter 126 to Aphtonius etc.: oi xfjq aiSfoo Tpia.Soq 7tpoaKovr|xai (SC 111, 98).
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448, shortly after the Eranistes.123 It contains Theodoret's apology against the charge
of teaching 'two Sons'. At its very beginning we read:
Those who gather slanders against us claim that we divide our one Lord
Jesus Christ into two sons. Nevertheless, we are so far from conceiving
such things that we charge with impiety [all] those who even dare to say
so.124 Since we have been taught by the divine Scripture to worship one
Son [eva Yiov rcpocncuveiv], our Lord Jesus Christ, the Only-begotten
Son ofGod, the God-Word made human (PG 83, 1433AB).
In fact the entire defence of the author's orthodoxy in this tract is based upon this
recurrent idea of the union of worship, which a little later he combines with the
natures' perfection as well as with the ontological naming analysed above:
We therefore worship the Son, but we contemplate in Him each nature in
its perfection [eicaxspav 5s tpoatv xE^eiav ev adxcp Oeoopoupev],
both that which took on and that which was taken; the one ofGod and the
other of David. For this reason He is named [ovopa^sxat] both Son of
the living God and Son of David, thus either nature receiving its proper
title [emxepou; (pbcrsox; xfjv appoxxooaav eA,Koucrr|<;
Ttpoaxiyoptav] {PG 83, 1436AB).
It is superfluous to repeat the issues already discussed. Nevertheless, a very
representative occurrence in the same tract ought to be observed, since there the
author connects his concept ofChristological union with specific acts ofworship:
The slanderers who assert that we venerate [7tpsaPsuexv] two sons [are
refuted by] the flagrant testimony of the facts [Pod xcov 7tpay(idxcov f]
papxopia]. Since for all those who come to the all-holy Baptism we
teach the faith laid forth at Nicaea. And when we celebrate the mystery
of rebirth [xo xfjg 7taA.iYY8vsaiag e7itxsA,ouvxs<; poaxfiptov] we
baptise those who believe in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and
of the Holy Spirit, pronouncing each name by itself [eviicoog eicd<jxt|v
TtpoariYOpxav rtpoocpspovxeg]. And when we are performing divine
service in the churches it is our custom to glorify the Father and the Son
and the Holy Spirit: not sons, but Son. If then we proclaim two sons,
which [of the two] is glorified by us and which one remains unhonoured
123
oxi Kai psxa xfjv svavdptt>7xr|cn.v elq Yloq o Kupioq f||i<5v ' Ir|cjoi><; Xpiaxoq - published
as an appendix to Letter 151 to the monks of the East (which was written in 431-32) in PG 83, 1433-
1440. M. Richard proved that the tract is a later composition, subsequent to the Eranistes. See M.
Richard, 'Un ecrit de Theodoret sur l'unite du Christ apres l'lncarnation', RSPT, 24 (1935), 34-61.
124 Anathema 6 of Ambrose quoted with approval by Theodoret (as written by Damasus) in HE reads:
dvadspaTi^opev Kai xouq 56o Yiobq stvat £va nP° x®v cdwvcov Kai
dXXov psxa xf|v xrjq aapKoq ek xfjq Mapiaq dvdA.tp|/iv (GCS 44, 298).
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[ayspaaxoq]? For we have not quite reached such [a level of) insanity as
to assert two sons, yet not to honour one of them with any respect. It is
clear from this, therefore, that the slander is [slander], since we worship
one Only-begotten Son, the God-Word made man (PG 83, 1437AB).125
Thus, we can conclude that the issue at stake for the Bishop of Cyrus concerning a
true confession of the One Christ as the single subject of ultimate attributions is the
unambiguous single worship. He invokes this argument repeatedly in his
correspondence, often bound together with the idea of the reality of both natures and
the communicatio onomaton we have analysed before. I shall quote some of the most
relevant ones mentioning their time of composition, yet without adding further
comments and letting the passages speak for themselves:126
In this way [i.e. because of the unmingled union] I declare that the same
Master Christ both suffers and destroys suffering; on one hand, He
suffers according to the visible [Kara to opcbpsvov],127 and destroys
suffering as touching the ineffably indwelling Godhead. This is proved
clearly also by the narrative of the holy gospels, from where we learn that
whilst lying in a manger and wrapped in swaddling clothes, He was
announced by a star, worshipped [7ipoa£Kuvsixo] by magi and hymned
[upvslxo] by angels.128 [...] For He who was born of her [i.e. Mary] is
not revered on her account [81' a6xf]v aspdaptoq], but rather she is
honoured [KaAAuvExat] with the greatest titles on account of Him Who
was born of her {Letter 151 written in 431-32 - SC 429, 114-16 and 122).
Although you have not yet met me, I think that your excellency is aware
of the open calumnies that have been published against me, for you have
often heard me preaching in church, when I have proclaimed the One
Lord Jesus, and have pointed out both the properties [181a] of the
Godhead and of the manhood; for we do not divide [Siaipoupev] the
One Son into two, but, worshipping the Only-begotten, point out the
125 The same liturgical defence of Theodoret's orthodoxy returns almost word by word in his Letter
146 to the monks ofConstantinople written in the first half of 451. See SC 111, 178.
1261 have largely followed the translations of B. Jackson in NPNF III.
127 Cf. Theodoret's Comm. on Romans 8:29 written in 436-38: E7tst8f| yap dopaioc; p 0sLa (poaiq,
to Se crwpa opaxov, ®q ev e'ikovi xtvi 8ta too awpaxoi; 7xpocrKOVEtxax (PG 82, 141B).
128 See his Commentary on Hebrews 1:6: 7i®<; 8e LlpwxoTOKoc; o Movoysviji;; si 8e Kai pf.xd
xf|v Evav0p<£>7xricn.v auxov oi dyysA.01 7tpoa£KOvr|CTav, rcpd xfj<; Evav0pamf|cTE(!O<; xauxriv
aux® xxgf|v °c 7tpoaE(pepov; [...] akXa Kai ev tw Koap® pv cog deog, Kai pX0sv cog
avdptonog. out® Kai Movoysvfii; Eaxiv d>g 0eo<;, Kai npwxoxoKOi; ®<; dv0p®7ioq ev
7toAAoiq d5sA,cpoi<;. oux®g asi to aEPag raxpa xmv dyy£A.®v eSexeto- ijv yap asi 0eo<;-
7rpoaEKUvr|aav 8e auxov Kai mg av0pw7rov (PG 82, 685BC).
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distinction [to 5id(popov] between flesh and Godhead (Letter 99 to
Claudianus written in Nov. 448 - SC 111,16).129
Know then, O holy and godly sir that no one has ever at any time heard
us preaching two sons; in fact this doctrine seems to me abominable and
impious, for there is one Lord Jesus Christ through whom all things are.
Him I acknowledge both as eternal God and as man in the end of days,
and I give Him one worship as Only-begotten. I was taught, however, the
distinction [to Suxcpopov] between flesh and Godhead, for the union is
unmingled [aauyxuToq yap evcoatq]. [...] For, even after the
incarnation, we worship one Son of God, our Lord Jesus Christ, and call
as impious all who hold otherwise (.Letter 104 to Flavianus written in
Dec. 448 - 111, 24-26 and 28).
And though the distinction [to Stdtpopov] of the natures is equally
recognised, the One Son ought to be worshipped, and the same ought to
be recognised as Son of God and Son of man, form of God and form of
the servant, Son of David and Lord of David, seed of Abraham and
creator of Abraham. The union [svcoatq] causes the names to be
common [kotvcx 7ioisi rd ovopara], but the community of the names
does not confound [ou auyxst] the natures.130 Since it is clear for the
sound-minded that some [names] are appropriate as to God and others as
to man. In this way both the passible and the impassible are befitting
[appoTTSi] for the Master Christ, since on one hand He suffered
according to the humanity [kara to avdpdmeiov], whilst on the other
hand He remained impassible as God [coq Osoq] (Letter 131 to Bishop
Timotheus written in mid-450 - SC 111, 116-18).
Once for all, fighting against each heresy, we command
[mppsyyucopev] [all] to worship the One Son. [...] If, according to these
calumnies, we venerate two sons, which one do we glorify and which one
do we leave unworshipped? Since it were the most extreme insanity to
believe that there are two sons, yet to give the doxology to one alone [svi
8s povcp] (Letter 146 to the monks ofConstantinople written in the first
halfof 451 — (SC 111,178)
It is said that [...] after certain presbyters had offered prayer, and
concluded it in the wonted manner, while some said 'For to You belongs
glory and to Your Christ and to the Holy Spirit' and others 'Through
grace and loving kindness of Your Christ, with whom belongs glory to
m
sva psv Yiov xou 0eoi3 Kai ol8a Kat TCpocncova) xdv Kupiov qpcov 'IpCToOv Xpxaxov
xfjq 8s (Isottitck; Kai xrj? dvdpamoxTixoi; xf)v Suxcpopav s8t8axdr|v (Eranistes, 135).
130
See Theodoret's Commentary on Ephesians 1:20-22: xo 8s xf]v Xr|(pOexarav s^ r||icov cpoatv
xrjq auxfj? xc5 XaPovxi psxsxei.v xxprj^, coaxs pqSspiav cpatvsafrai Sxacpopav
7tpo<TKuvf|ascog, 6Xkd 8td xrj<; 6pa)p.svr|<; (puaxccx; xf|v aopaxov Tcpomcovsurdai. &soxr|xa,
xouxo rcavxoq snsKEiva Oaupaxoq (PG 82, 517A).
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You with Your Holy Spirit,' the very wise archdeacon prohibited the use
of the expression, 'the Christ' and said that the 'Only-begotten' ought to be
glorified. If this is true it were impossible to exceed the impiety. For he
either divides the one Lord Jesus Christ into two sons and regards the
only begotten Son as lawful and natural, but the Christ as adopted and
spurious, and consequently unworthy for being honoured in doxology; or
else he is endeavouring to support the heresy which has now burst in on
us with the riot ofwild revelry. [...] Copious additional evidence may be
found whereby it may be learnt without difficulty that our Lord Jesus
Christ is no other person than the Son who completes the Trinity. [...]
Let no one then foolishly suppose that the Christ is any other than the
only begotten Son. [...] One point, however, I cannot endure to omit. He
is alleged to have said that there are many Christs but one Son. Into this
error I suppose he fell through ignorance. For if he had read the divine
Scripture, he would have known that the title of the Son has also been
bestowed by our bountiful Lord on many. [...] If then, because the name
[to ovopa] of the Christ is common, we neither should glorify the
Christ as God, nor worship Him as Son, since this name has also been
bestowed upon many. And why do I say the Son? The very name
[npoariYopta] of God itself has been received by many as given [to
them] by God. [...] 'I have said you are gods'131 [...] But this common
use of titles [to toov dvoparcov opoovopov] does not offend those who
are instructed in piety. [...] Thus, though many are named fathers, we
worship One Father, the Father before the ages, the One who gave this
title [Tqv £7UicA,r|aiv] to men, according to the words of the Apostle
[Ephesians 3:14-15], Let us not then, because others are called christs,
rob ourselves of the worship of our Lord Jesus Christ.132 For just as
though many are called gods and fathers, there is One God over all and
Father before the ages; and though many are called sons, there is One
true and natural Son [slq o aA,r|0av6<; xai cpoast Yioq]; and though
many are labelled spirits there is One All-Holy Spirit; in the same
fashion, though many are called christs there is One Lord Jesus Christ by
Whom all things are. And very properly does the Church cling to this
name [s^fipt-qtat too ovopaxoq]; for she has heard Paul, escorter of
the Bride [too vopcpoaToXoo], exclaiming 'I have espoused you to one
husband that I may present you as a chaste virgin to Christ' {Letter 147 to
John the oeconomus written in 451 -SC 111, 201-20).
The evidence gathered here at some length is quite conclusive. In Theodoret's
understanding (from the time of De incarnatione until the months leading to
Chalcedon) one's Christological orthodoxy is measurable by the question 'whom do
131 Psalm 82:6.
132 Cf. with Ch. 24 of De incarnatione-. vnd too Zupecov npooKuveiTai, Kai Icoxf|p opou Kai
Asajtoxrii; Ttpocrayopeuexai. (PG 75, 1461C).
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you worship?' Although to Statpopov of the natures cannot be ignored, this does not
impair by any means the danyxtnoq svooatq within the gv npoaamov, who is the
One and the same Son, Word and Master Christ and who should be worshipped with
a single veneration. In order to determine whether this approach was an exclusive
peculiarity of the Bishop of Cyrus in the Ephesian-Chalcedonian period or was used
by other former or contemporary theologians also, we need to take a glance at the
issue within a wider perspective.
One of the earlier testimonies concerning the matter is the Creed ascribed to either a
Nicene or Antiochene council against Paul of Samosata (preserved in the Ephesian
Acts of 431), which confesses 'our Lord Jesus Christ' in the following manner:
ouxooq oA,ov KpoaKuvptov Kai pexa too acbpaxoq, aAA' oi>xi
mxa to acopa 7tpocncovr|T6v, oA,ov rcpocncovoovTa Kai pera Tfjq
GeoTpToq, aAA' oi>xi Kara Tijv OeoTT|Ta rcpoaKovouvTa.133
Although the Antiochene provenience of this creed is not entirely proven (some
suspect that it may have come from the school of Apollinaris,134 yet I have some
doubts concerning this, since the keyword for the humanity is cnopa and not aap% as
we shall see below by Apollinaris), nevertheless, this is a further hint that the union
ofworship may have been a major issue for the Alexandrian party also. Here is what
Athanasius writes in his Commentary on Psalm 99:5 (LXX: Ps. 98:5):
o mj/r|A,6q ooq 0soq Kai imo rcoSaq ex^v nacsav tt|v Kxicnv
ysyovsv azpsnxtaq avOpamoq. Toutov ouv, cpr|ai, tov yevopevov
aTpsrcTcoq avdpconov u\|/outs, npoaKuvoovTsq aoxov pta
TtpoaKUVTicrei psxa Tfjq ibiaq aapKoq (PG 27, 421C).
Apart from the double emphasis upon the 'unchanged' manner of God's becoming
man, we encounter here a recurrent Alexandrian expression concerning the single
worship 'of the Word together with His own flesh'.135 Apollinaris' famous confession
Tiepi t-pq aapKcbascoq too Geou Aoyoo - held by Cyril as coming from
Athanasius - apart from the phrase of'one incarnate nature' adopted by Cyril reads:
133
Hahn, Bibliothek, 182; cf. ACO 1,1,5, 6.
134 See Hahn, Bibliothek, 182, note 42.
135 Cf. with the Confession of the Apollinarian Bishop Jobius: npoaKuvoopevov 8e Kai
So^aqopevov pexa xfjq iSiaq aapKoq (Hahn, Bibliothek, 285).
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ou 5uo tpuastq xov sva Yiov, piav 7tpoaKUvr|XT]v icai piav
a7ipoCTKUvr|Tr]v, aAAa piav tpuatv xou 0soo Aoyou
asaapK&)psvr|v icai 7ipoCTKUVoupsvr|v psxa xfjq aapKoc; auxou
pia npoaKuvriaex [...] t) si xiq [...] aTtpoaKovpxpv [A,sysi] xpv
xou Kupiou ripcov crapm (be, avdpcbrcou, Kai pf] 7tpoaKUvr|xr]v
coq Kupiou Kai 0sou adprn, xouxov avadspaxi^st f) KadoAaKT]
SKK^riaia (Hahn, Bibliothek, 267-68).136
It appears that the 'one worship' belonging to the One Christ was not of secondary
importance for Alexandrian theologians, although Apollinaris introduces a 'natural
union' deriving from this union of worship, which the other party - and the whole
church indeed - did not approve, whilst still maintaining the one veneration.
Apollinaris endorses it emphatically in his Confession in f] Kaxa pspoc; tuctxk;
asserting of the Son ofGod made man:
sv 7tp6a(07tov, Kai piav xfiv 7ipoaKuvr|aiv xou Aoyou Kai xfjq
aapKoq, pv avsXaPsv Kai ava&spaxi^opsv xouq 5ia9opou<;
7ipoaKuvr)ast(; noiouvxaq, piav ©sxktiv Kai piav avdpco7tivr|v,
Kai TtpoaKuvouvxaq xov sk Mapiac; avdpoemov (be, sxspov ovxa
Tiapa xov sk 0sou 0sov [...] ysvopsvov 5s auxov avdpconov §xa
xpv ppsxspav acoxripiav rcpooKuvoupsv, ou% (be, iaov sv iacp
ysvopsvov x(p (Toopaxi [...] ou5s yap xsaaapa npoaKuvetv
A-syopsv, 0sov Kai Ylov 0soo Kai avOpconov Kai ITvsopa aytov.
Aio Kai avadspaxi^opsv xouq ouxeoq aasPouvxac;, xouc;
avOpcoTrov sv xfj 0sia 8o^oA,oyia xxdsvxaq.137
This is arguably one of the main sources of the eighth Cyrilline anathema and
constitutes the very charge Theodoret continued to fight against. Maintaining xo
Stdcpopov of the natures (which Apollinaris did not admit of course, yet that is why
he was heterodox), he simultaneously refused any 5ta<popov in the worship. We
shall return to the Alexandrian party contemporary to Theodoret, yet before that let
136
Caspari proved the authorship of Apollinaris in C. P. Caspari, Alte und Neue Quellen :ur
Geschichte des Taufsymbols und der Glaubensregel, 3 vols (Mailing: Christiania, 1879), I, 119. In his
npoCTcpwvriTtKO*; xatq euCTsPeaTdtau; beaTtolvaiq, Cyril quotes almost the entire text of
Apollinaris's above Confession introducing it with the following formula: sepq to Lvov o
xpiapaKapioq alptkoq Kat SiaPoproq siq euasPeuxv ° APavdaiog etc. (AGO I, 1, 5, 65).
137
Hans Lietzmann, Apollinaris von Laodicea und seine Schule (Tubingen: Mohr, 1904), 177-79. Cf.
with the homily of Paul, Bishop of Emesa preserved in the Acts of the Council of Ephesus (uttered in
Alexandria in the presence of Cyril): 5ia touto Tpiaba, ou xexpaba TrpocrKuvoupev, riaxepa
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us take a glance at his own tradition. In his Confession Theodore of Mopsuestia
(perhaps reacting to some extent to the allegations of Apollinaris) writes about the
'perfect human being' assumed by 'the Master God-Word':
rcapd mariq xpq Kxiascoq Ssxsxat npocrKuvpaxv, chq axoopxaxov
npoq xpv dsiav cpuatv sxoov xpv auvacpstav, avacpopa 0sou Kai
svvoia rcaapq auxcp xpq Kxiascoq xpv 7ipoaKuvpaiv
anovspouapq. Kai ouxs 8uo cpapsv uiouq ouxs 860 Kupiouq,
STtstSp si<; 0s6g xax' ouaiav o 0s6q Aoyoq, o Movoysvpq Yioq
xou riaxpoq, ojlmsp ouxoq auvpppsvoq xs Kai psxsxcov dsoxpxoq
Koivcovei xfjg Yiou npoapyopiaq xs Kai xtppq [...] imsp cbv 8p
Kai xpv npoaKuvpatv Kai avacpopav 0sou napa rcaapq Ssxsxat
xrjq Kxiascoq (Hahn, Bibliothek, 303).
A more distilled yet less technical expression of the same concept is found in John
Chrysostom's treatise De sancta Trinitate, in which the famous Antiochene preacher
brings the idea of the single worship closer to the Athanasian emphasis quoted
above. As Chrysostom writes,
opaxs puaxppxov. STtsiSp ppsAAs x^P*-? apapxiac; xpv ppsxspav
aapm svouv sauxcp sic; piav rcpoaKuvpaiv, p 8s aap£, ppcov sk
xou 'A8ap, sk xpq ypq- Kaxa xouxo A.sysi, Kai rcpoaKuvsixs xcp
UTCmoSicp xcov tcoScov auxou. ppsic; xrj yrj ou 7rpoaKuvoupsv,
aAAa xcp 0scp Aoycp xcp svcbaavxx sauxcp x00?^ apapxiaq xpv sk
xpq ypq rtAaadstaav xou 'A8ap aapKa (PG 48, 1096A).
It is therefore fair to assume that in both traditions the idea of the single worship of
the One Son incarnate was by no means of secondary importance regarding the
Christological personal union also. In fact, Cyril is one of the most vigorous
defenders of this idea, which reappears in his letter to Nestorius and in his eighth
anathema, notably bound in both cases to the union of the person:
ouxco XpxcTxov sva Kai Kupxov opoA,oypaopsv, oi>x (hq
avOpoonov auprcpoaKuvouvxsq xcp Aoycp, iva pp xxppq cpavxaaia
7rapsiaKpivpxai Sxa xou Asysiv xo auv aXX' (bq sva Kai xov
auxov npoaKuvouvxsq [...] coq svoq KaO' svooatv, psxa xrjq iSiac;
aapKoq (Ep. dogm. in Hahn, Bibliothek, 312; cf.ACO I, 1, 1, 28).
Kai eva Yiov xai IJveupa ayxov, avaftspaxi^opev 8e xoix; A,eyovxaq 860 uioix; Kai xcov
lepcov xrjq SKKA-qaiag EKpdAAogev TtepxPoXcov (ACO I, 1,4, 10).
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Thus, a duality of subjects is refuted by the denial of a divided worship or a 'common
worship'. We shall reflect upon Cyril's overall suspicion concerning the preposition
auv in the terminological section. At this point, however, it ought to be observed
how much weight he lays upon the one worship as the proof of a true confession of
the unity in Christ in his eighth anathema:
si tic; toA.pd Aiysiv tov avaA.r|(p0svta dv&pamov
aup7tpoaKuvsiadai 5siv top 0sop Aoycp Kai auvSo^a^sadai Kai
auyxpr||iati<^siv 0sov cbq stspov [Hahn adds: sv] stspcp (to yap
auv del rcpoatidspevov touto vosiv avayKa^si), Kai oi>xi 5rj
paAAov pia rcpoaKuvriasi tipd tov ' EppavoufiA, Kai piav adtcp
tf|v So^oXoyiav dvarctsi [Hahn: avanspTisi], Kado ysyove aapE, o
Aoyoq, a. e. (ACO I, 1,6, 131; cf. Hahn, Bibliothek, 314).
As shown by the evidence, although he did not share Cyril's worries concerning the
'auv', Theodoret emphasised the 'one worship' as 7tpoaKbvr|ai<; rather than
auprcpoaKuvr|ai<;. In his short reply to Anathema 8 he asserts piav rpv
So^oXoyiav 7ipoa(p£popev explaining that this does not remove the natures'
properties, which in their turn do not impair the union. Leo touches the issue briefly:
Similis est rudimentis hominum, quern Herodes impie molitur occidere;
sed Dominus est omnium, quern Magi gaudent suppliciter adorare [...]
Quern itaque sicut hominem diabolica tentat astutia, eidem sicut Deo
angelicafamulantur officia (Tomus 4 in ACO II, 2, 1, 28-29).138
Without lengthening the gathering of evidence any further,139 I would like to refer to
one of the most interesting climaxes concerning the avowal of a single worship
bound together with the confession concerning the existence of both natures. This is
the case of Basil of Seleucia, who according to the Acts ofChalcedon, asserted:
npoaKuvoo tov sva Kupiov fipoov ' It|aouv Xpiatov tov Yiov
tou 0sou tov Movoysvf], tov 0eov Aoyov psta tf]v aapKooaiv
Kai tf]v svavdpcoTiqaiv ev 5uo (puasaiv yvcopi^opsvov (ACO II, 1,
1, 92-93).
138 Cf. the end ofDe incarnatione, Ch. 14 quoted above in the section on the Temptation (col. 1441D).
139 For the importance of the unity of worship for both parties as a sign of teaching 'One Son' during
the Nestorian controversy cf. ACO I, 1, 1, 18, 23, 35, 37, 41, 53, 62-63; ACO I, 1, 2, 44, 48-49, 71, 92,
95, 101; ACO I, 1, 4, 25, 27; ACO I, 1, 5, 21-23, 31, 49, 64, 65; ACO I, 1, 6, 8, 20, 32, 46-54, 132;
ACO I, 1, 7, 39, 48-50, 83, 93, 98-99, 108-109, 139; ACO I, 5, 1, 225, 230.
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According to the minutes of the council a huge uproar followed this sentence from
the side of the Egyptian and Eastern bishops, who repeatedly protested against 'the
separation of the indivisible': tov apeptcrcov pr|5si<; %copt^sTco. Although Basil
defended the union, he did not shrink to speak of the natures' properties and said:
avadspa tea pspl^ovxi, avadepa too Staipouvtr taq cpoaetc;
pexa tfiv evcocriv avadspa 5s Kai top pi) yvcoP^ovi:i
iSia^ov t(5v (puascov (ACOII, 1, 1, 93).
It was an almost impossible situation, since the Egyptians labelled the 'two natures'
formula as Nestorian. I do not intend to follow the story further, since that would
divert us from our theme, nevertheless, the fact that Basil's above assertion became
ultimately the key phrase of the Definition is argued positively by modern
scholarship. According to Sellers, the famous 'in two natures' of the Chalcedonense
may well have had its origin in Basil's earlier comment on the Formula ofReunion:
npoaKovobpsv tov eva Kuptov ppcov ' Irjaoov Xpiaxov sv 56o
(poasai yvcopt^opsvov (ACOll, I, 1, 117).
Andre de Halleux, who is the author of probably the best analytic article so far on the
Chalcedonense, also reaches the same substantial conclusion concerning the source
of 'la formule basilienne'.140 Basil had asserted this at the home synod at
Constantinople in November 448, he was forced to retract it at the Latrocinium, only
to revert to this statement again in Chalcedon.141
If one were to compare the above with Theodoret's assertion in Ch. 21 of De
incarnatione, the resemblance is obvious, especially concerning the union of
worship: ev SKorrspa 8s (poaet tov sva Yiov npoaKuvfiacopev (col. 1456D). In
fact he restated it in a somewhat similar fashion in Chalcedon, which together with
the anathema upon those teaching 'two sons' and the confession of worshipping the
One Son met the approval of the Eastern bishops also:
140 Andre de Halleux, 'La definition christologique a Chalcedoine', in Patrologie et cecumenisme,
Bibliotheca Ephemeridum Theologicarum Lovaniensinum, 93 (Leuven: Leuven University Press,
1990), 445-480 (pp. 467-70).
141
See Sellers, The Council ofChalcedon, 58, note 6; 67, note 4; 122; 215-16.
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©£o8(j6pr|to<; o euAaPeaxaxog 87uaiccmoc; £i7iev avaftepa too
Aeyovxt 860 uloug- sva yap Yiov npocrKUVoopev, xov Kuptov
f|pcov " Ipaouv Xptardv xov Muvuybvi~| (ACO II, 1, 1, 111).142
The alternative to this position was asserted previously by Bishop Logginos and
Presbyter John respectively in the following manner:
siScog pexa xf]v evavdpconricTiv xf)v £K 8uo cpuaecov
TipoaKovelaOai ©eox-qxa xou Movoysvouq Yiou xou 0eou Kai
aooxfjpog f||i(5v ' Ir|aou Xptaxoo (ACO II, 1, 1, 120).
pexa 8s xf)v svavOpcoTiriCTiv xou 0sou Aoyou, xouxeaxtv psxa
xpv y8vvr|atv xoo Kupiou f)p(5v ' Ipoou Xptaxou piav (puatv
TtpoaKUvelv Kai xauxr|v 0sou aapKoodsvxoq Kai
evavOpcorcriaavxot; (ACO II, 1, 1, 124; cf. 159 and 161).143
One ought to observe the manner of reference to the 'worship' within these
statements in order to see how important this seemingly liturgical point became in
the Christological debates during and after the Nestorian controversy. Ifwe compare
these with Basil's recantation144 at the Latrocinium, it becomes obvious that
concerning the worship belonging to the One Son of God Incarnate the issue at stake
was whether this had to determine also the number of natures having to be confessed
after the union. As far as the testimony of the Chalcedonense goes, it was decided
that the pia 7ipoaKUvpat<; - which remained totally unchallenged through the
entire period - is not bound to the pta cpuaxg formula, but belongs to the One
Person (7ip6aco7iov and U7ioaxaaxg) of Christ, recognised 'in two natures' after the
union. Based on the available evidence it may be said that Theodoret's De
incarnatione and his later position were in substantial agreement with this
ecumenical conclusion.
142
Concerning the issue of the worship not belonging to 'two sons' see also Emperor Marcian's letters
sent to Macarius (ACO II, 1, 3, 131-32) and to the synod of Palestine (ACO II, 1, 3, 133-35).
143
Note again the resemblance with the Apollinarian line of thought: 'one worship' => 'one nature'.
144 See ACO II, 1, 1, 179: Kai avayvcodevxcov x<5v unopvripdToov BaatA.eio<; 87tiaK07to<;
ZeXeuKsiaq 'Iaaupiai; sinew aoprpepopat xfj nicrxei xwv ayieov naTepcov [...] npocrKuvco
ri[v piav cpixriv xf\q 9s6xr|TO(; too MovoyevoCg evavdpconricravtoq Kai crsaapKcopsvou.
4.5.6 Terminology
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In this last section I shall try to summarise the most important terminological issues
concerning Theodoret's early Christology. I shall start with the four basic expressions
concerning the notions of'essence', 'nature' and 'person' (ouata, (pbaxq, unoaxaaig
and npoaconov), and continue with the terms defining the union (svcoaxc;,
auvatpsia, Koivcovia, evoticr|ai<;). I shall refer also to the terms Theodoret
considered as being inappropriate for the union (aby%uai.q, xponfi, Kpaaiq,
pExaPoA.fi) as well as to his image of soul and body describing the oikonomia.
'Essence', 'nature' and 'person'
The terms obaia and cpbatq are practically synonyms in Theodoret's both
Trinitarian and Christological vocabulary. This determines partly his attitude towards
brcoaxaaiq in Christology also. I quote only one relevant passage from each tract:
piav xfjq Tpiaboq xf]v cpbaxv slvai 7uax£uopsv, piav obaiav sv
xpxaiv iStoxqaiv yvcopi^opsvr|v (De Trinitate Ch. 28, col. 1188B).
obaia 8s SouAoo, xouxsaxtv avdpamou [...] naaa xob
ayO-pomou q cpuatq [...] vevoptaxax (De incarnatione Ch. 10, col.
1432B).
The author uses both terms in the two tracts, but nevertheless, the occurrence of
(puaxq is notably higher in both than that of obaia, which suggests the author's
intention to provide a solid ground for his 'two natures' Christology.145 Although the
meaning of the two terms in relation to each other is virtually the same,146 their
Trinitarian function is the opposite of the Christological. On one hand they represent
the common essence and nature of the Triad; on the other hand, they carry the
specific attributes of the uniting Godhead and manhood respectively within the
145 The term ouaia occurs 14 times in De Trinitate and 16 times in De incarnatione, whilst (pucru;
appears 36 times in De Trinitate and 84 times in De incarnatione.
146 The limits of the present work do not allow a longer discussion of this issue. Although a total
identification of the two terms should not be inferred, they are practically equivalent for our author
both in his Trinitarian doctrine and in his Christology.
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Person of Christ. Nonetheless, they are also used consistently in both contexts, since
they denote the divine nature/essence both in the deoXoyia and in the oiKovopia.
Without lengthening the discussion concerning the fairly evident meaning of ouaia
and cpuatq, I shall proceed to the analysis of their relationship with probably the
most problematic term of the period and to some extent of Theodoret, i.e.
bnoCTxaaiq. Concerning the term's doctrinal history I refer the reader to the excellent
scholarship of J. H. Newman, G. L. Prestige and Marcel Richard.147
The term in itself is a correlative substantive of the verb utpiaxripi, i.e. to stand, set
or place under. As Prestige argues,
Broadly speaking, it may be said that the purport of the term is derived in
one group of usages from the middle voice of the verb U(piatr|pt, and in
another from the active voice. Thus it may mean either that which
underlies, or that which gives support (God in Patristic Thought, 163).
In classical Greek in the material sense it means 'foundation', 'sediment',
'groundwork' or even substantial nature. It also means 'substance', 'reality', something
'underlying' a specific phenomenon or essence.
In the New Testament it occurs three times in the sense of'confidence',148 once in the
sense of 'reality' or 'assurance'149 and only once with a meaning which the Church
more or less began to assign to it.150 Its application in theology is therefore caused
largely by Hebrews 1:3 and at first it becomes the synonym of ouaia in Epiphanius
and his contemporary anti-Arian theologians. As opposed to ouaia, in which the
emphasis is laid upon the single object disclosed by means of internal analysis, the
term hypostasis draws attention to the externally concrete independence, i.e. the
relation to other objects. The primary theological sense of the word was also subject
to continuous development.
147 J. H. Newman, The Arians of the Fourth Century (London: Longman, 1908), 432-44; G. L.
Prestige, God in Patristic Thought (London: SPCK, 1952), 157-78; Marcel Richard, 'L'introduction du
mot hypostase dans la theologie de 1'Incarnation', MSR, 2 (1945), 5-32, 243-70. See also the note of
Blomfield Jackson in NPNFIU, 36.
148
2 Corinthians 9:4, 11:17; Hebrews 3:14.
149 Hebrews 11:1.
150 Hebrews 1:3.
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The phrase 'hypostasis of ousia' (Hebrews 11:1) - according to Prestige - may be
translated 'substantial objectivity'. The term hypostasis soon gathered the sense of
'genuineness', or 'reality', i.e. positive, 'concrete and distinct existence, first of all in
the abstract and later in the particular individual' (Ibid., 174). Its use becomes more
and more common by the time of the Cappadocians, meaning largely 'objective
individual existence'. Hypostasis gradually gains the meaning of 'individual' in
Clement, Origen, Athanasius and Basil (Ibid., pp. 176-77). As our author concludes,
Instances could be multiplied, but those which have been quoted are
sufficient to show what the word hypostasis really means when it comes
to be applied to the prosopa of the triad. It implies that the three
presentations possess a concrete and independent objectivity, in
confutation both of the Sabellian type of heresy, which regarded them all
merely as different names, and of the unitarian type of heresy, which
regarded the second and third of them as abstract qualities possessed by
the first or impersonal influences exerted by His volition (177-78).
Before entering the Eastern debate concerning the interpretation of unoaxaatq, I
would like to draw attention to another linguistic issue, namely the Latin translation
of the term. In the text of De Trinitate I have chosen to translate the Greek
opoouaioq with 'coessential' instead of 'consubstantial' partly because the Greek
ouaia would be rather the equivalent of essentia than of substantia. One of my
main concerns was that whilst trying to address the issue ofTheodoret's terminology,
I could not ignore that etymologically the Latin substantia (sub-stantia) was much
closer to the Greek urcoaxaaiq (urco-axaau;) than to ouaia. It is beyond doubt
that the Western usage of the term consubstantialis made it the equivalent ofNicaea's
homoousios. The translation ofouaia with substantia occurred already after Nicaea
in Latin theology. In his De fide ad Gratianum (CSEL 78, I, 19, 128) Ambrose uses
substantia only in this sense:
Er [i.e. Ambrosius] stellt jedoch klar, daB er substantia nur im Sinne von
ouaia benutzt, I, 19, 128: 'quia nos in Deo aut usian graece aut latine
substantiam dicimus' (L. Abramowski, 'Euvdupexa', 89).
Further, the application and usage of substantia to denote ouaia in the Early
Western Church is legitimate as far as Nicaea is concerned, since the Nicene Creed
did not distinguish between ouaia and (moaxaau;. This was probably a reaction to
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Arius's distinction between the three uTtoaxaastc; in order to express a difference
between the obaia of the Father and of the Son. As Arius said,
[o Yioq] to ^rjv Kai to elvat rcapa too naxpoi; eiA,r|(p6Ta icai.
xac, bo^aq, auvuTtoaxriaavToc; abxcp too naTpoq. Ob yap o
IdaTTip Sobc; abxop navxcov tt|v K^ripovoplav sax£pr|asv sauxov
cov dyevvf|Tco<; exet ev eaoTCp- 7tr)yf) yap eaxi tkxvtoov. (baxs
Tpslq slaiv bftoaxdasK; (Opitz, Urkunde 5, 13).
Thus, the usage of consubstantialis to translate opoobaxoq - at least until the
distinctions introduced by the Cappadocians - is fully Nicene and rightful.
Nevertheless, in the fifth century the Western practice of translating only obaia with
substantia was not unanimous, thus causing occasional problems.151
Socrates Scholasticus provides useful information about the debates concerning
obaia and b7i6axaai<;. According to him the two terms were allowed in the absence
of more fitting ones in order to exclude Sabellianism. He also mentions that the
Greek philosophers provided various definitions of obaia, yet they did not notice
vnoaxaaxq, concluding that although the ancient ones rarely mentioned this term,
the more modern thinkers have frequently used it instead ofobaia.152
151 We find e.g. Marius Mercator translating UTtooxaoiq with substantia. By the time the more refined
Neo-Nicene terminology of the Cappadocians emerged, it was not possible to revert to a translation of
opoouoioq with coessentialis. There was, of course, no reason to do that, since in the West the
meanings of these terms were hardly under question compared to the intensity of the Eastern
terminological disputes. Moreover, most of the Latin writers had already found another comfortable
equivalent for UTtooxaoxq by translating it with subsistentia (although not all of them were consistent
in doing this). The issue arose again in the East in the terminological debates of the fifth century, until
the two Greek terms (oucsia and ottocttolcth;) were adequately distinguished by Chalcedon in the
passage referring to the Person of Jesus Christ, whom the Chalcedonense confesses as being 56o
(puoeu;, but plot UTcooxaoic;. By this time it was indeed too late for the West to address the entire
issue again and possibly to replace a term (i.e. consubstantialis) for no urgent reason, a term, which by
then had been used for more than 120 years. This revision of the Latin Trinitarian and Christological
terminology thus did not take place in the West for the aforementioned reasons. Its effect can be
traced through the entire history of Western theological scholarship to the extent that even in the
nineteenth century the editor ofTheodoret's two treatises, Angelo Mai, still continued to translate both
ooola and 67160100 iq with substantia, although from a theological viewpoint — also for Theodoret -
the two terms denote different concepts. In trying to be as close to Theodoret's terminology as
possible, I did not carry all the way through my translation this inherited shift of paradigm.
152 ol xf|v " EAAqviKriv nap' "EAAqoi ooquav sicftspevot xf|v psv ouoiav 7ioAAaxc5q
coploavxo' vnoaraaemq 5s 068' fivxtvaoov pvf|pr|v 7t87toir|VTai [...] oi 7iaXaioi.
cprAooocpoi xf|v Xeiqw 7tapsA,i7tov, aAA' opcoq ot vecoxepoi xwv cpiAooocpcov ouvexcoq avxi
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Whilst the philosophical meaning of UTtoaxaatq is more or less inconclusive as to
1
what extent it could denote a concrete individual reality or a universal essence, its
ecclesiastical application is even more complicated. The term certainly enters
Trinitarian doctrine first - a long time before being accepted in Christology. The
arguably Origenian picture of one oucna and three LmoaxdasK; in the Trinity is
challenged by Arius, who operated with three vnoaxdaeiq in order to attack the
doctrine ofopoouaia. This is partly why the anathema at the end of the Nicaeanum
did not distinguish between the two terms. The same is valid for the subsequent
Creed of Sardica (347), which states that 'the (moaxaciq, which the heretics call
ooata of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit is one'.154 The Roman Council held
under Damasus in 371 asserts that the Three Persons are of the same hypostasis and
usia.155 The Council ofAlexandria in 362 led by Athanasius and Eusebius ofVercelli
decided to leave both the sense and the use of the term open, thus to enable the
different traditions and schools to speak either of one hypostasis or of three.156 On
the other hand, as Rowan Williams observes,
Both Arius himself and the later critics of Nicaea insist on the catholic
and scriptural nature of their language, and see themselves as guardians
of centrally important formulae - God is the sole anarchos, He begets the
Son 'not in appearance but in truth', there is a triad of distinct
hupostaseis, and so forth. But Arius was suspect in the eyes of the
Lucianists and their neo-Arian successors because of his logical
development of the traditional language in a direction that threatened the
reality and integrity of God's revelation in the Son; hence the attempts in
the credal statements of conservative synods in the 350s to bracket the
whole Nicene discussion by refusing to allow ousia-terms of any kind
into professions of faith.'157
Further, if the above picture were not already puzzling, we have to acknowledge that
the use of the two terms may not be entirely clear within the oeuvre of a number of
individual theologians either. Athanasius, for example, tried to apply the term both
xfjq ouaiag trj Xe^ei xfjq unocjxdae&x; aTcexpifaavTO. See Socrates, HE III, 7 in William Bright,
ed., Socrates' Ecclesiastical History, 2nd edn (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1893).
153
Socrates argues in the same place that Irenaeus the grammarian even labelled the term 'barbarian'.
154
Theodoret, HE, II, 8; cf. Hahn, Bibliothek, 188.
155
Newman, The Arians, 435.
156 Cf. Newman, The Arians, 436-37.
157
Rowan Williams, Arius, Heresy and Tradition, 2nd edn (London: SCM Press, 2001), 234.
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against the Arians (thus equating it with ouaia) and to use it for the three divine
Persons. On one hand, in his Epistula adAfros episcopos, he wrote:
f] 5s imoaxaatq ooaia sail, icai o65sv aAAo aripaivopsvov
£%ei q auxo to ov (JPG 26, 1036B).
On the other hand, the same author in another work asserts:
to yap xpixov xa xipia ^coa xauxa rcpompepstv xf]v 5oi;oAoyiav
ayioq, ayioq, aytoc; Xsyovxa, tag xpstq orcoaxdastq TEA,Eiac;
SstKvovxa saxiv, cog Kai ev too A-systv xo, Kuptoq, xfiv piav
ouaiav 8r|^o6atv (In illud: Omnia mihi tradita sunt in PG 25, 220A).
As it may be argued, the common Origenian heritage was developed on one hand by
Arius in the sense of Trinitarian subordination, whilst on the other hand by
Athanasius in the direction of coessentiality. The meaning of uftoaxaatq varied
accordingly. We should emphasise again: this happened exclusively within the limits
ofTrinitarian doctrine. No application of the term onooxaaiq in Christology is to be
found in the Nicene and Neo-Nicene fathers.
The unique journey of the term UTioaxaatq in Christian theology, however, was far
from being over. Without its gauntlet-run in Trinitarian doctrine being entirely
finished, the expression received a second blow from the zealous Bishop of
Laodicea. Apollinaris was the first and remained the only theologian before Cyril of
Alexandria who applied the term in Christology. According to the research of M.
Richard, only Apollinaris (and Theodore of Mopsuestia, as Richard thought in 1945)
could be shown to have used the term onoaxaaxq in Christology before Cyril.
Apollinaris uses the term 'one hypostasis' three times in his De fide et incarnatione:
bv npoaconov, pia OTioaxaaic;, o\oq avOpconoq, 6A.oq 0eo<;.158
'
IouSatoi to awpa axaopcoaavxEq xov 0sov saxaupcoaav, Kai
ouSspia Sialpsaxq too Aoyoo Kai xfjq aapKoq auxou [...] aAA'
3/ / / / c / /3/ e\/ 159
BCTXX pia (puatq, pta rmoaTaaiq, pia svspysta, ev Tipoaamov.
158 Hans Lietzmann, Apollinaris von Laodicea undseine Schnle (Tubingen: Mohr, 1904), 194.
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Menschensohn aber wurde er genannt, gottliche Herrschaft aber wie Gott
zeigte er, und durch das blut seiner Hypostase erloste er die ganze
Schopfung.160
As M. Richard points out, the fourth occurrence of'one hypostasis' - in Apollinaris's
f] Kara pspoq rciaxiq (which Cyril held as written by Athanasius) - was contested.
Nevertheless, based on the further evidence available to him, Richard corrected
Lietzmann's critical text. The genuine version therefore is:
piav (moaxaaiv icai sv Ttpocramov icai plav xf|v 7tpocnc6vr|<nv
xou Aoyoo Kai xrjq aapicoc;.161
Hereby we have first-hand evidence concerning the provenience of 'one hypostasis'
in Cyril's Christology. M. Richard attempted to prove that no other ancient writer
used the term in Christology before Cyril - save for Theodore.162 He argued that
from among the two surviving versions of a Syriac fragment of Theodore (Brit. Lib.
add. 12156 and 14669 respectively) the latter was the genuine one, containing 'one
hypostasis' instead of'one prosopon'.163 As a result, this is the way the two fragments
are listed in the 1974 edition of CPG (No. 3856).
Luise Abramowski, however, corrected this conclusion. According to the decisive
evidence furnished in 1995 by the German scholar the former fragment (in BL
12156) containing 'one prosopon' is the authentic one, thus their order in CPG 3856
ought to be inverted.164
This latter correction of Prof. Abramowski bears an enormous significance upon my
subsequent argument concerning the validity of 'one hypostasis' in Christology
around Ephesus, since according to this very recent evidence, the only theologian
who had indeed used OJcoCTxaatq in Christology before Cyril was Apollinaris. Apart
159
Lietzmann, Apollinaris, 198-99. Apart from its doctrinal anti-Semitism it is hard not to observe the




161 M. Richard, 'L'introduction du mot hypostase', 7. Cf. Lietzmann, Apollinaris, 177.
162 This latter conclusion was corrected by Luise Abramowski. See below.
163
M. Richard, 'L'introduction du mot hypostase', 21-29.
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from the correction concerning Theodore, the conclusion of M. Richard after having
analysed a whole series of pseudepigraphic texts, remains fully authoritative:
Ce florilege de texte pseudepigraphiques pourrait sans doute etre allonge,
mais sans grand profit. Tel quel il met deja suffisamment en relief
l'impossibilite dans laquelle se sont trouves les theologiens du VIe et VIIe
siecle de justifier par une tradition historic|ue l'introduction du mot
hypostase dans la definition de Chalcedoine.16
Thus, the famous Apollinarian formula pea (pumq, pia U7tocrxacTt<;, pia
evepysxa, sv 7ip6aco7iov of the Incarnate Word did not have any other ecclesiastical
authority behind itself apart from the Laodicean heresiarch. Although Cyril of
Alexandria held the phrase as coming from his venerated master Athanasius, whom
he sought to follow in every theological respect, the term indeed was alien to
orthodox Christology in the entire fourth century.166
We have arrived at Theodoret and the issue of imoaxaaic; within the Christological
debates of his time. What we know only since 1995 (thanks to Prof. Abramowski) -
and Cyril did not know at the time - Theodoret knew at the outbreak of the Nestorian
controversy already: the term pia UTtoaxaaic; as referring to the Incarnation and
specifically denoting the union 'according to UTtoaxaao;' in Christ, as it appears in
Cyril's Anathemas, was most emphatically not used by any of the orthodox fathers,
who reserved this term exclusively for the i5ta of the divine Persons.167 One may
even be entitled to reformulate one of the basic scholarly assumptions concerning the
authoritativeness of hypostatic union before 431. It was not part of the tradition,
nonetheless, Cyril's recurrent emphatic references to his pseudo-Athanasian sources
almost 'created a history', as it were, for this phrase - and perhaps not only in the
164 L. Abramowski, 'Uber die Fragmente des Theodor von Mopsuestia in Brit. Libr. add 12.516 und
das doppelt iiberlieferte christologische Fragment', Oriens Christianus, 79 (1995), 1-8. The
Supplement ofCPG published in 1998 contains this correction under No. 3856.
165
M. Richard, 'L'introduction du mot hypostase', 32.
166
In Latin theology the term 'one nature' was expressly banned e.g. by the 13th Anathema of the first
council of Toledo in the year 400: 'si quis dixerit vel crediderit, deitatis et carnis unam esse in Christo
naturam, anathema sit' (Hahn, Bibliothek, 212).
167
Although the Trinitarian and Christological language of some fathers in the fourth century - like
that of Athanasius and Basil - cannot be kept neatly apart, nonetheless, the term orcoaTacnq as
referring to the union of Godhead and manhood in Christ, and especially the key-phrases: 'hypostatic
union' or 'the union according to hypostasis' were entirely absent from their vocabulary.
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minds of some theologians living in the fifth century. This largely unchallenged
assumption filtered itself through the centuries into the modern scholarship,
becoming part of our doctrinal subconscious. That is why the findings ofM. Richard
and L. Abramowski are so important. I cannot and do not intend to rewrite this
chapter of the history of doctrine, nonetheless, I find it necessary to make a clear
distinction here between what can be considered as genuine tradition and subsequent
general assumption.
It is this perspective from which I intend to assess the reaction of Theodoret, who,
upon encountering the term UTCoaxaaiq in Cyril's anathemas, writes both in his reply
and in his Letter to the Eastern monks:
In obedience to the divine teaching of the apostles we confess one Christ;
and through the union [Sid xpv svcoaiv], we name the same One both
God and man. But we are wholly ignorant [navxanaaiv ayvooupsv] of
the union according to hypostasis as being strange and alien [cog %svr|v
icai dAAoipuAov] to the divine Scriptures and to the Fathers who have
interpreted them (ACO I, 1,6, 114).168
sv 8e xoo Ssuxspop icai xpixcp KS(paA,aup [...] xqv icad' imoaxaaiv
svcoaiv siaaysi icai auvoSov md' svcoaiv cpuaiK-qv, lcpaaiv
xiva Kai aoyxuaiv 5ia xouxcov xcov ovopaxcov ysysvfjadai
SiSaaKcov xfjq xs dsiaq cpuascoq Kai xpq xoo SooXou popcpfjq.
Tooxo xfjq aipsxiKfjq ' AnoAAivaptou Kaivoxopiaq saxi Koppa
(SC 429, 100).
As I have repeatedly stated, Cyril's orthodoxy - as well as the Chalcedonian validity
of hypostatic union - is not in question within the present thesis, since we are
concerned with the interpretation of Theodoret. Nevertheless, two important
observations have to be made. First, the only occasion where Theodoret could be
claimed to admit two bnoaxaasic; in Christ in his entire theological career is his
168 The interaction between the Trinitarian and Christological vocabulary of the earlier fathers cannot
be ignored. Nevertheless, the term OTOotaCTK; was primarily used in deo^oyla and seldom referring
to the oiKovopia. Although the full absence of 07i6ataaiq from the Christological terminology of
the earlier theologians may not be inferred, nevertheless, most emphatically, the phrase 'union
according to hypostasis' was beyond doubt absent from their writings. It is peculiarly this usage which
Theodoret targets in his counter-statement the more so since Cyril made it the equivalent of his 'union
according to nature'. See below.
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answer to the third Cyrilline anathema.169 He never challenges the expression again.
Secondly, in the context of scholarly evidence, he was justified in saying that the
term was alien to the fathers' vocabulary of the oiKovopia, being prima facie 'the
fetus of Apollinaris's heretic innovation'. Thus, without denying the theological
virtue of Cyril's positive application of the term and his subsequent contribution by
which it became unanimously accepted two decades later, one ought to see that the
moment and the way it re-entered the theology of the Incarnation170 after more than
four decades of absence,171 the term UTtoaxaarq was more than suspicious - and not
merely for the Antiochene theologians. It was an innovation, although it proved to be
a positive one.
Theodoret's reaction is not motivated by ignorance but rather by a commonly general
concern about any compromised term in any period of the history of doctrine. To
give only one example: the expression 'man-bearer' connected inseparably with 'God-
bearer' could have become an orthodox statement as a legitimate confession of the
true humanity and divinity of Christ172 - if it had not been bound to the ill-fated
name of Nestorius. Similarly, the phrase svooatq md' unoaxaatv as referring to
Christ - despite the indisputable virtue conferred later on it by Cyril - cannot indeed
be claimed to have had any sort of authority but rather a bad reputation in the context
of the oikonomia at the time of the outbreak of the Nestorian controversy.
Consequently, Theodoret could not be expected to embrace a phrase used by the
169 I think Marcel Richard has given the adequate explanation concerning the lack of the term
UTrocTiaCTiq from Theodoret's Christological vocabulary: 'Nous avons deja signale la fin de non-
recevoir opposee par Theodoret a l'expression union tcad' UTioaxaaiv. II nous reste a preciser et
expliquer son attitude a l'egard des autres theses de saint Cyrille: On a voulu conclure de sa critique du
IIIe anathematisme qu'il confessait deux hypostases du Christ. Ce n'est exact que tout a fait
materiellement. En realite le mot brocrxacnq ne faisait pas partie de son lexique christologique. Mais
il a compris que par "hypostase" Cyrille entendait ce que lui-meme appelait "nature" et n'a pas juge
utile de le chicaner sur ce point. II s'est contente, quand il parlait, apres lui, d'hypostases, d'ajouter
pour eviter toute equivoque eix' ouv (puaeiq, ce qu'il faut traduire "c'est-a-dire les natures".' See M.
Richard, 'L'introduction du mot hypostase', 253. Cf. ACO I, 1,6, 117 = PG 76, 404B. In the light of L.
Abramowski's correction, one may add that UTioaxaaiq was not part of anyone else's Christological
vocabulary in 430 either - save for Cyril of Alexandria.
170
I.e. being included in a solemn anathema to be subscribed by Nestorius as proof of his orthodoxy.
171
Apollinaris died in 392, being in open war with the orthodox side since 376.
172
Strictly speaking, the juxtaposition would logically describe Christ as very God and very man.
Mary is 'God-bearer' since the Word was born into human life through her, yet also 'man-bearer' since
Who is born of her is very man also. The doctrinally motivated refusal of the latter compromised term
paradoxically denies Mary a quality, which is by nature due to every human mother.
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most ferocious opponent of his two teachers (Diodore and Theodore) - an opponent
condemned by the first canon of Constantinople 381 (which was presided over for a
while by Diodore himself) and regarded by the whole church as having died in his
heresy - and accept it as the very criterion ofChristological orthodoxy. It necessarily
took some years of theological evolution - including Cyril's necessary subsequent
clarifications - until the content of the expression could be regarded and accepted as
orthodox. The Bishop ofCyrus cannot be reproached justifiably for not having made
it his key term of Christological union, save for the case if one were to argue from
the perspective of the 'assumption', which I have distinguished above from the
'tradition'. Evidently, such a charge is anachronistic. Moreover, apart from
Theodoret's remarkable reluctance to attack the Cyrilline formula ever again after
431 it ought to be observed that one of the very obstacles in the way of his
acceptance was Cyril's rather unfortunate and often ambiguous equation between
vnooxaoiq and (pucnq, subsequently corrected by Chalcedon.173
Thus, how did Theodoret interpret rmoaxocarq? In De incarnatione (apart from the
recurrent quotation of Hebrews 1:3) we have only one occurrence of the term and
even that is taken in a Trinitarian sense:
This is a powerful refutation showing immediately the very impiety of
Arius and Eunomius and it shows also the blasphemy of Sabellius,
Marcellus and Photeinos, who deny the three hypostases [oi xaq xpstq
(moaxdastq apvoupsvoi] and confuse the attributes of the Godhead
[icai xaq xfjq d£oxr|xo<; auyxsovxsq i5xoxr|xa<;]. Because according
to the hypostasis the one being in the form of God [i.e. the Word] is
different from the other [i.e. God the Father] in whose form [He] is
[sxepoq yap xaxa xqv urcoaxaatv o ev poptpf] 0eoo rraapxcov,
xai exspoq ekeivoc; ou ev poptpfj xmapxet]. Again, the one [i.e. the
Word] who thought it no robbery to be equal with God is different from
the other [i.e. God the Father] with whom He is equal; nevertheless, He
did not snatch the equality for Himself (col. 1429D-1432A).
173 I do not intend to enter the discussion whether Cyril might have used UTroCTxaau; still in its old
Nicene sense (as sometimes Athanasius did), whilst Theodoret interpreted it in the Neo-Nicene
manner of the Cappadocians. Instead I would apply Newman's valid conclusion as vindicating both
Cyril and Theodoret concerning their attitude towards the term: 'The outcome of this investigation is
this: - that we need not by an officious piety arbitrarily force the language of separate Fathers into a
sense which it cannot bear; nor by an unjust and narrow criticism accuse them of error; nor impose
upon an early age a distinction of terms belonging to a later' (The Arians, 444).
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The above text shows the author's use of hypostasis as being a summary or bearer of
the i5toxr|q of a Trinitarian Person, as we have seen it in De Trinitate. Theodoret
does not seem to find a place for this term in his pre-Ephesian Christology, although
after Chalcedon he manifests a tendency to identify it with Ttpoaamov.174 Before
drawing the final conclusions we have to assess another important occurrence and
explanation of the term Imoaxaaic; in the first dialogue of the Erartistes}15 After the
agreed acceptance of the one ouala of the Trinity, and the interpolated question of
Orthodoxos, i.e. whether one has to reckon hypostasis to signify anything else than
ouala, or to take it as another name ofouala, the 'beggar' asks the following:
Eranistes: e^st- xiva Siacpopav t) ouala npoq xfiv U7toaxaaiv;
Orthodoxos: icaxa pev xf|v ftupaftsv aocplav ouk exst. q xe yap
ouala xo ov aripalvst,, icai xo utpsaxoq f] unoaxaaiq. Kaxa 8s
ys xfiv xcov naxspcov SiSaaxaAlav, rjv s^ex Stacpopav xo koxvov
rcpoq xo ISiov, f] xo ysvoq rcpoq xo stSoq r) xo axopov, xauxqv f]
ooota npoq xf]v OTtoaxaaxv sxex (Eranistes, 64).176
The above answer of Orthodoxos shows on one hand Theodoret's familiarity with
philosophical literature, i.e. with 'the wisdom outside' Christendom. His judgement is
generally consonant with the other contemporary church historian, Socrates177: for
the philosophers ooaia signifies xo ov, i.e. that which 'is' or 'exists', whilst
OTCoaxaatq represents xo ucpeaxoq, i.e. that which 'gives support' or 'subsists'.178 On
the other hand, the Bishop of Cyrus shows himself aware of the Neo-Nicene
refinements of the Cappadocians, since he writes that according to the teaching of the
fathers the difference between ouala and urcoaxaaiq is the same as between xo
koivov (that which is common) and xo xSiov (that which is particular) or xo ysvoq
(the race, genus) as opposed to xo slSoq (that which is seen, the species) and xo
174 See Marcel Richard, 'La lettre de Theodoret a Jean d'Egees', SPT, 2 (1941-42), 415-23.
175 The occurrences in the Expositio will be analysed in connection with npooomov. See below.
176 Cf. with the explanation of Socrates Scholasticus mentioned above.
177 I could not establish whether Theodoret was dependent on Socrates or whether both of them were
using a common source.
178
Following Prestige's analysis Theodoret seems to interpret vnomaaiq here in the sense of 'giving
support' - at least according to the active form of to (xpeatoq (Act. Part. Perf. Neut. Nom. Sg).
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(xxof-iov (the indivisible, the individual).179 This could explain to some extent his
reluctance to accept vnouxa^ic, in Christology, since as it appears in Cyril, the term
may be equated with cpbatq,180 yet this latter expression is the synonym ofooaia for
c z 101
Theodoret (as we have seen above), which in its turn is different from vnoaxaaxc,
'according to the teaching of the fathers'. Mutatis mutandis, in the understanding of
our author, urcoaxaaic; - if accepted - can be introduced in Christology only as a
synonym for jtpoacoTtov but not for (puaiq, which is what he finds at first sight in
Cyril's anathemas. Finally, in evaluating Theodoret's general terminology including
his use of vnoaxaaxq, we have to consider also that the only valid theological
standard of the 430s (and indeed the terminological milestone between Ephesus and
Chalcedon), i.e. the Formula of Reunion, does not contain the term. It states the
double opoouoia of Christ (i.e. with God the Father and with us), it affirms the
unmingled union of two cpuaetq, confesses the one Ttpoaconov, sanctions the use of
vaoq in the same manner Theodoret did in De incarnatione, yet it does not even
mention urcoaxacnq. The first ecumenically accepted Christological use of the term
is validated by the Chalcedonense in 451, in an environment which leaves little
doubt about the fact that in reference to the Incarnation it should be taken as a
synonym for 7tpoaoo7tov rather than for Quota or tpuau;:182
179 This is how the Trinitarian terms exercise their influence upon Theodoret's Christological thinking:
all that was 'one' in the Trinity (oocna and epoenq) becomes 'two' in Christ, whereas the 'three' in the
Trinity become 'one' in Christology (three Tipoawrox => one 7ip6aamov). This also means that whilst
in the Trinity the carrier of the specific tSxcopaxa of the divine Persons was the U7i6axacrx<;, here in
Christology, the bearers of the iSxcbpaxa of the two uniting divine and human elements will
necessarily be the (puaeu; and ouatai.
1801 am aware of Cyril's use of the term cpucrtg both in the sense of'nature' and 'person' as well as of
its explanation. Nevertheless, apart from the fact that this does not constitute the subject of my
investigation, I intend to explain why Theodoret might have been puzzled by this ambivalent usage.
181 Cf. with Expositio: icat xauxa psv apicel Tipoq drcoSst^iv rob pf] xf|v obaiav auxijv
8r|A.oov xo dyevvr|xov icai ysvvr|x6v icai EKTiopeuxov, acpopiaxucd 5e xcov x>7tocrcdcj£Ci)v
civai, itpoq xaj Kai xov xporcov xrjq uroxp^Etoc; 5iaaripaiv£iv (PC 6, 1212B).
182 I do not intend to suggest that U7r6axaaiq is merely a synonym for Trpoacorrov in the
Chalcedonense. Its function is also to evince Cyril's emphasis and his positive contribution to the
strengthening of the concept of union in Christ. What I wanted to emphasise was that Chalcedon
accepted Cyril's positive contribution (i.e. the union according to hypostasis) in a manner which
excluded the (by then) ambiguous formula 'union according to nature'. This was most effectively
achieved by ranking vnoaxaaiq with 7tpoaco7tov and not with (puaiq or with obaia. That is also
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sv Suo (puosatv aauyxoxcoq, axp£7txco<;, aSxaipgxcoq, axcopiaxax;
yvoopi^opsvov [...] Kai eiq ev npooonov Kai piav wtoaxaaiv
auvxpexo6ar]<; (Denz. 302; cf. Hahn, Bibliothek, 166-67).
We have arrived at the fourth term, npoaconov, which is used by our author to
describe the union in Christ and denote the One Person. Prestige shows that
7ipoaco7tov originally meant simply 'face', but adds that it 'is sometimes expressly
opposed to the sense of "mask", as when Clement (Paed. 3. 2, II. 2) inveighs against
those women who by painting their countenances made their prosopa into
prosopeia.'183 The term was introduced both into the doctrine on the Trinity and into
the theology of the Incarnation with the meaning of 'person' although not in a fully
equivalent sense of our present understanding of the English word. After the
Sabellian challenge it becomes sharply contrasted with Tcpoaametov, thus to denote
that the npoacona are not merely the outward countenances of the one and the same
Yio7iaxf)p, who in the manner of a Greek actor changes his masks on the scene. Its
accepted presence in Christology precedes by long decades - if not centuries - the
introduction of {moaxaaiq and as Prestige argues, 'there does not seem to be any
evidence whatever for the view that the term prosopon was ever discredited in
orthodox circles at any period of theological development' (Ibid., 162).
Regarding the interaction between Theodoret's Trinitarian and Christological
vocabulary, Montalverne concludes that Theodoret's Christological use of the term
npoaamov did not derive from his Trinitarian doctrine, but rather from his
Antiochene Christological heritage.184 Mandac disproves this conclusion, showing
that Theodoret uses the term 7ip6aamov in his Curatio to denote the divine Persons
when commenting on God's utterance in Genesis 1: 26-27. Moreover, he repeats the
distinction xoov Ttpoaocmcov as referring to the Trinity in the same work.185 To this
why the Monophysites could never accept Chalcedon, since it implicitly rejected the famous 'one
incarnate nature of God the Word' to the letter ofwhich the Eutychian party was clinging.
183 Prestige, Gud in Pulristic Thought, 157.
184
'Recte suspicari potest usum christologicum vocis prosopon apud Theodoretum minime a theologia
trinitaria desumptum esse, sed potius ad placita scholae antiochenae in eius christologia simpliciter
occurrere ob paradigma hominis, qui et ipse unum prosopon est ex duabus videlicet substantiis
consistens.' See P. Joseph Montalverne, Theodoreti Cyrensis doctrina antiquior de verbo 'inhumanato'
(a circiter 423-435), Studia Antoniana, 1 (Rome: Pontificium Athenaeum Antonianum, 1948), 78.
185
See SC 57, 156: iva Sst^i] to tcov Ttpocrtdroov dtarpopov. Cf. SC 57, 386.
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one might add that the term occurs three times in De Trinitate in the sense of
'person'. On two occasions it distinguishes the Son from the Father and once it is
used to show the divinity of the Holy Spirit.186 Finally, it comes up again in Expositio
rectae fidei,ni bound also with the term unoataatq, as is customary to Theodoret's
Trinitarian language:
coots to aysvvr|Tov Kai to ysvvqTOv icai to SKnopsuTov ouk
obaiaq SpA-amicd, crqpavTiKd 6s tcov u7iooTdoscov sotiv iicavd
yap fipiv SiaKpivsiv toc npoocom Kai rqv riaTpoq Kai Yiou
Kai ayioo FlvsopaToq ibia^ovTooq 5stkv6stv imocruaaw.
Kadarcsp [...] too nvsupaToq Ttpoaamov 7iat5su6psda. (PG 6,
1212AB).
The Neo-Nicene distinction of oooia and vnoGtaaiq is present in the theological
thinking of the young Theodoret. Further, as he argues, one may distinguish the three
TtpoocoTta based on the three divine names. This leads Mandac to conclude:
De tous ces textes, croyons-nous, une conclusion s'impose: Theodoret
employait le vocable npooconov pour designer ce que nous appellons les
trois Personnes divines. II est bien evident que l'eveque de Cyr n'a pas
invente cette signification trinitaire de 7tpoaco7iov, mais il l'a reprise a ses
devanciers. ('L' union christologique', 73).
Concerning the Christological meaning of Ttpoaomov for Theodoret there is one
passage commonly cited from his Commentary on Ezekiel based on which it has been
claimed that for him the term retained its notion of 'countenance'. Speaking of the
Saviour's fleshly ascension from the Mount ofOlives, Theodoret writes:
sIkotco<; totvuv Kai TqviKauTa sv dvOpamsicp cpavsiq axrpaTt,
Kai raq 5uo cpuasiq svi bsi^aq npoadmop {PG 81, 901 CD).
The suggestion that cpavsiq and Ssi^aq might represent a remnant of the meaning
concerning the outward appearance as 'shown' or 'manifested' by Christ rather than
'proving' to be the npoaconov Himself can be answered by other passages from
Theodoret's commentaries. In the same Commentary on Ezekiel we read:
180 See De Trinitate Ch. 12, col. 1164D; Ch. 16, col. 1173A and Ch. 22, col. 1180C.
187 id xpux auvruxgsvccx; qgiv auveiaayEi 7cpoaa)7ca (PG 6, 1216B); cf. col. 1216C, 1217B.
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eyco Kbpioq, (pr|al, XeAaA/qKa. iKavq yap f] xoo npoaconou
§f]A,(oaic; xfyv aA,fidetav (PG 81, 868BC).
If Set^at were to be taken as mere 'showing' or 'displaying' rather than 'making
manifest' in the sense of 'confirming', then the whole rationale above would lose its
emphasis upon f] too 7tpoaoonoo 5f|A,ooai<; xfjv aA,f|deiav. To this we might add
the frequent references to 'the Master Christ' on account of whom or referring to the
Person of whom [eK 7ipoaco7tou aoxou] Isaiah, Ezekiel, David and others were
speaking [Pod] in the same manner as they spoke in the Person [sk rcpoadmou] or
on account ofGod the Father.188 Further, commenting Isaiah 45:14 Theodoret writes:
opdxaxnxv ' Ioubalox 5ua5a rcpoadmcov kt|poxxopevr|v ev evv
saxi yap ev aoi Oedg Kai cru Oeoq Kai ook ecrxi dsdq 7tA,f|v aou.
eA,eyxet Ss xaoxa icat xqv ' Apetoo Kai Eovopiou paviav el
yap ook eaxt nA,f]v auxou, o ev aoxcp Oeoq ncoq av evp dsoq; [...]
[John 14:10, 10:30] [...] -qA,sy^s xoivuv o rcpotprixiKOi; Xoyoq Kai
'IouSaiouq sic; sv npoaoonov xpv deoxr|xa rceptypatpovxac; Kai
"Apetov Kai Euvoptov exepav tpuatv Oeoxr|xoc; eiaayayelv
STttxetpouvxat; (SC 315, 32).
Thus, if the npoaamov of o Kupxoq to whom the assertions in John's gospel are
attributed is only an outward countenance, the entire argument against the Jews who
'limit the divinity to a single 7rpoacoKOv' (i.e. of JHWH) is invalidated. The
identification of the second Ttpoaamov of the Trinity with the one of Christ is
evident in many passages of Theodoret's commentaries. One last quotation from his
Commentary on Isaiah 45:23 is noteworthy, especially because the author uses a
version of the manuscript of Romans 14:10, which contains Xpxaxoo instead of
0sou. Theodoret asserts here that what Isaiah had said about the Txpoaoemov of the
Father Paul attributed to the Ttpoaocmov of the Son, who is 'Christ' in the version
used by Theodoret (consequently, equated with the npoaomov of the Son):
a yap evxauda cog 8k Ttpoadmou xou llaxpoq o 7xpocprixri<g
8ipr]k8, xauxa o deioq anooxoXoq xcp xou Yiou Tipoadmco
188 See PG 81, 1161AB, cf. PG 81,1248B (on Ezekiel). Cf. xauxa sk TtpoacoTtou expr|xai xou
Aecntoxou Xpiaxou, oq ecrxi ansppa xou ' AfSpaap Kaxa aapKa (Commentary on Isaiah in SC
315, 72, cf. SC 315, 76 etc).
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7ipoar|p|ioa£v, Xsyst 5s ouxooc;' rcavxsq TtapaaxqaopsOa xcp
pfipaxt xofi Xptaxou (^C 315, 40; cf. ibid., note 1).
Finally, both the verb SstKvupt and (paivoo in the quoted passage from the
Commentary on Ezekiel appear in Expositio with a clear meaning of 'being
manifested' or 'proven' rather than 'appearing' as referring to the Ttpoaoorax:
[Ephesians 3:14-17] l8ou yap ndX iv svotKriasax; dstaq
pvripovsucov o rTauA,o<;, Kai flaxspa, Kai Ylov, Kai flvsupa
ayxov au|i7ispxA.apPdvcov SsiKvuxac Kai navxaxou 5s xfjq
SxSaaKaAaaq cruvxaxxcov xa xpia cpatvsxai 7tpoacD7ta (PG 6,
1216).
I think that a further lengthening of the evidence is superfluous. Theodoret's concept
of upocTOJTtov as it appears both in his doctrinal treatises and in his commentaries is
indeed far from being a mere npoacoTistov and thus is a valid equivalent of the Latin
persona. There is no substantial evidence in his writings to prove the contrary. That
is why it is a fitting term for the Christological union in De incarnatione, where the
One Son is not merely 'shown up' but 'manifested':
It can be seen more clearly from the Epistle to the Hebrews, that the
divine nature and the human are different one from another according to
their operations [xatq svspysiaxq], but are united [aovrippsvaq] in the
person [xop Trpoaocmcp] and indicate the one Son [Kai xov sva
U7io5stKv6aaq Yiov] (Ch. 21, col. 1456A).189
It is therefore this one npoaoonov of the One Son, i.e. of Christ in whom the natures
are united without confusion:
ou5s yap sxspov f)plv S7ix8eiKvoax rcpoaoonov, aAA' aoxov xov
Movoysvp xfyv -qpexspav rcspiKsipevov cpuatv (SC 111, 198).
The author repeatedly refuses the charge of teaching two npoocona (PG 75, 1472C),
yet he maintains the two cpuasiq within the one xtpoaoonov.19" I shall now proceed to
the analysis of the terms describing this 'prosopic' union in Christ.
189 Cf. with the beginning of Ch. 22: [Paul] taq xs xcov (pucrscov i8i6xr]xa«g, icai too 7tpoa(07tou
KTipuxxer xf|v evcoaxv (col. 1460A).
190 This is of course in contrast with Apollinaris, who in f| Kara uepoc; iziaTiq writes: ou 86o
TrpoCT(07ta ou8e 8uo (poaeiq (Lietzmann, Apollinaris, 179).
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Terms describing the union
In the present section we take a closer look at the terms describing the Christological
union in both tracts. In order to make the overall assessment easier, I begin with a
little statistic.
The most frequent technical term for 'assuming' is [auv][ava]A,appdvco and its
derivatives (occurring for more than 50 times throughout both tracts). The other is
aovdrcxo). Both verbs represent an action always ascribed to the Word. The
expressions auvatpsia, auvfj\|/s, auvfjtpdat, auvdv|/aq occur 8 times in De
incarnatione. The term is mostly bound with svcoatq (col. 1457A, 1469D, 1473A,
1473B).191 Its verbal forms (e.g. auvdv|/aq) always refer to o Qsoq Aoyoq, who
'conjoins' the human nature (or the temple) with Himself (col. 1460D, col. 1468C) as
opposed to a transmutation (pexaPaA,(bv) of the divine nature into human (col.
1425D). On one occasion the term auvacpdstaav refers to the human soul of Christ
rejoined with His flesh after resurrection (col. 1453A) and it is also used (together
with f|vcocrdax, oiicelv and evepyeiv) to describe the human soul's relationship with
the body (col. 1473A). This term shall be discussed together with evooaiq.
Another frequent occurrence is oiKOVopta (4 times in De Trinitate, 16 times in De
incarnatione), which is often the replacement for svavdpeemr]ai<; (occurring once in
De Trinitate and 3 times in De incarnatione). As mentioned above in Ch. 3, it is
becoming a technical term to denote something we would call Christology and
soteriology, but does not need further discussion. The emphasis upon Christ being
'One' [sic;] (i.e. the One Son, One Christ, one npoaconov) appears 10 times in De
incarnatione either as the author's own statement or by biblical quotations introduced
by explanatory passages concerning the 'oneness' or the 'union'.192
It is noteworthy that one of Theodore's favourite expressions, i.e. au|i7iA,oicf|, does
not appear at all in either tract - in fact, it never had a Christological function in
Theodoret's whole career.
191 In the title of Ch. 30 auvoupeta is by itself, yet in the preceding line (at the end of Ch. 29) it is
attached to evoxru; (col. 1469D).
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The verb auvstpt (and its Part. Pass. auvqiLipevoc;) appears 5 times in De Trinitate
describing the Son being together with the Father, and only 3 times in De
incarnatione in a Christological sense: once preceded by evoocrtq (col. 1472B), once
bound with axooptaxeoc; (col. 1469B) and once concerning the union in the
npoacoTiov quoted above (col. 1456A). A detailed discussion of the term does not
seem to be necessary - due to its notably few occurrences.
The terms koivov and Kotvcovia occur 10 times in De Trinitate, but never in a
Christological sense; similarly, they appear 12 times in De incarnatione but only
once in the sense of Christological union and even then in an enumeration preceded
by svcoaiq and auvdtpsia (col. 1473B). Thus, Koivcovla does not qualify to be a
major technical term either.
The most frequently used term is svcoaiq together with its derivatives (pvcoadat
etc.), which is the author's key term for Christological union. It occurs 15 times in De
incarnatione: 8 times by itself193 and 8 times bound with one of the other
expressions, often preceding them.194 I shall analyse it together with cmvdtpeta.
The term svoiicr|at<; appears 3 times in De Trinitate, but not in a Christological
sense,195 yet it describes the union 8 times in De incarnatione: 4 times bound with
sveoarq,196 and 4 times on its own.197 This expression [svoiicriaic;] deserves some
attention, not particularly because of the number of its occurrences, but rather
because of its interpolation in the 11th Cyrilline anathema. The expression became
suspicious for Cyril as he sensed in it a danger of Adoptionism from the side of
Nestorius. The term itselfwas rather widely used not only to describe the 'indwelling'
of the Holy Spirit in believers (see 1 Corinthians 3:16-17) but referring to Christ as
well. Interestingly, this latter practice was not discredited even after the challenge of
Paul of Samosata. I have selected three examples for illustration:
192 See col. 1436CD (three times), 1456A, 1456D, 1460A, 1460D (twice), 1472A, 1472D.
193 Col. 1456A (title of Ch. 21), 1456B, 1460A, 1469C, 1472B, 1472C (title of Ch. 31), 1473B,
1477A.
194 Col. 1433A, 1457A, 1450D, 1469D, 1472B, 1473A (union of soul and body), 1473B.
195
It appears twice in connection with 1 Corinthians 3:16-17 (col. 1181C).
196 Col. 1433A, 1457A: followed by cruvfjv|/E and evcootq, col. 1468Dand 1473A.
197
It is once ascribed to Apollinaris in col. 1444A, whilst on its own in col. 1452AB and col. 1457D.
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Amphilochius of Iconium on the statement 'the Father is greater than I' wrote:
5td xouxo yap rcrj psv avriypsvouq, 7tfj Ss xarcsivooq (pftsyyopax,
AAyooq, tva 8ia psv xcov ut|/r|A,(ov xou svoxicouvxoq Aoyou Sei^oo
xf]v suysvsiav, 8ia 8s xcov xansxvcov xfjg xarcEivfjq aapKoq
yvooplaoo xqv aadsvsiav {Fragment 2).198
Athanasius uses the term on several occasions in his De incarnatione Verbi:
auxoq yap Sovaxog gov icai 8r|ptoupy6q xcov oXcov, sv xfj
napdsvcp KaxaoKsoa^st saoxcp vaov xo aciopa, Kai i8t07iotstxat
~ C/ V 3 3 ~ / \ 3 ~ 199
xouxo coansp opyavov, sv auxco yvooptQopsvot; Kai svoikcov.
Finally, Chrysostom on the story of Transfiguration (Matthew 17:2) writes:
7iapf]vot^s, cpr|aiv, oA,lyov xpg Osoxrixog, sSsx^sv aoxolg xov
svoiKouvxa 0sov (PG 52, 404D).
For Theodoret the term svoiKTian; describes the 'indwelling' of the Word within the
assumed temple. It functions normally as a qualifying term for svcoaiq - with which
it is often coupled - and is used in order to uphold a union together with maintaining
the natures' properties. It plays a role occasionally in the clarifying statements of the
author concerning the manner of attribution as we have seen. Based on its use within
De incarnatione, any idea of Adoptionism or 'two sons' is excluded. The author
employs the term in much the same manner as it had been used by earlier fathers.
In order to avoid repetitions and to represent the thought of the author more
faithfully, I shall discuss the two crucial terms (i.e. svcooiq and aovdcpsta) together.
Whilst svcoaiq is generally accepted as being the crucial term of Christological
union for Theodoret,200 auvdupsta was widely regarded with suspicion since the
time of the outbreak of the Nestorian controversy.
198 C. Datema, ed., Amphilochii Iconiensis Opera (Turnhout: Brepols, 1978), 228.
199
Athanasius, Contra Gentes and De incarnatione, ed. and trans, by Robert W. Thomson (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1971), 152; cf. Ch. 9 (154), Ch. 20 (184), Ch. 26 (198). See also Orationes tres
contra Arianos (PG 26, 265C).
200 'Les termes les plus utilises par notre auteur pour designer la relation du Verbe et de la nature
humaine sontevoco et le substantifevcocru;.' See Mandac, 'L' union christologique', 85-86.
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Cyril's express refusal of the term in his third anathema201 shows that he cannot
interpret it otherwise than of a loose connection 'according to rank' [Kaid tfiv
a£,iav] or perhaps honour between two separate hypostases, thus excluding any real
union. The best and most exhaustive analysis of the term was furnished by Luise
Abramowski in her excellent study 'Euvatpsta und aauyxutcx; svcoatq als
Bezeichnung fur trinitarische und christologische Einheit'. Starting from the earliest
philosophical foundations and continuing with an impressive list of patristic
arguments the author shows conclusively how aovdcpsta (auvatpf]) was a valid
synonym for aauyxuxcx; evcoatg not only in Christology but in the Trinitarian
doctrine also from the time of Tertullian through Basil, Gregory Nazianzen,
Ambrose, Augustine, Novatian and others.202 In lack of space I cannot expose the
full rationale of this quite thoroughgoing study.203
Cyril's reluctance to accept 'unmingled union' as the valid meaning of cruvdtpsia204
is to a large extent answered by his eighth anathema, where he expresses his general
concern about the preposition auv. It almost appears that any word containing this
particle was suspicious for him when referred to the Person of Christ: to yap "adv"
del KpoCTTtdgpEvov xouxo vosiv dvayKa^ei.205 As Cyril cannot be proven to
have been familiar with the philosophical background of auvdcpgxa often used by
the Antiochenes,206 he seems to manifest a preconceived negative judgement about
201 See Hahn, Bibliothek, 313; cf. ACO I, 1, 6, 116.
202 Tertullian applies 'coniungere' and 'cohaerere' as equivalents for auvdrcxEtv referring both to the
Trinitarian and to the Christological union. He seems to be the earliest Christian theologian by whom
auv<x7tT(o is a synonym for svow. See Abramowski, 'Euvd(peta', 80-81. For Ambrose see Ibid., 89-
93; for Augustine and Novatian see Ibid., 95-98.
203 'Auch in der Trinitatslehre dient ovvdnzo) etc. zur Bezeichnung von Einheit, CTOvdnro) und evoco
werden synonym gebraucht.' Abramowski, 'Euvdcpeta', 71. The conclusions of this study necessarily
correct the assumptions concerning the term cruvdcpeta in the article of P. T. R. Gray, 'Theodoret on
the One Hypostasis' (written in 1975, i.e. six years before Abramowski's study) as well as of Kevin
McNamara, 'Theodoret of Cyrus and the Unity of Person in Christ' (written in 1955). Significantly,
however, Clayton did not seem to be acquainted with this study either (he does not list it in his
bibliography), although it was published four years before the submission of his thesis (1985).
204 In order to assess the validity of this claim, one ought to read through the study of Prof.
Abramowski, which disperses quite a few false assumptions.
205
Hahn, Bibliothek, 314; ACO I, 1, 6, 131. Cf. with his following remark in Epistola dogmatica: tva
p.f| riurjq cpaviaata raxpetaicpivr|Tai. Sta too Xeyerv to auv (Hahn, Bibliothek, 312).
206 The article of E. H. Hardy, 'The further education of Cyril of Alexandria', SP 17 (1982), 116-22
does not provide any substantial evidence concerning the extent of Cyril's secular education. I have
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any term beginning with auv, since this preposition in his mind cannot introduce or
describe anything which is truly one, but only something composite, the elements of
which are merely in a quite vague conjunction with each other. According to the
evidence provided by L. Abramowski, this was not the case at all with aovdcpeia in
the sense in which the earlier fathers and indeed Theodoret had used it, nevertheless,
their usage of the term was based on a philosophical tradition virtually unknown to
the Bishop ofAlexandria. As Abramowski concludes,
Wenn Kyrill der aovaxpsia die auvoboq der zwei Hypostasen
entgegensetze, so sei das gar nichts anderes als die crovdtpsia, was
jedoch in hochstem Grade anfechtbar sei, sei die evcootq cpoatKri, denn
das Adjektiv bringe ein Element des UnbewuBten, biologisch
Zwangshaften hinein, welches vom Logos niemals gesagt werden
durfe. 07
The above means that for our present investigation concerning Theodoret's use of
auvdtpeia as describing a union without confusion Cyril's authority cannot be held
as decisive. His third anathema cast a shadow of doubt upon a legitimate term used
for more than two centuries already with a meaning he would not grant it.208
Therefore, without spending more time on this unfortunate terminological bias, I
shall proceed to present a few patristic examples as well as Theodoret's
understanding ofauvdtpsia.
Basil, who uses the term quite frequently both in his Trinitarian doctrine and in
Christology, writes: tdxa xpv aaprn Xsysx xpv Gsocpopov, ayxaaOslaav 5ia
xfjq Tipoq xov 0sov aovacpslaq {Homily on Psalm 46:5 (LXX: 45:5) PG 29,
424B). The use of auvdcpgia in order to express the unmingled union between
Father and Son as well as between the humanity and divinity of Christ is
commonplace enough in Gregory of Nyssa's Contra Eunomium. In his De
perfectione Christiana ad Olympium monachum, Gregory writes:
not yet encountered any modern analysis proving satisfactorily his familiarity with the philosophical
tradition of crucial terms employed both in the Trinitarian and Christological theology.
207
Abramowski, 'Euvoupeia', 95.
208 This is one of the reasons why during our private consultations in January 2001 in Tubingen Prof.
Luise Abramowski came to label the twelve Cyrilline anathemas as 'Das groBte UnglUck der
Dogmengeschichte'.
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o 8e peaixriq 0eou Kai avOpdmoov o St' eauxoo auvarcxcov xcp
08(3 xo avdpcontvov SKeivo auvarcxei povov, ortep av xrjq npdq
xov 0sov ouptputac; a^tov f| [...] ouxco Kai xouq Kad' smaxov
npoad^et xrj aovatpeia xrjq 0eoxr|xo<;.209
Apart from the Trinitarian application in his anti-Arian polemic Athanasius often
uses the term in a Christological sense, showing that it does not denote a separation:
Sia xouxo yap xotaoxr) yeyovsv f] auvacpr], tva xcp mxa (puoiv
xfjq ©soxrixog auvav|/ri xov (puaet avdpocmov, Kai PePaia yevr|xai
t] aooxripta Kai q 0so7toir|ai.q auxou (PG 26, 296B). ooxoq ouv
Kai Kupxoc; Kai 0eoq, Sia xo aova(pdrjvai xf|v aapm xc3 Aoyop'
Kai oi> Stipripevax; {PG 28, 464B).
Finally, based on the observation of Sellers,210 we find even Apollinaris using
auvdcpsta and aup7tA,oKf| (!), although his chief concern was the closest possible
Christological union. The page numbers are given according to Lietzmann's edition:
De unione, 187: pf| xtq apvijarixai xqv xoo aoopaxoq and yfjq
npog deoxqxa aopnloKfiv [...] oxe nXaaxoq o aKxiaxoq
ovopa^exat xrj auvacpeia xfj 7xpcxg x^v xoo SooXou pop(pf]v Kai
Ttpoc; xo 7rA,aaaopsvov aoopa. Anacephalaeosis, 246: auvacpstav
fiptv SiSeoaw od eaxi acopa. Fragm. 138, p. 240: f] 7tpoc; xo acopa
aovd(peta. Fragm. 144, p. 242: n(5q xo xop 08(3 Kad' evoxqxa
7ipoa(onoo auva(pdev ou^i 0eog auv auxcp; Fragm. 162 from a
letter to Terentius, 254: 6poA,oyouvxs<; xqv npoq xo aoopa
auvd(pstav.211
The term aovd(peta was therefore a valid term for both the Trinitarian and the
Christological union. As shown by Prof. Abramowski, it had been the equivalent of
'unmingled union' for quite some time before the Ephesian-Chalcedonian period. It is
209
Gregorii Nysseni Opera VIII/1, 204-205.
210 ' But when Cyril criticises the use of the term "conjunction", as implying a conjunction like that of
the Lord and the believer who are "joined together" in one Spirit (cf. 1 Corinthians 6:17), or like that
of the curtains of the Tabernacle in the Wilderness (Exodus 26:6), which were "coupled together" with
clasps {Apol. adv. Theod. X; Adv. Nestor. II, 6), he does not take into account that it had its place in
the common stock of theological words and phrases. Apollinaris himself had used "conjunction" when
referring to the union of God and flesh in Jesus Christ.' See Sellers, The Council ofChalcedon, 169.
2,1 In reply to some charges brought against him, Apollinaris even writes in his f| Kara pspoq
7ti.cm<;: ou Beov aapKroOevTa 6poA,oyo6vTe<; auxov, aWa avOpconiov 0g(p aovacpdevxa
(Hahn, Bibliothek, 279; Lietzmann, Apollinaris, 178). This is remarkable the more so since the tract
was known to Cyril (most likely under the name ofGregory Thaumatourgos).
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this concept of 'unmingled union' which Theodoret defends in his Letter to the
Eastern monks. The phrase is used exactly for the sake of terminological clarity:
0sov TOtvuv dXr)0tv6v mi dvdpecmov &A,r|fkv6v xov Kupxov
fiparv ' Ir|aouv Xpiaxov opoAoyouiaev, ouk elq 860 rtpoaama
Sxoupouvxsq xov eva, aAAa 5do cpuasxq aaoyxoxax; f]vcoadax
juaxsuopev (SC 429, 110).212
This 'unmingled union' is the key term in the Formula ofReunion drawn up by the
Bishop of Cyrus five months before the above letter. The Virgin is named 'God-
bearer' according to this very idea or notion [svvota] of'unmingled union' inherited
through the centuries from earlier theologians.213 A plausible reason why its valid
synonym auvdcpsia did not appear in the Formula is exactly Cyril's
misunderstanding as we have seen above.214 Theodoret's irenical purpose is
remarkable exactly because upon seeing that the other party was unaware of the
traditional meaning of the term, he did not try to impose it but rather used an
equivalent which represented the same for all.
Nevertheless, it were a mistake to consider that this terminological concession is a
result of Theodoret having been persuaded of the 'ambiguous meaning' ofauvdcpsxa
- since he does not abandon the term entirely215 - yet during and after the Nestorian
controversy he applies it very sparingly and with qualifications. The chief term for
'union' remains gvcoatq throughout his entire career, testifying the author's openness
for a true terminological reconciliation with the other party. This aspect of
Theodoret's mainly peaceful theological character - in the same fashion as his
doctrinal 'armistice' concerning the Christological application of vnoaxacic, after
212 A typical example of cruvdcpsta qualifying the manner of svaxxiq as 'unmixed' is in Letter 146 in
SC 111, 196. See the Confession against Paul of Samosata: ouk eiq Siatpscnv too svoq
TCpoaamou too aSiaipExou, aXX' siq 8f|A.tt>cn.v too dcruyxdxou xoov iSuopaxcov xfjq crapKoq
Kai xou Aoyou, ouxco Kai xa xfjq aSiaipexoo aovdsaeax; TipecrPsoopev (Hahn, Bibliothek,
183).
213 Cf. with the SKdecjiq paKpoaxtxoq of the third Antiochene Synod of 345: aXX' odSe xov Yiov
rati' eaoxov elvca, ljfjv Te Kai uTtapxetv opotcoq too llaxpi Asyovxeq, 8xd xodxo
Xcopi^opev auxov xou Ilaxpoq, xorcouq Kai Sxaaxripaxd xiva pexa^u xf\q auvacpEiaq
auxwv ompaxxKcoq s7tivoo6vxs<;- 7tS7ii.cjTs6Ka|isv yap dpEaxxsuxax; auxouq Kai aSxaaxaxooq
dAAf|A,ou; S7txauvfjcpflm Kai axcopiaxouq urcapxExv Eauxcov {Hahn, Bibliothek, 195).
214 The term aova<p£ia, however, remains the synonym for 'unmingled union' in Theodoret's thinking.
215 The expression auvdcpsia reappears in Theodoret's Commentaries, in the Eranistes and HFC also.
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431 - is noteworthy, and perhaps not merely from the viewpoint of a positive
terminological evolution.
Rejection of misleading terms and the 'image' of the oikonomia
Having assessed the traditional meaning of aovdcpsta, which qualifies the union in
Christ, we take now a glance at those terms which are unsuited to describe this union.
Theodoret enumerates them in Ch. 32 ofDe incarnatione (PG 75, 1472D-1473A):
Pious [teaching] is to speak not about mixture [xpaaw], but about
unity/union [aAA' svcoatv] in Christ. Therefore we neither confound
[aoyxeopsv] the natures, nor teach a mixture [xpaatq] of Creator and
creature, nor introduce the [concept of] confusion [auyxuaiq] by means
of the word 'mixture', but we both recognise the nature of the God-Word
and acknowledge the essence of the form of the servant. [...] Those who
speak about mixture, together with mixture introduce confusion, and with
confusion change [Tponri]216 becomes involved. Once change has
appeared, neither God would remain in His own nature, nor [the] man in
his own. For that necessitates each [of them] leaving the limits of the[ir]
essence [avdyicr) yap sxaxfjvat xcov xfjq ouaiaq opoov exaxspov],
and neither God would be recognised as God, nor the man as man
anymore. This cannot be accepted even for the structure of the human
being by an accurate thinker. For we do not say that the soul is mixed
[xsxpaadai] with the body, but rather that she is united [qvwadai] and
conjoined [oovrjcpdai] [with it], dwells [oixelv] and works inside [it]
[svspyetv]. Nobody would say that the soul is mortal or the body
immortal without being entirely in foolish error. So while we distinguish
each [nature], we acknowledge one living being composed
[ouyxsipsvov] out of these. We name each nature with different names,
[one is] the soul, [the other] the body, however, the living being
composed out of both we give a different name, for we call that human.
Perceiving this as an image of the dispensation [87U xfjq oixovoplac;
xf]v sixova AaPovxsq], let us avoid that blasphemy, and abandoning
the mixture, let us apply consistently the terms of union [xfjq svooascoc;],
of conjunction [aovacpsiaq] and of togetherness [xotvcovlaq], teaching
a distinction of nature, and the unity of the person [(puascov pev
Staxptatv, rcpoaamou 5s svcoaiv boypaxi^ovxsc;].
216 Cf. with the Second formula of the Antiochene synod of 341 (Hahn, Bibliothek, 185). Even
Apollinaris anathematised those who taught Tpcuietaav xf|v &eoxr|Ta eiq adptca f| CToyxodeloav
fj aAAoicofrelaav rj raxOr|Tf)v tf|v too Yioo deoxrixa (Hahn, Bibliothek, 268).
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The rejection of the above terms as unsuited for the Incarnation is an important step
towards the evolving Chalcedonian terminology. The term Kpaaiq and its synonyms
occasionally used for Christological union were replaced by svooaxc; and aovdtpsxa
during the fourth century already partly because of the Apollinarian danger.
In order to understand better Theodoret's emphasis upon the terms 'mixture',
'confusion' and the like as being unsuited or 'blasphemous' for the oikonomia, I
would like to focus first on the 'image of the dispensation' as presented here through
the relationship between the human soul and body. This has a peculiar connection
with Theodoret's earlier theological ideas, since in Ch. 11 of the Expositio - to which
I made a reference earlier in this chapter217 - he had already argued that in some
ways the human soul-body image is befitting the Incarnation and in some ways it is
not {PG 6, 1225B-1228C). It is adequate as far as we speak about the union of two
different natures (i.e. of body and soul) within one human being in the same fashion
as the Incarnate Son of God has two natures. Nevertheless, as Theodoret explains
further, the human being is not two natures, but out of two:
o yap avOpoonoq, si mi Sixxdq sv saoxcp Ssxkvuei (puastq, ou
860 (puastq saxiv, akX' sk xoov 8uo {PG 6, 1225C).
Thus, consisting out of the connection [aovd(pexa] of soul and body, the human
being is a third entity:
(bq sivax xov dvdpcD7iov e£, auxfjq xrjq auvacpsiaq yoxriq rcpoq
o(5pa, xpixov &7ioxeA,o6psvov aAAo {PG 6, 1228B).
This is the aspect of the soul-body image which does not describe the Incarnation
faithfully, since - as our author argues - Christ is not a third entity (a tertium quid)
out of the divinity and humanity, but He is rather both, i.e. two natures and not one:
o 8s Xpiaxoq ouk sk £ls6xr|xoc; mi avdpconoxrixoq anexsAsadri
Xpiaxoq, aXXoq cov Ttapa xa 56o, akXd mi Beoq mi avdpamoc;
smxspa xoyxavsi {PG 6, 1228B).
Whilst the human soul suffers [aupnaaxet] the passions and torments of the body,
the divinity of Christ cannot be said to undergo the sufferings of the manhood (cf.
217 See section 4.2.3 Theological reasons why Christ had to assume a human rational soul.
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PG 6, 1228C) - without involving a suffering qua Logos for our author - since, as
we have already seen, the properties of each nature are preserved in the One Christ,
otherwise they would cease to be two natures - at least for Theodoret.
In the above passage from De incarnatione the Bishop of Cyrus does not enter the
discussion of this aspect, yet his emphatic rejections of Kpactiq, ctuyxuctk;, xpcmf|
and their synonyms218 (like psxaPoA.fi mentioned earlier) can be understood better
within the light of his Expositio. Nevertheless, in comparison with the quoted
passage from the earlier written Expositio, a passage which arguably exposes
Theodoret's weakness to emphasise Christ's oneness, the text of Ch. 32 of De
incarnatione with its final emphasis upon the union (cpuascov psv 5ia.Kpt.aiv,
npoacoTioo 5s svooatv Soypaxt^ovxsq) shows already a step forward in the course
of his theological maturation, since he accepts here a particularly Alexandrian model
of conceiving the Christological union and makes it his own.219 There is no
communicatio idiomatum indeed in this Christological union, nevertheless, its being
a 'union' is not a merely verbal fact - arguably even from an Alexandrian viewpoint.
Perhaps it is not an overstatement if I conclude that this aspect also strengthens the
validity of the judgement concerning the irenical character of the entire treatise,
which both terminologically and in some ways concerning the analogies begins to
build the bridgeheads upon the foundation of the common theological heritage for a
prospective reconciliation in Chalcedon, which from the time of composing of these
tracts seemed far from being achievable.
2,8
Se also Leporius's Confession: 'non ut conversione aut mutabilitate aliqua coeperit esse' (Hahn,
Bibliothek, 299).
219 Theodoret's Letter 146 to the monks ofConstantinople written in the first half of 451 shows more
clearly this subsequent acceptance of the anthropological analogy: 'But this bragging is unnecessary,
for these men [...] do not even dare to assert that they have ever heard us say anything of the kind; but
they affirm that I preach two sons because I confess the two natures of our Master Christ. And they do
not want to perceive that every human being has both an immortal soul and a mortal body; yet no one
has been found so far to call Paul two Pauls because he has both soul and body, [any more] than Peter
two Peters or Abraham or Adam. Everyone recognises the distinction [to 8td(popov] of the natures,
and does not call the one [Paul] two Pauls. In the very same fashion, when calling our Lord Jesus
Christ the Only-begotten Son of God, God the Word made human [evavflp(07if|aavTa], both Son of
God and Son of Man, as we have been taught by the divine Scripture, we do not assert two sons, but
we do confess the properties [tdq IStoxriTaq] of the Godhead and of the manhood. Those, however,
who deny the nature assumed of us are annoyed upon hearing these arguments' (SC 111, 178-80). It is
observable how Theodoret's theological thinking evolved since the writing of the Expositio, yet that is
outside our present focus.
Conclusion
Theodoret's Trinitarian and Christological thinking as he went up to Ephesus was deeply
rooted in the tradition of previously formulated theological ideas within and outside the
Antiochene school of thought. His doctrine on the Trinity represents the adoption and
further elaboration of the Neo-Nicene refinements of the Cappadocian Fathers. His
Christology presents us with a 'two natures - One Person' model within which both
elements (i.e. the natures and the Person) are important and should not be played off
against each other. It is an inherited rather than invented model of Christ with all its
positive and defective elements, motivated by a vivid soteriology permeated by an
authentic pastoral concern sharply focused upon God's justice and mercy shown to us by
the fully divine and fully human Saviour's life, teaching and sacrifice. The ascription of His
deeds on our behalf for the sake of our justification is carried out attributively, based on
His human nature which is the same as ours, sin excepted. He does not only save us from
damnation, but also strengthens our belief that, since He defeated sin, Satan and death
through His humanity, these are not ruling us anymore either. Our duty then is to live our
life accordingly following the 'trodden path of the pious'.
The Holy Scripture testifies that our Saviour is very God and very man and the only proper
way for us to understand and fully acknowledge Him according to Theodoret is to receive
both the biblical teaching and the fathers' doctrine concerning His unique Person, who is at
once Creator and creature, who suffers and is subjected to our passions as man, yet is
beyond them and can deliver us from these as God. In His assumed full humanity, in the
destroyed and resurrected temple, we may thus contemplate the archetype of our
redemption through the work of salvation achieved on our behalf by the One who on one
hand was the second Adam indeed, yet who dwelt among us as the Only-begotten of the
Father. His utterances and works are therefore both human and divine, whilst some would
seem more human than divine or vice versa. Nevertheless, although one may interpret His
divine manifestations as pertaining to His divinity whilst those uttered and performed in
the state of humiliation could be reckoned to be appropriate for the assumed temple, it is
the One Son who is contemplated and worshipped in both these natures. For the unharmed
integrity of His complete Person the two natures retained their properties whilst He dwelt
upon the earth, yet after resurrection the human nature received the glory, impassibility and
incorruptibility of the divine, thus to prefigure our own glorification as a result of His
achievement.
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Thus, there is no worship of a separate human being over against the Only-begotten, but of
the One Son in both natures as He manifested Himself to humankind. Being the Only-
begotten Son of God, He made us His mercifully adopted children who have the same
human nature He assumed, a nature which was perfect and was inseparably, unchangeably
and unconfusedly united with the 'indwelling' Divinity. One is entitled to call Him with
different names as Scripture does, yet not as two persons or rcpoaoona, but only as
referring to the natures, since some of these names are ontologically more befitting to one
nature than the other (i.e. the Son of Man to the manhood, the Son of God to the Word).
Nevertheless, all these names are proper to Him, the Incarnate Son, who is the npoaconov
of the inseparable union. Further, there are names which are suitable to denote both his
divinity and humanity at the same time. The name of Jesus Christ should be given
prevalence, since this is the name by which Scripture chiefly made Him known to us as the
Only-begotten of the Father and the Firstborn among many brethren. This is the name to
which His Church justly clings.
Concerning the Christological terminology which Theodoret presents us with around the
stormy year of 431, without trying to make him a Chalcedonian before Chalcedon, it still
can be admitted that, in addition to the concept of 'two natures - One Person', some
important Chalcedonian terms are anticipated in these two little tracts with virtually the
same meanings as they shall receive in 451.' Nevertheless, these terms neither appear as an
innovation in Theodoret's thought, thus constituting his 'laudably original' contribution, nor
are motivated by sheer philosophical limitations. They are rather the distilled expression of
a centuries-long developed doctrinal tradition deriving from the very meaning of
unmingled and indivisible union of Father, Son and Spirit on the one hand and from a
union without confusion in the Incarnate Word, i.e. from a evcoatc; qualified by
aovdcpeia, on the other. Consequently, this is far from being an 'originality' on
Theodoret's part in introducing as it were new 'philosophical' and thus 'alien' ideas into
Christian doctrine (such as the 'Stoic doctrine of being' or 'God's philosophical
impassibility' and the like) as is often suggested. On the contrary, it is his faithfulness to an
1
Apart from the above quoted examples axpercxoq as a divine quality appears twice in De Trinitate (col.
1157C, 1188C) and twice in De incarnatione (col. 1432A: oux o 0s6g Aoyoq o axpenxoq, eiq craptcoq
(puotv expdmri. Cf. col. 1449C: axpsnxov yap xo 0siov, Kai avaAAolcoxov - though not as an adverb as
in the Chalcedonense, nevertheless xpo7if| is rejected as unsuited for the union). Cf. PG 80, 1372C and
1373D. Similarly, axcbpurxoq is used in a Trinitarian sense in De Trinitate (col. 1132B) and in a
Christological sense in De incarnatione (col. 1469B). Cf. Expositio 17: ouxcoq ev xqj oliceup vaejj
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undeniably vast ecclesiastical tradition which already represented such ideas, yet on
primarily biblical grounds aided by expressions (in the absence of better ones) borrowed
from secular philosophy.
Theodoret's 'originality' - if it could be claimed at all - resides perhaps within his
remarkable consistency by which he harmonised this tradition terminologically in a time
when a whole range of old orthodox terms were seriously questioned, facing the danger of
elimination, whilst others with 'heretic flavour' began to replace them, although becoming
filled with new meanings. In this attempt he may be easily shown to have failed to profess
a real, i.e. hypostatic union or a true communicatio idiomatum in Christ, but nevertheless, it
has to be said that such concepts in his time were the innovation - not the tradition. They
proved to be useful in the end and their validity is not under question in this thesis.
Nevertheless, to say the least, one of Theodoret's most invaluable contributions to the
development of Christian theology is rather his consistency in the usage and correction of
terms. He was one of the very few figures in the history of doctrine with an impressively
wide-ranging knowledge of previous traditions from Asia Minor to Rome or Syria. This is
why his most difficult but indispensable work of terminological clarification in the midst
of a highly heated controversy (within which the same words did not bear the same
meaning for different theologians) caused him so much adversity which he carried with
admirable honour. He is undoubtedly one of the most terminologically consistent fathers of
the entire Christian Church throughout his entire career. On one hand he succeeded in
working within an inherited tradition, bringing it to its arguably highest peak of doctrinal
evolution. At the same time, though, he is one of the few who kept an open eye towards
other schools also, building bridges and refining common terms to bear common meanings.
Being a church historian as well as a philosophically trained apologist, he knew always
what he was talking about and from where a particular expression came. He was reluctant
to dismiss old orthodox terms - especially those attached to an ecclesiastical authority (i.e.
a synod's decree) - yet corrected those which had proved to be unsuited for the purpose for
which some earlier fathers occasionally tried to use them. Without his contribution our
present Christological vocabulary would be considerably poorer. Without his often blamed
'stubbornness' to defend some very old terms, filling them with new meanings of his time,
they could just as well have disappeared in the turmoil of the fifth century, leaving us with
a much more simplified picture of how our fathers once spoke and thus how one may
dxcopicrcov XkyovzeQ (PG 6, 1237C cf. 1217A) and Theodoret's Interpretatio in Psalmos: dyojpicjTov yap
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speak of our Lord Incarnate. His repeated admonition concerning the Scriptural and
patristic boundaries of our own theological capabilities at the end of Ch. 34 of De
incarnatione faces us with the very challenge that although perhaps what we say about
these issues ought to be said and may be right, we can never forget that only the Word of
God is perfect - and not our all-time theological thoughts, since our knowledge will be
complete only after meeting our Creator face to face and having received the same
qualities as the resurrected humanity ofour Saviour:
Let us remain within the limits we inherited, not modifying the boundaries
fixed by our Fathers. Let us be content with the teaching provided by the Spirit.
We should not want to surpass the knowledge [yvcoatq] of Paul, who said that
both his knowledge and prophecy were imperfect and he saw the truth in a
mirror dimly. Let us wait for the enjoyment of the blessings hoped for. Then
we shall be taught [to perceive] perfection, when we shall not be harmed by
imposture, nor have fallen into boasting, but we shall live free from passions.
Therefore at present let us remain within the teaching of the Fathers, in order
that by seeking for more we do not fall [even] from the less, as our forefather
Adam suffered: he desired to become God and lost even to be the image of
God (col. 1476C-1477A).
During the years and decades following the famous Council of Chalcedon a series of
various interpretations arose concerning its doctrinal meaning. Without entering the details
of the so-called 'Neo-Chalcedonian' disputes and the Three Chapters controversy (which is
outside our present focus), we may assert that the Fifth Ecumenical Council of 553
changed the entire way of thinking about the Chalcedonian Definition. This council, in its
attempt to save what it deemed to be worthy of saving from the Chalcedonense,
unavoidably cut Chalcedon's orthodox doctrinal corridor in two, accepting only the
Alexandrian-Cyrilline interpretation as legitimate. It raised Cyril's Twelve Anathemas to
the level of universal theological standard and interpreted all the doctrinal issues
accordingly. This necessarily involved the condemnation of all those who either did not
fully agree with Cyrilline orthodoxy or were unacceptable to the Monophysite party, the
group which Justinian intended to win back. This reunion was not achieved and in the
same fashion as the Henoticon and other attempts, it simply did not satisfy anybody. From
the Monophysite viewpoint it preserved too much from Chalcedon; on the other hand, it
sacrificed too much of the orthodox Antiochenes according to the Western opinion. The
schism deepened not only between the Eastern Monophysite and Dyophysite groups
themselves, but between Constantinople and Rome also.
f| deia cpuau; Hoir|cHX|i£vr| tf|v svcocnv {PG 80, 1765B).
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During these unsettled years, which then became unsettled centuries with temporary
reconciliations and long-lasting tensions, the evaluation of Chalcedon remained essentially
twofold, although the model of Christ as being 'One and the same' was universally
proclaimed and accepted. One of the very interesting later developments was constituted
by the Sixth Council in 668, which was conducted in perhaps the most relaxed spirit in
comparison to the previous ones. Here - based on the teachings of Maximus the Confessor
- it was defined that there are not only two natures but also two wills and two 'operating
forces' [svgpysiai] in the One Person of Christ. This again points back to the long
forgotten orthodox Antiochene emphasis upon the 'unmingled union' of the two natures.
It is indeed quite difficult to reconcile the statements of the fifth council with those of the
sixth, since the latter seems to have somewhat returned to a certain interpretation of
Chalcedon which the former had already banned. In order to do justice to both theological
traditions and to resist Monotheletism and Monoenergism effectively, one unavoidably
needs to look at Chalcedon also through that corridor which was blocked off by the fathers
gathered in 553 in Constantinople. The issue of the dramatic presence of the 'two wills' in
Christ in Theodoret's treatment of the Temptation-story and in other parts of De
incarnatione, his emphases upon the will of the manhood and that of the Godhead in
Gethsemane and all the related biblical passages are far too obvious to be ignored in
connection with the Monothelite controversy. One might even say that the virtue of his
Christological approach could have been appreciated more fully in a time when such an
acceptance was already forbidden by a previous synodal decision.
Although this Theodoretian reading of Chalcedon and understanding of the Person of
Christ did not gain any major theological support in the East (despite the wide respect of
Theodoret as a churchman and despite the praising of his writings by Photius) - save
perhaps in the Catechism of Cyril Lukaris which was banned in the Eastern Church quite
soon after its publication - the legacy of Theodoret and of orthodox Antiochene theology
surfaces in later mediaeval and sixteenth-century Western theology.2 Without introducing a
new subject at the end of the thesis, I would like to quote Karl Barth's assessment of these
similarities in order to illustrate how far in history these two - not conflicting, but rather
complementary parallel traditions have influenced and shaped the doctrinal thinking of
2 This issue is outside the focus of this thesis. Nevertheless, for example, Anselm of Canterbury's doctrine of
'satisfactio' and his model ofChrist in Cur Deus homo shows a very interesting resemblance with Antiochene
Christology. The same goes for the Helvetic Reformers, especially Calvin and Bullinger, for the Confessio
Helvetica Posterior (1566) and for the Catechism ofHeidelberg (1563).
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later theologians. In the volume of his magnum opus, dedicated to - amongst others3 - my
home Hungarian Reformed Theological Academy in Kolozsvar,4 Barth writes:
Das es sich um relativ sich gegeniiberstehende, nicht aber sich bestreitende
oder gar aufhebende Zeugnisse von einer Wirklichkeit handelte, das wird zu
bedenken sein bei der spater notwendig werdenden Stellungnahme zu den in
der Kirchengeschichte jene Verschiedenheit wiederholenden Gegensatze
zwischen der alexandrinischen und der antiochenischen und dann noch einmal:
zwischen der lutherischen und der calvinischen Christologie. In der Linie des
johanneischen Typus haben wir ja offenbar das Christusverstandnis des
Eutyches und spater das Luthers zu suchen, in der Linie des synoptischen
Typus das des Nestorius und Calvins (Barth, Kirchliche Dogmatik 1/2. p. 27).
According to Barth, the Christological understanding of the two ancient schools derives
from the tradition of John and of the synoptics respectively. This, of course, does not mean
a harsh distinction at all, implying as it were that both schools may have used only one of
the two available alternatives, since this is not true for any representative of either.
The final conclusion of this investigation therefore is that, although between the parallel
Christologies of the orthodox Alexandria and of the orthodox Antioch (together with their
late appearances in the Middle Ages, in the sixteenth century or arguably even in our era)
there are undeniable differences, nevertheless, these are at variance rather in emphasis than
in substance. If for the sake of orthodoxy there has to be a choice between Theodoret and
Nestorius, between Theodoret and Eutyches, between Cyril and Nestorius as well as
between Cyril and Eutyches, there need not be a choice between Cyril and Theodoret lest
we want to lose something truly valuable in terms of Christian teaching. Unity in this sense
does not necessarily mean uniformity, although most of the fathers gathered in
Constantinople in 553 probably held the contrary opinion, when upon failing to find a
common goal they sought and found a common enemy in the representatives of the equally
ancient parallel tradition. This choice did not effect the desired union: on the contrary, it
continued the division. Consequently, one may consider it unfortunate not only from a
doctrinal but from an ecumenical perspective also that, as a result of the narrow-minded
decision of the fifth ecumenical council, one ancient method of Christian teaching about
Jesus Christ is still surrounded by suspicion, and that this attitude clearly impairs our
commonly assumed and accepted Chalcedonian heritage.
3 The other three institutions to which Barth dedicated this volume in 1938 are: the Reformed Theological
Academy of Sarospatak (Hungary), the University ofUtrecht and the University of St. Andrews.
4
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Appendixes
Appendix 1
Towards a critical edition of De Trinitate and De incarnatione
This Appendix is meant to list the currently known quotations ofDe Trinitate and De
incarnatione found by medieval and modern scholars in various manuscripts.
Because of the considerable length ofmost excerpts we shall quote the beginning and
the end of each, mentioning their provenance.
Excerpts found by Albert Ehrhard
The only other testimony apart from Vat. gr. 841 itself, which ascribes the works to
Cyril, comes from Euthymius Zigabenus. As Ehrhard observed, Euthymius quotes
the following parts ofDe incarnatione
Euthymius: Panoplia Dogmatica Theodoret: De incarnatione Domini
Lett Kara 'ArcoAAivaptaaxoov [sic]
too sv aylotq KopiAA,ou sk too
rcspi svavdpotmfiaeax; Aoyoo. o tov
odAov 7tpoti(ifiaaq [...] tqv rtavtcov
avdpoemcov avaataatv (PG 130,
905D-909D).
The entire Chapter 18, fully identical
with the text of Vat. gr. 841
(PG 75, 1448C-1452C).
2. ek too aotoo Aoyoo. ott 8s
taota ootcoq e%si [...] tf]v e^ooatav
EKEtvriv tstaypEvri (PG 130, 909D-
912C)
The entire Chapter 19, fully identical
with the text of Vat. gr. 841 (PG 75,
1452D-1453B).
3. too aotoo ek too 7t£pi
svavdpamfiaEcoq Aoyoo. taota tf]v
'
AftoAArvapioo paxaioAoylav [...] to
fittr]Q"qvai vno too 0so6 (PG 130,
925AB).
The first part of current Chapter 15 (in
fact the entire original Chapter 15),2 with
minor textual variants (PG 75, 1441D-
1444A)
4. ek too aotoo Aoyoo. anoA-oyiav
sxooaiv oi apaptavovtEg [...] oo
SovapEvov vopooq (PG 130, 925BC).
First part of current Chapter 16, with its
title3 and with minor textual variants
(PG 75, 1444D-1445A).
5. Kai ao 8e aotoq, c5 Asanota [...]
to avapaptr|tov pqxavriadpevoq
(PG 130, 925CD).4
Concluding part of current Chapter 16,
with minor textual variants
(PG 75, 1445AB).
1
Ehrhard, 'Die Schrift1, 199, note 2. Euthymius quotes from De Trinitate also. See the last title in this
Appendix 1.
2 This fragment is followed by the first unnoticed title as observed by Schwartz in his 'Zur
Schriftstellerei Theodorets', 31.
3 This is the only occasion when Euthymius quotes the title of a chapter also, yet here it is needed for
the clarity of the quotation.
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6. sk too auxoo A,oyou. aXXd xqv
fisv d5oxsaxiav ekeivoov [...] \|/uxt)v
aftavaxov evoxkov KSKxripsvcov (PG
130, 928AD).
The entire current Chapter 17, fully
identical with the text of Vat. gr. 841
CPG75, 1445B-1448B).
Ehrhard was the first to point out that in Garnier's Auctarium,5 under the title
GecoSopfiTou nsvia^oyiov nepi svavOpocmfiaEcoq (reprinted in PG 84, 65-88),
various fragments of Theodoret's flspi xf)q too Kuptoo evavdpG07if|as(o<; were
published.6 Since most of these fragments gathered by Gamier are identical with
other relevant passages present in various manuscripts, we shall list them together
with those in order to avoid tautology.
The three fragments ofMarius Mercator as quoted by Gamier, Ehrhard and Schwartz
and reprinted in PL 48, 1075 (as a quotation from Theodoret by Mercator), as well as
in PG 84, 82 (as part ofTheodoret's Pentalogium) are the following:
Item eiusdem ex capitulo quinto decimo:
Haec, inquit, Apollinaris arguunt vanitatem
[...] magnum namque est illi etiam a Deo
superari. {PL 48, 1075B)
De incam. Ch. 15 in TG 75, 1441D-1444A:
Tauxa xpv ' ATtoXtvaptoo eAeyxst
paxoaoAoylav [...] peya yap auxop icai
xo f)TTr|Ofjvat vnd 0eoG.
Item eiusdem ex capitulo sexto decimo:
Convenienter, inquit, diabolus Deo dicere
poterat [...] sed Deus qui pro homine
decertaret. {PL 48, 1075C-1076B)
De incam. Ch. 15 [16] in PG 75, 1444:
xai Etnox av eiicoxcDq [...] aMa Gsoq o
avxi avfl'pcoTtou 7taXatcov.
Item eiusdem ex capitulo tricesimo (Gamier:
vigesimo nono):7 Dei Filius homini
inseparabiliter adiunctus [...] et apellationem
naturae eius assumens. {PL 48, 1076BC)
De incam. ch. 29 [30] in PG 75, 1469B-C:
08ou, oq dxcopiaxcoq aoxcq aovqppevoq
[...] icai xfjv xrjq tpoaecoq auxou
Ttpoariyoptav Xapcdv.
The quotations published by Eduard Schwartz
In his study 'Zur Schriftstellerei Theodorets', Schwartz quotes several fragments of
rispi svavOptOTifiasooq from Nicetas' Catena of Luke according to the following
manuscripts: Vindob. theol. gr. 71 and Monac. 473. We shall quote only the
fragments from De incarnatione, whilst keeping Schwartz's numbering.
Fragment no. 4 in Schwartz:
Vindobon. theol. gr. 71 fol. 167™, Luke 2:52. 0£o8copr|Tou TtEpi
EvavdpamfjaEooq- sv KscpaXalq) 5e eItieIv [...] ek too soayyEATou
paOriaopsda. Garnier's fragment (PG 84, 72-73). Apart from the introductory and
ending remarks, the fragment is from Ch. 24 ofDe incarnatione {PG 75, 1461BD).
4
Fragments 5 and 6 are given consecutively by Euthymius (i.e. as being one), yet since there is an
omission between them (as we have it in De incarnatione), I have listed them separately.
5 See Beati Theodoreti Episcopi Cyri Operum Tomus V, 40-50. All the subsequent quotations from
Garnier's work are given according to Migne's reprinted edition (see PG 84, 65-88).
6
Ehrhard, 'Die Schrift', 624-26.
7
Concerning the differences between chapter numbering see 'An unnoticed title', 103-04.
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Fragment no. 13 in Schwartz:
Vindobon. theol. gr. 71 fol. 299v-301r, Luke 4:3. 0so8oopfixoo rcspi
svavOpcoTiriagooq' urcsp rtaariq xfjq qpsxspaq cpuagcoc; [...] o Aidoq ooxoq
apxoq ysvr|xai. Garnier's fragment (PG 84, 77-80) put together from three pieces of
llepi gvavdpocmpascoq:
• The beginning until Kaxadappetv auxou rcavxaq TtapaaKeuaa-q (Gamier
PG 84, 77A) is from Ch. 12 (PG 75, 1437B);
• The second part between avdyexat xoivuv [...] bno xou Tiveupaxoq (Gamier
PG 84, 77A) is from Ch. 24 (PG 75, 1464A);
• The last and longest fragment between avdysxai 8e oux o 0s6q Aoyoq [...] o
Aadoq ouxoq apxoq yevr|xax (Gamier PG 84, 77A-80B) is from Ch. 13 and 14
(PG, 1437D-1441A) omitting the title of Ch. 14.
Fragment no. 14 in Schwartz:
Vindobon. theoi. gr. 71 fol. 301v-302r, Luke 4:3. 0so5copf|xoir ecpisxar psv yap
xpocpfjq o Kuproq [...] eni rcacrav xfiv Suvaptv xou exdpou. This fragment is
not given by Gamier, but was translated into Latin by Combefis and reprinted by
Gallandi.8 The beginning and the end of this Latin translation is 'Quid vero
Dominus? Appetit quidem cibum [...] super omnem virtutem inimici'. The excerpt is
composed from two parts ofrTepi svavOpoonfiaecoq:
• The beginning until dapasixs yap <pr|axv, syco vsvlKT|Ka xov Koapov
(John 16:33) is from Ch. 24 (PG 75, 1464A);
• The second half: naxexadar xov xupavvov urco xcov 7iaA.ax Sou^euovxcov
Kotst napsyyuwv [...] naaav xf|v Suvauiv xou sxdpou (Luke 10:19) is ffom Ch. 13
(PG 75,1437C).
Fragment no. 15 in Schwartz:
Vindobon. theol. gr. 71 fol. 302™, Luke 4:4. 0so8copf]xou- aKOuaaq yap xcov
xou 7iovr|pou pppaxcov [...] icai apxcov pi) 8sr)dfjvai. Garnier's fragment
(PG 84, 80CD), being a quotation from Ch. 14 (PG 75, 144IB).
Fragment no. 16 in Schwartz:
Vindobon. theol. gr. 71 fol. 307v-309v, Luke 4:9-12. 0so8copfixou- r)A,yqa£ pev
(be, f]xxqdslq aita^ [...] Kaxataxuvovxa xov nstpa^ovxa. Garnier's fragment
(PG 84, 81A-85A) composed of two passages:
• From the beginning until o xf]v 8iicatoauvr|v anaaav Kaxopdcoaaq (PG 84,
84B), the excerpt is from Chapters 14-15 (PG 75, 1441C-1444C). It includes the
first and second quotation ofMarius Mercator, omitting (at least in Gamier's text)
the title of Ch. 15 as well as the title of the originally intended 16th chapter first
overlooked by the Vatican 841 copyist.
8
Combefis, Biblioth. Patrum Concionatoria, II, 525; Gallandi, Biblioth. Veterum Patrum, IX, 418.
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• After a short intermezzo compiled with the use of the beginning of Ch. 17
(Gamier: PG 84, 84BC - cf. PG 75, 1445C), the rest from enerSf] yap anac, o
avdpamoq until ecrxepripevcov [sic Vindob.], aAX U7tep avftpoojicov yuxftv
adavaxov evoiicov KeKxripevcov [sic Vindob.] is from Ch. 17 (PG 75, 1448B).
The last sentence is a remark of the redactor.
Excerpts found by Schwartz in Gamier missing from Vindobonensis:
1.' AAAa ppv oiiereipac; o riotT|xfi<; xf]v oiicetav eiicova [...] npaypaxa
Kaxa xauxov auvayouaav. This is the opening fragment in Garnier's
Auctarium (PG 84, 65A-68B). The brief summary of Ch. 23's first phrases is
followed by a longer, practically word-by-word quotation from the same chapter
(cf.PG75, 1460C-1461B). Ehrhard quoted this fragment also in order to
augment his external evidences.9 Concerning this excerpt see also Fragment no.
31 in M. Richard.
2. Kai xf|v avdpoorcsiav cpoaiv avaT-aPcbv [...] xfjv xrjq apapxtaq Kaxe^oae
xupavvtSa. Garnier's excerpt (PG 84, 68BC), see Fragment no. 34 in M.
Richard.
Fragment no. 26 in Schwartz:
Monac. 473, 124, Luke 7:13-14. 0eo8copfixou- 8KdA,eae xov siq xov xdupov
npoTcepnopevov vsaviav xai xooxov siq ^oofiv [...] dpvov expexj/ev. Short
fragment from Ch. 25 (PG 75, 1465A).
Joseph Lebon's quotations from Severus's Contra Grammaticum
In his study 'Restitutions a Theodoret de Cyr',10 based on his own edition of Severus'
Contra Grammaticum preserved in Syriac," Joseph Lebon gives the following
excerpts from Theodoret's TTepi svavdpamfiaeooc; as quoted by the famous
Monophysite bishop (translated by the editor):
Fragment no. 1 in Lebon:
Quod et in alio eius libro, De theologia sanctae Trinitatis et de oeconomia, ut ait,
scriptum est. Ante hunc librum quidem prooemium texens, sic incipit:
Theodoretus: 'Omnis scriptio otium requirit et tranquillitatem, mentemque curis
liberatam'. As Lebon had indicated, this general prologue of perhaps both works was
not preserved in Greek. The italicised word is Lebon's addition to make the
translation clearer. Small capitals are used when a text or phrase is written in red in
the original Syriac manuscript.
9
Ehrhard, 'Die Schrift', 625.
10
J. Lebon, 'Restitutions', 529-531.
11
J. Lebon, Severi Antiocheni Liber contra Impium Grammaticum, V.
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Fragment no. 2 in Lebon:
Incipiendo autem ait: Theodoretus: 'Oportet sane omnes [...] vocem pastoris
audire'. The beginning of the Prooemium of De Trinitate: s5st psv navxag [...]
xrjq xou Tcotpsvoq aKoostv (poovfjq {PG 75,1148A).12
Fragment no. 3 in Lebon:
Ad eadem dogmata impia et profana devenit in capite vicesimo secundo secundae
orationis, quam De oeconomia sive de inhumanatione inscripsit; in capite vero
scripsit sic: Theodoretus: 'Demonstratio ex epistula [...] et unum Filium
demonstrates'. This fragment is the beginning of Ch. 21 of De incarnatione:
duiobst^K; [...] Kai xov sva unobeiKvoaaq oiov (PG 75, 1456A). It includes
the famous title with rcpoacoTtov changed into Aoyoq by A. Mai. The numbering is
already down by one compared to Vat. 841, as the first copying error had been
committed in Ch. 15.
Fragment no. 4 in Lebon:
Et post pauca: 'Qui enim est splendor gloriae [...] propter unionem ad
assumentem'. De incarnatione Ch. 21: o yap oov anauyaapa xfjq So^riq [...] 5xa
xfiv rcpoq xov avst^r|(p6xa svcoatv (PG 75, 1456B).
Fragment no. 5 in Lebon:
rursusque post pauca: 'Itaque contrarium [...] unum Filium adorabimus'. De
incarnatione Ch. 21: ookoov svavxiov [...] xov sva Ytov 7tpoaKuvf|(nopev
(PG 75, 1456CD).
Fragment no. 6 in Lebon:
Qui enim ea, quae modo citata sunt, scripsit et blasphemando introduxit hominem
deiferum, qui ex semine David, postquam dixerat ilium in se accepisse omnia
charismata Spiritus sancti, subiunxit: theodoretus: 'Sed in utraque natura unum
Filium adorabimus'. De incarnatione Ch. 21: sv smxspa 5s cpuasi xov sva Yiov
rcpooKovqacopsv (PG 75,1456D).
Fragment no. 7 in Lebon:
Hisque rursus addidit et subnexuit miser: 'Iterum autem beatus Paulus [...] et unione
salutem operatus est'. De incarnatione Ch. 21: Kai aofkq 5s o paKapioq
riaoA-oq [...] Kai xfj svcoast xqv acoxqpiav sipyaaaxo (PG 75, 1456D-1457A).
Fragment no. 8 in Lebon:
Addit autem post pauca itcrum, [...] quae totidem, ut ita dicam, verbis reperiuntur
etiam in reprehensione decimi ex capitulis sancti Cyrilli: Theodoretus: 'Quis ergo
12 This is the only fragment which had been discovered from De Trinitate before the excerpts i found
in Euthymius. See below.
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est qui orabat [...] ut per passiones ostenderetur natura assumpti'. De incarnatione
Ch. 21: Tiq xoivuv o Ttpoagoxopgvoq [...] tva 8td xcov 7tadimdxcov Setxfrfj
xoo A,r|cpO£vxo(; f[ (puaiq (PG 75, 1457CD).
Fragment no. 9 in Lebon:
Et iterum, in capite vicesimo primo:13 'Ita etiam beatus Paulus [...] turn unionem
personae preaedicat'. De incarnatione Ch. 22: ouxooq o deioxaxoq naoA.o<; [...]
Kai xou npoadmou Kripuxxet xpy gvooaiv (PG 75, 1460A). Severus reproduced
this quotation in the third- in 1930 still unpublished - book of his Contra
Grammaticum, in Ch. 30 (British Library Addit. 12157, fol. 145v), introducing it
with the following formula: 'Itaque impius Theodoretus, in oratione, De
inhumanatione Domini, eodem modo ac Leo unionem personae confitens in capitulo
vicesimo haec dicit: Theodoretus...'14
Fragment no. 10 in Lebon:
Rursusque in capite tricesimo quarto: 'Sed et naturam Dei Verbi scimus [...] a
magistri pietatis'. De incarnatione Ch. 32: aAAa Kai xou 0sou Aoyou xf]v (puaxv
yvcopi^opgv [...] rtapa xcov 8i5aaKdA,oov gK^ridq xrjq guagpgfaq
(PG 75, 1472D). Here the numbering of Vat. 841 is down by two, after the second
copying error occurred in Ch. 29.15
Fragment no. 11 in Lebon:
Et paulo post: 'Mixtionem mittentes [...] divinitati sublimi et magnae et omnem
sensum excedenti attribuentes'. De incarnatione Ch. 32: xf]v Kpdatv
KaxaA-inovxeq [...] xfj u\|/t|A,t] Kai p.gyaA'q Kai rcavxa vouv utieppaxvouari
dvaxtftsvxsc; Geoxrixt (PG 75, 1473B).
Fragment no. 12 in Lebon:
Etenim audimus quomodo dixerit: Theodoretus: 'Haec igitur propria sunt
humanitatis [...] et preces offerebaf. De incarnatione Ch. 21: oukouv 15ia xauxa
[...] Kai 8istsA,si 7ipoasuxo|Lievri (PG 75, 1457D).
Fragment no. 13 in Lebon:
Nam antea dixit interrogative docens: Theodoretus: 'Quis ergo est qui orabat [...]
et lacrymis offerebat?'. De incarnatione Ch. 21: xiq xoivuv o jxpoasuxopevoq [...]
Kai SaKpucov 7ipoasvgyK(bv; (PG 75, 1457C).
13 This excerpt is undoubtedly from Chapter 22 of Vat. 841, and thus - to remain consistent - Severus
must have known it as being from Chapter 23, not from Chapter 21 as it results from Lebon's
translation. For the clarification of this difference see my article 'An unnoticed title', 104-5.
14
Lebon, 'Restitutions' 531, note 2.
15
See 'An unnoticed title', 106-8.
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Fragment no. 14 in Lebon:
Et respondebat decernebatque dicens: Theodoretus: 'Non Deus Verbum [...]
supplicabat ut servaretur a morte'. De incarnatione Ch. 21: oux o Bsoq Aoyoq [...]
anaXkafT\vox davaxoo (PG 75,1457C).
Fragment no. 15 in Lebon:
Aut interrogare et dividere et tanquam de duobus dicere: Theodoretus: 'Quis ergo
orabat [...] lacrymis offerebat?', atque negando dicere: 'Non Deus Verbum', et
addere: 'Itaque haec propria [...] et orationem offerebat'. This is again from Ch. 21 of
De incarnatione (PG 75, 1457CD) like the fragments no. 8, 12, 13, and 14.
Fragment no. 16 in Lebon:
Sic et Theodoretus, De inhumanatione Domini: Theodoretus: 'Sed in utraque natura
unum Filium adorabimus'. De incarnatione Ch. 21: sv sicaxspa 8s cpuasi xov sva
Yiov npoaKUvfiacopsv (PG 75, 1456D). This is identical with Fragment no. 6.
Fragment no. 17 in Lebon:
rursusque: 'Utramque enim naturam [...] Christus nominatur'. De incarnatione
Ch. 32: SKaxspav 8s tpuatv [...] Xpxaxoq ovopa^sxax (PG 75, 1472D).
The quotations from Vat. gr. 1611 published by Robert Devreesse
In 1931 Robert Devreesse disclosed some fragments of Theodoret's works listed in
Vat. gr. 1611, the Catena manuscript which was unavailable for Schwartz.16 It gives
all the excerpts of Vindob. theol. gr. 71 and of Monac. 473, and contains all those
collected by Gamier. Among these quotations published by Devreesse there are two
concerning our treatise:
Vat. gr. 1611 fols. 46v-47r, Luke 2:52. 0so8oopfixou 7tspt dvdpamfiascoq' sv
ks(paA,aicp 8s sinsiv etc. This long extract can be found elsewhere in two parts:
• The first part in Greek in Gamier's Auctarium1 (reprinted in PG 84, 72C-73A):
sv ks(paA,atop 8s sItisIv [...] sk xoo EuaYYE^Aou padt|a6psda.
• The second part in a Latin translation by Combefis and Gallandi18 (see
PG 84, 73-76): 'Nam, quomodo, inquit, Patris aequalis [...] ad deitatis rationem
promoveant'.
Concerning this fragment Devreesse mentions, that on the margin of Vat. gr. 1611
before the first fragment one can read the addition AAatq and then the word
avxlOsaxq before the second one, raising the question whether Nicetas himself
could have been the author of this textual distinction. However, Marcel Richard
16
Devreesse, 'Orient, antiquite', 568-69.
17
Beati Theodoreti Episcopi Cyri Operum, V, 43-44.
18
Combefis, Biblioth. Patrum Cone., i, 602-604; Gallandi, Bibiioth. Veterum Patrum, IX, 420-21.
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proved later, that the second (Latin) part of this quotation given by Combefis and
Gallandi was in fact Ch. 27 ofCyril's Thesaurus (cf. PG 75, 421-429).19
Vat. gr. 1611 fols 297™, Luke 24:13. 0eo5oopf]TOir Here Nicetas gives Chapters 26
and 27 entirely as well as the greater part ofCh. 28 from Llspi £vavdpamqa£a)q.
More fragments from Vat. gr. 1611 found by Marcel Richard
In his study 'Les citations de Theodoret' published in 1934, on the basis of Vat. gr.
1611, M. Richard brought to light further twenty fragments of Theodoret, starting
their numbering with 29 (Schwartz published 28 and M. Richard wanted to continue
the list begun by the German scholar). Those from De incarnatione are listed here:
Fragment no. 31 in M. Richard:
Vat, gr. 1611, fol. 8V, Luke 1:31. 0£o8copqxou nspi EvavfipamqaEcoq. aAAa
p-qv oixxExpaq [...] Kara xadxov aovayouaav. This is the first fragment in
Garnier's Auctarium, reprinted in PG 84, 65A-68B, already mentioned by Schwartz.
Since the German scholar was unable to use Vat. gr. 1611, Marcel Richard quotes it
according to this codex. This also confirms the sentence of Schwartz, who
considered the passage as being surely from Nicetas' Catena ofLuke.
Fragment no. 34 in M. Richard:
Vat. gr. 1611, fol. 16™, Luke 2:6. ©EoSoopqxou. Kai xqv &v0pa)7isiav (poaxv
avaAaPoov [...] xqv xqq apapxiaq KaxsA-oae xopavviSa. This is also a
fragment given by Gamier (see PG 84, 68BC), being composed of two extracts from
De incarnatione, namely from Ch. 8 {PG 75, 1425CD) and Ch. 10 {PG 75, 1432D-
1433A) respectively. The first part taken from Ch. 8 is itself composed of two,
lacking a biblical quotation from Philippians 2, 5-7.
Fragment no. 43 in M. Richard:
Vat. gr. 1611, fol. 297™, Luke 23:13-25. ©soScopqxou. "Oxx 7ipoaxp£xex xoxq
dvaypanxoxq raxOsai [...] xqv atpdapaiav xmgaxsxo. ' AXLa xxva psv dtp'
sicdaxou x<5v nadcov gSqA-ouxo Kai sv xq> Maxdatcp Kai sv xcp ' Iooavvq
87i£^£ipyaaxat. This longer passage gives Ch. 26 (excluding the first few words),
Ch. 27 and the major part of Ch. 28 ofDe incarnatione {PG 75, 1465B-1468C). The
last sentence {aXXa xxva [...] gTrg^eipyaaxax) - as shown by M. Richard - is
obviously from Nicetas.
Identification of the various elements in Garnier's Auctarium
At the end of the same study, Marcel Richard gives a summary of the quotations
gathered by Gamier in the so-called Pentcilogium of Theodoret reprinted in Migne.
1. Three fragments are considered to be from the so-called fTEvxaA-oyoq:
19
M. Richard, 'Les citations de Theodoret', 94-95. See below.
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• d|isA,£i o TaPptriA, [...] Kai rcpotprixou Kptmxop£vr|v (PG 84, 68D-
72B)20;
• oxav oov otKooa-qq [...] o 0£o<; Aoyoq av£iA,r|cp£v (PG 84, 72BC);
• oxav xoivuv Eupriq [...] cpuaEt (puAaxxoov xa iSicopaxa (PG 84, 85AB).
2. One passage is from Theodoret's Haereticarum Fabularum Compendium:
7tpoK07TT£i 5e t^ikIcx [...] xqv oiKEiav aotpiav (PG 84,68D cf.
PG 83, 497B).
3. Another excerpt given by Gamier and reprinted in Migne belongs to Theodoret's
Interpretatio in Psalmos (Psalm 54:5 in PG 84, 32C cf. PG 80, 1272A).
4. Concerning the already mentioned Ch. 27 of Cyril's Thesaurus, Marcel Richard
observed that this passage in Vat. gr. 1611 was not separated from the previous
one (see Vat. gr. 1611 fols 46v-47r as cited above by Devreesse). The same thing
can be observed in the Codex Mazarinaeus used by Combefis, who published the
entire passage (i.e. both parts) in a Latin translation. Since the manuscript used
by Gamier did not contain this second part of the excerpt (i.e. Ch. 27 of Cyril's
Thesaurus), it was not published in his quoted posthumous work. That is why
Marcel Richard disagrees with Schwartz concerning the former's conclusion, that
' ?1
Combefis and Gamier must have used the same manuscript, namely the
Mazarinaeus or Parisinus 208. The excerpt from Cyril's quoted work is printed in
Migne only in Combefis' Latin translation: 'Nam, quomodo, inquit, Patris
aequalis... ad deitatis rationem promoveant' (PG 84, 73-76). Its Greek version is
to be found in Vat. 1611 fols 46v-47r: n&q yap 56vaxai [...] xfjq ©£oxr|xo<;
A,oyov.
We can conclude together with M. Richard that apart from the excerpts listed above,
as well as some redacting remarks, all the other passages in Gamier's Auctarium are
to be found in Theodoret's De incarnatione. In order to avoid superfluous quotations,
I have chosen to present all that was not part of De incarnatione in Gamier's
compilation, instead of comparing all of them with the relevant parts of De
incarnatione. Moreover, the majority of Gamier's excerpts had already been
mentioned in relation with the other fragments found in the medieval manuscripts.
Five fragments of De Trinitate in Euthymius' Panoplia Dogmatica
As mentioned above, I located five so far undiscovered fragments of the virtually
unquoted first treatise of Theodoret on the Trinity under the name of Cyril in
Euthymius Zigabenus' Panoplia Dogmatica 22 These excerpts are the following:
20
By M. Richard: Kr|poTTO|ievr|v. See 'Les citations de Theodoret', 96.
21
Schwartz, 'Zur Schriftstellerei Theodorets', 32. Cf. M. Richard, 'Les citations', 94, note 4.
22
For a more detailed discussion of this discovery see my forthcoming article 'Fragments of
Theodoret's De sancta et vivifica Trinitate in Euthymius Zigabenus' Panoplia Dogmatica' in the 2002
edition ofAugustinianum.
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E. Zigabenus: Panoplia Dogmatica Theodoret ofCyrus: De s. et v. Trinitate
1) PG 130, 653BD: Tou auxou [i.e.
KupiAAou] sk tou nspi xfjg ayiag
TpiaSog Aoyou.
oxt 8s xa aura Suvaxax too fiaxpi
[...] iaoxrn; sv Flaxpi mi Ylcp
yvoopi^sxai.
PG 75, 1165AC
The entire Chapter 13 of De Trinitate,
without its title, but otherwise fully
identical with the text ofVat. gr. 841.23
2) PG 130, 656AD:mi xouxo.
PaPai 7toar| xcov aipsxiiccov f|




Long fragment from Chapter 15 of De
Trinitate, with minor textual variants.
3) PG 130, 656D-657B: mi xouxo.
ndxsp, sA.fiA.udsv f] oopa [...] ncaq
aixst AaPstv o sxst asi;
PG 75, 1173CD
Almost the entire text of Chapter 17 of
De Trinitate, with a few minor textual
variants.
4) PG 130, 657BC: mi xouxo.
sixa SstKvug, (bq ou So^a^sxat
povov [...] to Kotvov xfjg s^ouaiag
TtatSsucov.
PG 75, 1176A
More than half of the text of Chapter 18
of De Trinitate, with minor textual
variants.
5) PG 130, 669BC: Tou auxou ek xou
Ttspi xfjg ayiag TptaSog Aoyou.
tva 8s ITaxpog mi Ytou x^v
ia6xT]xa Ssi^copsv [...] 7toiav
svxauda x®Pav £Xet pei^ov Kai
to sAaxxov;
PG 75, 1161AB
Fragment from Chapter 11 of De
Trinitate, with minor textual variants.
These are (to my knowledge) all the fragments discovered so far from both works,
which may provide if not a full but at least an available basis for the production of
the first critical edition of Tlspi xfjc; ayiag mi ^coo7toiou Tptabog and of ITspi
xfjg too Kopiou svavOpooTcfiasox;.
23
Euthymius - in the same fashion as Nicetas of Heracleia did a century earlier - quotes fragments of
Theodoret's work without the chapter titles. The only exception to this rule is the title of Chapter 16 of
Theodoret's De incarnatione (PG 75, 1444D) quoted by Euthymius in PG 130, 925B (listed as no. 4
above among the fragments located by Ehrhard), yet in that case the title is necessary in order to
clarify the discussed theme. Thus, he does not quote the chapter titles of the above quotations either.
Appendix 2
Theodoret of Cyrus: On the Holy and Vivifying Trinity
Foreword
Every writing requires time and tranquillity, together with a mind free ofworries.1
It is necessary for all those enlightened by the name of our Saviour Jesus Christ, and
being the glorified sheep of the Shepherd who laid down His life for us, to hear the
voice of the Shepherd, and grazing in the pasture shown by Him to remain within the
boundaries and rules of the evangelic faith, adoring the pure teaching of the apostles.
Yet, since many were moved by arrogance, craving for hollow fame and being ignorant
of themselves, esteemed the conceptions of their own erroneous mind highly above the
divinely inspired teaching, left the straight path that leads to the city in the highest and
stepped onto death-bringing passages with many splits, all then having been deceived
likewise, yet not because of their pursuing similarly that road to deceit, but following
otherwise the perfidy of the reasoning:2 I consider appropriate for those who follow the
regal path trodden by the pious, to commiserate with the misguided, uncover the fraud,
reveal the [true] piety and direct the adherents, keeping away from the deviations of
both sides until they reach the royal city.3
1. That God highly estimates the salvation of humankind
This is why the Saviour of all also sent the holy chorus of the apostles into the world: -
to enlighten those nourished in the darkness of ignorance by the rays of the knowledge
of God; to gather the dispersed and to pasture those wolf-exposed sheep with care; that
by the art of the Spirit to change the wild olive-tree into a cultivated one; that by the
Word of teaching to 'fish out' those sunk into the depth of the impiety. Yet since the
dearest [thing] for the Creator of all people is the salvation of humankind, the law of
nature being to help our neighbours in need of care, we also invest the talents given to
us by the Lord of knowledge with the bankers, not to be condemned together with the
slothful servant.4 Hence, we present the teaching of the divine doctrines as a reminder
for the well versed, and as instruction for the uninitiated.
2. What is the characteristic of the church doctrine
The word of the evangelical faith should be proclaimed both simply and didactically,
neither in a controversial, nor in an arguing fashion, but rather as befitting the Church of
God: tersely, without ostentation; instructively, not in a long-winded manner; lacking
finesse, yet abundant in theology. [It should] not be inquisitive about the inaccessible,
nor inspecting the unintelligible, neither circumscribing with reason and words the
incomprehensible, [even less] changing the greatest knowledge into skilful methods, nor
searching for the argument whilst omitting faith. We are following the fishermen and
1 This first sentence of Theodoret's ripooijiiov, the common introduction of his two-half treatise On the
Trinity and On the Incarnation, was not preserved in Greek. It survived only in Syriac, in Severus of
Antioch's Contra Grammaticum, written around 520. See Joseph Lebon, ed., trans., Severi Antiocheni
Liber Contra Impium Grammaticum, Orationis Tertiae Pars Prior, Corpus Christianorum Oriental ium,
Scriptores Syri, Series 4 (Louvain: Marcel Istas, 1929), V, 46. Lebon's Latin translation: "Omnis scriptio
otium requirit et tranquillitatem, mentemque curis liberatam".
2 akXa Stonpopox; xfj xcov Xoyicrpdiv dtcoXouflouvTEq dndTq.
3 Or until they inherit the royal city.
4 cf. Matthew 25:26-27.
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tracking the cobbler,5 being led by the tax collector; we are enlightened by the prophetic
lamp, and the sun of the gospel illuminates us. Yet [we] do not add anything from [our]
own reasoning to the universal teaching of the Holiest Spirit, since this is the pattern of
the divine teaching.6
3. Concerning the manner of how [this] teaching is addressed to the pious
In our other writings we had already refuted the heretical blasphemies, taking each of
them separately and by stripping off the veil of deceit we revealed the unclothed
impiety. This time, however, with God's help we shall expose for those nurtured in faith
the God-given doctrine of the Church without overburdening the readers with lengthy
speeches or corrupting accuracy with laconic talk. Instead, we have chosen a midway
between both extremes, thus to avoid tiring the listeners with extensiveness, but rather
[being able] to present in a clear fashion the teaching of the divine science.7 I shall
begin then from above, tracking the fountainhead of all benefactions.
4. What kind of opinion should one have about God the Father
We, the suitors, worshippers as well as high-voiced and high-minded heralds of the
Trinity, believe in one God [and] Father unbegun and unbegotten, [who is an] eternally
existent Father, [who] did not become [Father] herein after. For there was not when He
was not [a Father], but He had been Father from the very beginning. Neither had He
been a Son first, and then [became] a Father, according to the corporeal sequence, but
since ever He is - yet He is eternally - Father He both is and is called.
5. How should one think about the Son
We believe in one Son, [who is] co-eternal with His Begetter, whose existence had no
beginning, but [He] is eternally; moreover, He is [eternal] together with the Father.
Thus, since ever the Father exists - yet He is eternally Father - [so also] the Son from
Him. Therefore, they exist inseparably from each other according to their names as well
as to their realities. For if the Son is not eternal, but there was when He was not, then
neither the Father can be eternal, because He bears the name [Father] only since He [the
Father] has begotten. But if God the Father is eternal (since it would be a blasphemy
indeed to subordinate to time the Existent One [who Himself is] the Creator of time, and
according to the time intervals to pronounce [as] second8 the begetting which is timeless
and beyond time), then the Son is eternal also, since He was born ineffably of the
Father, being eternal together with the Father, and perceived together with Him.
6. That the Scriptures teach the Son [being] co-etemal with the Father
'In the beginning - says [the Scripture] - was the Word, and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God. This was in the beginning with God.'9 Thus, Who existed in the
beginning [already], when was He not? For [John] does not say, that He came into
existence10 in the beginning, but that He was. If for example we liked to surmount the
[expression] 'was" with our reasoning, we would be unable [to move] behind the
inception. [Compared] to the One [already] existent in the beginning, everything is
subsequent, including time, age or anything temporal one can conceive [within each]
5 Theodoret here obviously refers to Paul the Apostle.
6
ootoi; yap xfjq deiaq StbaaKaHaq o opoq - this is the measure/mark of the divine teaching.
7 Beoyvmaia - the knowledge ofGod.
8
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period. Yet if the Son had not been eternally together with God the Father, but rather
came later into existence, then it is necessary to place a certain [period of] time or
epoch11 between the Father and the Son. This being granted though, it follows that the
creation [i.e. time] preceded the Creator [i.e. the Son], Since 'all things were made by
the Son; and without Him not one thing was made'12 - says the evangelist. Yet, one of
all [that was created] is the age or time [itself]! The blessed Paul speaks thus: 'in these
last days He has spoken to us by [His] Son, whom He had appointed heir of all things,
by whom also He created the ages.'13 Yet, if the ages were the creation of the Son, they
cannot precede their Creator. But since the ages did not [yet] exist,14 it is clear that time
- which is made up and measured by days and nights - [did not exist] either. Hence, the
day and night are generated by the rising and setting of light, and the light was made
after the heaven, the earth and the air. Yet, the God-Word had created all these and
those within them by [His] word, according to the good will of the Father.
Thus, among the times and the ages together with all the other things created by the
Word, there is not one [creature] between the Father and the Son, but God the Father is
verily eternal,15 and the Son is co-eternal with the Father. That is why the Evangelist
exclaims, 'In the beginning was the Word.' Paul the apostle also says, 'Who is the
brightness of His glory, and the express image of His Person.'16 And elsewhere: 'Who,
being in the form of God, did not regard as robbery to be equal with God.'17 So neither
does the former [i.e. John] omit the [verb] 'was', nor the latter [i.e. Paul] the
expressions 'is' and 'being',18 since both [apostles] are proclaiming the eternally
existent [One]. That is why a little later the evangelist says: 'He was life, and the life
was the light of mankind.'19 Furthermore: 'the true light that enlightens every human
was coming into the world.'20 Again: 'the only-begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the
Father'.21 [John] says in the Epistle also: 'That which was from the beginning'.22 Thus
had the Divine Spirit instructed those who from the beginning were eyewitnesses and
servants of the Word in the theology concerning the Only-begotten Word of God. That
is why they did not rank the Creator with the creation; they did not align the Maker
among the creatures; [and for this reason] nowhere [in the Scripture] did they call a
creature the honourable Child of God.23 They never conjoined the [expression]
'became' with the Godhead, but [John] indeed [says]: 'In the beginning was the Word'
and not 'in the beginning the Word came into existence'. Moreover, [Paul says]: 'Who
is the brightness of His glory, and the express image of His Person', and not '[who]
became brightness and express image'. Yet again: 'Who is in the form of God' and not
'[who] became the form of God', but rather 'who has [ever] been in the form of God'.
'1
xpovov tcai atoDva.
12 John 1:3 - this sentence is connected with the next one by the expression sv (=one). Theodoret here
argues that according to John 'nothing was made' (sysvsxo ob8s sv) without the Word (i.e. the Son), yet
time itself is one element of the whole creation (sv 6s xtov rcavxoov).
13 Hebrews 1:1-2.
14 aicovcov 8s pirj O7tapx6vt(ov.
15








22 1 John 1:1.
23
ysvvqpa xob 0sou.
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And [he says] elsewhere: 'Who is the image of the invisible God'.24 He does not say:
'Who became the image of the invisible God', but rather 'who is [the image Himself]'.
7. Demonstration from the Old [Testament] that the Son is eternal
Thus the [expressions] 'was', 'being', 'existent' and 'is'25 are everywhere connected
with theology.26 When God spoke to the great Moses, He entitled Himself 'I am who I
am'.27 Furthermore: 'Say this to the children of Israel: I AM had sent me unto you.'
Hence, that these are the Son's words, the foremost fighters of blasphemy themselves
testify, who, whilst considering the Father incomprehensible, label the Son a mediator
between the Father and the creation, claiming that He [the Son] had appeared and
spoken to the patriarchs and to the prophets. Yet the God-Word Himself clearly teaches
us through the prophet Jeremiah, saying:
In those days and in that time I will make a new covenant with the house of
Israel and with the house of Judah: not according to the covenant that I
made with their fathers in the days when I took them by the hand to bring
them out of Egypt.28
Let us ask therefore: who gave the new covenant? Is it not clear for all that the Master
Christ is its author? For He Himself exclaims in the holy Gospels:
It was said to those of old: you shall not kill. But I say to you: every one,
who is angry with his brother without cause, is worthy ofjudgement. It was
told to those of old: you shall not swear falsely. But I say to you: do not
swear at all.29
He made his other [statements] in a similar fashion: 'it was said so - but I order it in this
way. I do not transgress the existing law, but rather I improve the legislation, while
teaching the mode of keeping [it].' Therefore, the Master Christ gave us the new
covenant. Furthermore, the one who made this [new covenant] possible, gave also the
old one to Israel after the release from Egypt. Nevertheless, the giver of the old
covenant and the deliverer of the Egyptian slavery was undoubtedly the same who had
sent Moses to the Pharaoh. As He Himself said, 'Say this to the children of Israel: I AM
had sent me unto you.' The prophet makes this clear elsewhere also, saying:
For He is our God! Nobody else can be measured against Him! He
uncovered every way of knowledge and gave it to His servant Jacob,30 and
to Israel, to His beloved one. After these He appeared on earth and lived
among the people.31
Thus, later we begin to understand the meaning of the prophecy: Who is then the one
who appeared on earth and lived among the people? I suppose it is clear for all those
endowed with intellect that it is the God-Word, who assumed our nature, who did not
regard as robbery to be equal with God, but emptied Himself and took on the form of a
servant. So He [was the One who] had given the way of knowledge to His servant Jacob
24Colossians 1:15 -"Oq eoti v e'ikcov xou 0eoo tou aopaxoo - not syevexo.
25 The verbs used in the Greek text are: f|v, eov, rrndpycov, ecrxiv.
26 The meaning of the expression 0eo3,oyia here is: 'discourse about God or about His divinity'.
27eye6 eljit o cov - Exodus 3:14.
28 Jeremiah 31:31.
29 Cf. Matthew 5:21-33.
30 '
IolkwP x(p rcai8t abxou - the term nalq (son, servant) was one of Christ's typical messianic titles in
early Christian times. The Christological interpretation of this text was based partly on this fact.
31 Baruch 3:36-38.
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and to Israel, His beloved one, He had declared the old law through Moses in the desert.
Hence the author of that law, before giving it, during His conversation with Moses,
declared: 'Say this to the children of Israel: I AM had sent me unto you.' For this reason
exclaims the prophet: 'He is our God! Nobody else can be measured against Him!' -
testifying not His insignificance, but rather His incomparable [greatness].
Behold, how similar is the prophetic message to the evangelical teachings! Moses
professes the '[eternally] existent'. The God-Word affirms the 'I AM' even more
emphatically about Himself. Paul also uses the [term] 'being' frequently, but adds to it
the [expression] 'existent', which means the same as 'being'. Furthermore, he asserts
'is' also, which - according to its meaning - is equivalent to the other two [phrases].
John, the theologian32 does the same, including the word 'being' in several places of
[his] evangelical writings. He decorates even the prologue [of the gospel] with these
expressions, since he proclaims not once, neither twice, nor thrice, but rather many
times the [One, who] 'was'.
8. That different [things] are proper to the God-Word and to the assumed nature
Thus, if the heralds of truth are teaching these [facts], who [could be] so recklessly
audacious or conceited to assert 'was not' against 'was'? Or, despite the terms 'being'
and 'existent', [who could] label a [mere] creature the One, who was born timelessly
and impassibly of the Father, and dwells in His bosom? Hence who 'is', was not
created, and who 'exists' was not made.
Therefore those bestowed with the mysteries of the divine knowledge assert [such
expressions as] 'was made', 'assumed' and their like not referring to God, but rather to
proclaim the Incarnation.33 The blessed John was the first to announce that 'the Word
was made flesh' after he had already said that 'in the beginning was the Word'. After
having applied the term 'was' repeatedly to the Godhead, on turning to the question of
the Incarnation,34 he necessarily adds the expression 'became'. For what the God-Word
assumed of us was not eternal from the beginning,35 but rather was made and taken on
by the God-Word towards the end of the ages. The blessed Paul does the same also, for
he says, 'being in the form of God', and adds, 'He did not regard as robbery to be equal
with God'. He then adduces: 'He emptied Himself and took on the form of a servant.'
Thus on one hand [Paul] fits the verb 'took on' to 'the form of the servant', and on the
other hand he conjoins 'the form of God' with the expression '[ever] was'. Yet, since
the form of God is pre-existent, or rather ever existent, He took on the form of the
servant. Therefore the Word ofGod is neither a creation nor a creature, even less one of
the non-existent [things], but [the One] born of the Father who is eternally with Him,
and together with the Father receives the same worship from the indulgent [believers].
9. On the begetting from the Father
When hearing the word 'begetting', nobody should think about the sufferings of our
birth, like weaning, flow [of blood], labours,36 or anything similar to these, since these
32
o dscAoyoi; ' Icodvvr|<; - 'John, who speaks God's words' - a theologian in a literal sense.
33
From this sentence it becomes clear, that for Theodoret the expression QeoXoyia as a technical term
represents the teaching about God, i.e. the Trinity, whereas the oltcovopia refers to the incarnation of
Jesus Christ, i.e. to Christology. In many cases - similarly to the sentence above - oixovopia simply
means 'incarnation', or better said 'the Word becoming human'.
34 si<; rf|v xfj? evav&po)7tf|creoo(; oiKovopiav eA.&(ov
35 f| r|P°5v A,r|<p&si(ja.
36
Here the text of Vat. 841 gives the word o5uvr|v (= pain, sorrow). Mai recommends the use of coStva
(= labour-pain), with the argument that it appears in Chapter 10 also.
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are the passions of the bodies. God, however, is incorporeal, impassible, changeless and
immutable37 and will eternally remain so. Yet if anybody argued that painless birth does
not exist, [he] should also receive this reasoning from the [biblical passages] on the
creation: for if with [birth] there is cutting and flow of blood, in the same fashion the
creatures are closely accompanied by concern, toil, sweat, instruments and the pre-
existent matter,38 by failures and other things akin to these. Yet if the mere will is
sufficient for God to create everything, and by His will He immediately brought the
non-existent into being, the adversary should also admit that God's begetting was free
from all sufferings. And since He did not create as humans do, in the same fashion He
did not beget similarly [to human begetting] either.
10. What is the meaning of the Lord's titles
For these reasons the Word is also named Son, being born without torment, like the
word, which emerges impassibly from the thought. He is called also Son as the One
forthcoming of the Father by begetting. He is labelled God as well, like a partaker of the
paternal nature, and also [as being] the unchangeable image of the begetting God.
Now concerning the God-Word one should believe, that He is Only-Begotten, who was
born as One of the One in a unique way; He is the reflection of [God's] glory,
representing the Father in Himself and being always together with His Begetter, like the
brightness with the light. He is the express image of [God's] Person, who should be
confessed not as a mere [divine] power, but rather a living hypostasis,39 who in Himself
fully portrays His Begetter. Yet the term 'Firstborn' is the name of the dispensation and
not of the divine nature. Because how would it be possible for the God-Word to be
Only-begotten and Firstborn also? For the two names are contradictory: the 'Only-
begotten' denotes the sole descendant, whereas 'Firstborn' indicates the one born before
others, thus preceding them with [His] birth. Hence, the God-Word does not have a
brother,40 since He is Only-begotten. But how could the Firstborn be the One who alone
was born of the Father? Therefore, it is evident, that the name 'Firstborn' belongs to the
dispensation.
Yet if anyone is in doubt, he should learn from Paul, who exclaims: 'For those, whom
he foreknew, he also predestined to be conformed to the image of his Son, that he might
be the Firstborn among many brethren.'41 But whose brothers are the believers
according to nature? Not of the God-Word, but of the manhood of the same nature,
since they are fashioned akin to it. Elsewhere he also says: 'Who will change our vile
body to be fashioned like his glorious body.'42 He is then Firstborn also, having many
brethren, about whom He says in the Psalms: 'I will declare your name unto my
brethren'.43 By no means do we say that the Only-begotten is a different [person] from
the Firstborn, but rather we [confess] Him as the same [person], although not for the
same [reason]. For He is named Only-Begotten according to His primeval birth, and
called Firstborn, who first relieved the pains of the life-giving birth. That is why He is
37
acrcDuaTot;, arox&f|<;, axpznxoc,, avaAAouotoq.
uA,r| 7tpou7toK£iU£vr| - literally: 'the already underlying matter', from which humankind was taken.
Figuratively, the term can express the ever existent or pre-existent matter as the basis of earthly life.
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40 The term a§sA.cp6<; here indeed comprises its literal meaning: it denotes those, who came out of the
same 8eA.(p6q (womb). The God-Word, as the Only-begotten of the Father, does not have 'brothers' in the
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also named Firstborn from the dead,44 being the first risen, and the one who opens the
gates of death. He is the Firstborn of the whole creation45 also, who being born first in
the new creation, renewed it by His birth. About this [new creation] the blessed Paul
says: 'if any one is in Christ, he is a new creation: old things are passed away, behold,
all things became new.'46
Yet if those who are stubborn - who esteem the content higher than the persuasion -
said about the God-Word [Himself], that He is 'the Firstborn of every creature': we
laugh at their ignorance. Since we accept this similarly, thus to display what is the best
ofmany, the truth, which is with us. For He is the Firstborn [of the whole creation], but
He is not labelled 'the first creature' of the whole creation.47 Therefore it is evident that
He was begotten indeed before the whole creation, and nothing precedes the Son, but
He had always been together with the Father, and had existed before the whole creation.
The entire nature of the creatures is of course subsequent, since He brought it into
being. Thus follows that nothing remains [to support] the blasphemers.
11. That nobody knows the Son, but the Father, and nobody knows the Father, but the Son
In order to demonstrate the equality of the Father with the Son, we should start with the
Lord's teaching itself: 'no one knows the Son, but the Father; neither knows anyone the
Father, except the Son, and any one to whom the Son wishes to reveal Him.'48 Which is
the more evident expression of these? He says 'the knowledge is equal to us, for I know
the Father, and am known through Him; hence the Father knows me, He being also
known through me. The whole creation, however, is excluded from our knowledge. For
how could that be possible, that whosoever does not share our nature would be partaker
of our knowledge? Yet some [people] do get a small share of that insight, because I
reveal to those whom I want to the [things] concerning the knowledge of the Father, like
in a mirror, enigmatically.'49
We learn these from the teaching of the Lord: what kind of place do the [notions of]
smaller and greater have? What kind of creature could know the Creator in the fashion
as the Creator knows him? What kind of creature could be equal to his/her Creator? Or
have we forgotten how the divine Scripture speaks about the creation? Let us remember
then the words of the Prophet:
Of old had you, oh Lord, laid the foundation of the earth: and the heavens
are the work of thy hands. They shall perish, but You shall remain; and all
of them shall wax old like a garment. You shall change them as a clothing
and they shall be changed. But You are the same, and Thy years shall have
no end.50
And again: 'Who makes the winds His messengers and His ministers a flaming fire.'51
This is the difference between Creator and creature. Thus, there is equality and by no
means creature and Creator, but rather Father and Son. That is why [the Scripture] uses
these names so that from them we would learn the sameness [of their holders]. For He
says: 'no one knows the Son, but the Father; neither knows anyone the Father, except
the Son.' The saying 'no one' denotes the creation. The exclusion of the creatures,
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48 Matthew 11:27.
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however, points to the One remaining above the creatures, being naturally united with
His Begetter:52 'no one knows the Son, but the Father; neither knows anyone the Father,
except the Son, and any one to whom the Son wishes to reveal him.'
The enemies of the truth will say: 'How should one read the divine Scripture? Clinging
to the letter or searching for the meaning?' So if they were to choose the second
[option], then they would have to learn from their own statements, and should do this
with their own propositions in order to discover the true meaning of things. Yet if they
say, that the letter is sufficient to [establish] the accurate teaching, then let me refute
their reasoning from the prevailing [biblical verses]. For [according to this] the Son is
found inaccessible and the Father easy to reach: and again, the former [is found]
inconceivable, whereas the Father [is found] visible. For when the Lord Christ said
about Himself that 'no one knows the Son, but the Father', He did not add 'and any one
to whom the Father wishes to reveal Him'. He rather continued: 'neither knows anyone
the Father, except the Son', whilst adding immediately: 'and any one to whom the Son
wishes to reveal Him.' He did not only make the Father comprehensible, but He also
subordinated this vision to His power. Yet, if those, who usually do this, wanted to hurt
the Son impiously even ten thousand times, we do not tolerate the acceptance of a
blasphemous statement concerning God the Father. Hence, we believe that God in His
wholeness is invisible and inconceivable. For how could the imperceptible be the Son of
the perceptible? Thus we consider the Father and the Son as being similarly
unintelligible, inaccessible and imperceptible, but we believe that the Father and the
Son do reveal the knowledge for the sensible viewing and for the sight of faith: 'no one
knows the Son, but the Father; neither knows anyone the Father, except the Son.'
Elsewhere He says: 'as the Father knows me, even so know I the Father.'53 No more
and no less, but as I know [Him], so I am known.
12. That the power of the Father and of the Son is equal
Therefore, those whose knowledge is equal, have equal power also. And those who
have equal power obviously have one essence as well. Hence about the equality of the
Father's and the Son's power again the Saviour Himself had taught us, saying:
Those of my sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me,
and I give them eternal life; and they shall never perish, neither shall any
one pluck them out ofmy hand. My Father, who gave them to me, is greater
than all; and no one is able to pluck them out ofmy Father's hand. I and the
Father are one.54
Behold, how He does not only affirm 'I and the Father are one', precluding the heretic
malice, thus to prevent them in applying this affirmation [merely] to the purpose and
will, but rather He establishes first the equality of power [between the Father and the
Son], and then turns to the subsequent [matter]. He says: 'I give eternal life to the sheep,
which follow me, so that none of them shall ever perish. For who is so strong to be able
to snatch my flock out of my hand? Inasmuch as it is not feasible for any one to
overcome the right hand of the Father, who is greater than all, in the same fashion it is
impossible to snatch [even] one ofmy protected, since 'I and the Father are one'. Where
is then the greater or the smaller? Yet accordingly, if it is impossible for anyone to
snatch [anything] from either the Son's, or the Father's hand, then there is no place for
rivalry [between them]. Since the Father is greater than all, and nobody can snatch
521(5 yevvriaavTi (puaocttk; auvr||i|ievov.
53 John 10:15.
54 John 10:27-30.
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anything out of His hand, it follows also that the Son is greater than all, because in the
same fashion nobody can pluck out anything from His hand either. That is why He
continues: 'I and the Father are one.' Hence, if we follow again [the text] literally, we
shall see that the Son is mentioned first. For He says 'I and the Father' and not 'the
Father and I'. Thus He shows the two persons and proclaims the sameness of the nature.
With the statement 'I and the Father' He indicated the number of personal entities, and
with the addition '[we] are one' He evinced the invariability of the [same] power.55
Therefore those who have equal knowledge, power and will, obviously have one nature
also, no matter how impudently the blasphemers [might object to it].
13. That the equality of the Father with the Son is taught in various [Scriptural] places
Hence, the Father having similar power [with the Son]56 is also being taught elsewhere
[in the Scripture] also, where [He] says: 'My Father is working still, and I work.'57 Yet
here: 'As the Father raises the dead and quickens them, even so the Son gives life to
whom he will.'58 For He said [He gives life] 'to whom He will' and not to whom He
was ordered to; to whom He wishes and not to those, to whom He was appointed to.
Thus both the servitude and the dominance is [Christ's] very own. Again elsewhere: 'If
I am not doing the works ofmy Father, then do not believe me. But if I do them, though
you do not wish to believe me, believe the works: and you will know that the Father is
in me and I am in Him.'59 You see now the equality of the Father and Son from this
also, for He says: 'the Father is in me and I am in Him.' Yet this [relationship] is
impossible to be found between the superior and the inferior [parties]. Hence I say: the
God of all does not only contain in Himself the whole creation - both the visible and the
invisible - but He rather holds them in His hand, as [the Scripture] says: 'In His hand
are the deep places of the earth'.60 And anew: 'He owns the circle of the earth, and the
inhabitants thereof are as grasshoppers'.61 Elsewhere: 'Who had measured the waters in
the hollow of his hand, and heaven with the span, and the whole earth by bundle?'62 The
Creator of all holds in His hand the whole creation, as [He Himself] had said; thus, it is
impossible for a creature to contain Him.63 It follows that the unequal parties are unable
to contain each other reciprocally. Yet if this [statement] is true - as it verily is - then
the Son contains the Father in the same manner as the Father [contains] the Son. Thus
the statement concerning the inequality [of the Father and the Son] is hereby clearly
rejected, and the equality of Father and Son is acknowledged.
14. Proving that the Father and the Son deserve equal worship
The Lord Christ Himself teaches this again to us elsewhere, saying: 'I am the door. No
one comes to the Father, but by me.'64 And somewhere else: 'No one can come to my
Son, unless my heavenly Father draws him.'65 Hence we learn that as the Son draws the
saved to the Father, in the same fashion the Father also [brings them] to the Son. Where
55 In the previous sentence Theodoret wrote: Sst^aq xf|v imv rcpocrumcov 5ua5a, eicfipu^e xijv xf|c
(poaecoc; xauxoxr|xa. In the following: xov apiOpov xtov vmoaxdcrewv ecrrpavE. The expressions
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64 John 10:9 and John 14:6.
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is then the servile liturgy of the heretics? Where is the service befitting the creature?
How could they prove the inequality between the Father's supremacy and the Son's
servitude? For we have already heard how the Son leads those longing for salvation to
the Father, and also that the Father does the same by drawing the alumni of faith to the
Son.
15. That the nature of the Father and Son is one
Hence, we learn from here that the Father and the Son deserve equal worship. Yet, this
is taught elsewhere also, when the Lord Himself speaks to the Jewish listeners. After
explaining many things, He finally turns to say:
Though I bear witness of myself, yet my testimony is true: for I am not
alone, but I and the Father who sent me. It is also written in your law, that
the testimony of two people is true. I am one bearing witness ofmyself, and
the Father who sent me bears witness of me. Then the Jews said to Him:
'where is your Father?' - Jesus answered to them, 'You neither know me,
nor my Father: if you had known me, you would have known my Father
also.'66
Oh, how immense is the insanity of the heretics! How senselessly dwindle the heirs of
the blasphemy of Arius and Eunomius! Apart from this insanity, the lofty impudence
manifested in them is also observable. Since they mention the mission [of the Son]
indiscriminately, they also claim that the sender is more honourable than the one being
sent. How ignorant are they of the Scriptures! For they do not even consider that - in
respect of [human] nature - Jacob, being sent by Isaac to Mesopotamia, because of this
[entrustment] was not at all inferior to the one who had sent him. Similarly Jacob had
sent Joseph to find his brothers, but nobody ever claimed that Joseph did not share his
father's [human] nature, just because he willingly accepted the assignment from his
father.
[Many] would probably object [to this], saying: although if according to the rules of
nature the above senders are not superior to their messengers, in respect of paternal
dignity they are nevertheless retaining the primary honour. 'Oh, you senseless', I would
tell them, 'yet we can find [such examples], when those of lower rank send those of
higher standing, and by this we do not deprive at all those being sent of their own
dignity. For Jonathan was sent by David: the son of the king by the fugitive; the one
who ruled together with his father by the one who would not dare to show up even
among the order of servants. Therefore, since one is the sender and the other the
messenger, according to your reasoning the one being sent cannot [remain] a king,
respectively the sender cannot be a fugitive anymore. On the contrary: the dignity of his
messenger is transferred onto the sender David, whereas the hardships of the messenger
are shifted upon his emissary, Jonathan. But nothing like this happened.'
But why should one enumerate the human [examples]? Hence, we find [situations],
when God is sent and the man is the sender. The one, who wrestled with him, told
Jacob: 'Let me go, for the day breaks.' Jacob said to him, 'I will not let you go until you
bless me.'67 What could the wise experts of faith have to say against this? Yet from the
Master's words we perceive [all this] in a different manner, because the sending Father
is together with the Son being sent: 'for I am not alone' He says, 'but I and the Father
66 John 8:14-19.
67 Genesis 32:26. The LXX translates the Hebrew nbt£i (= to send, to let go) with the verb anoazsWco.
Theodoret uses this Greek expression throughout his whole reasoning above.
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who sent me.'68 And further: 'My Father had not left me alone.'69 Elsewhere: 'My
Father who dwells in me, Fie does the works.'70 If the sender is in Him and with Him,
where is the inferiority of the one being sent? From where and to which place was sent
the One who fills all? Hence, the word 'sending' suggests a change of location. But if
the Father and the Son fill all, then neither did the Father send the Son to those whom
He apparently was away from, nor did the Son go from one specific place to another.
Thus nothing remains, but that the sending [of the Son] is to be taken as referring to the
assumed manhood.
It is time, however, to turn to the explanation of the Master's words. 'It is written in
your law' He says, 'that the testimony of two people is true.' He then adds: 'I am one
bearing witness of myself, and the Father who sent me bears witness of me.' Thus
looking at the image [of Christ], let us recognise the archetype. He says that 'the
testimony of two people is true'. Nevertheless, everybody agrees that the [human]
nature of two people is evidently one. Thus the Father and the Son have one essence,
which is recognised and confessed on the basis of the same image.71 Therefore while
previously [we spoke about] two human beings, in a similar fashion here [we speak
about] God and God, [about] Father and Son, and by the names themselves they already
show the sameness of [their] nature. For neither does the true God differ in nature from
the true God, nor is the Son [of] different [nature]72 from Him, being the Son of God.
Hearing these, the Jews asked Him: 'Where is your Father?' Hence, Jesus replied, 'You
neither know me, nor my Father: if you had known me, you would have known my
Father also.'
Behold again, how the coessentiality [of the Father and Son] is manifested! For He says:
'If you had known me, you would have known my Father also.' But one thing of a
different essence is not recognised through another with yet a further different essence.
Things of a different or strange nature do not reveal each other. Nevertheless, those
sharing the same nature can be recognised through each other. The nature of the whole
humankind becomes visible through one human being, and the whole genus of sheep
through a single sheep respectively. But [one] cannot [perceive] the lions through the
sheep, neither the sheep through the lions, nor the angels through human beings, nor
human beings through angels; for each creature is expressive of his/her own nature.
Hence, if the Only-begotten Word is God's creation belonging to the non-existent
[creatures],73 and if concerning nature He was begotten by somebody else [rather than
by God Himsell], then with what kind of authenticity can He exhibit the Father in
Himself? But if the Father is known through the Son, and he who knows the Son knows
the Father also, then let all blasphemous tongues be bridled, and cleave to the roof of
their mouth according to [the words of] the prophet.74 We, however, the worshippers of
the Trinity, hereby receive the accurate teaching of coessentiality, maintaining that the
Father cannot be recognised in the Son in any other fashion, except if He shared the
same essence. Thus we adore our Saviour, awaiting the fruit of our supplication, the
giver of which is the Father Himself according to the Lord's utterance: 'For if any one
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'He who believes in the Son has everlasting life; he who does not obey the Son shall not
7 f\
see life, but the wrath of God abides on him.'
16. The Lord has taught in various places that His essence and the Father's is one
Thus in order to validate also the coessentiality by other testimonies, let us listen to the
Lord Himself, who exclaims and says not only to His disciples but to the Jews as well:
He who believes in me, believes not in me, but in Him who sent me. And he
who sees me sees Him who sent me. I have come as light into the world that
who believes in me may not remain in darkness.'77
So if the one who looks at the Son [sees the Father and] believes in the Father78, where
are then the [notions of] superior and inferior? Hence in the inferior [person] the
superior one is diminished, and cannot be recognised. So, if the Father is greater, then
how can He be observed in the Son? Yet if He is observed in the Son, then He is
obviously recognised as within [a person] equal to Him. Hence, their mutual equality is
evident. A little later, the Lord Himself again addresses to the disciples:
I am the way, the truth, and the life: no one comes to the Father, but by me.
If you had known me, you would have known my Father also: henceforth
you know Him, and have seen Him. Philip said to him, 'Lord, show us Your
Father, and it suffices us.' Jesus said to him, 'Have I been so long time with
you, and yet you do not know me, Philip? He who has seen me has seen my
Father; how can you say then, "Show us the Father?" Don't you believe that
I am in the Father, and the Father in me? The words that I say I speak not of
myself: but the Father, who dwells in me, He does the works. Believe me
that I am in the Father and the Father in me: or else believe me for the sake
of the works themselves.79
What can be clearer than these words? What can be more evident than this teaching?
And yet, as it seems, the veil [covering the eyes] of the Jews had darkened the minds of
the heretics also: for they do not want to perceive what is brighter than the sun, and are
covered by their voluntarily chosen fog of ignorance. We, however, should listen to the
Lord, who says: 'If you had known me, you would have known my Father also:
henceforth you know Him, and have seen Him.' When asked by Thomas, 'We do not
know where you are going, how could we know the way?'80 - He had taught him and
the rest of the apostles, like [a person] who is trustworthy in Himself, and can be seen
by the eyes of wisdom. He was the eyewitness of the Father, as the Father was
observable in Him. Philip did not understand this, and asked Him, saying: 'show us
Your Father, and it suffices us.' And he was not praised, since he craved to see 'the
superior one' in the manner of the heretics. He was reprehended instead, for failing to
recognise the Father in the Son. 'Have I been so long time with you' He said, 'and yet
you do not know me, Philip?' Hence, Philip craved to see the Father, not Him. Why was
he reprehended then as if he had not recognised the Son? [Jesus] throws light upon the
cause of the admonition in the following part [of His answer]: 'He who has seen me has
seen my Father; how can you say then, "Show us the Father?"' For I am different, He
says, [from the Father], regarding personality, but not according to the nature.81 I bear
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the Father wholly within myself, since I am the unaltered seal of my Begetter, the
express image of His person, [in a word] the natural portrait coexisting with my
Begetter. So if you want to see Him, [just] '°°k at me> ar>d you will see [us] both, yet
not with the eyes of the body, but with the eyes of faith. With the eyes of faith,
however, you [will see] to such an extent that you would recognise the works, but not
the nature nor the essence: for these things surpass the grasp of every mind. He
therefore continues:
Don't you believe that I am in the Father, and the Father in me? The words
that I say I speak not of myself: but the Father, who dwells in me, He does
the works. Believe me that I am in the Father and the Father in me: or else
believe [me] for the sake of the works themselves.
Thus if these [works] are ascribed to the Father, and the Father remains in Him, as well
as He in the Father; and if he who sees and knows Him, had seen and known the Father
also, then it is evident for all having common sense, that the Father and the Son have
one nature, and the Son is in possession of everything which belongs to the Father. For
nobody else manifested the Father in Himself [but the Son], neither possessed
everything - except fatherhood itself- like the Father. Hence, fatherhood is the Father's
attribute, as the sonship belongs to the Son.
17. A different demonstration of the Son's equality with the Father
This equality is taught elsewhere [in the Scripture], as follows: 'Jesus said: Now is the
Son ofman glorified, and God is glorified in him. God will also glorify him in Himself,
o?
and glorify him at once.' And again: 'Father, the hour has come; glorify thy Son, that
thy Son also may glorify thee.'83 O, measureless heretic folly! They claim that the one
who glorifies is greater than the glorified. The Father glorifies indeed, and the Son is
glorified: therefore, - [in their opinion] - the Father is greater than the Son.
Nevertheless, if not only the Son is glorified, but He also glorifies [the Father] who
glorified Him [before], then what kind of place is retained for the [notions of] greater
and inferior? Hence, from the preceding statements it would follow that the supremacy
is passed onto the one who glorifies. Thus, the Son is found to be of lower rank, when
being glorified, but superior once He is glorifying [the Father]. Nevertheless, sustaining
this would be utmost nonsense and absurdity, since here we are taught not about the
superior and the inferior, but rather the equality of Father and Son. For we have heard,
that as the Father glorifies the Son, in the same manner He is also glorified by the Son;
and as the Son is glorified by the Father, in the same fashion He glorifies the Father. For
the One who had been glorified did not receive what He did not possess [before], but
what He had [always] possessed. [The Lord] teaches this in the same place, saying:
'now, oh Father, glorify Thou me in your own presence with the glory which I had with
Thee before the world existed.'84 Thus if He had had this glory before the world was
made, how could He ask to receive something, which He always had?
18. That the dominion of the Father and of the Son is one
[The Lord], after having shown that not only He is glorified, but He glorifies [the
Father] as well, continues: 'I have manifested thy name unto the people.'85 A little later,
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He does not want to divide the common dominion; neither does He want to show some
[things] as belonging to Him whilst other important things as [belonging] to the
Father.87 But because those who have poured all blasphemous words upon [God's]
Only-begotten are claiming that He merely accepts, and the Father is the one who gives,
[the Lord] makes clear, that He is retaining the same dominion with the Father over
everything. 'All mine are thine and thine are mine', He says. He does not teach the
• • XX
division of the dominion but rather the commonness of the dominion.
Nevertheless, I have stretched out for long the discourse about faith, thus having
surpassed the limit of brevity already promised in the introduction. 1 wanted in fact to
show from the evangelic teaching the dignity of the Only-begotten, thus elaborating the
message more lengthily than it had been promised, although I tried to be concise in the
commentaries. Therefore, whilst directing the pious to the evangelic and prophetic
books themselves - since those are full with the theology of the Son - I shall now turn
to the next proposed question.
19. On the Holy Spirit
Therefore, as I have said, we believe in God the Father who is without beginning, and in
God the Son who is by nature co-eternal with Him, who had been begotten by the
Father, and is eternally together with the Father, according to the voice of the Gospel:
'In the beginning was the Word.' And we believe in the pure, the guiding, the good and
the comforting Holy Spirit, who comes from God;89 He was not begotten, because there
is one Only-begotten; He was neither created, since we find Him nowhere in the Holy
Scripture being enumerated along with the creatures, but rather ranked together with the
Father and the Son. We have heard that He comes from the Father, yet we do not
inquire the mode of His procession, but rather acquiesce in the limits the theologians
and blessed men have fixed for us.
20. That the Spirit is of equal rank with the Father and the Son
Our Saviour, Jesus Christ Himself, has taught us that the Holy Spirit completes the
Trinity, saying: 'Go therefore, and make disciples of all nations, baptising them into the
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.'90 He is thus confessed
together with the Father and the Son, being superior to all creation. That is why the
blessed Paul perseveres in proclaiming the Spirit together with the Father and the Son,
saying: 'The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God and Father, and the
fellowship of the Holy Spirit be with you all.'91
21. Explanation of the dominion of the Holy Spirit
And again [we read]: 'Now there are diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit; and there
are varieties of service, but the same Lord; and there are diversities of works, but it is
the same God who works all in everyone.'92 [Paul] proclaims the power of the Spirit,
exclaiming: 'But all these are effected by the one and the selfsame Spirit, who divides
87 Mai and PG omit here a sentence preserved both in Vat. 841 as well as by Euthymius: ou5s sxepa pev
tot auTCp 7tpocrf|KovTa. See PG 130, 657B.
88
Euthymius has tfj<; e^oucriaq instead of ifjq 8stsnoxeiaq (PG 130, 657C).
89
to sk 0EOt> rcposXdov (cf. De incamatione, Chapter 34).
90 Matthew 28:19.
91 2 Corinthians 13:13: rj ayarcr| too 0eoO icat Flaxpoq - with the use of this version preserved only in
a few manuscripts, Theodoret accurately completes the early Christian teaching of the Trinity as the
Threesome Unity of the one God.
92 1 Corinthians 12:4-6.
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His gifts to every believer individually, according to His steadfast will.'93 For through
Him we receive the forgiveness of our sins; by Him we become partakers of freedom
and benefit from the gift of sonship. Paul says: 'For we did not receive the spirit of
slavery again to fear, but we have received the Spirit of sonship, whereby we cry: Abba,
Father!'9 And elsewhere: 'For the law of the Spirit of life has set me free from the law
of sin and death.'95 And somewhere else: 'Now the Lord is the Spirit: and where the
Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom.'96 Hence, if one sets others free, he cannot be a
slave [Himself]. For otherwise how could He give to other slaves similar to Him what
He Himself does not have, or cannot be a partaker of, or what He Himself would
probably want to attain, but He is unable to? Yet, if He transmits freedom to the
believers and sets the slaves free, it is evident that He cannot serve, but rather He rules:
and as a master, He donates freedom to those He wants to. That is why the blessed Paul
says, that 'all these are effected by the one and the selfsame Spirit, who apportions to
each one individually as He wills.' The prophet in the Old Testament also enunciates
His power for the same reason, exclaiming: 'The Lord and his Spirit had sent me.'97
God Himself thus reprehended the Jews: 'they achieve a purpose, but not through me;
and they make a covenant, but not by my Spirit.'98 The Holy Spirit is hereby a proven
partaker of the dominion. Elsewhere: 'for I am with you and my Spirit remains in the
midst of you.' 9
22. That the Comforter is Creator also
Job confesses the Spirit as being Creator and Master, but calls Him neither a servant,
nor a creature. 'The divine Spirit had created me, and the inspiration of the Almighty
taught me' he says.100 So, if [the Spirit] had created human nature, then He has the same
essence with the Father and the Son. For when creating the human being, God said: 'Let
us create man in our image, after our likeness'.101 Yet, those having the same image,
have the same essence also.
23. That the Holy Spirit is of God
That the Holy Spirit is of divine nature, God Himself teaches us through the prophet
Joel, saying: 'In those last days I shall pour out my Spirit upon all flesh.' 02 The Master
Christ teaches us also, when addressing the disciples: 'But when they deliver you up, do
not be anxious how or what you are to say; for it is not you who speak, but the Spirit of
your Father who speaks in you.'103 And Paul again: 'But you are not in the flesh, but in
the Spirit, if the Spirit of God truly dwells in you.'104 A little later: 'For those being led
by the Spirit ofGod, are sons of God.'105 And elsewhere:
But God has revealed to us by his Spirit: for the Spirit searches everything,
even the depths ofGod. For what person knows the things of a man, except







97 Isaiah 48:16 - Kuptog ankaxeiXe jxe, icai to nveupa aotoo. The text can be translated also: 'The
Lord sent me, and [He sent] His Spirit also.'
98 Isaiah 30:1.
99 cf. Haggai 2:4-5.
100 cf. Job 32:8.
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the spirit of the man which is in him? So also no one knows the things of
God, but the Spirit who is ofGod.106
From this it becomes evident, that the Holy Spirit is neither of different kind, nor of
different essence,107 but is of the divine nature. That is why He perceives the depths of
God and knows God's things, just in the way our soul knows our own things. And if
anyone would consider this search [of the Spirit] as ignorance, he shall find this
referring to the Father also: 'And He who searches the hearts knows what is the mind of
the Spirit.'108 Thus if the God of all does not investigate because of His ignorance, but
rather knows everything precisely before it comes into being, and if the Holy Spirit of
God does not search God's depths as a result of ignorance; how could one harmonise
the ignorance with the fact, that as the spirit of the human being knows the things
[happening] within the person, in the same fashion nobody knows God's things, except
the Spirit of God? Hence, the search is antithetic to knowledge. The soul, however, does
not search for the things concerning her, but rather knows them exactly. Thus, the Holy
Spirit knows God fully. And as nobody knows the Father except the Son, and nobody
[knows the Son] but the Father, in the same fashion, as [Scripture] says, nobody knows
the things of God except the Spirit of God. Nevertheless, from the things said we are
taught the commonness of the nature [of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit],
Since those agonising in all impudence - I mean the disciples of Arius' and Eunomius'
blasphemy - sustain that God Himself is the Spirit of God, the blessed Paul necessarily
shows the [distinct] personality of the Spirit. For he says:
Now we have received not the spirit of the world, but the Spirit, which is of
God: that we might perceive the gifts freely given to us by God. Which
things also we speak, not taught by human wisdom, but taught by the Holy
Spirit; comparing spiritual things with spiritual. The natural man does not
receive the things of the Spirit of God: for they are foolishness to him: and
he cannot understand them, because they are spiritually discerned. For who
has known the mind of the Lord, so that he may instruct Him? Hence, we
have the mind ofChrist.109
[Paul] therefore with the statement 'we have received not the spirit of the world, but the
Spirit, which is ofGod' does not teach that the Holy Spirit is not of the same origin with
the world, but rather that He is partaker of the divine nature. Above this, he also teaches
[us] by speaking not of God and Father, but of the Holy Spirit, the grace of whom is
received by the believers. That is why he says that the Spirit is of God, teaching that He
receives His existence from the Father, and shares His nature, although not by creation
nor by begetting,110 but in a mode that is known only to the Son-knowing [Father], the
Father-knowing [Son] and to [the Holy Spirit] who knows both the Father and the Son.
For we have learned that [the Spirit] is of God, but we were not instructed about the
mode [of His procession]. Hence, we shall be satisfied with the measure of knowledge
we were bestowed with, and do not investigate unmindfully the incomprehensible.
24. That the great Apostle knows the Spirit as being God
Paul himself teaches us again that the Holy Spirit is God, saying 'you are washed,
sanctified, and justified in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ and in the Spirit of our
1 Corinthians 2:10-11.
107 ou5e ETspooumov - therefore: opoouutov.
108
Romans 8:27.
109 1 Corinthians 2:12-16.
110
Vat. 841 reads: ou Sruiioupyiicdic; ou5e yevvririkcoi;.
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God'.111 For why are we called temples of God receiving the grace of the Spirit through
baptism if the Holy Spirit Himself is not God? Nevertheless, the believers being called
the temple of the Spirit is taught to us by the same Apostle, who says, 'Don't you know
that your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit within you, which you have from God,
and you are not your own? For you were bought with a price.'112 The temple, however,
proclaims the indwelling God. That is why Paul said earlier: 'Don't you know that you
are the temple of God and that the Spirit of God dwells in you? If any one destroys
God's temple, God will destroy him: for God's temple is holy, which temple you
are.'113 So, if the believers receive the grace of the Spirit through baptism, and we -
being honoured by this gift - are called the temple of God, it follows that the Holy
Spirit is God indeed. That is why the indwelling of God is effected upon the receiving
temples;114 yet, if those who benefit from the grace of the Spirit are the temples of God
and are called so, it is clear, that the Holy Spirit is of divine nature and is coessential
both with the Father and the Son.115 Hence, if [the Spirit were] a creature of a different
essence, it would be unjust to call God's temples those, who received His gifts. Yet, if
those who received the grace of the Spirit in a greater or smaller measure are indeed
called temples of God, from this appellation we shall conclude that [the Holy Spirit] is
akin [to the Father and the Son], The foremost apostle also teaches this in the book of
the Acts, when repudiating the theft ofAnanias.
25. The divine Peter is also consonant [with Paul] regarding the Spirit,
For he says: 'Ananias, why has Satan deceived your heart to lie to the Holy Spirit and to
keep back part of the land's price for yourself?' And a little later: 'You have not lied to
men, but to God.'116 Therefore, since Ananias thought he could keep it secret from
before the apostles - like from before [ordinary] men - that he had withheld from the
price of the property which he wanted, the head of the apostles teaches him that every
secret happening becomes obvious for those having the grace of the Spirit. For he says:
'you did not lie to us, he says, but to the Holy Spirit. Therefore, you did not deceive
men, as you thought, but you lied to God [Himself]. Thus, you did not lie to men, but to
God. For you did not deceive us, he says, but you have deceived the Holy Spirit, who is
very God, having his existence from God, and sharing His nature.' The same thing is
made clear by Luke later in the Acts, when he says, that the Holy Spirit thus spoke to
the brethren serving the Lord and fasting in Antioch:
26. Further exposition that the Holy Spirit is God indeed
'Separate for me Paul and Barnabas for the work to which I have called them.'117 Later
[Luke] tells, how they went down to Seleucia being sent by the Holy Spirit, and
describes how they travelled through Cyprus, Lycia, Lycaonia, Pamphylia, and
Bithynia, preaching the Gospel. Luke then continues:
And from there, Barnabas and Paul sailed to Antioch, where they had been
commended to the grace of God for the work, which they fulfilled. And
111 1 Corinthians 6:11.
112 1 Corinthians 6:19-20.
113 1 Corinthians 3:16-17.
114
Corrected on the basis of Vat. gr. 841.
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when they arrived, they gathered the church together, and recounted what
great things God had done with them.118
Luke first mentions the Holy Spirit, who had chosen Paul and Barnabas for the work to
which He called them. Nevertheless, at the end of their journey he calls [the Holy Spirit]
'God' twice. First, he says, that they sailed to Antioch, where they had been
commended to the grace of God for the work, which they fulfilled. Secondly, that they
gathered the church together and recounted what great things God had done with them.
And of course, the Holy Spirit was the one, who performed the miracles, gave them
wisdom and understanding, He strengthened the preachers and inspired them with the
word of teaching. That is why Paul said also:
For to one is given by the Spirit the word of wisdom; to another the word of
knowledge according to the same Spirit; to another faith by the same Spirit;
to another the gifts of healing by the same Spirit119 - and so on.
Furthermore, Paul teaches that the Holy Spirit does not continue giving these gifts like a
servant [who performs his duty], but rather He bestows whom He wills, like a Master.
Paul continues: 'All these are effected by the one and the selfsame Spirit, who
apportions to each one individually as He wills.' Thus, if the Holy Spirit had effected
these through the apostles according to His will, nevertheless, Paul and Barnabas told to
the congregation gathered around them that God had done great things with them, it
follows, that the Holy Spirit is God, according to the words of the apostles.
The same thing happened in Jerusalem also, according to the most divinely inspired
Luke, who says: 'Then all the multitude kept silence, and listened to Barnabas and Paul,
as they related what signs and wonders God had done through them among the
Gentiles.'120 Thus, the Holy Spirit is God indeed, since He Himself had miraculously
performed the wonders and signs. That is why the Lord also says in the Gospel, 'But if I
cast out demons by the Spirit of God, then the kingdom of God has indeed come upon
you.'121 In the Acts, Luke says about Paul again, that he 'chose Silas, and departed,
being commended by the brethren unto the grace of God.'122 Here Luke calls the Holy
Spirit 'God' again, who, through the brethren in Antioch, had selected Paul for the work
to which He had appointed him. The blessed Paul says hereafter in his Epistle to the
Corinthians: 'those whom God had ordered in the Church: some as prophets and
apostles, while some as pastors, teachers and evangelists, for the perfecting of the
saints.'123 In Miletus, whilst remembering the grace received [from God], and taking
leave of them, he beseeched the brethren, saying: 'Take heed therefore to yourselves,
and to all the flock, in which the Holy Spirit has made you overseers, to pasture the
Church of the Lord, which He had gained with His own blood.'124
Behold, how [Paul] again here calls the Holy Spirit God.125 Since there he mentioned
the pastors, teachers and evangelists as being ordained by God. Here he speaks of the
118
Acts 14:26-27.




123 The above quotation corresponds in fact better to Ephesians 4:11-12, than to 1 Corinthians 12:28.
124
Acts 20:28. Theodoret here quotes a version preserved in a large number of manuscripts: if|v
ekka.r|aLav too Kuplou (instead of too 0soo). It is hard to determine, whether he deliberately avoids
here a 'verbal theopaschism' (i.e. the expression 'God's own blood') or simply the text was known to him
in this form.
125
opate [...] tf)v dsoXoytav too nvsopaToq - behold 'the theology of the Spirit', or 'the naming of
the Spirit God'. Here deoloyia means again the discipline concerned with God and the Trinity.
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Holy Spirit: 'in which the Holy Spirit has made you overseers, to pasture the Church'.
So, he teaches that the Holy Spirit is God, and that it is the same to say 'God' or 'Spirit'
through the commonness of the nature. For the Son and the Spirit participate in the
things effected by God the Father, whereas the God and Father gives His consent126
simultaneously to those accomplished by the Son and the Spirit.
Again, the blessed Paul proclaims elsewhere that the Holy Spirit is God, saying:
But if all prophesy, and an unbeliever or uninitiated enters, he is convicted
by all, he is judged of all and the secrets of his heart are manifested; and so,
falling on his face he will worship God, and declare that God is truly in
you.1 7
Hence the gift of prophecy belongs to the Spirit and through the revelation of the Spirit
the secrets of the heart are manifested. [At the same time] though, it is God's attribute to
know the mind of human beings, thus it necessarily follows that the one convicted by
the prophecy will worship God humbly, declaring that God is in you indeed, whereas
[you] actually have the gift of the Spirit. Yet if God was in them because they benefited
of the gift of the Spirit, it follows that the Holy Spirit is God and of God indeed.
27. The Holy Spirit [is] of God in uncreated fashion, therefore He is also called eternal
The most inspired Peter says in his Catholic Letters: 'If you are reproached for the name
of Christ, you are blessed: for the Spirit of glory, of power and of God rests upon
128
you.' The blessed John also says in his Epistle: 'Hereby we know that we remain in
Him and He in us, because He has given us of his own Spirit.'129 Hence, the One
proclaimed to be of God is not a creature, but of the divine essence. That is why the
blessed Paul calls Him eternal and existent without beginning: 'For if the blood of bulls
and of goats and the ashes of a heifer sprinkling the unclean, sanctifies to perfection,
how much more shall the blood of Christ, who offered Himself through the Holy
1 OA
Spirit?' Thus, if the Holy Spirit is eternal and God is eternal also, the conclusion is
evident. Hence, we leave to the laborious to gather all the testimonies about the Holy
Spirit, which proclaim Him as God and Lord and rank Him together with the Father and
the Son: as for us, we move on to the conclusion of our present teaching.
28. The summary of faith
Therefore, we believe that the Trinity has one nature and one essence perceptible in
three persons,131 whose power is undivided, the kingdom without partition; [there is]
one Godhead and one Lordship. Thus the unity is shown in the sameness of the essence,
whereas the threeness is perceptible not in the bare names, but in the persons.132 For we
do not call the One 'three-named' according to the contraction and mixture of Sabellius,
Photeinos and Marcellus. We do not [say], that [there are] three [persons] of different
kind and distinct essence, unequal and dissimilar, superior to one another, measurable
126 ctuvcuSokcL
127 1 Corinthians 14:24-25.
128 1 Peter 4:14.
129 1 John 4:13.
130 Hebrews 9:13-14. Here we find two notable textual differences. Instead of npoq xqv xfjq oapKoq
icaflapoxrixa Theodoret says 7tpoq xe3.etoxr|xa, and instead of Sid nveujiaxoq aicovlou he quotes
8xd Flvebpaxoq ay too. The second alteration is probably a result of a copying error, since the reason
why Theodoret in fact quoted this text was to prove the eternity of the Spirit (cf. the title of the chapter as
well as with the following sentence).
131
rcicrtsoopev ptav ouctiav ev xpxcriv i8xoxr|<7xv yvoopx^opsvriv.
132
ev xalq unoaxdaecn.
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and definable through [human] intellect and tongue, according to the impious meddling
of Arius, who separated and estranged [the Persons of the Trinity] from each other.
Hence, we speak of the three Persons, but the one nature of the Trinity, [a nature, which
is] incorporeal, unchangeable, immutable, endless, immortal, infinite, incorruptible,
indescribable, boundless, invisible, indistinguishable, ineffable, inexpressible,
incomprehensible, imperceptible, inconceivable, self-existent, spiritual light, the source
of benefits, the thesaurus of wisdom, Creator of everything and Provider of all, the
Wisdom steering the ship of creation. This faith we preserve, since this had the
theologians instructed us. Yet, for those who argue based on [human] reasoning, we
say: that is your share, your heritage according to your fate; our share however, is the
Lord, and following Him we shall not forsake the right way, for we have also the divine
Scripture as a teacher. Thus, we exclaim rightly so: 'Your law is a lamp unto my feet,
and a light unto my paths.'133 Being illuminated by this light we recognise the footprints
of the foregoing fathers and follow those until we all reach the resurrection of the dead
in Christ Jesus, to whom shall be glory forever. Amen.
133 Psalm 119:105 (LXX: Psalm 118:105).
Appendix 3
Theodoret of Cyrus: On the Inhumanation of the Lord1
1. That the remembrance of the divine dispensation2 is useful for the listeners
We have completed the treatise on the doctrine of the Holy Trinity, which is, in my
opinion, appropriate for the congregation of the pious and those who accept the
evangelical teachings. Now our aim is not to contradict the impious, but to expound
faith for the disciples of the apostles, because the greatness of divine benefits sets
afire the aspiration of those who love God. Their ardour thus becomes even more
enthusiastic towards Him, I therefore necessarily commence this work, connecting
theology with dispensation,3 and showing how greatly did the Creator do good to our
kind, because the springs of the divine gifts never cease to pour the(ir) benefits upon
the people.
2. Enumeration of God's deeds [which served] for the benefit of man from the
beginning
Ever since the Creator gave rise to [this] fully harmonious world, He filled our nature
with all kinds of benefits. First He created [man, who] did not pre-exist, and then by
creation He dignified [him], and transformed the earth into human nature as He
willed, gave beauty and soul4 to the formless clay, bright eyes, pure serenity, smooth
brow, gentle tongue, and blood vessels connecting all the members of the body,
carrying sufficient fluid for the flesh and supplying both the nerves and the skin,
strong bony system containing the precious marrow, and everything else which is
visible in the human being. In addition, [He] gave [him] a governing and guiding
intellect filled with wisdom, infused with overall knowledge and understanding; [He]
made the clay-figure rational and created the statue of dust in His own image, and
gifted the ruling, autocratic and creative [one] with the spiritual and immortal soul.5
Then He appointed him ruler over the animals, quadrupeds, reptiles, aquatic and
amphibious [creatures], and over the birds of the air. Before all this, He extended
heaven above [him] like a gracious portico, placing in it the meadow of the stars,
which is both beneficial and magnificent. He ordered the sun to rise and to go down,
to create the days and nights and to measure the time by its motion; [He ordered] the
moon to wax and wane, and to enchant with its perpetual transformation as well as to
indicate the yearly cycle. Then He expanded the Earth below, giving it a colourful
ornamentation, dividing it into valleys, fields, and pastures. He raised mountains up
1 This translation was attached as an appendix to my MTh thesis of 1999.1 have included it here partly
for completeness' sake as well as because with the help ofmy supervisors, Prof. D. F. Wright and Dr.
Paul Parvis I have made some corrections to it.
2 Theodoret uses olicovopia often as a synonym for evavvtpamfioic;. Where possible, 1 translate the
former with dispensation, whereas the latter with inhumanation, since this seems to be closest to the
meaning of the Greek evavdpc6rtT]cn.<;. The term aapKcoaiq is translated into incarnation.
3 Since De incarnatione Domini is the continuation of De Trinitate, fteoXoyla refers to the teaching
on the being of God (i.e. the Trinity), whereas oitcovopia refers to the doctrine on the incarnation.
4
Or life - i)/oxf|.
5
to apxiKov Kai aoTOKpatoptKov icai SripioupyiKov xfj voepqi \|/uxfj Kai ddavatcp.
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high and deepened canyons, displayed plateaux and plains, caused springs to rise in
the midst and gave way to unfailing rivers and [created] all that beautifies the earth
and the sea.
3. Why did [He] name the human being Adam?
He had thus created the first human being, and honoured him [by creating him] in
His image and bestowed plentiful gifts on him. He gave him the name of [his] nature,
since he called him Adam, which in Hebrew means earth. Hence, this was also one
of the [signs] of His care towards the human being. So many good things were to
come [to man] to delight [him], and he became the ruler and king of so many
creatures. In order not to become over-confident by the richness of the gifts [he was
given], and being conceited by the peak of masterhood not to disdain the Creator,
and because of his revolt not to receive the greatest punishment, like that first rebel6
who fell like lightning from heaven because of his conceit, the Wise Sovereign of the
whole [world] raised an obstacle against his haughty thoughts by calling him Adam,
so that from the appellation he would remember [his] origin and would consider the
provenance of his nature, to behold his ancestry, the dust before his eyes, thus to
know himself, and to worship the One, who bestowed on him brightness and dignity.
After the creation, this was God's first providential act towards the human being.
Thus He carried on guiding, healing and teaching from him the beginning the virtue
as Father, Healer and Teacher.
4. Why did [God] create the woman from [Adam's] rib?
Thus having formed and named him, [God] immediately created for him a helper, a
fellow-worker, a life-companion. Yet He [God] did not take the origin of [her]
fashioning merely from the earth, like in the case of the other [i.e. Adam], but He
took one of [Adam's] ribs and using this as a groundwork and foundation He created
the feminine nature: not because the lack of material, for His will alone was
sufficient for the whole creation, but because He wanted to place the bond of concord
into the [human] nature. He prepared a garden also, and ornamented it with all sorts
of plants, and granted it to the (hu)man as home. As an exercise of virtue, He gave
him neither a wearisome, nor a commandment filled with sweat, but one, which is
quite easy for the sound-minded.
5. Why did He give him a law?
[God] allowed the enjoyment of all the plants, but He forbade the savouring of one.
He did not do this arbitrarily, but [for man] to recognise [his] Creator, and by bearing
His law as a yoke, to learn that as he rules over [those upon] the earth, he in turn is
ruled by the Maker. He commands but he is commanded also; he governs, but he is
governed also; he leads, but he is led also. The giving of law is suitable for the
rational [creatures], because lawless existence is proper only to the irrational.7 The
Creator gave him a law concerning food, because at that time the issuing of other
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was nobody to be killed. Or do not commit adultery? Even if he wanted to, he would
not have been able to, since there was no other woman. Or do not steal? The
[property] of whom? - since everything belonged to him. The world was very
harmonious at that time, not only for the first [couple], but also for their newborn
children as well.
6. About Adam being driven out8
After he accepted the deceit through the devil's envy and through the voracity of the
woman, (because the enemy of our nature had deceived first the weaker [the
woman], and through her, the gullible one, he assaulted Adam), he [Adam] was
immediately driven out of the paradise. He was sent out upon the earth of the same
origin [as himself] to inherit perspiration, weariness, and exhaustion9 and handed
over to toil in the field, to bear the suffering and the other hardships of life. Since he
did not accept that untroubled and painless life indulgently, he is bound together with
misfortune, so that he could be released from the illness, which followed the good
times by striving. Hence, even by death the Lawgiver cuts the path of sin and with
the penalty itself shows His love towards humankind. For since he conjoined death
with the trespass, and the transgressor entered under that punishment, [God]
arranged10 the punishment to become the deliverance. For death dissolves this living
thing and on one hand eliminates the sinful deed; on the other hand, it saves [man]
from [further] anguish, liberates from sweat, drives away the pain and sorrow, and
brings the body's sufferings to an end. The Judge mixed the punishment with such
philanthropy!
7. Presentation of the humankind's ingratitude and of God's care
But even after all these, the ungrateful humankind did not understand [the use of the
punishment], but repaid its Benefactor with even greater insensitivity. It immediately
ventured to the murder of the brother, to envy, to mendacity, impetuosity, lewdness,
to injustice, mutual homicide, robbing each other's possessions, and to all evil
generated by sin. But even so, the Creator did not repudiate the [human] nature He
had designed. He accomplished [His purpose] wisely, [using] various [methods]: He
healed, rebuked, demanded, guided [people] towards [their] duties, advised,
threatened and carried His threat out, He punished the evil and crowned the good. He
lauded one and reformed'1 another; He saved somebody else in the ark together with
his relatives to preserve the spark for the [human] nature, flooded the earth, and with
water destroyed those who committed sin, again multiplied the human race, and
performed general healing with partial admonitions. He destroyed impious cities with
fire falling from heaven, but He saved the one from the reprisal, who lived there, but
8 This chapter title was introduced by A. Mai. It does not appear in Vat. 841.
9 The use of in this context serves a notable purpose: Adam is of the same origin as
the earth itself, and God made him the 'heir' of all made things - thus he could inherit much more
than his origin initially entitled him for. However, when he proves himself unworthy for this gift, it is
withdrawn from him: he is dismissed and sent out to work the land from which he was taken. Thus he
loses the privilege of the other heritage provided by God's grace, and receives the 'heritage' his true
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who did not share the impiety of the inhabitants. He provided plenteous years,
granted rain in appropriate time, unspeakably multiplied the seeds sown by the
people, commanded the trees to bear fruits abundantly, He punished12 with hunger
those, for whom the welfare was not beneficial, He sent illness upon them and
removed it again, He struck with hailstones the life-giving crops, covered the sun by
the cloud of locusts, ruining the crops, then favoured [people] again, and chased the
hardships away. He did not abandon those who loved piety, but rather appeared to
them and talked to them friendly and through these [people] He forecast the future.
8. [Proving] that the inhumanation of God is pure philanthropy
Because after all this and all the other numberless, uncountable benefits of the divine
dispensation availed to only a few people, while the rest of them remained incurable,
the great and ineffable mystery of the dispensation finally happens. For the Word of
God Himself, the author of all creation, the immeasurable, the indescribable and
immutable, the spring of life, the light of light, the living image of the Father, the
brightness of [His] glory, and the express image of [His] Person,13 takes on the
human nature and recreates His own image which was altered by sin. He renews its
statue aged by the rust [or poison] of evil14 and shows it even more beautiful than the
first,15 but not by forming it of the earth, like before, but by accepting it Himself. He
does not change the divine nature into human, but conjoins16 the divine with the
human. Thus remaining what He was, He took on what He was not. The blessed Paul
also teaches this plainly17 to us, when he exclaims: 'Let this mind be in you, which
was also in Christ Jesus, who, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be
equal with God, but rather emptied Himself, and took the form of a servant'.1 From
this it is clear, that the form of God remained what it was, but also took the form of
the servant. And he calls 'form' not only the appearance of the human being, but the
entire human nature. Therefore, as the form of God signifies the essence1 of God,
since the Godhead is formless and shapeless, and nobody would say, if not being
insane, the bodiless, the simple,20 and the non-composed has form and is divided into
members, thus, the form of the servant does not indicate only this visible [thing], but
the whole essence of the human being.
9. Reprehension of the heretics' impiety
[Since] some of those who think the opposite of piety try to attack21 the doctrine of
truth with apostolic words. On one hand, Arius and Eunomius maintain strongly that
the Word of God assumed a soulless man. On the other hand, Apollinaris [maintains
12 nouSeucov.
13XapaKTT|p tfj? UKOCTTCtCTStoq - Hebrews 1:3.
14
Vat. 841 and the Catena ofNicetas read: into too iou xfjg 7iovr|piaq and not too utou.
15
I.e. the nature of Adam.
10 aruvd\|/a<;.





20 The word anXouv in Vat. gr. 841 is missing from PG.
21
Tteipcovxai, KaiaTo£,ebeiv - they try to strike down with arrows.
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that there was] a soul [in the man],22 but that it was deprived of intellect23 (I do not
know what he meant by the human soul). Marcion and Mani and the rest of that
impious bunch frankly deny the whole mystery of the dispensation. The ineffable
conception and childbearing of the holy Virgin they consider as being myth and
forgery. They declare, that the Godhead concealed itself in a phantasm-body, and in
this manner appeared as man among men.
That is why it is necessary to reveal the clear meaning24 of the apostolic words for
the pious. So, 'being in the form of God, he says, He thought it not robbery to be
equal with God, but emptied Himself, and took the form of a servant, and was made
in the likeness of men, and was found in fashion as a man'. Each of the previously
mentioned heretics establishes his audacious and false doctrine based on the
appropriation of this [biblical statement], Arius, Eunomius and Apollinaris and their
followers declare, that the [expressions] 'form of a servant', the 'fashion' and the
'likeness of man' signify the visible [side] of our nature. Those of the even more
detestable horde26 conceive the fashion and likeness as being some shadow, image
and phantasm similar to the [human] body.
10. Explanation of [the words]: 'who, being in the form of God'
We shall refute immediately both frenetic follies. As we have already shown, the
form designates the essence of the servant; well, if the form of God indicates the
essence of God, it is clear, that the form of the servant signifies the essence of the
servant. Hence, the Apostle applied the [words] 'He was made in the likeness of
men, and was found in fashion as a man' not as the names of the nature, but rather of
the activity. For since the Master27 Christ owns our nature, yet He did not receive our
?o
wickedness, but He [remained] totally free from sin, as the prophet exclaims, 'He
had done no lawlessness, neither was any deceit in His mouth'. 29 And John, the
dweller of the desert testifies together with him [i.e. Isaiah], saying 'Behold the
Lamb, who takes away the sin of the world.'30 Therefore the blessed Paul declared
Him as being in the likeness of men and being found in the fashion as a man [the
One] who was free from the sinful deeds of humankind. That is why he says
elsewhere: 'For what the law could not do, in that it was weak through the flesh, God






Vat. 841: aoupfj xf|v Stdvotav and not xfjg Suxvotag.
25
to (patvogevov xfjg rigetspai; tpucyecog.
26 Theodoret here is possibly referring to Melito of Sardis (famous apologist of the second century),
who was charged by Origen (see his Selecta in Genesis in PG 12, 93 and De Principiis I, 1, 1), and by
Gennadius {De eccl. dogm. 4) of suspecting God as having flesh. The latter accused even Tertullian of
the same thing. The very few surviving works of Meliton show, that his Christology was supposedly
based on the idea ofAoyoq-adpq, but he himselfwas not necessarily an 'anthropomorphite'.
27 AecT7t6Tr|<;.
28
Vat. 841 reads: aXk' draxcrr|<; f|v dpaptiou; sXeudspoc; (omitted by Mai and in PG).
29 Isaiah 53:9.
30 John 1:29.
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the flesh, so that the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not
according to the flesh, but according to the Spirit.'31
You see, how by these [words] [Paul] disperses the obscurity of those [heretics].
'God' - he says - 'sent his own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh'. He does not simply
say 'in the likeness of the flesh', but rather dissolves the blasphemy of the impious
doctrines (for the grace of the Holy Spirit foresees everything) [and says]: 'in the
likeness of sinful flesh', for us to learn that he added 'in the likeness' because our
Saviour is free from all sin. For He became man according to the nature, but not
according to the sin, that is why in the likeness of the sinful flesh he condemned the
sin in the flesh. On one hand, He assumed human nature, but did not accept the yoke
of sin, which ruled among the people, but rather put away all its dominion, and
showed that in human nature it is possible to overcome the arrows of sin.
Thus He had condemned sin in the flesh, showing its feebleness, annihilating its
tyranny, and teaching people how to defeat it. That is why the blessed Paul adds:
'that the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not according to
the flesh ofthe law,32 but according to the Spirit'. Weren't we made righteous by the
condemnation of sin in the flesh?33 Our Saviour, being in the likeness of the sinful
flesh, condemned the sin in the flesh. On one hand, He assumed human nature, but
He did not accept sin, which dominated it from long ago. This is how the holy Paul
in a few words dissolved the whole crowd of heretics, refuting the insanity of Arius
and Eunomius, by the beginning of the words quoted before: 'Let this mind be in
you, which was also in Christ Jesus, who, being in the form of God, thought it not
robbery to be equal with God, but emptied Himself and took the form of a servant'.
He does not say that 'He was made34 in the form of God', but that 'He was35 in the
form of God'. Neither does he say, that [Christ] thought it no robbery to be equal
with Himself or equal with angels or equal with the creation, but he rather says [that
he thought it not robbery to be] equal with God the Father, with [His] Begetter, the
unbegun, the unbegotten, the infinite, the Master of all.
This is a powerful refutation showing immediately the very impiety of Arius and
Eunomius and it shows also the blasphemy of Sabellius, Marcellus and Photeinos,
who deny the three hypostases and confuse the attributes of the Godhead. Because
according to the hypostasis the one being in the form of God is different from the
other in whose form [He] is. Again, the one who thought it no robbery to be equal
with God is different from the other with whom He is equal;36 nevertheless, He did
not snatch the equality for Himself. Hence, beyond this by these words themselves
even the impiety of the false-named Paul37 receives its well-earned shame, who on
one hand denied the begetting of the Saviour before the ages, and on the other hand,
31 Romans 8:3-4.
32 |if) kara aapica iou vopoo - this version is absent from Nestle's critical apparatus and from
Theodoret's Commentary on the Pauline Epistles.
33 This sentence may be interpreted either as a positive, affirmative statement or as a rhetorical






36 God the Father.
37 i.e. Paul of Samosata.
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according to the Jewish thinking, confessed only the [birth] from the Virgin. Hence
the divine Paul teaches that the Word of God is the One who assumes, and the human
nature is that which was assumed; that the form of God is the pre-existent, and the
form of the servant is that which was assumed by [the form of God] in the fullness of
the times. Apollinaris, together with Arius and Eunomius can learn again, that the
unchangeable God-Word was not changed into the nature of the flesh, but by
assuming our essence, He achieved our salvation. Hence, we have already shown, as
we said before, that the form of the servant is the name of the human essence. So, if
the form of God [is] the essence of God (for the divine is formless, unshaped,
absolute, not composed and without scheme), then, according to this, clearly the
form of the servant could reasonably be supposed to be the essence of the servant.
Hence, the essence of the servant, that is of the human being, does not only mean the
visible body for the sound-minded, but the whole human nature. Furthermore, the
ront-rank men of impiety, and the foremost sprinklers of blasphemy against true
belief, who even call themselves Christians, but who exceed even the erroneous
polytheism of the idolatrists, (I mean Marcion, and Mani, and all the insiders38 and
followers39 of their pestilent cathedra) can recognise their own madness by these
same words. Those who do not accept the birth of the Lord according to the flesh and
His inhumanation should listen to the teaching of the most divine Paul that the form
ofGod took on the form of the servant. But the form of the servant was neither some
phantasm, nor an image/idol,40 nor a shadow, nor some ethereal illusion, nor is it
called anything other of such things, but rather the nature of the servant.
If they would object to us with the subsequent words, [namely, that Christ] 'was
made in the likeness ofmen, and was found in fashion as a man', and from the Letter
to the Romans with 'in the likeness of sinful flesh', then let us refute their
senselessness first. Because if the phrase 'in the likeness of men, and was found in
fashion as man' designates some human phantasm, yet the form of the servant
[indicates] the human nature, then the Apostle asserts contradictory [things]. But if
the Apostle's words are not contradictory, then we should learn that the form of the
servant denotes the essence of the servant, and the words '[He] was made in the
likeness of men, and was found in fashion as a man' we shall understand as follows:
our Lord Jesus Christ, [although] owning our nature, was not in all equal to us: He
was born of a woman also, but not like us, since He came forth from a virgin womb.
On one hand, He was a perfect human being, like us; on the other hand, though, He
was greater than us because of the indwelling41 and of the union42 of the Word of
God. He had an insouled flesh, a rational one like us, but - apart from us - He did
not have sinful passions, but in the body assaulted by sin, He abolished the tyranny
of sin. This is why 'He was made in the likeness ofmen, and being found in fashion
as a man, He humiliated Himself and became obedient unto death, even the death of
the cross.'3 Hence, even the word humiliation means the assuming of an inferior
nature. Besides, when he [i.e. Paul] speaks about [Christ] being in the form of God,
38
pucraxi - this might refer to the secret initiations in some heretic movements as well.
39 ysitovsq.
40
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he adds: '[He] was made in the likeness of men, and was found in fashion as a man',
thus teaching, that the bodiless Word of God appeared as a human being, assuming
human nature. That is why he adds 'as a man', for us not to conceive some change of
the invisible God, but rather to believe that He assumed a living flesh altogether with
a rational [soul], He was God, was made in the likeness of men, and was found in
fashion as a man. This great protagonist of piety, the blessed Paul, I say, in this way
dissolved the various and different utterances of the heretics. Hence, the Word 4
conducted us here, shaming the madness of the heretics, making clear the teaching of
the truth for those nurtured in piety. It is time then, to return to where we departed
from.
11. For what reason did the God-Word assume human nature?
So the Creator, who pitied our nature for being threatened by the Evil One, exposed
to the bitter arrows of sin and thrown over to death, [comes to] defend His [own]
image and overwhelms the enemy. Neither merely by the naked power of the
Godhead, nor by [His] royal might did He shatter the opponents, nor by angel
soldiers or by using archangels to fight together, nor by arming [Himself] with
lightning and thunder against the antagonists, nor did He appear on the earth in the
midst of the Cherubim to judge our adversaries, but [He] rather became one of the
subjects, one of the threatened ones, hiding the magnificence of the Godhead within
the poverty of the manhood. He anointed the visible man for the battle, and crowned
the winner. Beginning from His childhood he educated Him for virtue, led Him to
the apogee of righteousness, kept Him from being defeated, and [protected Him to
be] free from the arrows of sin. Despite this, He permitted Him to come under death,
that He might expose the injustice of sin and to destroy the power of death.
Since if death is the punishment for those being under sin, it was obviously right, that
this [man] being totally free from it, [had] to enjoy life and not [receive] death. By
this, the injustice of sin was proven, which being put down, had sentenced to death
its conqueror, brought for Him the same judgement, which it had usually applied to
the defeated. While until sin had sent to death its subordinates [only], it could justly
do it; but after casting under the same condemnation the innocent and blameless one,
the one deserving crown and acclamation, it inevitably is thrown out of power,45
[because of being] unjust. The blessed Paul teaches this also, saying: 'For what the
law could not do, in that it was weak through the flesh, God sending His own Son in
the likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin, condemned sin in the flesh; that the
righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not according to the flesh,
but according to the Spirit.' 6
What [Paul] says, is the following: the aim of the law, he affirms, was to justify the
nature of humankind. It was not able to do this, not because of its own weakness, but
because of the indolence of [its] hearers, who, being inclined towards the pleasures
of the flesh, ran away from the burden of [fulfilling] the law, and clung to bodily
delights. That is why, [the Apostle] says, the God of the whole [creation] sent His
44
Aoyoq - here might be understood also as the living Word of God and/or Scripture itself. Mai
interprets it as 'sermo noster', i.e. the author's own thought.
45 (be (xSlkoc Trie e£oucrlac EKBdAAsTat.
46
Romans 8:3-4.
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own Son in the likeness of the sinful flesh - that is human nature but free from sin -
and because of sin He condemned the sin in the flesh, proving its injustice, because it
cast the innocent and the one free from [any] iniquity under the condemnation of the
sinful. Nevertheless, [His] goal was not to achieve the justification of the man He
assumed, but - as he says - that the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us,
who walk not according to the flesh, but according to the Spirit. The benefaction of
our Saviour expands to the whole nature of humankind: because with [our] forefather
Adam we share the curse, and like him, we all have arrived under the [power] of
death; in the same way we own the victory ofChrist the Saviour, and being partakers
of His glory, we shall share the joy of [His] kingdom also. The witness of all these is
the blessed Paul, who, reminding [us] about the old [things] and the new, also shows
that the righteousness ofour Saviour means the release of the former [order],
12. As we share in Adam's death, so in the life of the Lord also
'For if through the offence of one, he says, many were dead, much more the grace of
God, and the gift by grace, which is by one man, Jesus Christ, had abounded unto
many.'47 A little later: 'Therefore as by the offence of one, condemnation came upon
all men, even so by the righteousness of one [came] the justification of life. For as by
one man's disobedience many were made sinners, so by the obedience of one shall
many be made righteous.'48 In the Letter to the Corinthians he teaches even more
clearly, saying: 'For as in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive.'49
From these it is evident, that our victory is the victory of our Saviour, as like the fall
of our forefather became [our] common fall. As we are partakers of his common
defeat, the same way should we enjoy the benefits with [the one, who] was taken
from among us and was crowned for us. That is why the holy Apostle said: 'For
whom He did foreknow, He also did predestine to be conformed to the image of His
Son, that He might be the firstborn among many brethren. Moreover, whom He50 did
foreordain, them He also called: and whom He called them He also justified: and
whom He justified them He also glorified.'51 Elsewhere Paul says: 'And if children,
then heirs; heirs ofGod, and joint-heirs with Christ; if so be that we suffer with Him,
that we may be also glorified together.'52 And again: 'If we suffer, we shall also
reign with Him.'53 So, the Word-God of God assumed the firstlings of our [kind]54
that by guiding it through all virtues to challenge the adversary to wrestle with Him,
and to show that His competitor is invincible. And on one hand, to crown Him and
on the other hand, to declare the other one55 defeated, to encourage and strengthen




49 1 Corinthians 15:22.
50
ouq auxov rcpowpicre - Nestle's apparatus does not mention any such version. My explanation








Vat. 841 has: xf|v ppexspav draxpxhv dveA-dpexo (PG 75, 1437A), whereas Nicetas had: xf|v sE,
fipcov dveXaPev draxpxf)v (see also Garnier's Auctarium in PG 84, 77A).
55 i.e. Satan.
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saw Satan as lightning fall from heaven';56 and on the other: 'unless one should enter
the house of the strong man and bind the strong man, how will he spoil his goods?'57
The human nature He calls the house of the strong man, which fled to Him, having
promised to do all His orders, and drawn upon itself servitude voluntarily.
Somewhere else: 'have no fear, He says, I have overcome the world.'58 And
elsewhere: 'Now is the judgement of this world: now shall the prince of this world be
cast out. And I, if I will be lifted up from the earth, will draw all [people] unto
myself.'59 And going further, He says this even more clearly.
13. That the inhumanation60 of the Saviour is a common benefit for all mankind
'About judgement, because the prince of this world was [already] judged'61, and
further: 'for the prince of this world comes, and has nothing in me,'62 because He is
discharged from any accusation, not having any of the devil's seeds in Him. This is
why He also condemns him,63 deposes the tyrant and casts him out, bruises him
under the feet of his former slaves, whom he exhorts, saying: 'Behold, I give unto
you power to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power of the
Enemy.'64 In order to see His struggle with the devil let us proceed to the narrative of
the Gospels. After His baptism, the Spirit took Jesus into the wilderness to be
tempted by the devil. Hence, not the God-Word but the temple assumed by the Word
of God from the seed of David was taken [there]. For the Holy Spirit did not bring
the God-Word to battle against the devil, but the temple formed in the Virgin for the
God-Word. He fasts, but not exceeding the measure of nature;65 [Jesus] spent forty
days and the same number of nights without eating. He did not want to exceed the
ancient measure of fasting, so that the opponent would not run away from the battle
against Him, lest recognising the one who was hidden,66 he should flee the struggle
against the visible.67 Therefore, after the already mentioned number of days have
passed, He shows the suffering of the human nature, and allows hunger to occur, thus
giving the hold for [the tempter] by famine. Otherwise [Satan] would not have dared
to go to Him, because he had seen so many divine things concerning Him. For at His
birth the angels formed a choir around Him, a rising star led the wise men, the
prominent [figures] of that order to worship Him, and [the devil] saw Him follow
complete righteousness from His childhood, detesting evil, abominating sin. And








63 Vat. 841 reads: 8to teat auxov Kaxetcprve (omitted by Mai and in PG).
54 Luke 10:19.
65 Vindob. 300r ofNicetas' Catena preserves a sentence here, which in Vat. 841 appears only in Ch. 24
(PG 75, 1464A): Kai vriaxsuei psv ou ro:pa 8s x<5v pexpcov xfj<; (pucrsax; (cf. PG 84, 77B).
66
Vat. 841 reads: tva pf) yveopicrat; xov tcpunxopsvov (PG 75, 1440A).
67
xo (paivopevov.
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evil, He will not obey malice, because He will choose good.'68 John exclaimed also:
'Behold the Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the world.'69 The Father
70
testified from above: 'This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased.' The
grace of the Spirit [descended and] came upon Him. The devil was astounded by
these and other similar things, and he did not dare to approach the champion of our
nature. But as he discovered71 the occurrence of hunger, saw Him needing human
food, and [observed that] He cannot endure more than the old men, he came closer to
Him, thinking that he had found the greatest hold, believing that he would win easily.
14. How did the Master Christ defeat the devil
In the battle, when somebody wants to shoot [another] fully covered in armour, he
looks at the whole [person] very thoroughly, examines him from a distance, trying to
find the uncovered part to fling the dart there and wound the adversary. Thus the
devil, seeing Christ fully armoured with complete righteousness and seeking for the
ideal spot to dart [his] spear at, as soon as he noticed72 the appearance of hunger, he
daringly approached [Him], like having found what [he was] looking for, because he
observed in Him the weakness of the forefather. He [Satan] had also deprived him
[Adam] of [his] untroubled life by food and harnessed him into the yoke of swelter,
humiliation, and death. Therefore, he came near and said: 'If you are the Son of God,
say that these stones73 should become bread.'74 He would not have done that if the
Saviour did not accept the suffering of hunger. One might learn this clearly from the
later [events]. Because [Satan] was defeated in the battle and he learned from
experience, that He [Jesus] is the one foretold by all the prophets, he could not bear
even His close look, but immediately ran away [from Him], shouting: 'What do you
want with us,75 [oh] Son of God? Why did you come before time76 to torture us?'
And again: 'I know who you are: [you are] the Son of God.77 I beseech you, not to
torture me.' He [Satan] was so afraid, and confessed Him [Jesus] as judge! Then,
before the temptation he did not speak in this manner,78 but rather he drew near [to
Jesus] very confidently, saying: 'Ifyou are the Son of God,19 say that these stones
should become bread.' I heard the voice coming from above, he says, which called
You like this,80 but I do not believe it until I receive a practical teaching. Convince
68 See Isaiah 7:16 - the meaning of the Masoretic text slightly differs from Theodoret's, who seems to
be more close to the LXX.
69 John 1:29.
70 Matthew 3:17; 17:5.
71 OTtoSexopai, should primarily be interpreted as Christ receiving the feeling of hunger. In that case,
we are dealing with the change of the subject within the paragraph (i.e. Christ is the subject of the first
one, and the devil is the subject of the rest without any clarification), which is uncommon for
Theodoret. That is why I think that in this case it might be appropriate to interpret 67ro8£%o|iai. as the
devil discovering the appearance of hunger.
72 Vat. 841 has: tbq e!8e (PG 75, 1440C), Nicetas had: tog eopev (PG 84, 77D).
73 Nicetas had: 'that this stone' (PG 84, 80A).
74 Matthew 4:3.
75 xl f|piv Kai croi - See also John 2:4.
76 xi rjAfreg rcpo raipoo Pacravtcrai. ppou;;
77 So Vat. 841. Nicetas had: o ayioq too 0eou (the Holy One of God) - PG 84, 80A.
78 > / = / e /
oo toiootou; £icsxpr|TO pijpaaiv.
79 So Nicetas in PG 84, 80B.
80 i.e. named you the Son of God.
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me by facts that You are truly in possession of what You are called! For if I learn
this, I shall run away and flee. I shall withdraw myself from the struggle against you,
because I know what kind of difference is between me and You. Show then the
miracle, and by the wonder teach [me] who is the author of the miracle:81 'say that
these stones should become bread'.
Upon hearing these words of the Evil One, the Lord?2 conceals [His] Godhead and
speaks from His human nature: 'Man does not live on bread alone, He says, but by
every word coming from the mouth of God.'83 I can nourish myself without bread,
He says, because not only bread sustains the life of people, but rather the word84 of
God is sufficient to maintain the entire human nature. So did the people of Israel
nurture itself, gathering manna for forty years, benefited catching birds, provided by
God's will. Elijah was fed by ravens, and Elisha nourished [his] disciples with herbs
of the field. But why should I enumerate the old [things]? John, who recently
baptised in the Jordan, had spent all his life in the wilderness, eating locusts and
feeding [himself] with the fruit of wild bees. So it is not unbelievable that we can be
nourished by God with unknown food and do not need bread.
The devil heard this and on one hand he felt pain as being once85 defeated, but he did
not abandon victory, because he heard that [his opponent] was human. For, as He
says, 'man does not live on bread alone'?6 So he brought forth temptation for the
second and even for the third time. First he said: 'If you are the Son of God, throw
yourself down from above!'87 - [thus] plotting [against Him] by empty fame,88 Then
he showed Him the kingdoms of the world, and promised to give these over [to
Jesus], if he should receive worship from him beforehand. Hence, [Christ] reminded
him again the old law: 'It is written, He says, worship the Lord your God, and serve
Him only.'89 Jesus explained that He will not give over90 the honour which belongs
to God to anyone else, and reminded him other words and teachings of God, which
interdict the tempting of the God of all. Unable to bear the shame of defeat, [Satan]
ran away being afraid, trembling and waiting for the abolishing of [his] tyranny.
After having emptied all his darts and having brought forth all the tricks of his deceit,
he found the athlete unwounded and invincible. He went to Him like to Adam
[before], but he did not find whom he expected. Angels, who saw the battle from
81 Here I followed Nicetas instead of Vat. 841, because it seems to construe better with Theodoret's
argument. Vat. 841 reads: Sei^ov xolvov to dau^a icai xf|v Oaupaxoupytav, SiSa^ov xov
too daupaxog 7«hr|xfiv (PG 75, 1441A). Nicetas had: 8et£ov xoivuv xo Oaupa, tcai 818ai;ov
xfj Oaopaxoupyia xov xou Oaupaxoq 7ioir|xf|v (PG 84, 80B).
82
aKooaag youv xcov xoO IJovripou pripaxcov o K6pto<; (see PG 84, 80B).
83 Matthew 4:4 - the Nestle-Aland text says: eni roxvxi pripaxi. Theodoret: ev navxi pf|pcm.
84
prjga.
85 Nicetas adds: anai; (he also has o IJovripoq instead of 8xaPoA,o<;) - PG 84, 81A.
86 The text in italics was preserved only by Nicetas: ouk en' ccpxcp yap, (pr|cri, povcp Lf\aexax
avflpamoq (PG 84, 81A).
87 Matthew 4:6 - Theodoret adds: avwdev.
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afar, came now to the victor, serving Him like friends,91 surrounding Him, bestowing
[gifts on] the athlete, crowning and praising Him, celebrating the liberation of the
human fellow-servants,92 being delighted to see the defeat of the adversary.
15. If [Christ] did not assume the [human] mind, the victory against the devil would
mean nothing for us. Against Apollinaris
These [facts] refute the thoughtless talk of Apollinaris, who said that the Word of
God dwelt in the place of intellect in the assumed flesh. If the assumed nature did not
possess a human intellect, then it is God who fought against the devil, and God is
crowned in victory. Hence, if God is the winner, I gained nothing from the victory,
because I did not contribute to it with anything. I have been deprived even of the joy
concerning it, like one who is bragging with someone else's trophies. The devil,
however, is boasting, swaggering, haughtily gloating and disdaining, like one who
fought with God and was defeated by God. Since for him even being defeated by
God is a great [achievement],
16 [15]. Because if the God-Word replaced the intellect in that which was assumed,
even the devil could find some justified excuses,93
and reasonably might say: 'Ruler and Creator of everything, I did not begin the fight
against You, because I know Your dignity, I am aware of [Your] might, and
recognise [Your] authority. I acknowledge my servitude even suffering from
rebelliousness. I yield victory even to the angels and to all the heavenly hosts,
[although] once I, the miserable one, had been also one of them. Hence, I started the
fight against this one, whom You formed out of clay, created after Your image,
honoured with reason,94 made the citizen of paradise and presented [as] the ruler of
earth and sea. This one I have defeated by using deceit, not force?5 Up till today I am
still the one who defeats [him], prostrates [him] and sends [him] to death. Bring this
one to the arena and command him to fight with me, be the spectator and judge of the
combat Yourself. Even be his trainer if You want, teach him to fight, show him the
holds of success, anoint him as You wish, just do not fight together with the wrestler.
1 am not so audacious and mindless to attempt fighting against You, the Creator.'
The devil could have justly told this to the Saviour Christ, if He were not man
[properly], but [only] God, fighting in place ofman. If there was no human intellect
in Him, 6 God replacing the mind and taking over the work of the intellect, then God
91 epaaxai - see the beginning of Chapter 3 in De Trinitate (PG 75, 1152A). Nicetas has the same
expression (PG 84, 8IB).
92
xcov 6po8o6A.(ov avOpomcov.
93 This sentence was probably the title of a new chapter. The scribe who copied it into Vat. 841
overlooked the expression oxi introducing the new part. See Ed. Schwartz, 'Zur Schriftstellerei
Theodorets', 31. From now on, I shall give the PG chapter numbers in [] brackets. See also Ch. 30
[29] with the second copying error.
94
STt|iT|CTac iff) Aoyoj - can also mean: and [YouJ honoured [him] with the Word.
95
xouxov, droiTr] xpriaapevog, outc avayiay vev1kt|K(x - this sentence was not preserved in Vat.
841, but in Nicetas' Catena (e.g. Vindob. 71, fol. 308r, line 26), and was collected by Gamier in his
Auctarium, reprinted in PG 84, 8ID.
96 Vat. 841 says: ev omx(5, i.e. 'in it' or 'in him'. Euthymius had: ev xcp TxpocrA.f|fj.jj.otTV. Cf. PG 75,
1444C with PG 130, 925B.
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hungered with the body, God thirsted, suffered, slept, grieved, was afraid*1 and
endured all the other human torments also. Hence, if God had fought and won, then I
have been deprived of victory,98 [because] God fulfilled all righteousness,99 since the
God-Word would not have received it [i.e. the mind], as the followers of the niggling
of Apollinaris are upholding, on the grounds that it was impossible to fulfil the laws
of righteousness with a human mind.
17 [16]. The sinners have an excuse, if the Word-God did not assume intellect because
of its weakness
When saying this, first of all they are attributing a considerable feebleness100 to God
Himself, if, as they affirm, He could not justify the man together with the presence of
the human intellect. Secondly, they open the door of excuses for all sinners and
transgressors of godly laws. Then these can fairly say to the God ofall:
'We did not commit, [oh] Master, anything unforgivable or deserving punishment,
because the governing intellect received [from You] is weak and is unable to keep
Your laws. The patriarchs, the prophets, the communities of people loved by God
before and after the law, married or unmarried, rich or poor testify that they could not
fulfil Your commandments because of this, although being helped by Your Holiest
Spirit. But why should one say more? You yourself, Master, when You arrived in
flesh101 and assumed our flesh, You rejected102 and did not accede to take on the
intellect, which hinders the gain of virtue and easily accepts the deceit of sin. You
had replaced the intellect [in] the flesh, and in this manner You fulfilled
righteousness. In this way You defeated sin. For You are God, You do with Your
will what You want, You change reality with a nod. But we possess human intellect,
which You did not want to assume. Thus we are necessarily fallen under sin, being
unable to follow Your footsteps. [Anyway], what is human intellect [compared] to
God's power, to God's wisdom? [What is it compared to Your] light, [to Your]
righteousness and life, and to all the other actions ofYour being, which are scattering
like rays and brightness out of Your nature?' Those who chose to serve sin could
justly say this, ifthe God-Word really assumed a man without intellect.103
97 The text in italics was preserved by Euthymius (PG 130, 925B).
98 Kayob xoo vIkoix; eaxepnpai.
99
Qeoq 8e o xf|v 8ticaioauvr|v araxcrav icaxop&cbaat;.
100
Euthymius has axovxa instead ofdbuvapia (Cf. PG 75, 1444D with PG 130, 925C).
101 9 \ '
sv aapKi napayeyovaq.
102 ' ' 3 «
a7i£ppi\j/a(;.
103 Vat. 841 reads: elrcep o 0eo<; Aoyoq oAr|(ko<; avoov aveXafSsv av&pamov (cf. PG 75,
1445B), whereas Zigabenus had: exTtsp «.A.r|Q-<5g o 0eo<; Aoyoq avoov sA.a(3ev avOpcorcov (PG
130, 925D). Mai's and Migne's text is the result of a faulty reading of the manuscript.
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18 [17]. Establishing that the assumption of human intellect104 was appropriate
Hence, on one hand let us leave their prating for now, and rather return to the
proposed subject,105 showing that the inhumanation106 of our Saviour was necessary.
For the entire human being was beguiled, and entered totally under sin, yet the
intellect had accepted the deceit before the body, because the prior contribution of
the intellect sketches out the sin, and thus by its action107 the body gives shape to
it.108 That is why, when the Master Christ wishing to raise the fallen nature, reaches
His hand out for the whole, and uplifts both the stumbled flesh, I say, and the
intellect made after the image of the Creator. [The intellect] is invisible and unseen,
unreachable and incomprehensible, not knowing even itself; and above all this: it is
boundless. If we look at the visualising power of thoughts, [we realise that the
intellect] has guiding power and authority, is decorated with arts and sciences, it is a
[kind of] small and new creator, or to speak more truly, the imitator of the Creator.
[It is] the king of the visible creation, or the image of the king, who collects the
tributes from the earth, the sea and the air, from the sun, moon and stars, from the
sky and clouds, from sheep and cattle and from other domestic animals. [The
intellect] is rather the beneficiary of all their fruits, the visible [world] being created
for its sake, because God does not need these [things].
Therefore [the Saviour] did not disdain the one so precious, which needs healing. He
did not assume the [part of human nature] submitted to destruction, to illness, to
ageing and death by neglecting the rational, the immortal [part] created after His
image exactly when, as they say, this part went to the bad. On the contrary, He
renewed the whole worn out [human] nature. Or did He renew fully109 [only] this
[part], while forsaking the aged and wretched? Furthermore, this was the more
valuable, honoured with immortality, adorned with reason,110 belonging to the order
of the intelligible.
How inadequate [would have been for Him] to assume, to take on and to install on
the right hand side of majesty the body of clay and dust, [which is] bound to the
passions, while rejecting [at the same time] the invisible and immortal intellect and
not conferring the same veneration to it as for the body. [For the intellect] directs the
living [creature/person], being made in the image of God, and honoured with
incorruptibility. [It is] the charioteer,111 the governor and harmonising [force] of the
104 The term vou<; is translated as 'intellect', although the expression in the usage of Theodoret has a
much wider meaning. As it results from this chapter, vouq can mean rational or even personal soul as
well. The practice of translating vouq with intellect (or occasionally mind), and r|/t>xh with soul, tries
to help the reader in identifying what the original text contains.
105
7tpoiceipEvr|v onodeaiv - the 'hypothesis' put before [of us].
106
oiKovopta. The use of the term here emphasises that the inhumanation of the Lord had to happen,
according exactly to God's will or dispensation. So, the oiKovopia in this and other such cases
means also: the incarnation understood in this way (i.e. with the assumption of human reason).
107 I.e. of the intellect.
108
I.e. to sin.
109 > ' '
KOUVOV aTrerpyaCTaxo.
'10
Xoym KSKoapr|pevov - this can be interpreted in two ways: 1) the immortal part of human nature
was decorated/honoured with reason, and/or 2) it was this part, who received the gift of perceiving
God's Word (Aoyoi;).
111 fivioyoq - referring to Plato's Phaidros.
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body, by which human nature is not irrational,112 but full of wisdom, art and skill.113
Because of it [i.e. the intellect] the body became [part of] the rational creation.
Because of it were the laws given, and the prophecies; the wrestling, the struggles,
the victories, the laudations and wreaths [happened] for its sake; and by the intellect
even the body, as partaker of the struggle, receives its reward for labour, the kingdom
of heaven.
[Even] the coming of our Saviour happened for the sake [of the intellect], thus the
mystery of the dispensation being accomplished. For He did not receive the salvific
sufferings for [creatures] without soul or intellect, nor for senseless cattle or soulless
stones, but for people possessing immortal souls within [themselves].
19 [18]. Solving the counter-arguments of the heretics
Apollinaris, who had more respect for the idle talk than for the truth, and put his own
prating over the pious teachings, said, that the Word-God assumed the flesh and used
it like a veil. There was no need for the mind, [he said], because He [i.e. the Word-
God Himself] took the place of the intellect for the body.
'But, my dear fellow' - could someone tell him - 'the God-Word would not need the
body either, for He was not in want! He could have accomplished our salvation
[simply] by His mere command!' But He wanted us to be partakers in [His] success:
that is why He took on the nature that had sinned and made it right by His own
torment, released it from under the bitter tyranny of sin, of the devil and of death. He
honoured it [i.e. the human nature] with heavenly throne, and by that which was
assumed He gave freedom to all humankind.114
Yet the wisest [Apollinaris] does not recognise all this, and [even] considers that
John the evangelist, the high-voiced herald of theology115 confirms his own folly. For
'the Word, he says, was made flesh and dwelt among us.'116 Although [Apollinaris]
undoubtedly knows, that the Divine Scripture often labels the whole with the [name
of one] element; for instance it denominates the entire human being with the soul
[only], or designates the complete living [creature] with the flesh. For it says, 'all the
souls,117 which came into Egypt with Jacob, were seventy-five'. It is evident, that the
sons and descendants of Jacob were not bodiless, merely the historiographer
designated the whole by the part. And again: 'the soul that sins, has to die.'118
Nobody knows about such a soul that committed sin without body. Furthermore, 'my
Spirit shall not [always] remain in these people, for they are [only] flesh.'119 The




114 navel top ysvsi.
115
gEyoAcxpcovoTaTov KifpuKa rfjc; dsoXoylai;.
116 John 1:14.
117




In Migne's text a correction is found: he reads xou? (dust), not xoptoc; (grass, hay, straw).
121
Ttacra 8o^a av&pcbnoo.
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of the field.'122 And the blessed David: 'it is remembered, he says, that they are flesh,
going and not returning wind.' It is certainly clear for everyone, that those whom
he denounces, and for whom He makes laws and whose nature he refers to, were not
soulless.
Nevertheless, you may find not only the condemned to be called flesh',124 but also
the most greatly praised.125 The blessed Paul also testifies to this in [his Epistle] to
the Galatians, saying: 'but when it pleased God, who chose me from my mother's
womb, and called me by His grace, to reveal his Son in me; immediately 1 did not
confer with flesh and blood, but126 I went to those, who were apostles before me.'
Well, if the meaning of flesh is not reduced to fleshly and mortal, but [extended]
upon the whole human nature, it is clear that the phrase 'the Word was made flesh'
does not signify only the visible [part] of the living [creature], but the entire human
[being]. Nor does [John] say, that the divine essence was somehow turned into flesh,
but proclaims, that the human nature was assumed by the God-Word. Thus, the
[affirmation] 'Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law, being made a curse for
us'127 does not suggest, that the fountainhead of [all] good was changed into curse,
but [expresses] the salvation from sin, namely from the curse, which was carried out
by Him. Likewise the [statement] 'He, who knew no sin, became sin for us'128 does
not mean the alteration of righteousness - for the divine is unchangeable and
122 Isaiah 40:6.
123 s(xvf|<jdri. <pf|CTtv> otr crap!; eicrt, rcveupa rcopeuopevov, icai ook e7ucrxpe(pov. It can also
be translated: 'remember, he says, that they are flesh, going and not returning spirit'. This fragment
(Psalm 77,39) exists only in the LXX and in the Vulgate.
124
Zigabenus permits the reestablishment of this text. Thus, instead of Mai's addition [A,eyex r)




125 In the Nestle-Aland text we find ouSe, whereas Vat. 841 contains aXka. According to his (shorter)
version, Paul went to the apostles, while the New Testament text says, that he did not go to Jerusalem
to the apostles before him, but to Arabia and Damascus (Galatians 1:15-17). It is, however, important
to note that in his Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatians Theodoret uses o68e, quoting the entire
text in question as we find it in the Nestle-Aland edition, including the reference to Paul's journey to
Arabia and Damascus (PG 82, 468B). One possible conclusion might be that the occurrence of aXkd
in Vat. 841 is a result of a copying error. This, however, is not provable, especially because
Euthymius quotes the same passage from De incarnatione (in PG 130, 908C) exactly as it is in Vat.
841. The only common link between Euthymius' work and Vat. 841 is that both ascribe the treatise to
Cyril, which is perhaps not a sufficient ground to assume that they belong to the same manuscript
tradition, thus carrying a previously committed copying error. Therefore, one might even suppose that
the insertion of aXka. instead of ou8e in the text of De incarnatione was the author's own error, who
could have quoted the passage from his memory. This is likely also because Paul's travelling
destination in this case had absolutely no relevance: Theodoret's sole concern here were the words
'flesh and blood' as describing the entire human being. When he commented the Pauline Epistles about
6-7 years later, he surely checked the biblical text: that is why in the Commentary we find the text as
it is rendered in the Nestle-Aland critical edition.
127 Galatians 3:13.
128 In 2 Corinthians 5:21, God is the acting subject: He made Christ 'sin for us' (xov pf| yvovxa
dpapxlav u7tep quttiv dpapxiav e7tolr|<TSv). The expression used by Theodoret suggests, that
Christ wo? made, or became (yeveaxax) sin for us.
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unalterable, as the prophet exclaims: 'I am, and I change not'129 - but [it refers to]
the taking up of our sins. 'Behold the Lamb of God, he says, behold the One, who
takes away the sin of the world.'130 In the same fashion [as above], 'the Word was
made flesh' does not affirm the alteration of the Godhead, but the assumption of the
human nature. For the evangelist proclaims God's unspeakable philanthropy, when
he teaches that the One who was in the beginning was God also, and was with God,
and was never non-existent;131 [the One], who made everything, who brought the
non-existent into being, [who was] life [itself], the true light, assumed the corruptible
nature, and made the human suffering His own, when He accomplished the salvation
of humankind. And because [John] wanted to present even better the greatness of His
benefaction, he did not mention the immortal soul, but [spoke about] the passible,
mortal and corruptible body, that which had been made of clay. Thus, with the
component he indicated the entire nature, as [it is] confirmed by the continuation:
'for the Word, he says, was made flesh, and dwelt among us'.
Hence, the temple is different from the [one, who] in the sense of nature dwells [in
it]. That is why He also told the Jews: 'Destroy this temple, and in three days I will
raise it up.'132 The destruction of the temple is the separation of the soul from the
body, since death is the division of the soul from the body. Therefore, the separation
of the soul causes the destruction of the temple. Then, if the Jews destroyed the
temple, giving it to crucifixion and death - the destruction of the temple [meaning]
the separation of the conjoined things133 - and the God-Word redeemed this
destroyed [temple], then I think it is evident to the reasonable, that the God-Word did
not assume a soulless and irrational [body], but a perfect man.134 If the God-Word
had replaced the immortal soul in the assumed body, He would have said to the Jews:
'Destroy me, and in three days I will rise again'. Yet, He teaches here both the
mortality of the temple then and the power of the indwelling Godhead. 'Destroy this
temple, He says, and in three days I will raise it up'. For He did not say: 'you shall
destroy me', but '[you shall destroy] the temple I have assumed.' And it was
destroyed, [in order] to enjoy an [even] greater resurrection: in order that the mortal
nature might be put down; in order to take off corruptibility and put on
incorruptibility; in order to dissolve the might of death, [and] to be the [very] first
among those fallen asleep; in order that by relieving the labour-pains of corruption to
appear as the firstborn from the dead,135 and by His own resurrection to proclaim the
gospel of resurrection of all humankind.
20 [19]. Demonstrating that the God-Word assumed a rational soul136
The foremost of the apostles testifies that these [things] are so, when he says in the
Acts, that His soul will not be left in hell, neither shall His flesh know decay.137 So
129 Malachi 3:6. The Hebrew text says: 'for I, JHWH, do not change' - LXX: btoxr eyoj Kupiog o
deoc; u(i(5v, icai ouk f]AAoia)pat.
130 John 1:29.
131 0u5e7TOTE (if] (i)V.
132 John 2:19.
133
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then, the destruction of the temple is the separation of soul and body, and again,
resurrection is the returning [of the soul] into her own flesh. Therefore, if every
human being had two souls, as the leaders of the heresy are saying, one vivifying and
the [other] rational, and flesh were inconceivable without vivifying soul (for, he says,
this is named body and not flesh),138 yet Peter said, that not the body of the Lord, but
the flesh of the Lord shall not see destruction139 and His soul will not be forsaken in
hell, it is evident that the corrupted flesh possessed the vivifying soul (or I do not
know how they call it), because without her, as they say, it [the flesh] could not be
named flesh. But even the immortal and rational [soul], which is entrusted to govern
the living [creature], was not forsaken in hell, but returned to her own flesh; and in
vain do they babble, labelling the temple of the God-Word [as being] soulless or
irrational.140 Yet we follow Peter, who preached that neither the flesh did receive
corruption, nor the soul was forsaken in hell, but returned and conjoined141 with her
own body. And we believe the Lord Himself, who said: 'My soul is exceeding
sorrowful, even unto death.'142 For the rational [soul] in us accepts the sensation of
sorrow, but if the God-Word replaced the intellect and accepted the passions of the
intellect, then [the God-Word] Himself did grieve, was afraid, was ignorant,
agonised, and was strengthened by angelic aid. So if the heirs of Apollinaris' idle
talking proclaim these things also, they should be ranked together with Arius and
Eunomius among the enemies of Christ. For it is right, that those [who teach] the
same blasphemy should belong to one bunch. Yet we should listen to the Lord who
said: T have power to lay down my soul, and I have power to take it again. Nobody
takes it away from me.'143 Since from these words we can learn that different is the
one who lays down [the soul], and different is what is laid down.144 On one hand,
God is who lays down and takes on; on the other hand, the soul is that which is laid
down and taken up: and God is the One having the power,145 whereas the soul is
subjected to that power.
21 [20]. That the prophets affirm the assumption of the perfect nature
With all these corresponds what also Isaiah the prophet affirms, saying: 'Behold, the
virgin shall conceive in her womb, and bear a son, and they will call his name
Emmanuel',146 which, according to the teaching of the Gospels, is interpreted as:
'God with us'. And that 'God with us' means God with us humans. For if the child
within the Virgin received this appellation, it is clear, that He was God and man
simultaneously, being one and having received the other, perfect in each respect. By
the [expression] 'with us' the perfection of the human is shown, because each of us
possesses the human nature perfectly. Hence by 'God', with the addition of the
137 Acts 2:27.
138(je5|ia yap, aW ov crapi;, (ppcd, to totoutov npoaayopeuaeTai.
139







STepoq pev o Tt&siq, exepov 8k to TtSspsvov.
145 E^oucrla - see also Chapter 11.
146
See Isaiah 7:14.
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article, the Godhead of the Son is acknowledged. The blessed Paul also teaches this,
saying: 'In Him dwells all the fullness of the Godhead bodily.'147 Luke, the godly
inspired evangelist distinctly shows us the human intellect of the Saviour Christ: 'For
the child, he says, grew, and waxed strong in spirit, filled with wisdom: and the grace
of God was upon Him.'148 And a bit later: 'Jesus increased in stature and in wisdom,
and in grace in front of God and men.'149 Hence 'increased in wisdom' cannot be
stated about the wise God, who is not in want [of anything], is eternally perfect, and
accepts neither increase nor decrease, but about the human intellect, which develops
together with the age, needs teaching, receives the arts and sciences, and gradually
perceives the human and divine [realities],
22 [21]. Demonstrating the distinction of natures and the unity of the Person150 from the
Epistle to the Hebrews
It can be seen more clearly from the Epistle to the Hebrews, that the divine nature
and the human are different one from another according to their operations, but are
united151 in the person152 and indicate the one Son. This teaching is contained already
in the proem of the letter, isn't it? For the divine Paul says:153 'Who is the brightness
of His glory, and the express image of His person, upholding all things by the word
of His power.'154 Paul also describes Him as timeless and [existent] before ages,
(because, he says, even the ages were created by Him), by adding: 'He sat down at
the right hand of the Majesty on high, thus becoming so much better than the angels,
as he had by inheritance obtained a more excellent name than they.'155 'Became' is
contrary to 'is', because who is the brightness of the glory and the express image of
[God's] Person, did not become better than the angels, but is better than them, far
more than that: [He is] their Creator and Master also. But if 'is' is opposite to
'became', then under the former we understand the eternal One, and under the latter
that which was assumed from us and became superior to the angels by its union with
the One, who assumed it. Again, a little later, he says to the Son: 'Your throne, o
God, is for ever and ever: a sceptre of righteousness is the sceptre of thy kingdom.
You loved righteousness, and hated lawlessness; therefore God, thy God, has





I have translated this title as it appears in Severus: 'Demonstrating the distinction of natures and





153 There was a long dispute in the early church already concerning the authorship of the Epistle to the
Hebrews. Without providing a detailed list of all those who declared their opinion, I would only
mention, that practically all the teachers of Theodoret sustained that Paul was the author of the Epistle.
E.g. Clement of Alexandria said, that the letter was Paul's, who had initially written it in Hebrew and
Luke provided its Greek translation. Basil, Gregory Nazianzen, Gregory of Nyssa and also John
Chrysostom ascribed it to Paul. Moreover, from Theodoret's point of view it was crucial that the
Antiochene Council held in 268 also supported Paul's authorship. Therefore he agrees here not only to
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denominated with the article [i.e. 'the God'], whose throne stands forever and ever,
be anointed by God? How could He receive kingdom by election,157 when He
[already] owns the kingdom by nature? Because he says, 'Your throne, oh God, is for
ever and ever'. Being king is of course contrary to being anointed as king because of
loving righteousness and hating lawlessness. For such kingship is the reward of
[hard] labour. So then again we will understand, that whose throne is for ever and
ever is God, the eternal One, whereas the latter being later anointed for his hatred
towards sin and his love for righteousness is that which was assumed from us, which
is of David and of Abraham, which has fellows and exceeds them by anointment,
possessing in itself158 all the gifts of the most Holy Spirit. Hence, let us worship the
one Son in both natures.159
Again the blessed Paul invokes David to testify saying: 'Oh Lord, what is man, that
You are mindful of him? Or the son of man, that You watch over him? You made
him a little lower than the angels; You crowned him with glory and honour.'160 He
adds: 'But we see Jesus, who was made a little lower than the angels for the suffering
of death, crowned with glory and honour; that He by the grace of God should taste
death for all.'161 This [verse] demonstrates best of all the perfection of the assumed
man. For he says: 'What is man that You are mindful of him?' He does not say 'what
is flesh that You are mindful of it' or 'what is the body that You are mindful of it', but
rather 'what is man', including similarly the entire nature also.162 On one hand he
names the indwelling God-Word Lord, who, remembering His own image
manifested ineffable philanthropy; on the other hand, he names the temple assumed
from us 'man', which He visited by His arrival,163 conjoined it with Himself and by
the union He accomplished [the work of] salvation. While explaining this, [Paul]
says: 'But we see Jesus, who was made a little lower than the angels for the suffering
of death'. Not the immortal God-Word died, but the mortal nature. That is why He
was made just a little lower than the angels, because those are immortal, but this one
[i.e. the human nature] is mortal. For the God-Word is not lower than the angels, but
the Master of angels: 'For in Him were all things created, either visible or invisible,
whether they be thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or powers, or angels or
forces: all were created by Him and for Him.'164 And much later on he says: 'Who in
the days of His flesh offered up prayers and supplications with strong crying and
tears unto Him who was able to save him from death, and was heard for his godly
fear. Although He was a Son, He learned the obedience from what He suffered, and
157 X£rpoTovr|Tf|v.
158
Following the rationale of the preceding sentences I translated ev eaotcp with 'in itself.
159
sv EKaxepa 8s (puasi.
160 Hebrews 2:6-7.
161 Orfor every one - Hebrews 2:9.
162 The fragment in italics is not present in Vat. 841, being preserved only by Severus' Liber contra
impium Grammaticum. See Lebon's edition in CSCO, Scriptores Syri, Series Quarta, V, 67 (Syriac)
and V, 47 (Latin). Lebon's Latin translation of the Syriac original is the following: 'Non dixit "quod
est caro, quod memor es eius", aut "quid corpus, quod memor es eius".'
163 napoucria.
164 Colossians 1:16.
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being made perfect He became the source of eternal salvation for all those who obey
Him'.165
Who was it then who prayed, offering up pleas and supplications with strong crying
and tears? Who lived in reverence [in order] to persuade by this the One he
implored? Who learned the obedience from what he suffered, accepting the trial as
teacher, and not having known this [i.e. obedience] before the testing? Who did
receive perfection gradually? Not the God-Word, the perfect, the One who had
known all [things] before their genesis, but [who] does not learn by experiencing;
who is venerated by all, but adulates none; who wipes all tears away from every face,
but is not constrained by suffering to weep. Who is impassible and immortal, yet has
no fear of death, and does not beseech with crying to be delivered from death. For
these are indeed the properties166 of the assumed humanity, which feared death and
persisted in praying, the indwelling Godhead making room for the fear in order that
through the sufferings the nature of that which was assumed might be displayed. And
again: 'For verily He did not espouse angels, but He embraced the seed ofAbraham.
Therefore He had to be made like [His] brethren in all respects, in order to gain
reconciliation for the sins of the people.'167 Therefore inasmuch as He Himself
suffered being tempted, He is able to help those in temptation. And a bit later: 'For
we have not a high priest unable to sympathise with our infirmities, but One who in
every respect has been tempted like [we are], yet without sin.'168 Therefore the seed
of Abraham is different from the One who assumed it. The blessed Paul regarded169
the Saviour Christ as the seed of Abraham according to the flesh, for he says: 'He did
not say: 'and to your seeds' as to many, but as to one: 'and to your seed', who is
170 171
Christ.' Hence to be tempted like [us], but without sin, is not a property of the
God-Word, but of the assumed seed.
23 [22]. That Jesus Christ is named both God-Word and man172
Thus the most divine Paul proclaims through the whole letter [to the Hebrews] the
properties of the natures173 and the unity of the person.174 That is why he names Jesus
Christ both human and God: 'For the Lord Jesus Christ is One, he says, through
whom all [things are].'175 Again, writing to Timothy also, he says: 'There is one
Mediator between God and humankind, the man Christ Jesus.'176 Hence in the Letter
to the Hebrews itself: 'Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever.' 77 If





169 Or considered/knew - olSsv.
170 Galatians 3:16.
171 ISrov.
172 The word Xpiaxoq (present in Vat. 841) is omitted by Mai and I'G.
173
ton; x(bv (pucrecov l8t6rr|Ta<;.
174 ~ < > ./
TOU 7rpoCK07lOl) TT]V EVCOCTIV.
175
1 Corinthians 8:6.
176 1 Timothy 2:5.
177 Hebrews 13:8.
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proclaiming the perfect human being and refuting the folly of the heretics. But now
we do not have spare time available to enumerate these. Therefore, passing this work
onto the diligent ones, we proceed with the forthcoming argumentation.
24 [23]. On the ineffable birth from the Virgin
Thus the Creator, commiserating with His own striving image exposed to death, bent
down the heavens and descended, not [in the sense of] changing place or going
elsewhere, for He fills all things and is rather infinite and boundless, holding
everything in His hand as the prophet says: 'Who had measured the waters with his
• • • 178
hand, and meted out heaven with the span, and the whole world with [his] palm?'
David says again: 'For in his hands are the margins of the earth.'179 Yet God Himself
[says] through the prophet: 'The heaven is my throne and the earth is the footstool of
my feet'180. Therefore let us understand the descending [of God] as condescending:
so He had bent down the heavens, descended and chose the virgin womb of a holy
maiden nurtured in piety. He announced the birth by angelic voice, explaining
beforehand the mode of conception, thus dispelling the fear of the virgin. He moved
in and prepared Himself a temple, formed the intact and pure tent;181 and because the
first [man]182 served the sin, He arrived without a father, having only the earth as
[his] mother: 'Yet God, he says, took the dust of the ground and formed the human
being'183. This is why the blessed Paul also says: 'The first man is of the earth,
i o4
earthy; the second man is the Lord from heaven' . That is why the Only-begotten
Word of God took the origin of His fashioning only from the Virgin, and in this
manner formed His untouched temple and uniting it with Himself, came forth of the
Virgin. He did not loosen the Virgin's girdle by His conception, and did not break it
by His birth, but rather preserved it undefiled and unblemished, performing this great
and inexpressible miracle. It is truly great and incomprehensible,185 and surpasses the
power of reason: to see a bunch of grapes rising from the earth without a vine-twig;
wheat growing without seed; a garment being woven without thread and weaving
hands. Bread is baked186, yet not by milling, handwork and fire, but unspeakably
made of virginal flour and covers the world. Yet above all these: a Virgin breastfeeds
her own infant, offering him the fountainhead of milk; and she becomes mother
178 Isaiah 40:12 - quoted according to the LXX.
179
Psalm 94:4 in the LXX, respectively Psalm 95:4 in King James' Version.
180 Isaiah 66:1.
181
xqv aa7tapTov, Kai avf|poxov ctkt|vtiv SianXaxxet - the 'unploughed' human nature of the
incarnate Lord. These images taken from the agricultural sphere receive a very interesting
connotation, when Theodoret speaks about the formation of the first human being out of the dust of
the earth. The idea that the tent or the temple of the God-Word is 'unploughed' therefore means, that
this temple is truly chaste and pure, as God Himself originally formed it. It was by no means altered
by any human 'plough' such as e.g. original sin (see Chapter 14 of this treatise).





Vat. 841 reads: avsppf|veuxov ('inexplicable' - see PG 75, 1461A); Nicetas had: dicaxdA,r|7txov
(incomprehensible' - see PG 84, 68A), which may be the more befitting version.
186
8r|pioopyr|(}evxa.
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whilst cautiously preserving her virginity,187 becomes mother who did not take the
law of marriage on herself; becomes mother who does not know how to become a
mother; becomes mother who did not become a wife first. Yet she shows in her
virginity the growth of her womb188 and carries its fruit around in her arms; fulfils
her maternal duties whilst preserving her virginity. And on one hand the mother is
called virgin, on the other hand the virgin is labelled mother, because she conjoins
both the opposite names as well as things.
25 [24]. Brief enumeration of Christ's activity after His birth
Thus was the Master Christ born, paradoxically of the holy Virgin 90 (for after the
birth it would not be correct to call Him only God-Word or man stripped of
Godhead, but Christ, which indicates both the assuming and the assumed natures).
He received our passions fully, except sin: He was swathed [in swaddling clothes]
just like the babies; fed with milk and nursed; carried in the arm and seated on the
lap. He was circumcised according to the law and was cleansed by purifying
sacrifices; [He Himselfwas purified, who is] the new and only sacrifice of the world,
the Lamb who takes away the sin of the world.191 He was worshipped by Simeon and
called Saviour and Master simultaneously; He fled Herod with [His] mother and
• 192
custodian, arrived in Egypt and returned again, feared Archelaus, went to
Nazareth, grew in stature and in wisdom. He was obedient to [His] parents, deeming
worthy for full deference not only His mother but her former betrothed also, who
later became [His] protector and custodian. He celebrated the feasts of the law, went
to the temple regularly,193 put to shame the obtuseness of the Jews, and did this at a
time being only twelve years after birth. He was sought by acquaintances,194 lost and
reprehended by His mother; defended [Himself], but somehow slowly revealed [His]
divinity. 'Didn't you know, He said, that I must be in my Father's own [affairs]?'195
Thus He showed that He is not only the visible [thing], but also God hidden in the
visible [thing],196 timeless and eternal,197 who came forth from the Father. {Hence,
about His Divine-human life we are taught again from the Gospel,)198 Yet to speak
187 The text in italics was preserved only by Nicetas: Kai gtycepa yEvogEvqv 7t6<puAayg£vr|<; tfjq
Jtapdsvlaq (PG 84, 68A).
188
tov oyKov trjq yaaTpoq.
189
Vat. 841: Kai Ttapdevov gpTspa Kadougevr|v {PG 75, 1461B). Nicetas had: Kai 7tapdevov
gsv if|v gpTspa KaA-ougevriv, gqTepa 5s tpv 7tapdsvov 7tpoGayopEUog£vr|v {PG 84, 68B).
190 The text in italics was preserved only by Nicetas: Tsydsiq TcapaSo^roq ek xrj<g ayiaq
flapdsvou (PG 84, 72C).
191 John 1:29.
192
Vat. 841 reads: dycovuy, whilst Nicetas' Catena seems to have preserved the correct form, linking
it with Matthew 2:22. See PG 84, 72D: aywviqi tov ' ApxsA.aov.
193 tc5 ispcp 7tpoae8peuEi.
194 Mai points out that according to Luke 2:44 Jesus was sought among His parents' kinsfolk and
acquaintance and not by them. See PG 75, 1461-1462.
193 Luke 2:49.
196 » ' '
TO OptDgEVOV.
197 « ' > /
U7i£pxpovoq Kai 7tpoauovio<;.
198 The text in italics was preserved in Nicetas: Ta 5s e^fjq ""N dEavSpiKfjq auTOD 7toA.iTsiag
7tdA.iv ek too EdayyEAdou gadqcrogeda {PG 84, 73A). The sentence is at the end of a passage
quoted from this chapter, so it might easily be a remark of the redactor, meant to summarise the
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briefly: He went to John the Baptist, persuaded the reluctant [John] to baptise Him,
prefiguring our baptism in the Jordan. He fulfilled the law199 and opened the gate of
grace, being announced by the Father from the heavens, and was attested by the
presence of the [Holy] Spirit, then led up by the Spirit into the wilderness like into a
suitable wrestling school.200 He fasts, but not exceeding the measure of nature: He
desires food, but dominates the hunger, does not serve the lusts. By fasting He
challenges the opponent to battle, but defeats him with human wisdom and not with
divine power;201 He fights, overcomes and wins, chases out [the devil], destroys [his]
tyranny, shows [his] weakness, declares [his] defeat. For He says: 'be of good cheer;
I have overcome the world.'202 He directs everybody towards virtue, gives the law of
divine teaching, giving the new covenant promised through the prophet, promises the
kingdom of heaven and threatens the reckless with the flame of hell.
26 [25], Concise exposition of the Master's miracles
[He] confirms [His] words by the great miracle work, giving for the wedding a wine
that was not [a result of] viticulture,204 making wine out of water without vine-
branches, offering the guests at the wedding a wine, which was not [squeezed out of]
a bunch of grapes. He changed the nature ofwater into wine without the intervention
of grapevine, thus extracting the juice of the earth. He honoured the wedding not
only by His presence, but also with the work of miracle. Since He came forth of a
virgin womb and extolled virginity with his way of living205 and with His words,
honouring celibacy with His works and sermons: in order to [prevent] anyone
considering matrimony as intemperance and categorise marriage as unlawful, He
honoured the wedding with His presence and augmented its esteem with the
preciousness of [His] gift. He removed the distress of the bridegroom, surprised the
guests with the good odour of the new beverage, revealing Himself by the gift.
Thus being untouched [Himself], He furnished untouched wine.208 Then He healed
the ill, removed the sicknesses by His word, relieved the pain of the suffering by His
command, delivered those possessed by demons from madness, shows the raving
restored, healed the cripple, put the lame on feet again. He showed the sun to those
deprived of seeing, opened the gates of their bodies through which the vision of the
soul disperses upon the outside [realities]. He does this sometimes by [His] mere
words, then cures blindness with clay, with the foe of the blind, turning the enemy
remaining part of the chapter. The likelihood of this explanation is underlined by the term
deavSpucfjq, which appears neither in the treatise, nor - at least to my knowledge - in the rest of the
extant works of the Bishop ofCyrus.
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202 John 16:33.
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208 Theodoret uses the same agricultural expression dyetopyrixoq (untouched, 'unworked') both for
Christ as coming from an untouched virgin womb, and for the wine that was made without the natural
process of fermentation, without the interference of grape. See Guinot, 'Les lectures patristiques'.
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[of the eyes] into medicine and using209 the harmful as protective. He gave back to
the so-called organs of hearing their original ability they had been deprived of. He
fed many thousands in the desert with a few loaves, putting the five loaves like seeds
into the hands [of the apostles], bringing the blessing of His tongue [upon them] like
a cloud, thus transforming the hands of the apostles into a plentiful crop and a full
granary. A granary, which does need neither a winnowing-shovel nor assorting, nor a
mill, a kneading-trough, fires and oven, but the loaves themselves arise and stream
out [of it]. To continue briefly: He stanched the [woman's] flow of blood,210 allowing
her intentionally to [quasi] steal the cure [from Him], He gave back the still
immature girl robbed away by death and mourned by her relatives to her parents. He
brought back to life another, a young man being carried out for burial, thus changing
the mourning into joy, transforming the funeral lament into wedding song. He lead
out of the tomb after four days the already decomposing cadaver, and commanded
the one who was bound to walk. Death drew back immediately and the dead [man]
ran released from putrefaction, set free from the fetor of decay, escaping from the
gates of death. He was not hindered in running by the bandages, and although the
veil on his face obstructed his sight, he hurried unimpeded to the One who called
[him], recognising the Master's voice.
27 [26]. That [Jesus Christ] voluntarily accepted the sufferings of salvation
By these and other miracles [Jesus] gave weight to [His] promises and trained the
chorus of the apostles for virtue, willingly proceeding towards the predicted211
sufferings. He forecast these several times for the disciples, and even rebuked Peter
< r\ O 1 "2
for not receiving with delight the good news of the sufferings, and explained
that through these the salvation of the world will be effected. That is why pointing on
Himself, He said to those who came [to arrest Him]: 'I am the one you are looking
for.'214 He did not respond when having been accused, and being able to hide, He did
not go on to do it, although He evaded often before when He wanted. He rather
mourned Jerusalem, which caused [its own] destruction by its unbelief, and
sentenced the total devastation of the one-time famous temple. He endured to be
smitten on the cheek, to be struck by a slave enduring a twofold slavery,215 [He
allowed] to be spat upon, vituperated, tortured, scourged and finally crucified. He
accepted the robbers on both sides as fellows in bearing the punishment, thus to be
numbered with murderers and malefactors,216 to be offered vinegar and bile from the
evil vine-stock, to be crowned with thorns instead of vine-shoots and grape-bunches.
[He endured] to be mocked with a scarlet [robe], smote with reed, pierced in the side
with a spear,217 and in the end to be put in the tomb.
209 Selkvucti, - He shows/proves or even changes the harmful to be protective.






to tcov raxd(bv edayyeA.ia.
214 See John 18:6.
215 The servant of the high priest in John's gospel - slave of the priest and of the devil.
216 See Isaiah 53:12.
217 See John 19:34.
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28 [27]. What was the cause of the Master's suffering
By enduring these, He achieved our salvation. Because the servants of sin were liable
to the punishment of sin, therefore He, who was immune from [any] sin and pursued
righteousness in all respects, accepted the punishment of the sinners. By the cross He
repealed the sentence of the ancient curse (for [Paul] says: 'Christ had redeemed us
from the curse of the law, being made a curse for us: for it is written, 'Cursed is
every one that hangs on a tree"218). By the thorns He brought an end to the
919
punishments of Adam (because after the sin it was heard: 'Cursed is the earth in
your works, thorns and thistles shall it bring forth to you'220). With the bile He took
onto Himself the bitterness and toil of the mortal and passible human life, whereas by
the vinegar He accepted the changing of humankind to the worse while endowing the
way of returning to the better. He signified [His] kingship by the scarlet and by the
reed He alluded to the weakness and frailty of the devil's power. By the slaps [on His
face] He proclaimed our deliverance, enduring our injuries, chastisements and
lashings. His side was pierced like Adam's, yet showing not the woman coming forth
from there, who by deceit begot death, but the fountainhead of life, which by [its]
double stream vivifies the world. One of these renews us in the bath and clothes [us]
with the garment of immortality, the other nourishes the (re)born at the divine table,
as the milk nurtures the infants.
29 [28]. That by the sufferings of Christ our salvation was accomplished
So the suffering of our Saviour is medication. The prophet also teaches this, when
exclaiming: 'He carried our sins, and suffered for us: yet we did esteem Him being in
pain, smitten and afflicted. But He was wounded for our sins and bruised for our
iniquities221: the chastisement of our peace [was] upon Him, and with His wounds we
are healed. All we like sheep have gone astray, therefore He was brought as a sheep
to the slaughter, and was mute as a lamb before its shearer.'222 As the shepherd,
when seeing [His] sheep dispersed chooses one of them and brings it to the pasture
he prefers, by that one attracting the rest towards himself; in the same fashion the
God-Word when He saw that humankind had gone astray, He assumed the form of
the servant, conjoined it with Himself223 and by that [form] He turned back towards
Himself the entire nature of humankind,224 leading the degraded and by wolves
threatened [flock] onto the divine meadow. That is why our Saviour took on our
nature. That is why the Master Christ embraced the sufferings of salvation, was
handed over to death and put in the tomb. Thus He removed that ancient and long-
See Galatians 3:13 and Deuteronomy 21:23.
219
pexa yap tf|v apapxiav - Instead of apapxtav, Vat. 841 contains xxpwpiav. See PG 77,
1468.
220
See Genesis 3:17-18 - quoted according to the LXX.
221 8ta xag avoptag qpdjv - for our lawlessness.
222 See Isaiah 53:4-7 - mainly according to the LXX.
223
too 806X00 XaPwv xf)v popcppv, icai xauxr|v cruvd\|/ag sauxcp.
224
G7i6aTpe\|/e naaav xf|v x<5v dvdpdmeov <p6aiv - He turned back (also in the sense of the
Hebrew 312?) the entire nature/race/species of humankind. Another possible interpretation this
statement is: 'He turned back/renewed the entire human nature' (i.e. the nature that is commonly
shared by all human beings and which is contaminated by the original sin). This second interpretation
is somewhat supported also by the following sentence of the text.
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lasting tyranny and promised incorruptibility to those being in the fetters of
corruption. By rebuilding and resurrecting the destroyed temple He presented for
both the dead and for those awaiting His resurrection true and secure promises. He
says [to us]: 'in this way, the nature assumed from you has obtained the resurrection
by the indwelling of and union with the Godhead, having put off the corruptible
together with the passions, entered into incorruptibility and immortality. In the same
way you also shall be released from the burden of the slavery of death, and having
cast off corruption together with the passions, [you shall] put on impassibility.'
Therefore He sent out the gift of baptism to all humankind through the apostles. He
said: 'go therefore, and make disciples of all nations, baptising them into the name of
the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.'227 Baptism is the sketch and
model of the Master's death. Paul says: 'For if we have been united in the
likeness of His Son's death, we shall be also [united in the likeness] of His
resurrection'230.
30 [29]. Demonstration of the perfect human nature from the writings of the Apostle
Thus was the Lord Christ born, thus was He nurtured, worked miracles, suffered for
these [reasons], was crucified, died, sent out His holy disciples as messengers to all
humankind and was taken up into heaven. The Apostle teaches us these [things]
concisely in what he wrote to Timothy, saying: 'Undoubtedly great is the mystery of
godliness: God was manifested in the flesh, justified in the Spirit, seen by angels,
preached unto the Gentiles, believed on in the world, taken up in glory'.231 He
connected [His] appearance to the flesh, whereas - according to the folly of the
heretics - [He connected His appearance] to His justification, being justified by the
co-operation232 of the Spirit. Is, then, the justifying Spirit greater than the justified
Son? By no means! For our [nature] was justified by God, who manifested [Himself]
in it and who was inseparably joined with it,233 instructed it in the highest virtue, and
kept it from tasting the arrows of sin, intact234 and superior to the deceit of the devil.
Although allowing [the manhood] to taste death for a short while, He immediately
delivered it from its tyranny and imparting His own life to it, took it up into heaven.
He seated it at the right hand side of the majesty235 and gave it a name above every
name, having given it His own dignity, taking the appellation of [the human] nature.
225 This should be EvSuaaade (Aor. Imperat.) instead of Fut. Ind.
226 omdOeta.
227 Matthew 28:19.








o<; dxtopiortoq autoo auvrmpevoq.
234 dpur|Toq - the human nature of Christ is 'uninitiated' into the 'mysteries' of the devil, thus, kept
from all evil.
235 See also Chapters 17 and 21.
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31. The eternal Word of God was pleased to be called Son of Man236
For He says, 'no one has ascended into heaven, but he who descended from heaven,
237 • 238
the Son of man, who is in heaven' . Not that which was of the seed of David
descended from heaven, but the Maker [of all], the timeless Word of God, who is
73Q
existent before the ages. Because of the union with the human [nature] He takes on
the name of the Son ofMan. Elsewhere [John] names Him again so: 'If you will see
the Son of Man ascending where He was before,'240 [this being] not the form of the
servant, but the form of God. He says again: 'because He is the Son ofMan, do not
marvel at this: for the hour is coming, in which [all] who are in the tombs will hear
His voice and come forth. Those who have done good, to the resurrection of life, and
those who have done evil, to the resurrection of judgement.'241 This is not the
attribute242 of the mere humanity, but of the inworking Godhead243 and therefore also
of the visible humanity because of its conjunction and union with the Godhead.
32 [30]. The form of the servant can similarly be named 'Son' because of the
conjunction
Thus the God-Word appropriates the wretchedness of the form of the servant and
[although] being God, He wants to be called man. And as He shared244 in the
humility of the man, in the same fashion He confers on him exaltation. For the infant
of the Virgin is called Emmanuel; the one swathed in swaddling clothes, sucking the
breast and being nurtured with milk is called Angel of great counsel, marvellous
counsellor, mighty God, ruler, prince of peace, Father of the coming age,245 Son of
the Highest, Saviour, Lord and Creator of all.246 For he says, 'One Lord Jesus Christ,
through whom all [things are]'247. Truly the names 'Jesus' and 'Christ' are
significant of the dispensation.24 And the dispensation happened neither before the
creation, nor immediately after the creation, but in the last days. Therefore the name
'Christ' indicates not only the assumed, but also the assuming Word together with
236 This sentence - according to my opinion - must have been another title of a new chapter. As
Joseph Lebon pointed out, Severus had quoted a text from Chapter 32, whilst considering it as being
from Chapter 34. Thus, the copying error mentioned by Schwartz regarding Chapter 15, must have
happened once again before Chapter 32. The main reasons I believe this is the title we are talking
about are: 1. The 3rd quotation of Marius Mercator finishes exactly before this fragment, although in
Migne's edition there is not the end of the sentence. 2. The next title (of Chapter 30) seems to have a
logical connection with this one: the two chapters are balancing each other. The first speaks of the
Word being called the Son of Man, the second deals with the form of the servant named Son. See my
aforementioned article 'An unnoticed title'.
237 See John 3:13 and Ephesians 4:10.
238
In opposition to Mai's edition and PG, Vat. 841 reads: ou to sk craEppaToq Aa.pi8.









245 naTijp too psAAovToq aicovoq.
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Tcov 6A.o)v.
247 See 1 Corinthians 8:6. Cf. Romans 11:36 and Colossians 1:16.
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the assumed (for it is significant for both God and the man249). Paul attributes the
creation and arrangement of all to the visible also, because of the union with that
which was hidden. That is why elsewhere he calls the Christ God above all also,
saying: 'and of them,250 according to the flesh, is Christ, who is God above all.'251
Not because the descendant of David is God by himself and God above all, but
because he was the temple of the God who is over all, having the divinity united and
conjoined with himself.
33 [31]. That there are two natures, but one person of Christ252
That is why 'Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever'.253 For we
neither divide the dispensation into two persons,254 nor do we preach or teach255 two
sons instead of the Only-begotten, but we have been taught256 and teach that there are
two natures. Because different is the Godhead and different is the manhood.
Different is the existing, and different that which came into existence. The form of
God is different from the form ofman; the assuming is different from the assumed;
the destroyed temple is different from the God who raised it up.
34 [32]. Pious [teaching] is to speak not about mixture257 but about unity in Christ
Therefore we neither confound258 the natures, nor teach a mixture259 of Creator and
creature, nor do we introduce the [concept of] confusion260 by means of the word
'mixture', but we both recognise the nature of the God-Word and acknowledge the
essence of the form of the servant; nevertheless, we worship both natures261 as one
Son. For the one conjoined262 with the other is named Christ, whereas the bare form
of the servant stripped of the Godhead was never called so by the teachers of piety.
Those who speak about mixture, together with mixture introduce confusion, and with
confusion change becomes involved. Once change has appeared, neither God
would remain in His own nature, nor [the] man in his own. For that necessitates each
249
Here again the manhood is called 'man' but only after the union with the Logos, who is the person
from among the two components. The 'man' here is again referred to in the scriptural sense, as it
results from the consequent biblical quotations.
250 I.e. the patriarchs.
251 Romans 9:5.
252
oxt Sbo pev eicd (poaEiq, ev 8s to TCpocramov too Xptaxoo.
253 Hebrews 13:8. See also Chapter 22.
254 7rp6aama.
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Kpacnq. Theodoret refuses all the expressions later condemned by Chalcedon: Kpdcrrq (mixture),










According to the Syriac text of Severus' Contra Grammaticum, the expression auvatpOsv should
be inserted after Sdxspov yap Oaxepco. I am indebted to Dr. Paul Parvis for this correction based on
CSCO, Scr. Syri, Series Quarta, V, 257, line 19. Lebon's Latin translation of the fragment is the
following: 'altera namque alteri coniuncta, Christus nominatur' (my italics). See ibid, 181, lines 6-7.
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[of them] leaving the limits of the[ir] essence,264 and neither God would be
recognised as God, nor the man as man anymore. This cannot be accepted even for
the structure of the human being by an accurate thinker. For we do not say that the
soul is mixed with the body, but rather that she is united and conjoined [with it],
r> zr c
dwells and works inside [it]. Nobody would say that the soul is mortal or the body
immortal without being entirely in foolish error. So while we distinguish each
966
[nature], we acknowledge one living being composed out of these. We name each
nature with different names, [one is] the soul, [the other] the body, however, the
living being composed out of both we give a different name, for we call that human.
967 968
Perceiving this as an image of the dispensation, let us avoid that blasphemy , and
abandoning the mixture, let us apply consistently the terms of union, of
96Q 970
conjunction and of togetherness, teaching a distinction of nature, and the unity
of the person. Thus we refute the blasphemy of Arius and Eunomius, applying on
one hand the humbly uttered and performed [words and deeds] by the Saviour Christ
to the form of the servant, whereas the sublime, God-worthy and great ones we
971
attribute to the sublime and great divinity, which surpasses every mind.
35 [33]. That the assumption of our nature into heaven granted us the gifts of the Spirit
It is time to pass over to the next [subject]. After being taken up into heaven and
proffering Himself to the Father as the guarantor of the peace of humankind, the
Master Christ sends to humankind the grace of the Spirit as a pledge of the promised
goods, as a master, a trainer and champion of the pious. [The Spirit is] like a vigilant
protector of the believers, an unquenched and never setting light of those going
forward, a healer of psychic wounds, a doctor of the injuries caused by sin, a leader
who teaches [how] to fight courageously against the devil. [The Spirit] gives wings
to those falling to the ground, educates the earthly for the life in heaven,2 2 to disdain
flesh and take care of the soul, to despise the present and long after the coming
things,273 to regard those [things] they are waiting for through faith, to consider none
of the [things] in [this] life illustrious, to laugh at fame, to look down on the flood of
riches, to see bodily beauty as fading flower. Not to grieve [because of being] poor,
not to suffer [when they are] ill, to rejoice when being wronged, to be happy when
despoiled, to endure the hardships bravely, to pray for their persecutors and bless
those who curse them, and simply to follow close after wisdom.274 The grace of the
Spirit taught these [things], and thus instructed the earth and sea, this is the wisdom
264 = / » i ~ 5 / v c /
avaytcri yap £Kcrxr|vax tcov xqq ouataq opcov eKatepov.
265
Or we do not speak about the soul mixing (KSKpaaftai) with the body, but rather about union
(f|va3a&at), conjoining (aovrjoOm), dwelling (olicelv) and inworking (evepystv).
266 auytcelpevov.
267
ifjq olxovoptag xijv gixova.




271 Theodoret expresses the same in his refutation of the fourth Cyrilline anathema. Cf. with the
closing remark of the Formula ofReunion.
272 xobq ypivouq xpv xcov oupavcov 7ioA.txslav raiSeuovxa.
273 scpieadai xwv peMovxcov.
274
cpiAocTocpta.
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of the barbarians also, since the arrival of their Saviour, this [is the wisdom] of the
inhabitants of the mainland, of the soldiers and of those who live at the edges of the
world.
36 [34]. Turning towards thanksgiving and turning away from excessive [curiosity]275
Therefore let us praise276 the donor of the innumerable goods, who led back our
nature from the extreme of absurdity into its initial [state], who became poor for our
sake, so that we might become rich by His poverty.277 Together with Him [let us
praise] His true Father, who so loved the world, that He gave His only begotten Son
for it, that whoever believes in Him should not perish but have eternal life.278 And
together with the Father and the Son [let us praise] the Holy Spirit, in whom being
baptised we receive the pledge of the gift; through whom our souls will be
enlightened, through whom we are taught about the dispensation, through whom we
97Q 9SO
are instructed in theology, through whom we are delivered from absurdity,
through whom we have been released from straying and have perceived the truth. We
should also cease to meddle with the nature of the Unborn, 81 whether is He good
and just, and whether could someone exist who is unborn and uncreated. Let us cease
to interfere with the birth of the Only-Begotten, with the pursuit of [its] fashion, with
judging over the unborn and born, with measuring the immeasurable. Let us give up
investigating erroneously the procession of the Holy Spirit and trying to find out
[something], which is known to the Father, to the Son and to the Spirit only. Let us
remain within the limits we inherited, not modifying the boundaries fixed by our
Fathers. Let us be content with the teaching provided by the Spirit. We should not
want to surpass the knowledge282 of Paul, who said that both his knowledge and
prophecy were imperfect and he saw the truth in a mirror dimly. Let us wait for the
enjoyment of the blessings hoped for. Then we shall be taught [to perceive]
perfection, when we shall not be harmed by imposture, nor have fallen into boasting,
but we shall live free from passions.283 Therefore at present let us remain within the
teaching of the Fathers, in order that by seeking for more we do not fall [even] from
the less, as our forefather Adam had suffered: he desired to become God and lost
even to be the image ofGod.
37 [35]. That it is appropriate to speak [of Virgin Mary as] God-bearer and man-bearer
Therefore concerning the theology284 nobody should be afflicted by unbelief, nobody
should be lame [in faith] about the dispensation, but should confess the Christ born
275
Here 1 tried to render somehow the wordplay of 7tpoTpo7tf| and &7TOTpo7tf|.
276 dvupvfiCTCopsv - let us praise in song.
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As far as 1 understand, this chapter is meant to be the epilogue of both works, therefore the two
terms OecAoyta and olicovopta represent the two treatises.
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ofMary as God and man, perfect in both respects. That is why the holy Virgin is
named both God-bearer and man-bearer286 by the teachers of piety,28 the latter
because she bore [someone] similar to her by nature, the former, inasmuch as the
form of the servant has the form of God united [to it].
Thus let us praise through [the discussion of] theology and dispensation the One,
[who] made known to us the hidden mystery. Let us prepare ourselves [to be]
temples of God by the purity of [our] life, accepting Him to dwell within [ourselves].
Thus, being illuminated by His rays, let us walk around288 as in the day, awaiting the
blessed hope and appearing of the glory of our great God and Saviour Jesus Christ,289
with whom to the Father together with the Holy Spirit [there shall be] glory and
might forever and ever. Amen.
285
Mai and PG omit here the word xkXeiov, which in Vat. 841 comes after rad' eKarepov.
286
deoTOKoq Kai avdpa)7tOTOKO<;.
287 vnd t(5v xfjq suCTsPsiaq 8i6aOTcdA,wv.
288 /
7repi7raxr]CTa)|i8v.
289 Titus 2:13.
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